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Abstract

Do politicians behave in accordance with gender stereotypes? Does the pressure to do so shift by con-
text and over time? Do voters uphold these stereotypes when they perceive and evaluate politicians’
behaviour? Focusing on elites and voters in the United Kingdom, this thesis addresses these questions
in three papers. The first paper analyses whether politicians express behavioural styles that are con-
sistent with stereotypes, and how the pressure to do so may have diminished over time. I describe
novel quantitative text analysis approaches to measure styles in parliamentary debates between 1997
and 2019 and show that women’s styles have changed substantially over time, as they have increas-
ingly adopted styles congruent with “masculine” stereotypes. The second paper investigates whether
there are gender differences in the sets of issues that politicians raise, whether women do more to
raise women’s concerns and experiences across the policy process more broadly, and how the incen-
tive to do so changes with increased political experience. Using quantitative text analysis techniques
to measure the issues politicians raise, I find that, among junior politicians, women talk significantly
more about stereotypically “feminine” issue areas, but also that this gender gap decreases markedly
with increased seniority. However, women continue to refer to women’s experiences in a wide range
of issue areas throughout their careers. The third paper evaluates whether the styles politicians use
influences how voters evaluate them, and whether this matters more for women than it does for men.
In a novel survey experiment, I manipulate politician gender and argument style and find that style
usage has important consequences for how voters evaluate politicians, but that the effects of style
are not conditional on politician gender. Taken together, this thesis provides important theoretical
arguments and empirical evidence concerning the dynamic validity of stereotypes in informing elite
and voter behaviour in the UK.



Impact statement

My doctoral research sits at the intersection of a diverse range of political science sub-fields, and there-
fore advances academia in the areas of gender and stereotyping, political communication, behaviour,
and legislative studies. First, I translate the conceptual definitions of gender stereotypes that emerge
in the social psychology literature into theoretically grounded observable behavioural indicators that
reflect the ideas of communality and agency. Second, I take a dynamic approach to studying the accu-
racy of stereotypes for informing politicians’ behaviour, by measuring how the issues politicians raise
in parliamentary debate, and the style in which they deliver these arguments, may shift by context
and over time. In doing so, I show that the accuracy of stereotypes is far from fixed and highlight
instead the dynamic influence they exert over elite behaviour. Third, I provide a methodological con-
tribution to the measurement of styles and issues in legislative settings that will be of direct value to
researchers studying politicians’ speechmaking behaviour. I introduce a new measurement approach
that combines dictionaries with a word-embedding model to detect my concepts of interest in the
specific context of parliamentary debate. Fourth, I present a theoretical argument and design a survey
experiment that attempts to unpack some of the mechanisms which underpin gender bias in voters’
evaluations. This approach provides new insights on gender bias in voting behaviour and attitudes.

Understanding what shapes the communication strategies that politicians deploy, and how voters
engage with this behaviour has policy implications in four areas. First, I provide evidence that may be
of direct value to think tanks, research organisations, and activist groups, such as the Fawcett Society
and 50:50 Parliament, who are engaged in the study and promotion of women into office. When run-
ning, women are now no less likely to win than men, yet barriers remain in their likelihood to stand. My
work shows that not only may restrictions on women’s behaviour be weaker now than in the past, but
also that voters do not punish women any more thanmen for counter-stereotypical behaviour. Second,
I show that as women progress through their parliamentary careers, they increasingly raise women’s
perspectives in a diversity of issue areas, thus ensuring that the interests of women voters are raised
in debates across the policy spectrum. It is therefore important to not only increase women’s presence
in politics, but also to ensure they reach sufficiently senior levels within it. Third, I provide new infor-
mation on the kinds of communication strategies that voters value in politicians. This may be of use to
political parties and organisations such as the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, which pro-
vides training and expertise, or the Global Partners Governance which provides advice to politicians,
political organisations, and parliaments. Fourth, I provide evidence that may be of interest to practi-
tioners and proponents of parliamentary reform, who are dedicated to designing institutions that offer
effective working environments for men and women. The attention I bring to gendered behaviour may
provide pointers for ongoing efforts in achieving a “Gender Sensitive” parliament.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Gender stereotypes are said to wield significant influence over the behaviour and experiences of

women in public and political life. It is not difficult to summon examples from electoral campaigns

and political office of women being scrutinised by their colleagues, the media, and voters for how

they behave. In the 2008 US Presidential Election, Michelle Obama was condemned as an “angry black

woman” and, allegedly as a result of this characterisation, went on to soften her image and speeches

in order to be seen as more “likeable”. In the 2016 US Presidential Election, Hillary Clinton was de-

scribed as an “unlikeable”, “nasty”, and “shrill” woman, and the wider campaign context was coloured

by slogans such as “Trump that bitch”, “Shrillary”, and “Killary”. Examples of the scrutiny of women’s

behaviour persisted into the 2020 US Presidential Election, where the supposed “anger and antago-

nism” of prominent women candidates Kamala Harris and Elizabeth Warren was a persistent feature

of the news cycle. Media commentators argued that anger is “not a good look” for them and their

opponents criticised them for being “angry”, “nasty”, and “vicious”.

Such examples extend beyond the US. In the UK, former UK Prime Minister Theresa May was char-

acterised as the “unemotional”, “inhuman and uncaring” and “cold” “Maybot” because her leadership

style contrasted sharply with stereotypes about the supposed emotional sensitivity of women. Inside

the legislature, women politicians in the UK have being accused of being “extremely frustrated”, told

to “watch their tone”, and to “calm down, dear”. In New Zealand, Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern was

told to “zip it, sweetie” during a parliamentary debate. Former Australian Prime Minister Julia Gillard

has spoken openly about the regular misogynistic and sexist abuse she received during her time as

the country’s first woman leader, where she was called “hysterical” and “brittle”, and endured sexist

protests outside of the Australian Parliament, which were joined by prominent politicians, demanding

parliament should “ditch the witch”.1

1Throughout this thesis, I opt to use “man”/ “men” and “woman”/ “women” as both adjectives and nouns. I do this for two
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These examples illustrate the scrutiny of, and behaviour towards, women in political life when they

fail to adhere to gender stereotypical behavioural expectations. Widely held stereotypical descriptions

state that women are expected to be nice, likeable, warm, kind, compassionate, communal, nurturing,

people-orientated, empathetic, and concerned for the welfare of others. By contrast, stereotypical be-

havioural expectations traditionally associated with men orientate towards assertiveness, aggression,

confidence, competence, ambition, self-sufficiency, logic, self-confidence, and goal attainment (Diek-

man and Eagly, 2000; Eagly and Karau, 2002; Fiske and Stevens, 1993; Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993a;

Schneider and Bos, 2014, 2019). The experiences of Michelle Obama, Hillary Clinton, Kamala Harris,

Elizabeth Warren, Theresa May, Nadine Dorries, Rosena Allin-Khan, Angela Eagle, Jacinda Ardern, Julia

Gillard, and many other women in political life exemplify the treatment of women when they fail to

live up to the expected behavioural standards of their gender or are perceived to be doing so by oth-

ers. How might these dynamics operate for men in political office? Or, put simply, would an angry,

tough, or emotional man have been branded shrill, nasty, robotic, or hysterical? While, of course, it is

impossible to say in any given instance, existing evidence suggests that this is unlikely to be the case

(Boussalis et al., 2021; Gleason, 2020; Okimoto and Brescoll, 2010).

Do politicians behave in accordance with traditional gender stereotypes? Does the pressure to

do so shift by context and over time? Do voters uphold these stereotypes when they perceive and

evaluate politicians’ behaviour? In this thesis, in the context of the United Kingdom (UK), I set about

answering these three questions. The critiques of women’s behaviour described above are each un-

derpinned by a set of gendered stereotypical expectations that are the product of the positions that

men and women have historically occupied in politics specifically and society more broadly (Eagly and

Karau, 2002). However, the content of such stereotypes is not necessarily fixed but should instead be

considered dynamic concepts (Diekman and Eagly, 2000; Eagly and Wood, 2012; Eagly et al., 2020). The

stereotypic characteristics of a group are related to the activities associated with their traditional roles

and divisions of power in society. Therefore, as the distribution of positions and power in society and

politics that men and women occupy have shifted (Bianchi et al., 2014; Blau, Brummund and Liu, 2013;

Diekman and Goodfriend, 2006; Sayer, Bianchi and Robinson, 2004), the stereotypical characteristics

associated with their genders may have shifted too. As such, stereotypes may inform both how men

and women behave and the standards to which they are held by others, however, the content of these

reasons. First, the central questions I assess focus on how traditional gender stereotypes inform the behaviour of politicians in
office and how voters engage with this behaviour. As these questions relate to the prominence of societal and political gender-
based roles and not biological sex-based roles, it is appropriate to use “men”/ “women” and not “male”/ “female”. Second,
although from a traditional grammatical perspective “male”/ “female” act as both nouns and adjectives and “men”/ “women”
only as nouns, there has been a move in recent years to accept the use of “men” and “women” as adjectives in order to adapt
to inclusive language use.
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stereotypes may shift over time as the distribution and power of men and women in different social

roles have also shifted. Many of the criticisms and behavioural expectations described above may be

rooted in a potentially anachronistic and outdated view of the extent to which men and women both

conform to and are held to the standards of traditional “masculine” and “feminine” behaviours.

At present, we do not have clear evidence on whether contemporary politicians fulfil these

behavioural stereotypes, whether such stereotypes inform voter behaviour, nor how this may have

changed over time. In this thesis, I make an important contribution to knowledge by theorising and

testing empirically whether politicians behave in accordance with traditional stereotypes with respect

to the policy areas they champion in parliamentary debate, the stylistic manner in which they deliver

these arguments, and how the pressure to do so may shift both over time and throughout the course

of their careers. Further, I consider whether stereotypes inform how voters engage with politicians’

behaviour. I assess, first, whether voters perceive men and women politicians’ behaviour differently

based on stereotypical expectations, second, whether politicians incur backlash when violating

gender-based norms, and third, whether differential perception of behaviour may itself explain this

backlash. I assess both whether politicians actually behave in a way that is consistent with gender

stereotypes, but also whether voters simply perceive there to be differences based on stereotypical

assumptions. Taken together, the three papers which form the core of this thesis aim to leverage

creative and theoretically informed quantitative designs to provide insights on the dynamic validity

of stereotypes in informing contemporary elite and voter behaviour in the UK.

Contrary to past work, my results suggest that not only are the descriptive validity of prominent

gender stereotypes for how elites behave considerably lower than they were in the past, but also that

voters do not punish women in the way that prominent theories of gender stereotyping predict. Docu-

menting when behaviour and attitudes run counter to expectations is of central normative importance

because it may help to both undermine and potentially update outdated stereotypical prescriptions,

and thereby further reduce voter bias against women. However, as the opening paragraph demon-

strates, sexism persists as a serious issue in politics and public life. I make an important contribution

by shedding light on several areas where gendered bias may have declined in recent years. However,

these findings should be considered within the wider context of women’s experiences in politics. The

findings should motivate researchers to refocus their attention on understanding how sexism, stereo-

typing, and gendered inequality shape women’s experiences in political life more broadly.

In the remainder of this introductory chapter, I outline the theoretical literature on gender roles

and stereotype formation, as well as how stereotypes may induce differences in politicians’ behaviour.
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1.1. GENDER ROLES AND STEREOTYPES

Next, I introduce the UK context in which I situate this study and turn to the substantive and method-

ological approaches and contributions that each paper provides. Finally, I conclude by discussing the

wider implications of these findings for women’s experiences in politics.

1.1 Gender roles and stereotypes

Throughout this thesis, I adopt the general framework of gender role theory to understand the influ-

ence of stereotypes in politics (Eagly, 2013; Eagly and Karau, 2002; Schneider and Bos, 2019). Gender

role theory suggests that stereotypes are formed initially through the traditional division in societal

roles between men and women. These gender divisions are associated with expectations for how indi-

viduals should think, feel, and behave. These expectations are reflected and reinforced in many ways:

through educational experiences, social interactions, workplace cultures, and numerous other cumula-

tive experiences. Over time, men and women come to internalise the traits that align with their gender

roles, which are then further reinforced by others who reward conformity to expected behaviours and

punish violations. Further, individuals internalise the expectation that men and women should behave

in ways that are consistent with their gender roles. Or, put differently, these descriptive stereotypes,

which describe howmen andwomen typically behave, lead to the formation of prescriptive stereotypes,

which outline instead howmen and women should behave (Gill, 2004; Heilman, 2001). As such, the idea

that women are generally warm and caring becomes a prescription that women should be warm and

caring. The violation of these behavioural prescriptions can result in social sanctions imposed by oth-

ers which come to incentivise conformity with these gender-based expectations (Brescoll and Uhlmann,

2008). Gender roles then become self-reinforcing, as societal beliefs about the typical behavioural dif-

ferences lead to ever-more entrenched patterns of gendered behaviour. The consequence, therefore,

is that women come to behave in feminine, or “communal”, ways that are associated with positivity,

warmth, compassion, kindness, and caring for others, and men come to behave in masculine, or “agen-

tic”, ways that are associated with strength, assertiveness, logic, and independence (Bakan, 1966; Best

and Williams, 1990; Broverman et al., 1972; Eagly and Steffen, 1984; Rucker, Galinsky and Magee, 2018;

Sczesny, Nater and Eagly, 2019; Spence, Helmreich and Stapp, 1974).

In the political realm, numerous studies have sought to assess the influence gender stereotypes

wield on both politicians’ behaviour and the ways in which voters engage with this behaviour (Bauer,

2020b; Bernhard, 2022; Boussalis et al., 2021; de Geus et al., 2021; Gleason, 2020; Huddy and Terkildsen,

1993a; Krupnikov and Bauer, 2014; Saha and Weeks, 2022; Teele, Kalla and Rosenbluth, 2018). Stereo-
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types are said to inform both the styles that politicians express and the set of policy responsibilities

they are deemed suited to and on which they are considered competent (Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993a;

Kahn, 1996; Lawless, 2004; McDermott, 1997). Consistent with the idea that women are, and should

be, “communal”, they are expected to express styles that are marked by higher levels of emotional-

ity, positivity, empathy, warmth, and human interest (Alexander and Andersen, 1993; Blankenship and

Robson, 1995; Dahlerup, 1988; Karpowitz and Mendelberg, 2014). Further, this may also feed into the

expectation that women have strengths in “compassionate” issue areas that are concerned with caring

for others, such as children and family, poverty, welfare, education, and health (Eagly, 2013; Herrnson,

Lay and Stokes, 2003; Huddy, Cassese and Lizotte, 2008; Sanbonmatsu, 2002; Shapiro, 1986). Similarly,

consistent with the idea that men are, and should be, “agentic”, they are expected to express styles

marked by higher levels of assertiveness, aggression, logic, and confidence (Huddy and Terkildsen,

1993a; Jamieson, 1995; Mendelberg, Karpowitz and Oliphant, 2014), and gravitate towards associated

policy areas such as the economy, finance, defence, or employment (Bäck, Debus and Müller, 2014;

Escobar-Lemmon and Taylor-Robinson, 2005; Krook and O’Brien, 2012).

Observational work assessing elite behaviour broadly supports these perspectives, and finds that

women tend to be more emotional (Dietrich, Hayes and O’Brien, 2019; Gleason, 2020; Gleason, Jones

and McBean, 2019; Jones, 2016), positive (Boussalis et al., 2021; Yu, 2013), less aggressive or dominant

(Grey, 2002; Karpowitz and Mendelberg, 2014; Mendelberg, Karpowitz and Goedert, 2013; Kathlene, 1994;

Shaw, 2000), and tend to draw more on human narrative and experiences (Bligh and Kohles, 2008;

Childs, 2004b; Hargrave and Langengen, 2021; Karvonen, Djupsund and Carlson, 1995; Mattei, 1998).

Further, in electoral campaigns (Ennser-Jedenastik, 2017) and in the legislature (Bäck and Debus, 2019)

women tend to talk more about social policy issues than men and take on legislative roles that reflect

this division (Blumenau, 2021c; Coffé, Bolzendahl and Schnellecke, 2019; Goodwin, Holden Bates and

Mckay, 2021).

Empirical assessments of voter behaviour suggest that voters may punish politicians who contra-

dict gender stereotypical styles (Bauer, 2015a; Boussalis et al., 2021; Cassese and Holman, 2018), and

ascribe women more qualifications and competence in “feminine” policy areas (Herrnson, Lay and

Stokes, 2003; Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993a; Sanbonmatsu and Dolan, 2009), while punishing women

who do not advance “women’s issues” (Cassese and Holman, 2018). Several other studies have sug-

gested that stereotypes overall may not inform voters’ evaluations, but that stereotype application

depends on the geographic (Saha and Weeks, 2022) or electoral context (Anzia and Bernhard, 2022), or

on the type of voter (Bauer, 2015b; Bauer, Kalmoe and Russell, 2022). Taken together, these accounts
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suggest that, prior to entry into politics, politicians may internalise expectations from their gender

roles, and the idea that they may incur punishments from voters if they fail to live up to these expecta-

tions. As such, legislators may engage in gender-role consistent behaviours and voters may hold them

to these standards.

Gender role theory informs each of the papers in this thesis in several key ways. First, gender

role theory provide conceptual definitions of gender stereotypical behaviour which, while not always

precisely defined, are broadly described as communal behaviours which are associated with women,

and agentic behaviours which are associated with men. I translate these conceptual definitions into

theoretically grounded behavioural indicators that allow me to measure whether politicians conform

to stereotypes both with respect to the styles they express, and the substantive issues which they

champion. Second, gender role theorists contend that stereotypes are dynamic concepts and that the

content of stereotypes associated with men and women may change over time as the distribution of

gendered societal positions have changed. I adopt this dynamic understanding of stereotypes to as-

sess how incentives for politicians to behave in gender-stereotype-consistent ways may shift both over

time and throughout the course of their careers. Third, gender role theorists suggest that individuals

not only internalise the expectation that they should behave in gender-role consistent ways, but also

internalise the expectation that others should do so too. I study both whether stereotypes inform how

voters evaluate stereotype-(in)congruent behaviour by politicians, and how they inform how voters

may differentially perceive the styles that men and women politicians express.

1.2 Substantive approach and contributions

The papers in this thesis address whether stereotypes are influential in shaping the behaviour and

attitudes of politicians and voters in the UK. In doing so, I contribute – both theoretically and empir-

ically – to our understanding of how gender roles and stereotypes influence the behaviour of elites

and voters.

In chapters 3 and 4, I study whether MPs conform to gender stereotypic behaviour in the UK House

of Commons between May 1997 and March 2019. The House of Commons, the lower chamber of the

UK parliament, is a classic majoritarian legislature with typically a single governing and one main

opposition party (Lijphart, 2012). Over the period I study, there have been five general elections –

2001, 2005, 2010, 2015, and 2017 – and the period covers six parliamentary terms – 1997-2001, 2001-

2005, 2005-2010, 2010-2015, and 2017-2019. Between 1997 and 2010, the Labour Party was the party
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of government, between 2010 and 2015 the Conservative Party and the Liberal Democrats formed a

coalition government, and between 2015 and 2019 the Conservatives formed a single party government,

which, at the time of writing, remains the party of government. In chapters 3 and 4, the changing

composition of parliament, and indeed career paths of women in parliament, is core to the theoretical

arguments, which each rely in part on women’s presence and status within the legislature. Throughout

the period I study, there has been a concomitant rise in the number of women elected to the House of

Commons. In figure 1.1, I show the number of women elected between 1992 and 2019 split by political

party. As is clear from the figure, the 1997 General Election marked a landslide victory for the numeric

increase of women, where 120 of the 650 MPs returned to the House of Commons (18.2%) were women,

which saw the number of women double from the 60 women (9.2%) elected in the 1992 General Election.

The number of women has since risen gradually over time and, by the end of the period of study, 208

women (32%) were elected to the House of Commons following the 2017 General Election.

While I am unaware of any over time survey questions about the changing endorsement of gender

stereotypes in the UK specifically, recent evidence suggests that voters in the UK have become more

gender-egalitarian in their attitudes (Taylor and Scott, 2018). Therefore, coupled with the increase in

the number of women in politics over time in the UK, recent evidence suggests that gender roles have

become notably less traditional over time, with particular changes occurring from 2008 onwards. In

1984, 37% of respondents to the British Social Attitudes survey disagreed that “a man’s job is to earn

the money; a woman’s job is to look after the home and family”, but this disagreement had risen to

72% in 2017 (Taylor and Scott, 2018, 1). Figure 1.2 documents changes in the levels of agreement and

disagreement to this question between 1984 and 2017. Academic accounts also suggest that, in both

the UK and further afield, support for traditional gender norms has eroded (Inglehart and Norris, 2003;

Twenge, 1997a; Seguino, 2007). Further, between 1990 and 2010, voters in the UK, and Western Europe

more broadly, have become significantly less likely to agree with the traditional division of social roles

performed by men and women (Shorrocks, 2018).

Taken together, over the period I study, the presence of women in politics has increased markedly

and the degree to which voters support traditional gender divisions is on the decline. While distinct

in question and approach, the papers in this thesis each rest on the idea that stereotypes should be

considered dynamic concepts that will shift as the presence and power of women in society and politics

changes, as does public attitudes about these stereotypes. As such, the UK represents an interesting

case to investigate the changing role of gender stereotypes in informing elite and voter behaviour.

In the first paper (chapter 3, co-authored with Jack Blumenau), I evaluate whether stereotypes
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Figure 1.1: Number of women MPs by party, 1992-2019

serve as accurate behavioural descriptions of the ways in which UK MPs argue about politics in the UK

House of Commons. Existing perspectives suggest that politicians face incentives to adopt styles which

are consistent with gender stereotypes, and that these incentives induce stylistic differences between

men andwomen’s speeches in parliamentary debate. Empirical evidence supports this perspective and

shows that, compared to their men colleagues, women’s speeches are more emotional (Dietrich, Hayes

and O’Brien, 2019; Gleason, 2020; Yu, 2013), less complex and jargonistic (Coates, 2015), less repetitive

(Dahlerup, 1988), less aggressive (Kathlene, 1994), and use different types of evidence to support their

arguments (Childs, 2004a). In the UK, existing work has shown that men and women’s styles differ:
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Figure 1.2: Percentage of respondents who agree or disagree with the statement “a man’s job is to earn
the money; a woman’s job is to look after the home and family”, 1984-2017

women evidence arguments with personal experience, discuss policies in a concrete way, and are less

adversarial than men (Hargrave and Langengen, 2021; Shaw, 2020).

However, existing work does not consider how gendered patterns of style have changed over time.

Building on work that considers stereotypes to be dynamic constructs (Diekman and Eagly, 2000; Eagly

and Wood, 2012; Eagly and Karau, 2002), I argue that over the past 25 years in the UK, several factors

are likely to have decreased the degree to which UK MPs – and especially women – will conform to

stereotype-consistent behaviours. First, politicians are drawn from a broader population which has it-
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self diverged from stereotypical styles in recent years. As societal gender roles have changed, women

in the public have been shown to demonstrate increasingly agentic behaviours across a wide set of

contexts and countries (Leaper and Ayres, 2007; Twenge, 2001). Second, changes to the social roles

played by women in public life, and in politics, have reduced the validity of gender stereotypes in the

eyes of the public (as exemplified in figure 1.2). While attributes associated with men have remained

relatively stable, masculine, agentic characteristics are increasingly ascribed to women (Eagly et al.,

2020; Sendén et al., 2019). Consequently, I argue that voters are less likely to sanction women legis-

lators for gender-incongruent behaviours now than in the past. Finally, the increased prominence of

women in parliament (as documented in figure 1.1) and leadership roles (Blumenau, 2021c) is also likely

to reduce the degree to which women politicians internalise expectations that they need to behave

in “feminised” ways. Together, these arguments lead to a central behavioural prediction which I test

empirically: that UK MPs will conform less to gender stereotypes now than in the past, and that women,

in particular, will adopt styles that are further from feminine stereotypes over time.

To test this argument, I use novel quantitative text analysis approaches for measuring a diverse

set of styles at scale in political speeches between 1997 and 2019. Analysing debates in the House of

Commons, I show that in the early parts of my study period, politicians behave in a way that is broadly

consistent with traditional gender stereotypes, where women primarily communicate in a manner that

is consistent with “communal” stereotypes and men in ways that are consistent with “agentic” stereo-

types. However, I show that these differences have reduced dramatically over the study period. In

particular, I document a sharp convergence between men and women’s styles. Further, I show that

the variation in gendered style usage has primarily resulted from women’s decreasing use of commu-

nal styles, and increasing use of agentic styles, over time. The implication of these findings is that

traditional gender stereotypes now less accurately describe the reality of politicians’ behaviour than

they once did. While previous work has largely addressed these questions at a fixed point in time, I

provide an important contribution by documenting empirically how behaviour has shifted over time. I

show that the descriptive validity of prominent stereotypes is considerably lower in the contemporary

House of Commons than they were in the past.

Just as stereotypes are said to shape the styles that politicians express, so too are they said to

shape the policy areas thatmen andwomen are expected to focus on. Women are said to pay greater at-

tention to social policy issues that are related to their traditional roles as caregivers (Norris, 1996), and

the long-standing stereotype that women are expected to be communal, caring, and compassionate

(Eagly and Karau, 2002). As such, women are said to orientate towards policies that focus on caring for
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others (Beutel and Marinin, 1995), and “compassion” issues such as poverty, education, children, fam-

ily, and health policy (Shapiro, 1986). Empirical accounts suggest that in campaigns (Ennser-Jedenastik,

2017; Herrnson, Lay and Stokes, 2003) and in legislatures (Bäck, Debus and Müller, 2014; Bäck and De-

bus, 2019; Clayton, Josefsson and Wang, 2017; Schwindt-Bayer, 2006; Swers, 2002) women tend to pay

greater attention to social policy issues. In the UK, work by Catalano (2009) and Bird (2005) suggests

that women participate more in debates on health-related topics and question the government more

on issues of women and gender. Existing perspectives have shown that, although context may mitigate

the link (Childs and Krook, 2009; Hawkesworth, 2003), the issues that men and women prioritise are

broadly in line with stereotypical expectations.

However, existing accounts have largely neglected to assess how this difference may shift over

the course of politicians’ careers. As figure 1.1 shows, women have historically been underrepresented

numerically in legislatures in both the UK and further afield (IPU, 2022), and have, on average, less

experience in office thanmen (Lazarus, Steigerwalt and Clark, 2022). It has been challenging for studies

to identify the implications that increased experience may have for both the behaviour of women

legislators in office and for the representation of voters’ interests in the policy-making process. In

the second paper (chapter 4), I build on literature on both the dynamics of legislative careers (Bailer

and Ohmura, 2018; Bailer et al., 2022; Benedetto and Hix, 2007; Claessen, Bailer and Turner-Zwinkels,

2021) and political experience (Eggers and Spirling, 2017; Fulton, 2012), to understand the effect of

politicians’ increased experience on their representational behaviour. Specifically, I argue that gender

differences in the extent to which women politicians raise issues traditionally associated with women

will bemost pronounced among junior politicians, however, this difference will decrease with increased

parliamentary prestige for several reasons.

First, at the beginning of their careers, politicians will gravitate towards the issue areas where

they have the most prior experience. This issue selection will be shaped by a variety of factors but,

for women, may also be shaped by their shared identity with women (Phillips, 1995; Wängnerud, 2009).

Second, in the early stages, politicians need to gain credibility and competence in the eyes of voters and

their fellow politicians and are therefore incentivised to prioritise issues where they will be ascribed

the most authority and competence by others. As women have traditionally been perceived as better

suited to, and to have greater expertise in, stereotypically “feminine” issue areas (Herrnson, Lay and

Stokes, 2003; Sanbonmatsu, 2002), they will place greater emphasis on these issue areas. However,

over time, politicians learn to navigate their roles and establish themselves and build their confidence

in a wider variety of issue areas (Miquel and Snyder, 2006). Therefore, they will diversify the selection
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of issues as they gain both greater experience in a wider set and more credibility for this work from

voters and fellow politicians.

To evaluate this argument, I use quantitative text analysis approaches to detect the set of issues

that politicians raise in House of Commons speeches. I find that, among junior politicians, women talk

significantly more about “feminine” issues, however this gender gap decreases markedly as seniority

increases. Further, I find that women politicians also raise women’s experiences to a greater extent

than men, that they do so in debates on a wide range of issue areas, and that this does not change

with increased political experience. Further, I find that some of the largest gender differences are

concentrated in the more traditionally “masculine” policy areas, such as crime and policing or defence.

The implications of these findings are positive, as they suggest that women diversify the sets of policy

areas they focus on the longer they are in parliament, and that women continue to amplify women’s

experiences throughout the course of their careers in debates across the policy spectrum.

The results I present in the first two papers suggest that the accuracy of stereotypes for describing

politicians’ behaviour is contingent on both time and seniority. I show that, at the end of my study

period, men’s and women’s communication styles have converged considerably. While politicians may

now behave in a way that is less consistent with stereotypes than they once did, it remains possible

that voters may both still perceive differences in elite behaviour and evaluate politicians differently

based on their gender. In the third paper (chapter 5), I address this question directly by identifying the

extent to which gender stereotypes shape voters’ attitudes towards politicians’ behaviour. When com-

municating with the public, politicians make regular use of a wide range of argumentation strategies

such as empathetic appeals, emotional arguments, and aggressive attacks. While politicians express-

ing empathy, emotion, and aggression is unremarkable, certain politicians may face harsher penalties

than others when they express, or do not express, these styles. I consider whether voters are biased

in their perceptions and evaluations of the ways in which politicians communicate, and, consequently,

whether voters’ evaluations of elite political communication are gendered.

While there is a rich literature on the influence of gender stereotypes on voter evaluations of

politicians, this paper is the first to address whether voters differentially perceive politicians’ behaviour

based on gender alone. I focus on styles for which the gender stereotypes literature has outlined clear

expectations about men and women’s behaviour (Eagly and Wood, 2012; Schneider and Bos, 2019) and

many of the styles assessed in chapter 3. Work to date examining how voters evaluate stereotype-

(in)congruent behaviour has focused on isolated behaviours such as crying (Brooks, 2011), negative

attacks (Cassese and Holman, 2018; Krupnikov and Bauer, 2014), willingness to compromise (Bauer,
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Harbridge Yong and Krupnikov, 2017), or ambition (Saha and Weeks, 2022). By contrast, I make progress

by focusing on how voters evaluate politicians’ use of a wider range of styles that are consistent with

both feminine “communal” stereotypes and masculine “agentic” stereotypes (Eagly and Karau, 2002).

In doing so, I assess whether there are asymmetric standards in the degree to which men and women

politicians are punished for stereotype-incongruent behaviours.

In a survey experiment, I present UK voters with speeches where the argument style and the gen-

der of the politician delivering the argument are varied. Through these manipulations, I assess, first,

whether voters perceive men and women politicians’ behaviour differently based on stereotypical ex-

pectations, second, whether politicians incur backlash when violating gender-based norms, and third,

whether differential perception of behaviour may itself explain this backlash. I find that style usage

has important consequences for how voters evaluate politicians. Politicians are liked more when they

are emotional or draw on anecdotes, however, they are simultaneously regarded as less competent

when they use these styles. Contrary to the expectations from the gender stereotypes literature, I

find no evidence that these evaluations are gendered: the effects of style on voters’ evaluations of

politicians’ competence and likeability are equal for men and women politicians.

A commonly held perception is that women are punished when they adopt behavioural styles con-

sistent with masculine agentic stereotypes (Fox and Oxley, 2003; Jalalzai, 2016). At the core of the idea

that women politicians face double standards when they violate stereotypically expected behaviours

is that voters actually hold these expectations for women’s behaviour in the first place. However, as

argued above, studies show that the public’s perception of the validity of these stereotypes has shifted

over time. Women have been seen as increasingly agentic over time (Eagly et al., 2020; Sendén et al.,

2019). Voters in the UK have also become more gender-egalitarian in their attitudes over time (Taylor

and Scott, 2018), and have become markedly less likely to support traditional gendered divisions in

social roles (Shorrocks, 2018). Further, in chapter 3, I show that politicians in the UK have come to

behave in a way that is less consistent with traditional gender stereotypes. Women politicians have

decreasingly made use of “communal” styles and increasingly made use of “agentic” styles over time.

The pessimistic assumption is that this behaviour change by women might be met by backlash from

voters. However, the results I present in chapter 5 suggest that this may not materialise, as UK voters

do not seem to unjustly penalise women politicians for stereotype-incongruent behaviour. Of course,

without a study from 20 years ago to compare these findings to, it is not possible to know whether

UK voters in previous eras did apply these descriptive stereotypes or punish women politicians for

stereotype-incongruent behaviour. Yet, if voters no longer hold the same stereotypical expectations
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about men’s and women’s behaviour, and politicians decreasingly behave in accordance with tradi-

tional stereotypes, it may not be that surprising to uncover that women politicians are not punished

for behaviour that violates traditional stereotypes.

In sum, the first two papers provide new insights into the dynamic influence that stereotypes

wield over politicians’ behaviour, by assessing how these factors change over time and throughout the

course of politicians’ careers. The third paper focuses on voter behaviour and shows that while the use

of styles consistent with stereotypes does inform how voters evaluate politicians, this does not seem

to be gendered. Taken together, the papers in this thesis make several substantive contributions to

our understanding of what shapes the behavioural strategies that political elites deploy, how voters

engage with this behaviour, and to the changing role that gender stereotypes play in this process.

1.3 Methodological approach and contributions

Beyond the substantive contributions described above, the papers also make use of innovative quan-

titative designs to understand what shapes the communication strategies that political elites deploy

in the UK, and how voters perceive and evaluate this behaviour. I draw on two distinct methodological

approaches to address these questions: quantitative text analysis and a survey experiment.

Chapters 3 and 4 focus onmeasuring the behaviour of political elites. To do so, I study the speeches

that politicians deliver in the House of Commons to glean insights into the issues that politicians priori-

tise when participating in parliamentary debate, and the style in which they deliver these arguments.

In both chapters, I focus on MPs’ behaviour in one key aspect of their roles: their participation and

behaviour in legislative debates. The behaviour of individual MPs is difficult to observe, and therefore

measure, in many aspects of politicians’ roles. Further, while individual-level behaviour is observable

in parliamentary voting, the votes MPs cast are heavily influenced and controlled by their political

party, and therefore voting behaviour largely does not provide meaningful information about politi-

cians’ behaviour. Instead, legislative debates represent a rare and useful source of panel data at the

individual-level, and therefore enable researchers to study how the behaviour of MPs may change over

time, or across debates on different topics or types, factors which are all crucial to my questions of in-

terest. Plenary debates are a fundamental part of the legislative and representational process, where

politicians can engage in arguments over policy, articulate their views, represent their constituents,

appeal to new voters, and hold the government to account in a public forum. They are one of the most

visible elements of a politician’s job, receive coverage in the media, and are noticed by voters (Camp-
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bell and Lovenduski, 2015; Proksch and Slapin, 2015; Rush and Giddings, 2011). They operate under

relatively permissive rules and MPs are afforded a large degree of individual autonomy regarding the

debates they participate in and, crucially, the content of their speeches (Bäck, Debus and Fernandes,

2021). The speeches that MPs deliver in the UK House of Commons provide meaningful insights into

the styles and issues that individuals express and are an excellent source of data to assess my central

questions of interest.

To measure both the styles politicians adopt in debate, and the substantive issues that they raise,

I create behavioural measures that aim to take context and validity seriously. A common approach to

measuring concepts, such as styles or topics, in text data is to assign political speeches a score on

the basis of a predefined dictionary that aims to capture the concept of interest. However, dictionary-

based approaches are highly domain-specific, as the words used to capture a concept in one context

– say, parliamentary speeches – are likely to be different to those used to express the same concept in

another context. As Grimmer and Stewart (2013, 268) argue, “applying dictionaries outside the domain

for which they were developed can lead to serious errors”. For instance, one style that I assess in

chapter 3 is whether politicians are aggressive in their speeches. When considering words that may

be representative of aggression in, for instance, communication on social media platforms, we are

likely to conjure up a set of words that is very different from how aggression is understood in the

parliamentary context, where there are extensive rules on appropriate conduct and “unparliamentary”

language. In essence, how we understand the concept of a particular communication style is likely to

vary significantly depending on the context of interest.

I take this well-known critique of dictionary approaches seriously and introduce an alternative

strategy that accounts for this critique. I develop measures that combine dictionaries with a locally-

trained word-embedding model to construct domain-specific dictionaries that are able to capture

my quantities of interest as they manifest in the specific context of UK parliamentary debate. Word-

embedding models, which are now a mainstay of computer science research and are of increasing use

in political science (Osnabrügge, Hobolt and Rodon, 2021; Rice and Zorn, 2021; Rodriguez and Spirling,

2022; Widmann and Wich, 2022) in essence rely on the idea that words which are used in similar con-

texts will have similar meanings. The core idea suggests that the meaning of a word can be intuited by

examining the other words that appear close to it in text data. Or, as the commonly repeated maxim

puts it, you can “know a word by the company it keeps” (Firth, 1957, 11). This approach, therefore, pro-

vides me with a measure of each of my styles and issues that is firmly grounded in the ways in which

politicians debate in the UK House of Commons. The word-embedding approach allows me to detect
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the style in which politicians communicate, and the substantive policy areas that they champion. In

doing so, I can carry out a detailed exploration of gendered dynamics in UK House of Commons debates

and emphasise the influence the stereotypes may wield over politicians’ behaviour. These features of

politicians’ behaviour in office have become central quantities of interest to scholars in studying gen-

dered and non-gendered behaviour alike. As such, this measurement approach will be of direct value

to researchers interested in the study of politicians’ speechmaking behaviour in legislatures globally.

Chapter 5 turns to measuring the behaviour of voters. Gendered perceptions and prejudice in

politics can be troublesome to grapple with as it can be challenging to isolate gender as the factor that

influences voters’ judgements. In observational settings, it is difficult to ascertain which arguments

voters receive and how they may evaluate these arguments. Experimental approaches, which have

become increasingly common in the field of gender-based stereotyping (Campbell and Cowley, 2014;

Campbell et al., 2019a,b; Saha andWeeks, 2022), offer a solution to this problemby enabling researchers

to isolate the causal effect of gender on voter evaluations and perceptions of candidates or politicians

(Mutz, 2011). This is of particular importance for my central questions, as I am interested in identifying

whether voters differentially perceive politicians’ style usage based on gender alone, and whether

voters differentially evaluate men and women politicians depending on the styles they express.

To test whether stereotypes inform voters’ judgements, I designed a vignette survey experiment,

which was fielded by YouGov to approximately 1,700 members of their UK online panel. In the ex-

periment, respondents were tasked with reading a short argument delivered by a fictitious MP. Re-

spondents were assigned to different treatment conditions where various attributes were randomised.

In particular, the styles, policy areas, and gender of the MP. To ensure the speeches were similar in

spirit to the kinds of arguments MPs deliver in the UK parliamentary context, the texts of the speeches

were informed by searching for debates on similar policy areas recorded in Hansard. When writing

the speeches, the basic structure remained the same within a policy area, however, I added words

and sentences that were deemed highly representative of the style types in the parliamentary context

by selecting the highest-weighted words and sentences according to the word-embedding based ap-

proach described above. Overall, my aim was to ensure that the speeches appropriately mimicked UK

House of Commons language and that the styles were representative of the same stylistic concepts

studied in chapter 3.

Considered together, the papers in this thesis use creative and theoretically informed innovative

quantitative designs to assess how gender stereotypes inform the way politicians behave, and how

voters engage with this behaviour.
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1.4 Implications for gender and politics

Stereotypes are said to inform both the way that politicians behave in office, but also shape voters’

judgements about this behaviour. Together, my results suggest that women in parliament do not need

to conform to behavioural stereotypes, and voters do not hold them to stereotypical standards. The

substantive conclusions from this research therefore provide a correction to, and potential updating

of, our collective understanding of how men and women may behave in office, and how voters engage

with this behaviour. Ensuring that our assumptions about sexist attitudes and stereotypes in politics

are grounded in empirical reality has important implications for politicians’ experiences in office for

several reasons.

First, when running for office, women are now no less likely to win than men (Lawless and Fox,

2010), indeed, women may now even experience a slight electoral advantage (Schwarz and Coppock,

2022). Evidence suggests that “when women run, women win” (Carroll and Sanbonmatsu, 2013). Gender

gaps do, however, remain in women’s likelihood to run for office (Bernhard, Shames and Teele, 2021;

Lawless and Fox, 2005), the length of their political careers (Lazarus, Steigerwalt and Clark, 2022), and

their likelihood to be promoted to higher office (Yildirim, Kocapınar and Ecevit, 2021). While the deci-

sion to run for office is likely driven by a plethora of factors, which I reflect further on below, women’s

reluctance to enter politics may, in part, be due to the assumption that voters will hold them to dif-

ferent standards. The testimonies of incumbent women suggest that they express concern about the

influence of stereotypes and bias (Dittmar, Sanbonmatsu and Carroll, 2018), and report feeling more

pressure and anxiety in their roles than their men colleagues (Erikson and Josefsson, 2019; Erikson

and Verge, 2022). Women are therefore aware that stereotypes exist and believe that they may be

upheld by voters. Expectations about incurring penalties for stereotype-incongruent behaviour may

restrict the types of individuals who run for office and introduce damaging restrictions on the ways

in which politicians perceive it is acceptable for them to behave. Instead, I show both that politicians

are now less likely to conform to stereotype-expected behaviours than they were in the past, but also

that voters may not always punish women any more than men for stereotype-incongruent behaviour.

Highlighting that voters may not be as biased towards women as anticipated is important as it may

help to encourage more women to run for political office.

Second, a source of bias that may restrict women’s accession to higher office is that party elites

may not put women forward for fear that otherswill harbour negative attitudes towards them. Bateson

(2020) identifies the concept of “strategic discrimination” and argues that political leaders or voters
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may minimise the abilities or likelihood of success of particular candidates – notably, women or ethnic

minorities – because they anticipate that others will likely not vote for or support them. Because they

want their candidates and party to be successful, they will not put women forward for fear that they will

not win. In essence, bias against women in politics can occur when individuals or parties overestimate

the degree to which others are biased. This may be of particular concern for women’s promotion to

leadership positions. It is commonly assumed that stereotypically “masculine” styles of leadership are

preferred for senior political positions (Fox and Oxley, 2003; Jalalzai, 2016), and that when women try

and adopt these styles, they risk violating feminine stereotypes, and may lose out. However, I show

that the reality for women politicians may be more positive than this, as the expectation that they

must avoid these behaviours for fear of backlash is somewhat misguided. Therefore, it is important to

document that voters may not be as biased towards women as anticipated, as it may help to further

reduce bias and ensure that women are not held back from leadership positions.

Finally, as the examples of women’s experiences from the opening paragraph demonstrates, sex-

ism persists as a serious issue in politics. The findings I present are not intended to suggest that the

influence of stereotypes has entirely disappeared, nor that sexism is no longer at play. Rather, I ground

two key areas in which stereotypes are said to be influential in empirical reality – on the manner in

which politicians behave in parliament and how voters engage with this behaviour – and show that, in

these contexts, the power of stereotypes may now have declined. Women politicians may, however,

continue to be sanctioned for their behaviour by other sources. In particular, as recent press coverage

by the Mail on Sunday accusing Labour MP Angela Rayner of “distracting” senior politicians with her

legs has shown, the media may play an important role in the perpetuation of sexism in politics. Men

have been shown to receive more coverage overall than women (Banwart, Bystrom and Robertson,

2003; Bystrom, Robertson and Banwart, 2001; Falk, 2008), yet, when women are covered, this cover-

age tends to be both more negative (Heldman, Carroll and Olson, 2005; Kahn, 1992; Ward, 2016), more

focused on traits as opposed to issues (Aday and Devitt, 2001; Kahn, 1994; Ross et al., 2013), and to

understate women’s abilities relative to men’s (Bauer and Taylor, 2022). Therefore, if the media does

indeed frame women’s behaviour in a more negative light than men’s, this may in turn feed into how

voters evaluate politicians even if voters’ direct judgements are not themselves gendered.

Of course, it is vital to recognise that gender stereotyping is only one potential form of bias that

maymake women’s experiences in political life more challenging thanmen’s experiences. For instance,

surveys conducted with UK MPs suggest that the role of an MP may be one that is incompatible with

parenthood. Examining the gaps between men and women, Campbell and Childs (2014) documented
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that while only 28% of men MPs reported having no children, the equivalent figure for women was 45%.

Therefore, at the time the survey was conducted, only just over a half of women in parliament were

both MPs and parents. Comparing these figures to Office for National Statistics (ONS) data, they argue

that the percentage of women MPs without children is more than twice the average among women in

the public (Campbell and Childs, 2014, 489). There is a notable disparity between the percentage of

workingmothers in parliament compared to workingmothers in fields beyond politics. Although recent

evidence suggests that gap may be declining over time, with 39% of women MPs compared to 30% of

men MPs reporting having no children in 2017.2 Researchers working on gender sensitive parliaments

have often raised the lack of family-friendly working practices in the UK Parliament as a significant

hurdle for women politicians to serve their roles while also taking on motherhood (Childs, 2016). While

important recent reforms have helped increase the practicality of balancing parenthood and a position

in parliament, such as the introduction of proxy voting for MPs on baby leave,3 factors such as reforming

parliamentary sitting hours and ensuring formal codes of behavioural conduct are effectively enforced

are still needed.4 As such, the lack of family-friendly working practices in parliament represent a barrier

to balancing the job of an MP with caring responsibilities.

The rise in the harassment and intimidation of candidates and politicians both online and offline

also presents a very real challenge for increasing women’s entry into politics. The brutal murder of

Labour MP Jo Cox in 2016, while she was campaigning for the UK to remain in the European Union,

prompted serious concerns about the personal safety of politicians. Ahead of the 2019 General Election,

several women politicians, including Nicky Morgan, Heidi Allen, and Amber Rudd, also decided not

to run for re-election, declaring abuse, harassment, and intimidation as some of their key reasons

for doing so. More broadly, surveys conducted with candidates in recent UK elections suggests that

women are far more likely to report experiencing abuse and concern for their personal safety than

men (Collignon and Rüdig, 2020), and that women also disproportionately experience sexual abuse

both online and offline (Collignon and Rüdig, 2021). Work by Collignon, Campbell and Rüdig (2022, 35)

suggests that the harassment and intimidation of parliamentary candidates may even be worsening

over time, with 45% of women in 2017 compared to 58% in 2019, and 35% of men in 2017 compared to

44% in 2019, indicating that they had experienced some form of harassment while campaigning. With

more than half of women reporting that they campaign in fear for their safety (Collignon, Campbell and

Rüdig, 2022, 35), the increasing experience of harassment, abuse, and intimidation in politics represents

2See, for example, “Where’s Mum? She’s in the House – Parents in Parliament”, PSA, 29th March 2019.
3See, for example, “Victory! How I fought to get maternity leave for female MPs”, The Telegraph, 25th September 2020.
4See, for example, “The Good Parliament: what kind of Speaker do we need?”, The Constitution Unit, 1st October 2019.
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1.4. IMPLICATIONS FOR GENDER AND POLITICS

a serious concern that particular types of individuals may be deterred from becoming, or continuing

to be, active in political life.

Sexist attitudes and behaviour remain problematic in politics. The current working practices of

the UK parliamentary system make maintaining the job of an MP, while balancing caring responsibility

specifically, and a healthy private life more broadly, a serious challenge for certain types of politi-

cians. Candidates and politicians, and in particular women, face growing concerns for their safety

when carrying out key components of their political roles. In short, improving and equalising women’s

experiences in contemporary political life is an ongoing challenge that needs to be confronted. The

work I present in this thesis provides an important contribution by shedding light on the areas where

gendered biases and barriers in politics may have declined in recent years. However, these findings

should be considered within this much wider context of women’s experiences in politics. The results

I present in the remainder of this thesis should motivate researchers in and out of academia to turn

their attention to these other features of political life where gendered imbalances in politics remain

rife.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this thesis, I ask whether UK politicians behave in accordance with traditional gender stereotypes,

how the pressure to do so shifts by context and over time, and whether voters in the UK uphold these

stereotypes when they perceive and evaluate politicians’ behaviour. In chapters 3 and 4, I focus on how

stereotypes inform the behaviour of elite politicians, in chapter 5, I turn to the behaviour of voters and

assess whether stereotypes inform how they perceive and evaluate elite behaviour. In each of these

chapters, I delve further into the literatures that underpin the specific questions and arguments. Here,

I review the theoretical literature on how gender roles and stereotypes influence this behaviour, as

well as the existing empirical work examining how these stereotypes may inform both the manner in

which politicians carry out their roles, but also how voters engage with their behaviour.

I make several contributions – both theoretically and empirically – to the literature described

below on the influence of gender roles and stereotypes on the behaviour of elites and voters. The

first paper (chapter 3) evaluates whether stereotypes serve as accurate behavioural descriptions of

the ways in which MPs debate in the UK House of Commons. While previous accounts have presented

evidence broadly consistent with this perspective, I contribute to this work by considering, and testing

empirically, how gendered patterns of behaviour may vary over time. The second paper (chapter 4)

focuses on the degree to which stereotypes may guide the sets of issues that politicians raise and pri-

oritise during their time in office. Past work has emphasised that women politicians may focus more

on traditionally “feminine” policy areas and have presented findings broadly consistent with this. I

contribute to this work by arguing that differences in the extent to which politicians raise issues tradi-

tionally associated with women will be largest among junior politicians who lack experience in the eyes

of the public and their colleagues, however this will decline with increased political experience. In the

third paper (chapter 5), I consider the influence stereotypes are said to wield over how voters engage

with politicians’ behaviour. While there is a robust literature on the influence of gender stereotypes
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on voter evaluations in politics more broadly, I contribute to this work by assessing whether voters

differentially perceive the behaviour of men and women politicians. I consider, first, whether voters’

perceptions of the styles themselves are gendered, second, whether politicians incur backlash when

violating gender-based norms,and third, whether differential perceptions of the styles themselves ex-

plain this backlash.

2.1 The formation of gender stereotypes

Stereotypes are said to emerge from divisions in traditional societal gender roles. Underpinning the

work on gender stereotypes is the central idea that society classifies individuals into men and women

based on their biological sex, and these categorisations are associated with strong expectations of how

people of different genders can and should behave (Eagly and Karau, 2002). These societal divisions

emerge from the division of labour between men and women, which originates from both cultural and

socioeconomic factors, such as women’s role as homemakers and caregivers, and men’s role as the fi-

nancial breadwinners and providers for the family, but also due to physical differences, where women

are childbearers and men exert physical prowess (Eagly, 2013; Eagly and Wood, 2012). These divisions

come together to form a societal norm for how men and women are expected to behave. From a young

age, men and women therefore encounter various experiences through education, workplaces, and

social interactions that reinforce and reflect these behavioural differences in many small but cumula-

tive ways. Eventually repeated exposure to these experiences can lead men and women to internalise

these expectations. Women learn to behave in a way that is consistent with the “feminine” gender role

that women should be accommodating, consensual, and emotionally sensitive, and men to behave in a

way which is consistent with the “masculine” gender role that men are tough, assertive, and dominant

(Schneider and Bos, 2014, 2019).

These stereotypical expectations inform themanner in which people behave, such that women are

more “affectionate, helpful, kind, sympathetic, interpersonally sensitive, nurturant, and gentle” and

men are more “aggressive, ambitious, dominant, forceful, independent, self-sufficient, self-confident,

and prone to act like a leader” (Eagly and Karau, 2002, 574). However, they can also inform the attitudes

and priorities of men and women, which are related to the personality traits, such as agreeableness,

empathy, and assertiveness, that men and women are said to have (Eagly, 2013; Huddy, Cassese and

Lizotte, 2008). Women are said to orientate towards policies that focus on caring for others (Beutel

and Marinin, 1995), and “compassion” issues such as poverty, education, children, and health policy
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issues (Shapiro, 1986).

The stereotyping of men and women based on their gender-roles is common practice in both the

social (see Fiske and Stevens, 1993, for an overview) and political realm (e.g., Barnes and Beaulieu, 2019;

Bauer, 2020a; Karpowitz and Mendelberg, 2014; Koch, 2000, and discussed in more detail below). A

key distinction is drawn in this literature between descriptive stereotypes and prescriptive stereotypes

(Heilman, 2001). Descriptive stereotypes relate to describing how men and women typically behave,

for example, the idea that “women like to take care of others” or that “men are strong leaders” (Gill,

2004). Distinct from descriptive stereotypes, prescriptive stereotypes instead outline how men and

women are expected to behave, such that “women like to care for others” becomes “women should

care for others” and “men are strong leaders” becomes “men should be strong leaders” (Gill, 2004,

620). These prescriptive stereotypes outline the behavioural norms by which men and women are

therefore expected to conform to avoid incurring criticisms, penalties, or backlash from others.

Descriptive and prescriptive stereotypes both operate in slightly distinct ways. As descriptive

stereotypes provide beliefs about how men and women typically behave, this can lead to assump-

tions being made about the characteristics of individuals based on their gender. For example, the

assumption that a woman enjoys caring for others simply because of her gender is a typical example

of a descriptive stereotyping effect. Prescriptive stereotypes, however, help to uphold social norms

about how men and women are expected to behave. If men and women then behave in a way that is

congruent with their gender roles then this behaviour is deemed acceptable, however, if they instead

behave in a way that is incongruent with their gender roles then this can result in negative backlash.

For instance, a woman may experience backlash from others if she violates the prescription that she

should like to care for others. Instead, because this prescription does not apply to men, they will not

suffer for any behaviour which is incongruent because they are not violating a stereotype (see Cialdini

and Goldstein, 2004; Gill, 2004, for a review of this literature). In short, descriptive stereotyping refers

to the process by which we associate particular behaviours with men and women (e.g., men and as-

sertiveness or women and emotionality), whereas prescriptive stereotyping instead relates to the idea

that individuals are held to these stereotypes and may incur negative sanctions by others if they fail

to do so.

According to gender role theory, how might men and women in society behave? A key distinction

in the social psychology literature, originally introduced by Bakan (1966), is drawn between communal

stereotypes, which are typically associated women, and agentic stereotypes, which are typically asso-

ciated with men (Diekman and Eagly, 2000; Rucker, Galinsky and Magee, 2018; Sczesny, Nater and Eagly,
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2019). Broadly speaking, communality and agency describe how people relate to the social world, and

represent a framework for understanding values, traits, motives, and behaviour. Communal stereo-

types are primarily concerned with the welfare of and caring for other people and their well-being, for

instance, the idea that women are “affectionate, helpful, kind, sympathetic, interpersonally sensitive,

nurturant, and gentle” (Eagly and Karau, 2002, 574). Agentic stereotypes are instead orientated towards

goal attainment, assertiveness, control, and confidence, for instance, the idea that men are “aggres-

sive, ambitious, dominant, forceful, independent, self-sufficient, self-confident, and prone to act as a

leader” (Eagly and Karau, 2002, 574). Across a range of contexts (Best and Williams, 1990), women are

said to be warm (Broverman et al., 1972) or expressive (Spence, Helmreich and Stapp, 1974), whereas

men have been described as competent and rational (Broverman et al., 1972; Eagly and Steffen, 1984)

or instrumental (Spence, Helmreich and Stapp, 1974).

The literature discussed here suggests that gender roles become self-reinforcing, as societal be-

liefs about the typical behaviours of men and women lead to ever-more entrenched patterns of gen-

dered behaviour. However, gender role theorists also suggest that stereotypes are not necessarily

fixed but can instead be considered to be dynamic concepts (Diekman and Eagly, 2000; Eagly and

Wood, 2012; Eagly et al., 2020). As described above, the stereotypical characteristics of a group are

related to the activities associated with their typical roles in society. For instance, because women

have traditionally occupied domestic roles in the home where they provide care to others, “caring” as

a characteristic became stereotypic of women. However, while gender divisions in society still exist,

the kinds of roles men and women hold have shifted over time, and the characteristics associated with

men and women may have shifted too. As Diekman and Eagly (2000, 1172) argue, “to the extent that

gender stereotypes reflect observations of men and women in social roles, perceivers should believe

that their characteristics change as their distributions into social roles change”. While divisions still

exist in domestic labour (Bianchi et al., 2014), and large gaps persist in key divisions of labour in the

household (Weeks, 2022), gender divisions in the workforce have converged considerably over time

(Oritiz-Ospina and Tzvetkova, 2017), as women have increasingly entered the labour force in a diverse

variety of roles (Blau, Brummund and Liu, 2013; Lippa, Preston and Penner, 2014). As women have

moved away from just the domestic sphere, which is associated with communality, and increasingly

taken up roles in the workforce, the stereotypes associated with women have taken on characteristics

associated with these environments (Eagly et al., 2004), which Eagly and Steffen (1984) show are more

agentic and less communal.

Diekman and Eagly (2000) argue, and confirm in a series of experiments examining perceptions of
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gendered roles and personalities over time, that individuals may therefore see that gender differences

are declining over time because of increasing similarity in the societal positions that men and women

hold. Further, they argue that the stereotypes associated with women should change in particular be-

cause the largest societal shifts have occurred in changes in women’s behaviour. In a meta-analysis,

Twenge (1997b) finds large gains in the degree to which women self-report association with agentic

traits over time, and, while Twenge (2001) reports few shifts in men’s behaviour, women are shown

to increasingly relate to the agentic personality traits of assertiveness and dominance. These differ-

ences are reflected in speech-based differences, where the tendency for men to be more assertive has

declined over time (Leaper and Ayres, 2007).

In a recent study, Eagly et al. (2020) conduct a meta-analysis of opinion polls on communal and

agentic traits and their association with men and women between 1946 and 2018. They argue that as

women still have greater occupation in communal, household, and family-making roles, then women

will still be associated with communal stereotypes. However, as women have also increasingly moved

into traditional masculine-dominated occupations such as lawyers, managers, and leadership posi-

tions more broadly (Carli and Eagly, 2017), they will increasingly be associated with agentic stereotypes

too. They find that while the association between women and communality has remained relatively

stable, women have been perceived as increasingly agentic over time. While these studies suggest

that differences between men and women are decreasing for masculine, agentic attributes, there are

considerably smaller shifts in feminine, communal attributes. While women have increasingly entered

in traditionally masculine roles and occupations, men have not markedly increased their participation

in traditionally feminine roles, and their positions in the domestic sphere are still primarily as the

financial provider for the family (Cejka and Eagly, 1999; Queneau, 2006). Women therefore still dis-

proportionately specialise in communal roles, and meta-analytic studies suggest that self-reported

communal traits have also remained relatively stable over time (Twenge, 1997b).

From the perspective of gender role theory, stereotypical ideas of the types of behaviour associ-

ated with men and women is ultimately rooted in gendered societal divisions. If men hold leadership

positions and high-powered roles in the public sphere, they come to be associated with agentic char-

acteristics, just as women’s concentration in the care-taking roles in the private sphere leads to their

association with communal characteristics (Wilde and Diekman, 2005). Therefore, as social roles in so-

ciety shift, the characteristics that are ultimately associated with men and women may shift too. The

implication of these arguments is that group stereotypes should be considered dynamic. Stereotypes

will inform how men and women in society are expected to behave, however, the content of these
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stereotypes may shift over time as the distribution of men and women into different social roles also

shifts.

While much of the literature described here relates to the experiences of men and women in

society more broadly, I turn next to reviewing how prior work has applied these theories to the political

realm specifically.

2.2 The application of gender roles to politics

Women remain underrepresented in political institutions globally holding, on average, only one-

quarter of legislative seats (IPU, 2022). Historically studies have found that women are less likely to

be selected as candidates for political office (Lawless and Fox, 2005; Norris and Lovenduski, 1995), and,

upon running are less likely to win elections than men (Darcy, Welch and Clark, 1994; Fox and Oxley,

2003; Lawless, 2004). Further, when running for office, women of equivalent qualifications are less

likely to perceive themselves as sufficiently qualified (Lawless and Fox, 2012), and instead more likely

to underrate their own competence (Bauer, 2020a) or shy away from competition (Buser, Niederle

and Oosterbeek, 2014). Over time, these gender gaps have declined, and women’s experiences have

improved. There has been significant progress in equalising the resources, skills, and qualifications

men and women have when running for office (O’Brien and Rickne, 2016; Profeta and Woodhouse,

2022; Weeks and Baldez, 2015). Recent studies suggest that women candidates may even be more

qualified than men with respect to political experience, professional profiles, and education levels

(Fulton, 2012). Further, studies find that there is less evidence of voters holding an outright preference

for men over women (Campbell and Cowley, 2014; Campbell et al., 2019b; Dolan, 2014; Vivyan and

Wagner, 2015), and that women now win at equivalent rates to men (Lawless and Fox, 2010; Schwarz

and Coppock, 2022).

Yet, despite this growing equality in the experiences of women running for office and in electoral

outcomes at the ballot box, it remains the case that women are underrepresented. Identifying why

women have yet to reach parity in political office is a key question in the literature on gender and

politics, and approximately two approaches have been taken to address this. The first strand of re-

search examines the factors that influence women’s decision to run for office. This has been addressed

through questions such as whether socialisation through career paths (Welch, 1977), psychological el-

ements such as political ambition (Fox and Lawless, 2004; Shames, 2017) and aversion to risk (Kanthak

and Woon, 2015), or institutional barriers such as the type of electoral system (Iversen and Rosenbluth,
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2010; Kittilson and Schwindt-Bayer, 2012) or candidate selection practices (Burrell, 1994; Norris and

Lovenduski, 1995) affect women’s likelihood to run for office.

The second strand of research focuses instead on what causes individuals to support women can-

didates. A vast body of work has studied how the power and prominence that gender stereotypes may

wield over candidates’ and politicians’ behaviour once they decide to run for office (Schneider and Bos,

2014, 2019; Teele, Kalla and Rosenbluth, 2018). As politicians are selected from the wider population,

they too will likely have internalised the expected behaviours associated with their gender roles prior

to entry into office. Further, many studies have shown that women politicians in particular are sub-

ject to pressures to conform to stereotypes and may incur penalties from voters (Bauer, 2015a, 2020a;

Boussalis et al., 2021; Cassese and Holman, 2018; Everitt et al., 2016; Mo, 2015), their colleagues (Bauer,

Harbridge Yong and Krupnikov, 2017; Gleason, 2020; Gleason, Jones and McBean, 2019; Kathlene, 1994),

and party hierarchy (Yildirim, Kocapınar and Ecevit, 2021) when they violate these stereotypes. The

literature on gender stereotyping in politics suggests that the incentives men and women in the public

may have to adhere to gender-role-consistent behaviour are also present for politicians.

However, in addition to pressures to comply with behaviours that are consistent with their gender,

politicians are also expected to balance this with the behaviours consistent with leadership stereo-

types. Non-gendered accounts of political leadership suggest that leaders are stereotypically expected

to be assertive, competitive, dominant, persistent, driven, and confident (Epitropaki and Martin, 2004;

Offermann, Kennedy Jr. and Wirtz, 1994), and work studying the behaviour of leaders suggests that this

matches to politicians’ behaviour, at least in some contexts (Elgie, 2015; Foley, 2013; Northouse, 2016;

Weinberg, 2021b). However, as men have not only legally been able to serve in political office for longer

than women but have also disproportionately held legislative seats and leadership positions (Teele,

2018), the stereotypes and behaviours associated with leadership have been shaped by the behaviour

and priorities of men. In a meta-analytic study, Koenig et al. (2011) assess the extent to which stereo-

types of leaders are culturally masculine. They find that stereotypes of leadership are masculine, and

that leaders are perceived to be like men, and not like women, as well as more agentic than communal,

and as more masculine than feminine. However, they find some evidence that this has shifted over

time in the more recent set of studies they assessed (Koenig et al., 2011, 634-635).

Further, just as men’s occupation of political roles may have shaped the expected behaviours

of leaders, political arenas and systems have historically been dominated and shaped by men and

therefore “embedded with masculine norms” (Schneider and Bos, 2019, 184). Feminist institutionalists

have long argued that the gendered nature of institutions interacts with men and women’s behaviour
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(Erikson and Josefsson, 2019; Erikson and Verge, 2022; Krook andMackay, 2011; Mackay, Kenny and Chap-

pell, 2010; Mackay, 2008; Puwar, 2004; Ross, 2002). Political institutions are said to produce, maintain,

and reproduce gendered experiences and are “far from neutral” in how they adapt to legislators of

different genders (Childs and Webb, 2012, 32). Hawkesworth (2005, 147) argues “embedded in organi-

zational rules, routines, and policies, gender power normalizes male dominance and renders women,

along with their needs and interests, invisible”. As men are the traditional occupants of these institu-

tions, institutional behavioural norms have been shaped in such a way that they are compatible with

“masculine” behavioural norms, however, may be incompatible with “feminine” norms of behaviour.

Franceschet (2011, 66) therefore argues “women may respond by disavowing distinctly feminine (and

feminist) concerns, instead favouring the style and substantive issues of the dominant group.”

Therefore, in addition to the prescriptions from their gender roles, politicians also must balance

the traits associated with both leadership and political institutions. Men are the traditional occupants

of both political leadership positions and institutions. The stereotypes associated with masculine be-

havioural norms are congruent with the stereotypes associated with these roles too. However, for

women politicians, the incongruence between traditional “feminine”, leadership, and institutional be-

havioural stereotypes may present a challenge to balance a complicated array of behavioural expec-

tations. The implication, therefore, is that women may face difficulties in satisfying the behaviours

associated with both their gender roles and the behaviours deemed appropriate and preferable for

political leadership positions. For men, however, this poses little challenge as the traditional “mas-

culine” traits of political leadership – such as assertiveness, competition, ambition, and outgoingness

(Koenig et al., 2011) – are the same set of traits considered normatively desirable for men.

Political scientists have dedicated significant attention to assessing whether men and women

politicians are incentivised to behave in a way that is consistent with the stereotypes associated with

the gender. In chapter 3, I focus on this with respect to the styles that politicians express, and in

chapter 4, I study the sets of issues that politicians dedicate their attention to.

2.3 Style-based behavioural differences

On which dimensions of political behavioural styles should we expect gender differences? Style can

be broadly defined, not just with respect to speech, but also in the manner in which politicians carry

out their wider political roles (Fenno, 1978). The gender stereotypes literature suggests that individuals

face incentives to conform to a complicatedmix of behaviours. As introduced above, of central concern
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in the social psychology literature is the distinction between communal characteristics, which are asso-

ciated with women, and agentic characteristics which are associated with men (Eagly and Wood, 2012;

Schneider and Bos, 2019). These labels are heuristics for clusters of behavioural attributes: commu-

nal characteristics are said to include being “affectionate, helpful, kind, sympathetic, interpersonally

sensitive, nurturant, and gentle”, while agentic characteristics include being “aggressive, ambitious,

dominant, forceful, independent, self-sufficient, self-confident, and prone to act like a leader” (Eagly

and Karau, 2002, 574). In political science, these concepts have been operationalised using a diverse

set of indicators. So far, however political scientists have tended not to map the empirically observ-

able aspects of style upon which they focus with the theoretical concepts of communality and agency

which emerge in the gender stereotypes literature. A central goal of chapter 3 is to capture a broader

set of styles that might more fully reflect the theoretical ideas of communality and agency that emerge

in the social psychology literature. To facilitate this aim, I provide some structure by bringing together

the theoretical concepts of communality and agency with the various ways in which political scientists

have operationalised gendered style usage.

I begin by considering the various indicators of style that fall under the rubric of communal char-

acteristics. As a result of both socialisation (Bear and Woolley, 2011) and also as a strategic device

to overcome structural gendered barriers and legislative marginalisation (Krook and O’Brien, 2012),

women supposedly engage more in collaborative behaviour, which can capture the act of working with

others to craft policy, to network, to organise meetings, to exchange ideas and gather information,

and to encourage colleagues to participate and speak out in meetings, floor debates, or committees.

Empirically, studies have assessed collaborative behaviour through interviews with politicians (Barnes,

2016; Childs, 2004b, 2013; Tolleson-Rinehart, 2001), bill co-sponsorship behaviour (Barnes, 2016; Hol-

man and Mahoney, 2018; Holman, Mahoney and Hurler, 2021; Swift and Van der Molen, 2021), network

analysis (Wojcik and Mullenax, 2017), and even participation in social activities in the US Congress such

as congressional baseball games (Lawless, Theriault and Guthrie, 2018). Overall, these studies have

presented evidence that women do engage more in collaborative behaviour than men.

One key way in which the political science literature has studied communality is with respect to

women being more emotional, and, in particular, more positive and empathetic than men. Primarily,

empirical work has investigated emotionality through an analysis of politicians’ speeches (Bligh and

Kohles, 2008; Gleason, 2020; Jones, 2016; Yu, 2013) and shown that women’s speeches are characterised

by a higher level of emotionality thanmen’s, andmake greater use of positive emotional language such

as expressing happiness or joy (Yu, 2013). Further, other studies have moved beyond an assessment
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of legislative speeches, to instead investigate vocal pitch, tone, or facial expressions (Boussalis et al.,

2021; Dietrich, Hayes and O’Brien, 2019).

Another stylistic indicator associated with communality is the idea that women draw on different

sorts of evidence than men. Women’s argumentation styles are said to “start from the personal”

(Bochel and Briggs, 2000, 66), and make greater use of personal tone, experiences, and examples

(Dahlerup, 1988), to consist of narrative, analogies, and anecdotes (Banwart and McKinney, 2005;

Dahlerup, 1988), and emphasise “lived experience” (Blankenship and Robson, 1995, 359). The tes-

timonies of politicians support the idea that women make greater use of anecdotes and personal

experience (Childs, 2004b; Sones, Moran and Lovenduski, 2005), as do studies that measure gender

differences through political speech data (Broughton and Palmieri, 1999; Hargrave and Langengen,

2021; Johnson, 2005). Therefore, for the features of style related to communality, such as collaboration,

networking, encouraging others, emotionality, positivity, and human interest, the existing empirical

evidence seems to support the expectations of the theoretical literature.

Political scientists have also investigated various indicators of style that fall under the rubric of

agentic characteristics. While women are said to rely more on personal narrative, men are said to

rely on “analytical, organised, and impersonal” language (Jamieson, 1995, 76), that relies heavily on

empirical evidence, statistics, and figures (Robertson et al., 1999). Studies reporting on politicians’

testimonies suggest that men politicians pay greater attention to “scientific research” and “back[ing]

everything up with figures” (Childs, 2004b, 180), while other studies suggest the opposite dynamic:

that women may use more facts (Barnes, 2016). Studies examining political speech data have shown

no evidence that men make greater use of facts (Mattei, 1998), and that women may even make greater

use of facts and statistics (Hargrave and Langengen, 2021).

Men are also said to use language that is more complex, formalistic, and jargonistic, while women

are thought to be accessible and clear (Coates, 2015). Similarly, men are thought to have a tendency

towards repetition (Gomard and Krogstad, 2001) and “always do want to say it again” (Childs, 2004a,

6). Studies on the complexity and repetitiveness of speech find men do have a tendency towards

babble and jargon (Childs, 2004a; Gomard and Krogstad, 2001), whereas women are said to be “less long

winded” and to “repeat themselves less” (Gomard and Krogstad, 2001, 159). Further, men are accused

of not just repeating their own arguments again and again, but also “duplicating” from one another.

Further, women are shown to use a “simpler and more concrete” language (Karvonen, Djupsund and

Carlson, 1995, 346), that is more explicit and concise (Holmes and Meyerhoff, 2003; Lin and Osnabrügge,

2018; Thelander, 1986).
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Of central focus is the idea that men are said to bemore aggressive and engage in greater attacking

language in their communication, whereas women are said to avoid a combative and aggressive style

(Bochel and Briggs, 2000; Karpowitz and Mendelberg, 2014). Women MPs suggest that they preferred

a “kinder, gentler politics”, that was characterised by co-operation rather than conflict, collaboration

rather than hierarchy, and honesty rather than sleaze” (Norris, 1996, 93). Further, women claim they

are “more willing to listen to the other side”, are “less adversarial [and] better team players” (Bochel

and Briggs, 2000, 66-67), preferred a “less combative and aggressive” style, and do less “standing up

and shouting on the floor of the House” (Childs, 2004a, 5). Women have been shown to interrupt less

than men (Ban et al., 2022; Cameron and Shaw, 2016, 2020; Jacobi and Schweers, 2017; Karpowitz and

Mendelberg, 2014; Kathlene, 1994, 2001; Mendelberg, Karpowitz and Oliphant, 2014), to engage less in

political insults or point-scoring (Banwart and McKinney, 2005), and to make speeches that are overall

less adversarial and aggressive (Grey, 2002; Kathlene, 1994; Hargrave and Langengen, 2021; Shaw, 2000,

2002, 2006, 2020). Further, while women are said to make greater use of emotionality overall, they are

said to avoid negativity for fear of being penalised (Cassese andHolman, 2018), whereasmen are said to

make greater use of emotional negativity such as expressing criticism or disappointment (Brooks, 2011).

However, empirical investigations suggest that women may make greater use of negative emotion in

campaigns and advertisements (Kahn, 1992; Robertson et al., 1999).

Relatedly, men are also said to be more authoritative and dominant than women. Political sci-

ence studies have typically operationalised this through assessing whether women are less likely to

participate than men. Overall, men have been shown to participate more in parliamentary debates

(Brescoll, 2011; Pearson and Dancey, 2011a; Wang, 2014), although these differences have been shown

to become more equitable depending on the composition of the group (Ban et al., 2022; Karpowitz

and Mendelberg, 2014; Karpowitz, Mendelberg and Mattioli, 2015a,b), presence of a woman leader (Blu-

menau, 2021c), or the type and topic of debate (Bäck, Debus and Müller, 2014; Bäck and Debus, 2019;

Catalano, 2009; Fernandes, Lopes da Fonseca and Won, 2021). Therefore, for some styles consistent

with agency, such as complexity, repetition, interruptions, aggression, and participation differences,

the empirical findings align with the theoretical expectations. However, for other features of style,

such as the use of facts and statistics or negative emotion, the empirical findings reveal no evidence

of differences in the expected direction.

Throughout the literature on gendered style usage in politics, there are some common limitations

which I seek to make progress on. First, most studies measuring political style by observing legislator

behaviours are reliant on very small samples of speeches or debates (e.g., Broughton and Palmieri, 1999;
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Kathlene, 1994). In chapter 3, I provide evidence from many thousands of debates and speeches over

a large time period, and thus significantly expand the scope of my analysis relative to other studies.

Second, although the studies that have taken quantitative approaches have expanded the population

of speeches (e.g., Bligh and Kohles, 2008; Jones, 2016; Yu, 2013), these studies examine only a narrow

range of stylistic indicators. As my review of the literature reveals, there are many dimensions on which

we might expect gendered differences to exist. Quantitative studies that examine a small handful of

style types over time therefore lack the ability to make comparative statements about the relativemag-

nitude of gendered differences. I contribute by measuring a range of styles that are congruent with

both masculine agentic stereotypes and feminine communal stereotypes. Finally, most studies have

examined gendered differences at a fixed point in time. This seems an important oversight, as gender

role theorists contend that stereotypes are dynamic concepts and that the content of stereotypes as-

sociated with men and womenmay change over time as the distribution of gendered societal positions

change (Diekman and Eagly, 2000; Eagly and Wood, 2012; Eagly et al., 2020). As the content and validity

of stereotypes have changed over time, then it seems likely that the sets of behaviours that men and

women are expected to express will also have changed. I provide an important contribution to existing

work by being the first to measure the extent to which politicians’ conformity to gender stereotypes

has changed over time.

2.4 Policy-based behavioural differences

Just as stereotypes are said to inform the styles of men and women in political office, so too may

they inform the policy areas that men and women are expected to focus on. Building on the work

described above, Eagly (2013) argues that differences in the political attitudes and policy priorities of

men and women emerge from socialisation and gender role attitudes. In reviewing explanations for

gender differences, Huddy, Cassese and Lizotte (2008) suggest that differences in political attitudes

are related to the personality traits, such as agreeableness, empathy, and assertiveness, that men and

women are said to have. Women are said to orientate towards policies that focus on caring for others

(Beutel and Marinin, 1995) and “compassion” issues such as poverty, education, children, and health

policy issues (Shapiro, 1986).

Work from a range of countries and contexts has shown that there is strong empirical evidence

that men and women politicians differ markedly in the policies and issues they prioritise when in of-

fice. These differences can manifest in the sets of policies politicians support (Piscopo, 2011; Swers,
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2002; Thomas, 1994), the debates they participate in (Bäck, Debus and Müller, 2014; Bäck and Debus,

2019), the committees and leadership roles they hold (Barnes and O’Brien, 2018; Escobar-Lemmon and

Taylor-Robinson, 2005; Goodwin, Holden Bates and Mckay, 2021; Krook and O’Brien, 2012), speeches

they deliver (Clayton, Josefsson and Wang, 2017; Dietrich, Hayes and O’Brien, 2019), and in the ques-

tions they ask (Bird, 2005). In interviews with legislators, too, men and women report different policy

priorities (Schwindt-Bayer, 2006; Skjeie, 1991; Wängnerud, 2000).

There is ample debate in the literature about the sets of issues we should expect men and women

to champion, or whether it is appropriate to categorise a priori particular issues as associated withmen

or women (Beckwith, 2014; Celis et al., 2014). Commonly, a distinction is made between social policy

issues such as health care, welfare, education, family, and culture that relate towomen’s traditional role

as caregivers (Norris, 1996), and the long-standing stereotype that women are more communal, caring,

and compassionate (Eagly and Karau, 2002), and issues such as economic affairs, defence, employment,

and trade as associated with men (Krook and O’Brien, 2012). Other work has extended this to the

focus on egalitarian policies more broadly (Campbell and Childs, 2010; Wängnerud, 2000), and studies

suggest that increasing the numbers of women in parliament has a positive impact on the degree

to which legislation focuses on issues such as child care, family, or equal wage policies (Annesley,

Engeli and Gains, 2015; Bratton and Ray, 2002), that the introduction of gender quota laws, which are

associated with the increased numerical presence of women, may also lead to greater focus on social

justice issues (Weeks, 2019), as may women’s presence in parties more broadly (Greene and O’Brien,

2016; Kittilson, 2011).

In the UK context, Catalano (2009) assesses, first, whether there are gender differences in the

extent to which politicians participate in debates on the two issue areas and, second, whether a dif-

ference indicates that women politicians use parliamentary debates to achieve greater substantive

representation of women’s interests. She finds that women are significantly more likely than men to

participate in debates on health care topics, even when controlling for factors such as party, seniority,

or relevant committee membership, however, finds no significant effect of gender on participation in

finance related debates. Focusing instead on politicians’ use of parliamentary questions, Bird (2005)

assesses whether there are gender differences in the extent to which MPs ask questions related to

women, men, or gender more broadly. She finds that women are significantly more likely than men to

refer to “women” and “gender” in both oral and written questions. Further, while overall she uncovers

intuitive differences that align with expectations from gender role theory in the departments where

questions related to women were asked (Social Security received the most and the Treasury among
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the least), women politicians questioned a wider range of departments on issues related to women

and gender than men.

Although not as developed as the literature on measuring elite behaviour, other work has sug-

gested these differences may also be present in the priorities of voters too, where, relative to men,

women have been shown to be more concerned with “compassion” issues (Page and Shapiro, 2010;

Schneider and Bos, 2019) and have taken positions with a more compassionate stance, such as being

less supportive of military action (Fite, Genest and Wilcox, 1990; Togeby, 1994), and more supportive

of preventing crime (Hurwitz and Smithey, 1998). Further, women are less supportive of the use of

force than men, and more supportive of welfare policies and government spending (Campbell, 2012).

In recent work, Yildirim (2021) adopts an inductive approach to identifying the sets of issues men and

women prioritise and finds that women show particular concern for policy areas traditionally asso-

ciated as “women’s issues”, such as health policy, education, housing, poverty, family and children,

welfare, and crime, whereas men are more likely to prioritise issues concerning foreign trade, eco-

nomic and foreign policies, farming, energy, taxation, corruption, and immigration. Other work has

suggested that politicians and parties are aware of these differences in the preferences of women

in the public, and that this informs strategies in campaigns and in legislative behaviour at both the

individual-level (Ennser-Jedenastik, 2017; Herrnson, Lay and Stokes, 2003; Höhmann, 2020) and the

party-level (Campbell and Childs, 2015; Childs and Webb, 2012; Meguid et al., 2022).

Overall, this broad review of the literature on differences in the policies and issuesmen andwomen

prioritise suggests that divisions are broadly in line with traditional stereotypical expectations. In

chapter 4, I focus on the sets of issues politicians in the UK raise and make several contributions to the

literature described above. First, while evidence from politicians’ testimonies in the UK suggest men

and women MPs may differ in the sets of issues they raise (Childs, 2004b), with few exceptions (Bird,

2005; Catalano, 2009), there is currently only limited systematic evidence that this is the case in the

UK. I make progress by addressing these questions at scale, both with respect to the time-horizon of

the study and number of policy areas studied.

Second, I examine not only whether there are gender differences at the aggregate level, but also

consider how these differences may change across political careers. At the beginning of their careers,

politicians are at their most inexperienced and will therefore gravitate towards the set of policy ar-

eas where they both have the most prior experience (Bailer and Ohmura, 2018; Bailer et al., 2022)

and, crucially, will be ascribed the most authority and competence in by others to gain credibility and

competence in their roles. For women, because of both their shared identity with women in the popu-
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lation (Wängnerud, 2009) and the argument that they are better suited to and have greater expertise

in traditionally “feminine” issue areas (Herrnson, Lay and Stokes, 2003), they are likely to emphasise

traditionally feminine policies. However, as politicians spend more time in office, they learn to navi-

gate their roles, and establish themselves as experienced in a wider variety of policy areas (Miquel and

Snyder, 2006; Rush and Giddings, 2011), the selection of issues they raise will diversify beyond those

stereotypically associated with their gender. My central argument is that women politicians will focus

more on traditional women’s issues than men, but that this gap will be largest among junior politicians

and will diminish with increased experience.

2.5 Stereotypes and voters’ perceptions and evaluations

Do voters punish politicians who behave in a way that is incongruent with gender-role expectations?

I distinguish between how past work has studied the content of stereotypes, and between the ways

in which individuals may apply gender stereotypes when judging men and women’s behaviour. While

existing literature, described below, is inconclusive on the exact influence gender stereotypes have

on voting outcomes, prior work presents clear distinctions with respect to the content of voters’ gen-

der stereotypes. First, voters assume that women are more competent with respect to “feminine” or

“women’s” issues including education, health care, and welfare, whereas men are seen to be stronger

on issue such as the economy, policing, or the military (Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993a; Kahn, 1996; Law-

less, 2004; McDermott, 1997). Second, women are often viewed as more compassionate and communal,

and that men are viewed as more tough and agentic (Brooks, 2013; Dolan, 2004; Hayes, 2011).

There are two ways in which individuals may apply gender stereotypes when judging the behaviour

of men and women. The first, which characterises most studies in political science, is the extent to

which voters differentially evaluate men and women based on stereotypical expectations (Anzia and

Bernhard, 2022; de Geus et al., 2021; Saha and Weeks, 2022). These studies address questions such

as whether gender stereotype-(in)congruent behaviours lead voters to evaluate politicians to be more

or less competent, likeable, charismatic, electable, hard-working, or honest based on their gender.

Second, individuals may differentially perceive men and women’s behaviour based on stereotypical

expectations (Biernat, Manis and Nelson, 1991; Biernat and Manis, 1994; Koch, 2000). Evaluation-based

differences focus on how politicians’ use of particular behaviours, say, expressing anger, leads to voters

evaluate them as more or less electable. Instead, perception-based differences focus on whether

voters actually just perceive anger to be different if expressed by a man or a woman.
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Stereotypes and behavioural evaluations

Huddy and Terkildsen’s (1993a) seminal early work in the US has been crucial in forming experimental

studies on gender stereotypes. In the paper, they investigate the origins of voters’ expectations that

women politicians should be more competent on “compassion” based issues, such as health care or

welfare, and men’s supposed greater competency on financial, military, and defence issues. They make

the distinction, first, between gender-trait based stereotypes, emphasising the relationship between a

politician’s gender-linked personality traits, where women are believed to be “warm, gentle, kind and

passive”, where men are perceived as more “tough, aggressive and assertive” (Huddy and Terkildsen,

1993a, 121). Second, they outline gender-belief based stereotypes, which instead focus on the political

outlooks of men and women, such as the idea that women have more of a left-wing ideological out-

look than men. In the experiment, they find strong support for the trait-based approach: candidates

stereotyped with warm and expressive traits were evaluated as better able to handle compassion-

based issues, such as health, welfare, and poverty, whereas candidates stereotyped with masculine

traits were evaluated as more competent on issues such as the military and defence, but also on a

wider range of political issues.

The findings from Huddy and Terkildsen (1993a) have been instrumental in informing subsequent

studies on stereotypes and issue competency. For instance, in a variety of studies, Holman, Merolla

and Zechmeister emphasise the importance of the policy domain in which politicians operate for the

influence of stereotypes (2011; 2016; 2017). They find that when the policy domain focuses on a stereo-

typically masculine issue area, here national security and terrorist threat, women candidates from the

Democratic Party are negatively evaluated compared to women from the Republican Party and men

from both parties (Holman, Merolla and Zechmeister, 2011, 2016, 2017). Other work supports this find-

ing, showing that women candidates in the US are most successful when they run “as women”, by

emphasising women’s issues, such as compassion issues, traditional values, and traditional women’s

issues (Herrnson, Lay and Stokes, 2003). Other work has suggested this may feed into the type of

elected office, where women candidates will be disadvantaged least in elections to office that are con-

gruent with women’s issue areas. Among other things, Anzia and Bernhard (2022) compare women’s

success in running for school board elections compared to city council races and find that women have

more success in races for elected office when the salient issue is stereotype-congruent.

Further studies have sought to assess how stereotypes about the policy areas men and women are

expected to have authority influence how persuasive voters find arguments to be. Anderson-Nilsson
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and Clayton (2021) argue that men will be most persuasive when delivering arguments in neutral or

“masculine” policy areas, however women will be evaluated as more persuasive in “feminine” policy

areas or on policies related to women’s rights specifically. However, they find that neutral policies

are more persuasive when delivered by women, and that “feminine” and “masculine” policy areas are

equally persuasive when delivered by men and women. In the context of political advertising, Searles

et al. (2020) argue that men are most effective when advertising masculine issues and women when

advertising feminine issues. However, they find no evidence of differential gender effects. Overall,

therefore, work suggests that the policy domain in question seems to influence how voters evaluate

politicians. As such, women politicians may be incentivised to focus more on stereotypically “feminine”

policy areas, while avoiding traditionally “masculine” policy domains.

The second way in which stereotypes inform voters’ evaluations of politicians is with respect to

the styles or behaviours they express in office (Brooks, 2013; Dolan, 2004; Hayes, 2011). As outlined in

section 2.1, a key distinction is drawn between communal traits which are associated with women and

“masculine” traits which are associated with men. A wealth of studies has sought to assess whether

politicians are rewarded when they behave in a way that is congruent with the stereotypes associated

with their gender roles, or whether they are punished when they instead behave in a way that violates

these gender roles. Voters are said to prefer leaders who express gender-role-congruent emotions

(Fischbach, Lichtenthaler and Horstmann, 2015; Klofstad, Anderson and Nowicki, 2015), and recent ob-

servational work has shown that women politicians are punished for violating stereotypical emotions.

Leveraging a variety of video, audio, and text techniques, Boussalis et al. (2021) focus on the behaviour

of Angela Merkel and find that she is rewarded by voters when she displays happiness – a style con-

sistent with feminine communal stereotypes – but punished for displays of anger – a style consistent

with masculine agentic stereotypes.

Many other studies, however, have suggested that stereotypes overallmay not inform voters’ eval-

uations, but that stereotype application depends on the context or type of voter. For instance, Bauer

(2015a) shows that stereotypes around emotionality do harm women, but only when they are explic-

itly activated. Similarly, Krupnikov and Bauer (2014) and Cassese and Holman (2018) find that women

are punished for negativity, a stereotype-incongruent style, although only by voters from a different

political party. Similarly, Bauer, Kalmoe and Russell (2022) find that voters dislike uncivil candidates

overall, but that women incur no particular punishment except by voters who themselves have aggres-

sive personalities. In other work, Bauer (2015b) has shown that not all voters stereotype politicians,

but that a voter’s partisanship, political knowledge, and political attention matter. In contrast, Brooks
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(2011) finds no evidence of gender bias in voters’ evaluations of candidates, but rather that men and

women are similarly penalised for displays of anger and tears during elections. Recent work consis-

tently emphasises that the power of stereotypes depends on the electoral context, stereotype under

scrutiny, or on the type of voter.

Stereotypes around competence, which are related to agentic stereotypes (Cuddy, Fiske and Glick,

2008), have also been shown to be more compatible with men. Studies focusing on these character-

istics have shown that voters require more reassurance about the competence of women compared

to men (Ditonto, Hamilton and Redlawsk, 2014; Ditonto, 2017), and that women candidates therefore

face higher standards when they run for office and require better qualifications in order to overcome

stereotypes (Bauer, 2020a,b). Although other studies from the UK suggest that women may not face

higher standards than men (Blumenau and Lauderdale, 2022a). Eggers, Vivyan and Wagner (2017) as-

sess whether there are gender differences in the punishments politicians incur for corrupt behaviour

in office and uncover no evidence of gender differences in the punishment afforded for misconduct.

Similarly, in recent work has assessed whether women must work harder in office to be evaluated the

same as men (Hargrave and Smith, 2022), and find that voters overall prefer politicians who are pro-

ductive, and reward productive politicians in job performance and electability evaluations. However,

they find no evidence that productive women are unjustly rewarded, nor do unproductive women face

greater punishment than men.

Related to competence is the idea of being tough and powerful in office, and recent experimental

work by Utych (2021) has shown that voters prefer candidates who are powerful as opposed to pow-

erless in campaigns, although women are not differentially penalised compared to men. Relatedly,

Saha and Weeks (2022) assess whether ambitious women are punished in the UK and the US, arguing

that women who are ambitious are likely to face backlash. They find that ambitious women in both

contexts are not penalised overall compared to men, and that while in the US there are noticeable

partisan differences, this is not the case in the UK.

The influence that gender stereotypes have on voters’ evaluations of politicians, therefore, seems

to vary according to the type of campaign or voter, or the stereotype studied. However, as I argue in

further detail in chapter 5, another explanation for varying voter evaluations may be that stereotypes

lead voters to differentially perceive the behaviour of men and women. While this argument has re-

ceived very limited attention in the political science literature, this question is of central concern in

social psychology work.
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Stereotypes and behavioural perceptions

A central argument in the social psychology literature is that individuals will regularly shift and adjust

their perceptions as they judge members of different social groups, and that these judgements will be

informed by stereotypical priors. The idea here is that when judging individuals from different social

groups, one may change their perceptions based on their expectations of the pre-existing standard for

that group. A common example of subjective perceptions provided by prior work in social psychology

is perceptions of an individual’s height (Biernat and Manis, 1994). If an individual is asked whether

they perceive 5 foot and 9 inches woman to be tall, they will likely base this assessment on what they

perceive to be the average height for women – which, for instance, is 5 foot and 3 inches in the UK.1

Since 5 foot and 9 inches is significantly above the average height for a woman, the woman is likely to

be perceived to be tall. However, if an individual is asked instead whether they perceive a man who is

5 foot and 9 inches to be tall, they will likely use the average height for men – which, for example, is

5 foot and 9 inches in the UK – as the benchmark. Since 5 foot and 9 inches matches men’s average

height, they may not perceive the man to be particularly tall. In this example, the categorisation of

an individual as “tall” will differ depending on our prior expectations about a given group. As such,

our perceptions of the qualities of individuals are subjective and depend on the pre-existing, often

stereotypical, expectations that we hold for members of a given group

Many social psychology studies have shown that these biased perceptions, which can occur both

consciously or subconsciously, apply when assessing men and women with respect to traits (Blair and

Banaji, 1996), professions (Banaji and Greenwald, 1995; Biernat, Manis and Nelson, 1991), or writing

styles (Strand, 1999; Francis et al., 2003; Knobloch-Westerwick, Glynn and Huge, 2013). With respect

to behaviour specifically, Biernat and Manis (1994) assess whether there are different thresholds for

categorising men and women as aggressive, assertive, or unassertive. They argue that because of

prior stereotypical expectations that men are perceived to be more aggressive, participants will have

a higher threshold for labelling behaviour as aggressive when committed by men. However, as aggres-

sion is gender role-incongruent for women, the threshold for them to be labelled as “very aggressive”

would be more easily met. Similarly, as women are expected to be unassertive and men are expected

instead to be assertive, the threshold for men to be labelled as “very unassertive” would be lower than

for women. To assess this expectation, Biernat and Manis (1994) presented respondents with lists of

behaviours representative of aggression, unassertiveness, or assertiveness to see how many of the

1See “Statistics reveal Britain’s ‘Mr and Mrs Average’ ”, BBC News, 13th October 2010.
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behaviours men and women needed to meet to be classified as aggressive, unassertive, or assertive.

For instance, examples of aggressive behaviour included “grabbed his/her wallet back from a pick-

pocket on the bus”, while “was talked into going to see a fairly bad movie for a second time” was an

example of an unassertiveness behaviour, and “drew up a petition and persuaded people to sign it”

for assertiveness. Their findings support their expectations for aggression and unassertiveness, but

not for assertiveness.

Banaji, Hardin and Rothman (1993) conduct a similar study, however, unlike Biernat and Manis

(1994), argue that individuals will be stereotyped to be more like the stereotypical categories they are

associated with. Specifically, they argue that because women are expected to be dependent, they will

be judged as such, and because men are expected to be aggressive, they will, compared to women, be

judged as such. They find no evidence that women are perceived to be more dependent, but they find

that exposure to aggression influences perceptions of men but not women.

Social psychology studies suggest that the application of stereotypes in perceptions of men and

women’s behaviour is common. Few political science studies, however, have assessed whether there

are differences in voters’ perceptions of men and women. Indeed, to the best of my knowledge, this has

thus far been studied only with respect to perceptions of politicians’ ideological leanings. In several

studies, Koch assesses voters’ perceptions of how liberal men and women are (2000; 2002), arguing

that voters will perceive women candidates in US Congressional elections to be more liberal than

men. Using data from the 1988, 1990, and 1992 Pooled Senate Election Study, Koch (2000) finds strong

evidence that voters apply gender stereotypes to infer candidates’ ideological positions. Women can-

didates running for the Democratic Party are perceived as more liberal than they actually are, and

women candidates running for the Republican Party are instead perceived as less conservative than

they actually are.

Many studies in social psychology (Banaji and Greenwald, 1995; Banaji and Hardin, 1996; Banaji,

Hardin and Rothman, 1993; Biernat, Manis and Nelson, 1991; Biernat and Manis, 1994) and very few

studies in political science (Koch, 2000, 2002) have shown that prior gender stereotypical expecta-

tions inform how men and women’s behaviour is perceived. While social psychology suggests that

stereotypes do inform voters’ perceptions, the evidence for the political context is limited to only work

on partisanship from nearly 20 years ago. The current scholarly evidence on whether voters perceive

men and women candidates’ or politicians’ behaviour to be different is limited. In chapter 5, I provide

an important contribution to this literature by addressing whether stereotypes inform both voters’

evaluations and perceptions of politicians.
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2.6 Conclusion

I conclude this chapter by outlining in brief the theoretical and empirical contribution that each of the

subsequent chapters in this thesis strives to provide. First, a common motivation outlining why men

and women may express different political styles are they may internalise this expectation prior to

entry office and anticipate backlash from voters for behaviour that violates stereotypical norms. The

stereotypes associated with men and women arise initially from men and women’s historical occupa-

tion of different social roles which are associated with different characteristics. Gender role theorists

contend that stereotypes are dynamic concepts and that the content of stereotypes associated with

men and womenmay change over time as the distribution of gendered societal positions have changed

(Diekman and Eagly, 2000; Eagly and Wood, 2012; Eagly et al., 2020). Therefore, if the content and va-

lidity of stereotypes have changed, then the sets of behaviours that men and women are expected to

express will also have changed. Despite efforts from social psychologists to emphasise the dynamic na-

ture of stereotypes, political scientists have neglected to assess how gendered patterns of behavioural

styles may vary over time.

In chapter 3, I build on the work on dynamic stereotypes, and argue that – as a result of changes

in the public’s conformity to (Twenge, 2001; Leaper and Ayres, 2007) and perceptions of the validity of

gender stereotypes (Taylor and Scott, 2018; Sendén et al., 2019; Shorrocks, 2018) and increases in the

presence and prominence of women in parliament (Blumenau, 2021c; Dasgupta and Asgari, 2004; Diek-

man et al., 2005) – incentives to conform to gender-role consistent behavioural stereotypes are likely

to have weakened in recent years. As a consequence, these arguments lead to a central behavioural

prediction which I test empirically: that UK MPs will conform less to gender stereotypes now than in

the past, and that women in particular will adopt styles that are further from feminine stereotypes

over time.

Second, stereotypes are also said to guide the sets of issues that politicians will raise and pri-

oritise during their time in office. Thus far, existing perspectives have shown that, although context

may mitigate the link (Childs and Krook, 2009; Hawkesworth, 2003), women politicians overall have

been shown to raise issues that are traditionally associated with women and enhance women’s ex-

periences in the policy process more broadly, and that this is observable in various aspects of their

legislative behaviour. However, despite the growing work that has emphasised how incentives shape

politicians’ and parties’ representational efforts (Bailer et al., 2022; Weeks et al., 2022; Höhmann, 2020;

Höhmann and Nugent, 2021; Meguid et al., 2022; Valdini, 2019), existing work has largely not considered
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how these dynamics may change over the course of politicians’ careers. As women have historically

been underrepresented numerically in legislatures and have, on average, less experience in office than

men (Lazarus, Steigerwalt and Clark, 2022), it has been challenging for studies to date to identify the

implications that increased political experience may have for both the behaviour of women legislators

in office and for the representation of voters’ interests in the policy-making process. In chapter 4, I

seek to understand the effect of politicians’ increased experience on their representational behaviour.

I argue that gender differences in the extent to which women politicians raise issues traditionally

associated with women will be most pronounced among junior politicians who lack experience and

credibility in the eyes of voters and their colleagues, however, this difference will decrease with in-

creased parliamentary prestige. In doing so, I provide important insights into the development of

gendered behaviour in parliament going forward as the numbers and experience of women politicians

may continue to increase.

Finally, stereotypes are also said to wield significant influence on how voters engage with politi-

cians’ behaviour. While there is a robust literature, described above, on the influence of gender stereo-

types on voter evaluations in politics more broadly (Bauer, 2020b; Hargrave and Smith, 2022; Saha and

Weeks, 2022), in chapter 5, I contribute to this literature in several key ways. First, work to date has

tended to focus on how voters evaluate stereotype-congruent or incongruent behaviour by focusing

on isolated behaviour traits, such as tears (Brooks, 2011), ambition (Saha and Weeks, 2022), negative

attacks (Krupnikov and Bauer, 2014), or willingness to compromise (Bauer, Harbridge Yong and Krup-

nikov, 2017). Instead, I expand upon this to focus on how voters evaluate politicians’ use of a wider

range of styles that are consistent with both feminine communal and masculine agentic stereotypes.

In doing so, I can assess whether voters equally penalise men and women for stereotype-incongruent

behaviours. Second, despite the rich literature on voter evaluations in politics more broadly, so far po-

litical scientists have not assessed whether voters differentially perceive politicians’ behaviour based

on gender alone, and whether differential perception of behaviour itself may in turn be responsible for

how voters evaluate politicians. That is, even in the absence of any objective differences in, say, how

aggressive a politician is, voters may perceive the politician to be more or less aggressive depending

on whether they are a man or a woman. This differential perception may, in turn, lead to voters’ differ-

ential evaluation of politicians. In chapter 5, I make an important contribution to past work by being

the first study to assess whether differential perceptions of styles themselves may serve as a potential

mechanism through which voters’ gendered evaluations of politicians might become manifest.

Taken together, the empirical chapters in this thesis strive to contribute to the rich body of existing
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work reviewed here by emphasising the dynamic power of stereotypes in influencing how politicians

behave and how voters may engage with this behaviour.
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No Longer Conforming to Stereotypes?
Gender, Political Style, and
Parliamentary Debate in the UK

A version of this chapter is published as: Hargrave, Lotte and Jack Blumenau (2022) “No Longer Con-
forming to Stereotypes? Gender, Political Science, and Parliamentary Debate in the UK”, British Journal
of Political Science, 52(4): 1584–1601. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0007123421000648.

Abstract

Research on political style suggests that where women make arguments that are more emotional, em-

pathetic, and positive, men use language that is more analytical, aggressive, and complex. However,

existing work does not consider how gendered patterns of style vary over time. Focusing on the UK,

I argue that pressures for women politicians to conform to stereotypically “feminine” styles have di-

minished in recent years. To test this argument, I describe novel quantitative text analysis approaches

for measuring a diverse set of styles at scale in political speech data. Analysing UK parliamentary de-

bates between 1997 and 2019, I show that women MPs’ debating styles have changed substantially over

time, as women in parliament have increasingly adopted stylistic traits that are typically associated

with “masculine” stereotypes of communication. These findings imply that prominent gender-based

stereotypes of politicians’ behaviour are significantly worse descriptors of empirical reality now than

they were in the past.
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3.1 Introduction

Have incentives for politicians to conform to gender stereotypes diminished over time? In addition to

the fact that men and women politicians speak about systematically different sets of political issues

(Bäck and Debus, 2019; Catalano, 2009, and addressed in chapter 4), another dimension on which gen-

dered differences are said to arise is regarding argumentation style. Gendered communication styles

are thought to be rooted in stereotypes that create social expectations for women to act “like women”

and men “like men” (Eagly and Wood, 2012). If politicians internalise these expectations before enter-

ing politics, or if voters punish them for contravening gender stereotypes (Bauer, 2015a; Boussalis et al.,

2021; Cassese and Holman, 2018), legislators are likely to engage in gender-role consistent behaviour,

and we should expect systematic differences in the political styles that men and women politicians

adopt. Empirical evidence supports this view: compared tomen, women politicians’ speeches aremore

emotional (Dietrich, Hayes and O’Brien, 2019), less complex and jargonistic (Coates, 2015), less repet-

itive (Childs, 2004b), less aggressive (Kathlene, 1994), and use different types of evidence to support

their arguments (Hargrave and Langengen, 2021).

I contribute to this literature by evaluating the degree to which gendered differences in political

style vary over time. Consistent with work that views stereotypes as dynamic constructs (Eagly and

Wood, 2012; Diekman and Eagly, 2000), I argue that over the past 25 years in the UK, where I situate

the study, several factors are likely to have decreased the degree to which UK MPs (and especially

women) will conform to stereotype-consistent behaviours in parliament. First, politicians are drawn

from a broader population which has itself diverged from stereotypical communicative styles in recent

years. Second, changes to the social roles played by women in public life, and in politics, have reduced

the validity of gender stereotypes in the eyes of the public. Consequently, I argue that voters are less

likely to sanction women legislators for gender-incongruent behaviours now than in the past. Finally,

the increased prominence of women in parliament and leadership roles is also likely to reduce the

degree to which women politicians internalise expectations that they need to behave in “feminised”

ways. Together, these arguments lead to a central behavioural prediction which I test empirically: that

UK MPs will conform less to gender stereotypes now than in the past, and that women in particular will

adopt styles that are further from feminine stereotypes over time.

To evaluate this expectation, I examine politicians’ styles as they manifest in one prominent leg-

islative activity: parliamentary debates. I conceive of debating style as a characteristic of speech which

is distinct from its content. Intuitively, the style of a speech reflects the manner in which an argument
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is delivered. In social psychology, women’s communal styles are thought to be marked by higher levels

of emotionality, positivity, empathy, and warmth, while men’s agentic styles are thought to be marked

by higher levels of aggression, logic, and confidence (Eagly and Wood, 2012; Schneider and Bos, 2019).

In political science, these concepts have been operationalised using a diverse set of indicators. I sur-

vey both literatures and identify eight styles that reflect the ideas of communality and agency, and are

also – in principle – detectable in the speeches politicians deliver. The eight styles which I use as the

basis of my empirical analysis are human narrative, affect, positive emotion, negative emotion, factual

language, aggression, complex language, and repetition.

In addition to my substantive argument, this chapter also provides a methodological contribution

to the measurement of style in legislative settings (Boussalis et al., 2021; Dietrich, Hayes and O’Brien,

2019). My goal is to construct measures that closely approximate the conceptual definitions of each

of the styles that I highlight in the review of the literature. For some styles, I use existing quantita-

tive text analysis measures that have been extensively validated in other settings (e.g. Kincaid et al.,

1975). For others, I develop new measures that combine traditional dictionary approaches with a word-

embedding model. My strategy overcomes limitations of standard dictionary approaches as it enables

me to detect styles as they manifest in the specific context of parliamentary debate. Evidence from

a human validation task shows that these measures significantly outperform standard measures that

have been used extensively in previous research on political style.

I apply themeasures to nearly half amillion speeches delivered in the House of Commons between

1997 and 2019 and report three main findings. First, in the early parts of the study period, I document

patterns of style which are broadly consistent with expectations from the literature on gender stereo-

types. Men’s speeches are marked by substantially higher levels of aggression and complexity, while

women MPs’ speeches are considerably more emotional, positive, and make greater use of human nar-

rative. Second, and crucially, I find that these differences have reduced dramatically in recent years.

In six out of eight styles I study, MP gender explains less variation in style use between individuals at

the end of the study period than at the beginning. The magnitudes of these changes are large: the

proportion of MP-level variation explained by gender decreased by between 29% and 57% from the

beginning to the end of the time period, depending on the style. For cases where I report diverging

behaviour over time, these stylistic shifts run counter to gender-role expectations. Third, I show that

the evolving variation in style use has primarily resulted from women’s decreasing use of communal

styles, and increasing use of agentic styles, over time.

My work builds upon a large literature on gender differences in politicians’ communication styles,
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the vast majority of which considers whether gender stereotypes accurately capture real behavioural

differences at fixed points in time. By contrast, I show that the descriptive validity of prominent stereo-

types of how men and women communicate is considerably lower in the contemporary House of Com-

mons than it was in the past.

These findings also have important implications beyond scholarly accounts of legislative politics.

Prescriptive stereotypes for how men and women ought to behave are ultimately rooted in our collec-

tive understanding of how we expect men and women will behave (Eagly and Wood, 2012; Gill, 2004). In

politics, these prescriptions can form the basis of voter judgements about the behaviour of men and

women politicians. Documenting when behavioural shifts run counter to gender-based stereotypes is

important, then, because it potentially undermines these prescriptions, and could thereby diminish the

degree to which women will be subject to penalties for failing to conform to stereotypical expectations

(Cassese and Holman, 2018; Ditonto, 2017).

Additionally, these results cast doubt on the idea that the election of more women into office will

automatically result in a less adversarial and more deliberative culture in Westminster.1 At least in

the context of parliamentary debate, my findings suggest that such effects are unlikely to materialise

because they are based on an outdated assumption about the distinctiveness of women MPs’ political

styles. In addition, by placing hopes of cultural change on newly elected women, proponents of these

views may also be setting women politicians up to fail if their increased presence does not result in

a “better” political culture. To the extent that cultural change of this sort is a desideratum of modern

parliamentary politics, these results suggest that hopes of affecting such change should not rely on the

presumption that newly elected women will conform to anachronistic stereotypes, and that purposive

reforms to parliamentary practices may instead be necessary.

3.2 Gender, stereotypes, and debating style

Why might men and women in parliament employ different debating styles? Gender role theory (Eagly

and Karau, 2002) suggests that gender stereotypes concerning the typical conduct of men and women

can affect behaviour via two main channels. First, repeated exposure to stereotypes from a young age

lead men and women to internalise expectations relevant to their genders, which then become self-

imposed standards against which they regulate their own behaviour (Eagly and Wood, 2012). Second,

descriptive stereotypes (e.g., the perceived tendency for women to be emotional) are often thought

1See, for example, Designing a new parliament with women in mind, Democratic Audit, 29th July 2016.
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to lead to prescriptive stereotypes (e.g., the view that women should be emotional), the violation of

which leads to the imposition of social sanctions by others which further incentivise conformity with

gender-based norms (Brescoll and Uhlmann, 2008).

Women politicians are especially subject to pressures to conform to role-consistent behavioural

standards, as voters punish women for displaying behaviour that counters feminine stereotypes. Vot-

ers form gender-biased impressions of candidates (Bauer, 2015a), and penalise women for appearing

to be too ambitious (Okimoto and Brescoll, 2010) or negative (Cassese and Holman, 2018), while re-

warding them for displays of happiness (Boussalis et al., 2021). These penalties are more acute when

the campaign environment is characterised by “masculine” issues (Holman, Merolla and Zechmeister,

2016), and are more commonly applied by low-attention voters (Bauer, 2015b) and voters with sexist

attitudes (Mo, 2015) or aggressive personalities (Bauer, Kalmoe and Russell, 2022). By contrast, voters

are less sensitive to role-inconsistent behaviour by men (Okimoto and Brescoll, 2010).

However, as political leaders, legislators are also expected to display behaviours consistent with

leadership stereotypes. Men’s historical occupation of leadership positions means that leadership

stereotypes have been shaped by traditional “masculine” traits such as being assertive, competitive,

and outgoing (Koenig et al., 2011). The congruence between leadership stereotypes and masculine

stereotypes therefore poses little challenge for men in office to conform to both sets of expectations.

By contrast, if women seek to conform to leadership stereotypes, they risk incurring penalties for vi-

olating feminine stereotypes (Bauer, 2017; Eagly and Karau, 2002). Women must therefore attempt to

balance a complicated array of behavioural expectations in a way that men do not.

Political scientists have evaluated whether these incentives induce men and women politicians

to adopt systematically different political styles. I focus on one aspect of legislative activity where

differences are likely to become manifest: in political speech. On which dimensions of style should

we expect gender differences? Of central concern in the social psychology literature is the distinction

between communal characteristics of style, which are associated with women, and agentic character-

istics which are associated with men (Schneider and Bos, 2019). These labels are heuristics for clus-

ters of behavioural attributes, where communal characteristics are said to include being “affectionate,

helpful, kind, sympathetic, interpersonally sensitive, nurturant, and gentle”, while agentic character-

istics include being “aggressive, ambitious, dominant, forceful, independent, self-sufficient, and self-

confident” (Eagly and Karau, 2002, 574). By surveying the large empirical literature on gendered styles

in political science, I identified eight styles that are representative of communal or agentic behaviour

and which previous work had either shown to be associated with men and women use in politics, or
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that previous work had expected to be associated with gender differences. I use these styles as the

basis of the empirical analysis below.

I identified three communal characteristics of style that are typically associated with women. First,

women are said to make greater use of human narrative through reliance on personal experience,

analogies, and anecdotes in their speeches (Blankenship and Robson, 1995). This idea is supported

both by politicians’ testimonies (Childs, 2004b), and qualitative studies of political speech (Hargrave

and Langengen, 2021). Second, women are also thought to make greater use of emotional language

or affect (Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993a), and there is clear evidence that women’s language exhibits

greater overall emotionality thanmen’s (Dietrich, Hayes andO’Brien, 2019; Jones, 2016). Third, andmore

specifically, women have been found to use more positive emotion, such as expressing happiness, in

their political speeches than men (Boussalis et al., 2021; Yu, 2013).

I identified five agentic characteristics of style that are typically associated with men. First, men

are thought to rely more on fact-based language, which is more “analytical, organised and impersonal”

and relies more on statistical evidence (Jamieson, 1995, 76). In the UK, MPs suggest that men pay

greater attention to “scientific research” (Childs, 2004b, 181), though there is evidence that women

use more factual language (Hargrave and Langengen, 2021). Second, men’s speech is also thought to

feature higher levels of linguistic complexity, marked by formalistic and jargonistic word use (Childs,

2004b), while women are thought to be more accessible and clear (Coates, 2015). Third, men are also

thought to be more repetitive (Dahlerup, 1988; Childs, 2004b, 184). Fourth, men are said to be more

aggressive, whereas women are said to avoid combative and aggressive styles (Brescoll and Uhlmann,

2008; Kathlene, 1994), and empirical work suggests women are significantly less adversarial than men

in parliamentary debate (Grey, 2002; Hargrave and Langengen, 2021). Fifth, women are thought to avoid

the use of excess negative emotion for fear of backlash (Cassese and Holman, 2018), while men are

thought to make greater use of negativity (Brooks, 2011).

I summarise these eight styles in table 3.1. I provide a short definition and categorise each as

either communal or agentic according to the discussion above. The expectations that derive from the

literature on gendered stereotypes suggests that women will be more likely to use communal debating

styles, and men more likely to use agentic debating styles.
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Table 3.1: Political styles

Style Type Definition

Human Narrative Communal Use of personal examples or experiences; stories of other people; con-
stituency stories; illustrative examples; referring to individuals.

Affect Communal Use of emotive language, which might be either positive or negative; such as
expressing criticism, praise, disapproval, pride, empathy or fear.

Positive Emotion Communal Use of positive emotional language, whichmight include expressing empathy,
praise, celebration or congratulations.

Fact Agentic Use of numbers, statistics, numerical quantifiers, figures and empirical evi-
dence.

Complexity Agentic Use of jargonistic, complicated and elaborate language that is challenging to
understand.

Repetition Agentic Repeated use of the same words or phrases.

Aggression Agentic Use of aggressive or combative language, which might include criticisms or
insults; language that suggests forceful action; or declamatory or adversarial
language.

Negative Emotion Agentic Use of negative emotional language, which might include expressing fear,
anxiety, unpleasantness, sadness or disapproval.

Dynamic gender stereotypes

Despite this rich literature, few studies consider whether politicians’ conformity with gender stereo-

types has changed over time.2 This is surprising, as gender role theorists emphasise that the content

and strength of stereotypes are dynamic (Diekman and Eagly, 2000; Eagly and Wood, 2012). These ac-

counts posit that gender stereotypes arise from men and women’s historical occupation of different

social roles which are associated with different characteristics. For instance, because women have

traditionally occupied roles in which they provide care to others, “caring” as a characteristic became

stereotypic of women. However, as the distribution of men and women into different roles changes,

so too will the characteristics associated with the stereotypes themselves such that the stereotype

of women will be marked by “increasing masculinity and… decreasing femininity” (Diekman and Eagly,

2000, 1173). Building on this logic, I argue that recent changes in the roles played by women in both

politics and the broader public are likely to have weakened traditional gender stereotypes in the UK,

and I therefore expect a decline in the degree to which MPs, and especially women, will adopt styles

that are congruent with the stereotypes described above.

First, politicians are selected from a broader population, which has itself diverged from gender-

2Though see Jones (2016) for a case study of the evolution of Hillary Clinton’s style, and Grey (2002) who demonstrates that
women MPs in New Zealand are increasingly aggressive over time.
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stereotypical behaviours over time. In most advanced economies in recent decades, women’s tra-

ditional role as care-givers has declined, and women’s educational attainment, participation in the

workforce, and occupancy of senior management positions have increased (Sayer, Bianchi and Robin-

son, 2004; Diekman and Goodfriend, 2006, 370). As societal gender roles have changed, women in the

public have come to demonstrate increasingly agentic behaviours across a wide set of contexts and

countries (Twenge, 2001; Leaper and Ayres, 2007, 357). As politicians are likely to reflect the charac-

teristics of the population from which they are drawn, if women in the UK are now more agentic on

average, we should expect these changes to be reflected in the behaviour of politicians too.

Second, changing social roles have affected public perceptions of the validity of traditional gen-

der stereotypes. Women in general are perceived as more agentic now than in the past (Eagly et al.,

2020; Sendén et al., 2019), and while attributes associated with men have remained relatively stable,

masculine characteristics are increasingly ascribed to women (Diekman and Eagly, 2000). Do changes

in attitudes regarding the content and validity of stereotypes mean that voters are less likely to punish

counter-stereotypic behaviours? As I reported above, several papers document voters’ tendency to

punish women candidates for displaying agentic traits. However, I am not aware of any existing em-

pirical literature which tracks the extent to which politicians are punished by voters for contravening

stereotypes over time. Several more recent studies suggest that voters do not always punish women

politicians for violating feminine stereotypes (Brooks, 2011; de Geus et al., 2021; Saha and Weeks, 2022),

but these papers again only provide evidence from a single point in time.

There is, however, evidence that the public have become less likely to endorse traditional gender

stereotypes over time. As women’s position in the labour market has improved, support for traditional

gender norms and associated stereotypes has eroded both in the UK and further afield (Inglehart and

Norris, 2003; Twenge, 1997a; Seguino, 2007). In the UK, voters have come to hold substantially more

gender-egalitarian attitudes between the mid-1980s and the present (Taylor and Scott, 2018). Further,

between 1990 and 2010, voters in Western Europe, including in the UK, have become significantly less

likely to agree with the traditional division of social roles performed by men and women (Shorrocks,

2018). This latter finding is particularly relevant given that it is the association of men and women with

particular social roles that is at the heart of theories of gender stereotypes (Eagly and Karau, 2002). It

therefore seems likely that as voters have become less willing to endorse gender stereotypes, they also

will apply fewer sanctions to politicians who transgress such stereotypes. Consequently, as Mo (2015,

360) argues, “gender attitudes in the electoral process remain consequential, but have grown subtler”.

To the extent that politicians in the UK are sensitive to the expectations of voters, then, changing voter
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attitudes about stereotypes will likely have reduced pressures on women politicians to conform to

gender-stereotypic behaviours over time.

Third, the dramatic shifts in the roles that women play in political life in recent decades might

also reduce the degree to which women politicians conform to traditional gender stereotypes. In the

House of Commons, women held just 18% of seats in 1997, but this increased to 32% by 2019 (IPU, 2022).

Moreover, women politicians in the UK now occupy more high-powered positions within the legislative

hierarchy (Blumenau, 2021c). As women enter politics at a higher rate, role theory predicts that women

politicians will come to be seen as possessing more masculine characteristics (Diekman et al., 2005),

and the increasing prevalence of women in leadership has been shown to reduce the degree to which

communal qualities are ascribed to women (Dasgupta and Asgari, 2004). As Diekman et al. (2005,

212) argue, “women’s increased representation as elected officials and government employees should

foster the ascription to women of traditionally masculine qualities.”

Accordingly, in addition to a general tendency for stereotypes of women to become more oriented

towards agentic characteristics in recent years, women politicians specifically may have become asso-

ciated with more masculine characteristics over time as they have become more numerous and more

powerful in the (historically male) political domain. These shifts in the political sphere might help

to further reduce voter sanctions against women politicians who adopt agentic styles, but they are

also likely to reduce the degree to which women in parliament internalise expectations of feminine

behaviour. That is, as women politicians witness more examples of women in politics adopting more

agentic and less communal styles, this may weaken the self-imposed standards of femininity that are

typically seen as the internal drivers of stereotype-consistent behaviour (Eagly and Wood, 2012). As

women politicians become increasingly associated with forms of behaviour normally ascribed to men,

the incentives for them to conform to more traditional feminine styles should be expected to decrease.

In the empirical analysis below, I do not attempt to disentangle which of the three mechanisms

outlined here, or others, may be responsible for changes in parliamentary behaviour. Rather, I aim to

test a central prediction that emerges from the discussion of dynamic gender stereotypes: that MPs

will conform less to gender-stereotypic styles in recent years than was true in the past, and that women

in particular will be more likely to adopt agentic rather than communal styles over time.

Pressures to conform to institutional behavioural norms

In this section, I contrast the predictions of my argument with expectations generated by theories of

feminist institutionalism. These perspectives hold that, as historically male-dominated institutions,
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legislatures are gendered spaces that maintain, favour and recreate traditional masculine behaviours

(Hawkesworth, 2003; Krook and Mackay, 2011). While work in this literature does not always articulate

clear predictions regarding the dynamics of gendered behaviour over time, implicit in these arguments

is the idea that the pressure for women to conform to the prevailing (male) institutional style will be

strongest when women are more marginalised in the legislature. When this is the case, as Franceschet

(2011, 66) argues, “women may respond by disavowing distinctly feminine (and feminist) concerns,

instead favouring the style and substantive issues of the dominant group.” By contrast, as women

gain higher levels of representation and more political power, the culture of parliament will change to

be more “conducive to women acting in a feminised way” (Childs, 2004b, 187).

The implication of this argument in my setting is that the pressure on women to conform to the

dominant “masculine” institutional style will be strongest at the beginning of the study period (in

the late 1990s) when women’s representation in the Commons was at lower levels, but that it should

weaken over time. In addition to the increasing number of women in parliament and in leadership

positions, during the period I study (from 1997 to 2019) the House of Commons also introduced a series

of reforms designed to strengthen the position of women within the legislature.3 Therefore, while the

Commons remains majority male, institutionalist perspectives predict that changes in composition

and working practices will mean that women will be better able to “perform their tasks as politicians

the way they individually prefer” (Dahlerup, 2006, 519). Therefore, while my argument suggests that

women are likely to respond to changing gender stereotypes by adoptingmore agentic styles over time,

the institutionalism argument suggests that women are likely to adopt increasingly communal styles

as they become more numerous and powerful in parliament. The empirical strategy I outline below

allows me to adjudicate between these contrasting predictions.

3.3 Data and methodology

I consider the words of politicians’ speeches as the primary locus of debating style, and I use texts

of political speeches delivered in parliament to infer the styles adopted by different speakers. Par-

liamentary speech is a useful source of information for measuring style as it provides long-running

panel data at the individual level. In the UK, MPs are afforded a large degree of autonomy regarding

the debates to which they contribute, and party leaders exert no control over who participates, nor

3For example, this period includes the establishment of the Women and Equalities Committee, the introduction of the
Speaker’s Reference Group on Representation and Inclusion, as well as the introduction of initiatives such as proxy voting for
MPs on baby leave.
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over the content of speeches that MPs deliver.

I study House of Commons debates between May 1997 and March 2019 (Blumenau, 2021a). The

study period is motivated by the fact that prior to the 1997 election women accounted for less than

10% of MPs, and so analysis of earlier periods would likely be sensitive to the styles of only few specific

women. I collapse the data such that all speechesmade by anMP in a debate constitute a single speech-

document, making the unit of analysis an individual MP in a debate. I remove all speech-documents

shorter than 50words, as well as contributions by the Speaker of the House, whose speeches are almost

entirely procedural. I also exclude any debate that has fewer than five participants.4 The final sample

consists of 14,864 debates, 1,422 MPs (370 women, 1,052 men), and 418,147 MP-debate observations.

Measuring “style” with context-specific dictionaries

A common approach to measuring latent concepts, such as style, in text data is to assign each text

a score based on a predefined dictionary that aims to capture the concept of interest. However,

dictionary-based approaches are highly domain-specific, as the words used to capture a concept in

one context – say, parliamentary speeches – are likely to be different to those used to express the

same concept in another context. I propose an alternative approach that combines standard dictio-

naries with a locally-trained word-embedding model to construct domain-specific dictionaries that

are better able to capture the style types as they manifest in the context of parliamentary debate. The

key advantage of my approach is that it allows me to account for context-specific patterns of word use.

That is, rather than simply using an off-the-shelf dictionary that may be poorly suited to capturing,

for instance, aggression in the parliamentary setting, this approach allows me to automatically create

a bespoke aggression dictionary which is firmly rooted in the way that vocabulary is used in parlia-

mentary debate. I use this approach to measure six of the styles: aggression, affect, positive emotion,

negative emotion, fact, and human narrative.

For each style, I follow three steps to construct the relevant score for each speech. First, I define a

“seed” dictionary that represents the concept of interest. For four styles (affect, negative emotion, pos-

itive emotion, and fact), I use existing dictionaries and for two styles (aggression and human narrative)

I create my own seed dictionaries based on a close reading of a sample of parliamentary texts.5

Second, I estimate a set of word-embeddings using the GloVe model described by Pennington,

4The model becomes computationally burdensome with very large numbers of debates. Small debates contribute little
to the estimates given the random-effect structure of the model described below, and so the results are very unlikely to be
sensitive to this decision.

5I include a full description of the seed dictionaries in appendix A.1.
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Socher and Manning (2014). Word-embedding models rely on the idea that words which are used in

similar contexts will have similar meanings, and the embedding model allows us to learn the semantic

meaning of each word directly from how the word is used by MPs in debate. I train the embedding

model on the full set of parliamentary speeches, and the main output of the model is the set of word-

embeddings themselves. These are dense vectors that correspond to each unique word in the corpus,

the dimensions of which capture the semantic “meanings” of the words. Crucially for my purposes, the

distances between word-vectors have been shown to effectively capture important semantic similari-

ties between different words (Mikolov et al., 2013).

By calculating the cosine similarity between every word in the corpus and the words in each of

the seed dictionaries, I can therefore use this property to define the set of words that, in the specific

context of parliamentary debate, are used in a semantically similar fashion to the seed words. I label

this quantity as 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑠
𝑤, where 𝑤 indexes words, and 𝑠 indexes each style. Words closely related to the

average semantic meaning of the seed words for a given dictionary will have a high similarity score

(close to 1), and words that are less closely related will have a low similarity score (close to 0). The

𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑠
𝑤 scores therefore define a domain-specific dictionary for a given style type. They describe the

degree to which each unique word in the corpus is used similarly to the ways in which the words in

the seed dictionary are used, on average. In essence, the embeddings enable the seed dictionaries to

automatically expand to incorporate words that are used in a similar manner to the words that they

already include. I provide full details of the approach, and an extensive set of validation checks, in

appendix A.2.

Third, I use the word-level scores, 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑠
𝑤, to score each sentence in the corpus on each style ac-

cording to the words they contain. In particular, the score for a given sentence on a given style is:

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠
𝑖 = ∑𝑊

𝑤 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑠
𝑤𝑁𝑤𝑖

∑𝑊
𝑤 𝑁𝑤𝑖

(3.1)

where 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑠
𝑤 is the similarity score defined above, and𝑁𝑤𝑖 is the (weighted) number of times that word

𝑤 appears in sentence 𝑖, where the weights are term-frequency inverse-document-frequency weights.6

When words with high scores for a given style appear frequently in a given sentence, the sentence will

be scored as highly relevant to the style. The score for each document is then the weighted average

of the relevant sentence-level scores, where the weights are equal to the number of words in each

sentence.

6TF-IDF weighting is used to down-weight very common words, and up-weight relatively rare words.
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The approach I outline here is similar to that developed in Rice and Zorn (2021), who also use

a word-embedding model to create context-specific dictionaries. I build on this work by address-

ing the question of whether word-embedding dictionary construction “[yields] valid dictionaries for

widely-varying types of specialised vocabularies” (Rice and Zorn, 2021, 34). I extend the idea of word-

embedding based dictionaries to a new setting – the UKHouse of Commons – and to six new specialised

vocabularies. As the validation exercises in appendix A.2 show, there is strong evidence that this ap-

proach significantly outperforms standard dictionary approaches across the set of styles I study.

Measuring “complexity” and “repetition”

For the final two styles – complexity and repetition – dictionary approaches (domain-specific or other-

wise) are unsuitable, as these styles are not detectable from the occurrence of specific words. Instead,

I adopt two different metrics to capture these concepts. For complexity, I use the Flesch-Kincaid Read-

ability Score (Kincaid et al., 1975). The intuition behind this measure is that documents that have fewer

words per sentences, and fewer syllables per word, are easier to understand (more “readable”). I

rescale the original formulation of the score such that higher numbers indicate higher levels of com-

plexity. While Benoit, Munger and Spirling (2019, 501) show that domain-specific measures of textual

complexity have some performance gains over the Flesch-Kincaid score, they also demonstrate that

this metric correlates highly with more sophisticated measures. I opt for the simpler metric here be-

cause the validation demonstrates that this measure performs well in comparisons with human judge-

ments in this setting.

I consider MPs to be repetitive when they use the same language repeatedly during a debate. To

measure repetition, I use a lossless text-compression algorithm introduced by Ziv and Lempel (1977),

which underpins a variety of common computer applications. Compression algorithms work by finding

repeated sequences of text and using those patterns to reduce the overall size of the input document.

The efficiency of the compression of a text is directly related to the number and length of the repeated

sections in that text. I apply the compression algorithm to every document in the corpus, measure

the degree of compression, and treat that quantity as the measure of repetition for each MP in each

debate. Simply put, the more compression that a speech receives, the more repetitive I deem it to be.7

Finally, to put the eight style measures on comparable scales, I normalise each measure across

7An alternative measure of repetition for a given text, 𝑗, might be # Words𝑗
# Unique Words𝑗

, which captures the intuition that texts with
a smaller fraction of unique words are likely to be more repetitive. Although it correlates highly with my measure (𝜌 = 0.71),
this metric is likely to underestimate the degree of repetitiveness in instances where long sequences of words are repeated, but
where those sequences are themselves constituted of many unique words.
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documents to have mean zero and standard deviation one. This means that average differences for

each style betweenmen and women can be interpreted in standard deviations of the outcome variable.

Validation

As with all quantitative text analysis approaches, careful validation of the measures is essential (Grim-

mer and Stewart, 2013). In the appendix in section A.2, I provide the results from two face validation

checks. I here provide results from a human validation task which assesses whether the text-based

measures of style mirror human judgements of the same concepts. I wrote a web app which presented

two research assistants with pairs of sentences (sampled from all sentences in the corpus). Coders

were asked to complete two tasks. First, a style-comparison task required them to select which of the

two sentences was more typical of a particular style. Second, a style-intensity task required them to

rate the degree to which each sentence was representative of the selected style on a 5-point scale.

Figure 3.1 gives an example of the prompt seen by the coders. In addition to the sentences them-

selves, I presented coders with minimal definitions of the speech-styles of interest to ensure that the

human coding related to the style dimensions identified in the literature review. Each coder completed

70 comparisons per style, on average, meaning that I have on average 140 individual sentence-ratings

per style. I use the distribution of responses to these tasks and compare them to the distribution of text-

based style measures described above for the same sentences as seen by the coders.8 I summarise the

results in table 3.2. The “intensity task” column presents the correlation between the sentence-level

style measures (equation 3.1) and the coders’ ratings of the same styles. For the “comparison task” col-

umn, I calculate the difference in the sentence-level scores for each pair of sentences, and correlate

that with the choices made by my coders from the comparison task.

8To assess inter-coder reliability, my research assistants both coded an additional common set of 20 comparisons per style.
Coders agreed on which of the two sentences was more representative of a given style in 75% of comparisons. The correlation
for the “intensity” scores for all sentences across coders was 0.8.
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Figure 3.1: Human validation task prompt

Table 3.2: Correlation between text-based measures and human
judgements

Style type Comparison task Intensity task
Human Narrative 0.67 (0.5) 0.7 (0.45)
Affect 0.62 (0.46) 0.61 (0.48)
Positive Emotion 0.7 (0.38) 0.71 (0.34)
Negative Emotion 0.75 (0.47) 0.75 (0.45)
Fact 0.77 (0.71) 0.81 (0.74)
Aggression 0.66 (0.32) 0.72 (0.22)
Complexity 0.83 0.85
Repetition 0.8 0.82

Overall, the results are very encouraging. Across all styles, the correlation between the text-based

scores and the human validation is always positive and is never lower than 0.61 for either task. These
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results suggest that there is a clear correspondence between the measures of style implied by my

text-analysis approach, and human judgements of those concepts in the same set of texts.9

Moreover, I can compare the measures with standard dictionary-based measurement approaches.

For all styles except for repetition and complexity, I compare the word-embedding approach to an

approach that measures style using the proportion of words in each sentence that appears in a pre-

defined dictionary. This measurement strategy is more typical of existing applications of dictionaries in

political science, and forms the basis of the analysis in several previous studies on gender and political

style (e.g., Gleason, 2020; Jones, 2016; Yu, 2013). To maximise comparability, the dictionaries I use for

this analysis are the same as the seed dictionaries I use to construct the word-embedding scores. This

means that, for each sentence in the corpus, I have a measure of style based on the word-embedding

method, and a measure of style based on counting the fraction of words in the sentence that fall into

the relevant style’s seed dictionary.

The results are given in table 3.2. The numbers in parentheses show the correlation between the

standard dictionary measure of style described above, and human judgements provided by my coders.

My word-embedding approach clearly outperforms standard dictionary approaches in approximating

human judgement. For instance, for positive emotion, standard dictionary measures correlate at 0.38

and 0.34 with human codings for the two tasks, compared to 0.7 and 0.71 for the word-embedding ap-

proach. Despite the relatively small sample sizes, the magnitude of the difference in predictive power

means that – in all cases except for “fact” – the correlation between the word-embedding measures

and human codings is significantly higher than the equivalent correlation for standard dictionary mea-

sures.10 Overall, this exercise provides strong evidence that I can reliably detect the styles of interest

in parliamentary speech and outperform the standard measures used in previous studies on gender

and political style.

3.4 Modelling political style

My goal is to assess the degree to which style use varies by MP gender, and whether such differences

change over time. To investigate these patterns, I adopt a Bayesian dynamic hierarchical model that
9As repetitiveness is a quantity that manifests more clearly across rather than within sentences, the sentence-based human

validation is somewhat less well suited to evaluating this concept. Nevertheless, the sentences that the measure marks as most
repetitive do clearly demonstrate high levels of repetitiveness, and, as table 3.2 indicates, even though detecting repetitive-
ness at the sentence-level might represent a hard task, I recover a clear correspondence between my measures and human
judgements of the same concept.

10I determine this difference by using a bootstrap procedure, in which I sample from my set of sentences 2000 times with
replacement and calculate the correlation between the word-embedding measures and human codings, and between the dictio-
nary measures and human codings, on each iteration. I can easily reject the null hypothesis of no difference in these correlations
for all styles except for the “fact” dimension.
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allows me to account for a wide variety of both individual- and topic-level confounders (described

below), while also flexibly estimating changing gender dynamics in style over time.

For each speech 𝑖, I have a continuous measurement of style 𝑠, which I denote as 𝑦𝑠
𝑖 . For speech 𝑖,

by MP 𝑗, in debate 𝑑, and time period 𝑡, I model the data as a function of individual- and debate-level
parameters:

𝑦𝑠
𝑖(𝑗𝑑𝑡) ∼ 𝑁(𝛼𝑗,𝑡 + 𝛿𝑑, 𝜎𝑦) (3.2)

where 𝛼𝑗,𝑡 is an MP-specific random effect which captures average differences in MP style use. The 𝑡
subscript indicates that I fit one intercept for each MP in each time period that they appear in the data,

thus allowing me to capture average style use at different points in time. I use parliamentary sessions

as the unit of time, of which there were 20 between 1997 and 2019. I observe speeches from 635 MPs on

average in each session, and each MP appears in 9 sessions on average. The 𝛿𝑑 parameters are random

effects which capture average differences in style use in different debates.

My primary interest is in describing variation in the 𝛼𝑗,𝑡 parameters. I model these random-effects

at the second level of the model as a function of MP gender, while allowing the relationship between

gender and style-use to vary over time:

𝛼𝑗,𝑡 ∼ 𝑁(𝜇0,𝑡 + 𝜇1,𝑡𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑗, 𝜎𝛼) (3.3)

Here, 𝜇0,𝑡 represents the average use of a style among men in time period 𝑡, and 𝜇1,𝑡 describes

the average difference in style use for women relative to men, again in time period 𝑡. The standard
deviation 𝜎𝛼, describes how much, on average, the MP-session intercepts vary around the mean style

use for MPs of each gender.11 Gender differences in one parliamentary session are not independent

of those in previous sessions, and in order to reflect a more realistic evolution of these differences, I

model the 𝜇0,𝑡 and 𝜇1,𝑡 parameters as a first-order random-walk process:

𝜇0,𝑡 ∼ 𝑁(𝜇0,𝑡−1, 𝜎𝜇0
)

𝜇1,𝑡 ∼ 𝑁(𝜇1,𝑡−1, 𝜎𝜇1
) (3.4)

This specification assumes that the average use of a style by women and men will be similar in 𝑡
and 𝑡+1, and that changes over time will therefore occur gradually. This encourages smooth coefficient

11I use a common variance parameter for all time periods.
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changes over time, but still allows for large deviations from one period to the next if the information

from the data is sufficiently strong.

The 𝜇0,𝑡 and 𝜇1,𝑡 parameters are my main quantities of interest. 𝜇1,𝑡 captures the difference in

average style use between genders in each time period, and my review of the theoretical literature

implies general expectations for the sign of 𝜇1,𝑡 for each style (see table 3.1). Consistent with my

theoretical discussion of how the incentives for conforming with gender stereotypes have changed in

recent years, I also expect the magnitude of 𝜇1,𝑡 for each style to decrease over time, and for those

changes to be driven mostly by changes to the average behaviour of women MPs (which, for each year

𝑡, is captured by 𝜇0,𝑡 + 𝜇1,𝑡). I report both quantities below.

My model allows me to account for individual-level confounders by including a set of MP-specific

covariates into the model. To do so, in some specifications I replace equation 3.3 with:

𝛼𝑗,𝑡 ∼ 𝑁(𝜇0,𝑡 + 𝜇1,𝑡𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑗 +
𝑘

∑
𝑘=1

𝜆𝑘𝑋𝑘
𝑗,𝑡, 𝜎𝛼) (3.5)

where 𝑋𝑗,𝑡 is a vector of individual-level covariates which can vary by session.12

I include several such controls. First, MPs in leadership positions may use systematically different

styles than backbench MPs, and women have come to occupy a greater share of legislative leadership

roles over the study period (Blumenau, 2021c). I therefore control for whether the MP held a frontbench

position for either the government or opposition in each session, and whether they were a committee

chair. Second, if MPs from different parties use styles at different rates, then any change I observe

in gendered use of styles might be confounded by the fact that proportionally more Conservative

Party women MPs have been elected to parliament in recent years. I therefore also include a set

of party dummies. Third, opposition MPs use significantly more negative language than government

MPs (Proksch et al., 2019) and, because the Labour Party has proportionally more women than other

parties, any increase in women’s use of more agentic styles might be attributable to Labour’s move into

opposition in 2010. To address this possibility, I control for whether anMP is amember of a governing or

an opposition party in each time period. Fourth, I also add controls for MPs’ occupational background
12Debate intercepts are drawn from a mean-zero normal distribution, with estimated variance:

𝛿𝑑 ∼ 𝑁(0, 𝜎𝛿) (3.6)

Our model is completed by normal prior distributions over the 𝜆 parameters:

𝜆𝑘 ∼ 𝑁(0, 2) (3.7)

and half-normal prior distributions over the variance-parameters:

𝜎𝛼, 𝜎𝜇0 , 𝜎𝜇1 , 𝜎𝛿, 𝜎𝑦 ∼ 𝑁(0, 2) (3.8)
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and educational attainment. The professional and educational backgrounds of MPs have changed over

time (Lamprinakou et al., 2017), and it is plausible that these characteristics will be associated with both

speechmaking styles and gender. Finally, MPs’ local electoral environment might affect language use.

For instance, MPs in more competitive seats might be more likely to use human narrative to emphasise

constituents’ concerns. If there have been changes in the relative competitiveness of seats won by

men and women over time, this could confound the differences I observe in gendered-language use. I

therefore control for the percentage point margin of victory of the MP in the previous election.

I am also able to use the model to account for confounding that relates to differential usage of

styles across topics. As I later show in chapter 4, men and women systematically participate in de-

bates devoted to different topics, and debate topic may correlate with style in ways which work to

confound my inferences. For instance, if women participate more in debates on education which con-

tain language related to human narrative, while men participate more in debates on the economy

which include more factual language, then gender differences in topic usage will confound gender dif-

ferences in style. However, the debate-level intercepts, 𝛿𝑑, mean that it is only within-debate variation

in style use that informs the estimates of my central quantities of interest. In other words, 𝜇1,𝑡 will

capture only the degree to which men and women use different styles when speaking about the same

substantive topic.

I estimate the model separately for each style in Stan (Carpenter et al., 2017), where I use three

chains of 500 iterations, after 250 iterations of burn-in.

3.5 Results

Figure 3.2 shows the values of 𝜇1,𝑡 – the average difference between men and women for each style

type, in each parliamentary session. Positive values indicate that a style is used more by women, and

negative values indicate higher use of the style by men. The green shading indicates the expected

direction of the gender effects based on previous literature (see table 3.1).

For five of the debating styles I study, I find that – in the early years of the sample – men and

women’s speechmaking behaviour broadly conforms to stereotypes. Women MPs are more likely to

draw on examples that emphasise human narrative, and to use positive and emotional language than

men. Similarly, men use more aggressive and complex language, at least before 2010. Interestingly, for

three of the styles – fact, repetition, and negative emotion – I find that debating style in the Commons

does not clearly conform to the expectations of the existing literature. For all three of these agentic
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Figure 3.2: Gender differences in style over time
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styles, for much of the period I study, women MPs are more likely than men to express these styles.

However, and in some sense more importantly, figure 3.2 also reveals that there is significant vari-

ation in the size of these gender differences over time. Women are more likely to use communal style

types – affect, positive emotion, and human narrative – in the early period in my data, but gender dif-

ferences become smaller over time. For positive emotion and affect, there is no consistent significant

difference between men and women by the latest years in my data. Similarly, while men use signifi-

cantly more agentic styles – particularly aggressive and complex language – than women before 2010,

this difference has also disappeared in recent years. These changes are non-trivial: for those styles

where I see a convergence between men and women, the proportion of MP-level variation in style use

explained by gender decreases by between 30% and 60%, depending on style, when comparing the

periods before and after 2007.13

Further, for other styles I observe increasing gender differences over time, but the direction of

these shifts also suggest that women are becoming increasingly agentic relative to men. For instance,

though there are negligible gender differences in the earlier period, from 2007 onward, women use

significantly more factual language. Similarly, although women use negative emotion in their speeches

at higher rates throughout the time period, this gender difference has grown substantially larger over

time. Between 1997 and 2007, gender explained just 0.6% and 2% of MP-level variation in factual

language and negative emotion, respectively, but this increased to approximately 4% and 9% after

2007. Accordingly, even for these agentic styles which women adopt more than men throughout the

study period, it remains the case that women become more likely to deploy this type of language in

recent years than in the past. The only style for which I document relatively stable gender differences

is repetition. While women appear to become somewhat less repetitious relative to men over time, the

trend for this style is less pronounced.

Taken together, these findings are consistent with my argument that the pressures for women

to conform to stereotypes have declined over time. In general, relative to men, women demonstrate

less communal (human narrative, affect, and positive emotion) and more agentic (negative emotion,

aggression, fact, and complexity) styles in recent years than they did in the past.

13To calculate these quantities, I follow Gelman and Pardoe (2006) and describe the proportion of individual variation in
style use explained by MP gender in each parliamentary session using an 𝑅2-style metric:

𝑅2
𝛼,𝑡 = 1 −

𝐸(𝑉 𝐽
𝑗=1 ̂𝜖𝑗,𝑡)

𝐸(𝑉 𝐽
𝑗=1�̂�𝑗,𝑡)

where
̂𝜖𝑗,𝑡 = �̂�𝑗,𝑡 − �̂�0,𝑡 + �̂�1,𝑡𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑗
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Are these patterns the result of changes in the behaviour of men and women MPs? My argument

implied that these changes were likely to be rooted in the behaviour of women as they respond to

the changing content and power of gender stereotypes. Figure 3.3, which depicts changes in style use

separately for women and men, shows that across almost all the styles I study, the largest year-to-

year shifts in speechmaking behaviour do indeed occur among women. The figure shows that women

have used each of the communal style types – human narrative, affect, and positive emotion – to a

decreasing extent over time. Similarly, for the agentic styles of negative emotion, fact, and aggression,

while men’s behaviour has remained relatively stable, women’s use of these styles has increased over

time. While both men and women have adopted more complex language over time, the increase has

been somewhat larger for women than for men.

Threats to inference

I have argued that politicians’ conformity to traditional stereotypes has diminished over time, but there

are alternative explanations that could account for the behavioural patterns I document.

First, as I outlined above, the literature on feminist institutionalism suggests that women will face

pressures to conform to institutionally-dominant, masculine behaviours that are favoured and recre-

ated by the culture of the House. While institutional pressures of this sort are surely a feature of life

in the contemporary House of Commons, for this perspective to explain the results, these pressures

would need to have strengthened in recent years. However, during this period, women’s presence in-

creased in the Commons, women MPs came to hold more senior positions, and institutional reforms

designed to strengthen women’s institutional position were introduced. Consequently, if women face

stronger incentives to conform to masculine styles when an institution is more male-dominated, then

we should observe women becoming less agentic over time. My results show the opposite pattern, sug-

gesting that institutionalist accounts are unlikely to explain the over-time dynamics in speechmaking

that I document.

Second, figures A.3 and A.4 in the appendix report results from the model described in equation

3.5 in which I control for a host of MP-level covariates. If the changes I observe over time are driven

by factors such as party, opposition status, and so on, I would expect to see large differences between

these two sets of results. Although there is some attenuation of the over-time changes for aggression

and complexity when controlling for covariates, I nonetheless still observe stereotype-consistent dif-

ferences at the beginning of the sample period and clear evidence of women using more agentic styles

over time.
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Figure 3.3: Average style use for men and women over time
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Third, the aggregate patterns I document could reflect changes to the parliamentary agenda, rather

than changes in gendered behaviour. If there are certain topics on which women are more likely to

demonstrate agentic styles, and these topics feature more prominently on the parliamentary agenda

in the later period, then my results might be explained by changing topical prevalence over time. For

instance, I observe a large converge between men and women’s use of human narrative over time.

Women are significantly more likely to use human narrative in their parliamentary speeches at the

beginning of the time period than they are at the end. If, however, women are more likely to use hu-

man narrative than men in certain topics, and those topics become less prevalent over time, then the

convergence I document might in fact be attributable to changes to the parliamentary agenda. For

changes in topic prevalence to be responsible for convergence, it would have to be the case that the

topics on which I observe women using more human narrative than men are becoming less prevalent,

or that the topics on which I see women using less human narrative than men are becomemore preva-

lent over time. For example, perhaps women use more human narrative than men when discussing

education policy, and education policy is more frequently discussed in the early period in the data

than the later period in the data. If this were true, then my results might be subject to topical con-

founding, as changes in topical prevalence over time would account for the aggregate changes I report

above. In appendix A.6, I use statistical topic-models to measure the differences between men and

women’s style use across a wide variety of topics, and then evaluate whether topics that are marked

by large stylistic differences become more or less prevalent over time relative to topics marked by

smaller differences. I find scant evidence of such topical confounding.

Finally, I show that, on average, women MPs deliver speeches that are less likely to be marked

by communal styles and more by agentic styles over time. One potential alternative explanation for

these results is that men and women MPs who employ different speaking styles might have become

differentially likely to participate in parliamentary debate over time. We might imagine, for instance,

that women MPs who tend to deliver highly agentic speeches gave more speeches in parliament over

the course of the study period, and that women who tend to deliver highly communal speeches partici-

pated less in debate over time. If that were the case, differential participation might drive the changing

gendered speechmaking dynamics that I document above, rather than within-MP changes. In appendix

A.7, I assess whether women with more agentic styles participate more, and women with more com-

munal styles participate less, in parliamentary debate over time. I show that differential participation

does not explainmy results: MPs’ styles largely fail to predict debate participation throughout the study

period. In addition, I also investigate whether the changes I document are due to changes in styles
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of men and women throughout their careers (“within-MP” effects), or because the men and women

entering parliament over time are systematically different from those leaving (“replacement” effects).

While there is some evidence that replacement is more important for explaining the changes in agentic

styles and within-MP change is somewhat more important for explaining change in communal styles,

overall, I find that neither replacement nor within-MP change can alone explain the patterns that I

document above.

3.6 Conclusion

My central substantive contribution is to document the fact that gender stereotypes are worse de-

scriptors for actual political behaviour in the UK now than was true in the past. In particular, in recent

years, women in the House of Commons demonstrate less communal and more agentic styles, and

the gender gap on most dimensions of style that I examine has decreased. I see these results as an

important corrective to the scholarly literature on gender differences in legislative behaviour, which

typically emphasises that men and women politicians argue in ways that are broadly consistent with

stereotypes. Though this may be true in some settings, gender stereotypes of communication styles

have become significantly less predictive of the reality of contemporary British political debate.

These findings do not, however, imply that gender-stereotypes play no role in UK politics. I show

that recent parliamentary behaviour is poorly described by traditional stereotypes, but I do not pro-

vide empirical evidence regarding the mechanisms that led to these changes. For instance, previous

work shows that the public are less likely to endorse traditional stereotypes now than in the past,

but I lack data to assess whether there has been a concomitant decline in the sanctions that voters

apply for gender-role-inconsistent behaviour. Anecdotally, there continue to be examples of British

women politicians being criticised for stereotype-incongruent behaviour14 and stereotypes may well

continue to condition voter responses. However, in chapter 5, I present evidence that is consistent

with the results I present here: that women politicians in the contemporary UK are not punished for

role-inconsistent behaviour. Therefore, this type of sanctioning is perhaps likely to have declined be-

cause of general changes in voter attitudes regarding stereotypes, future work should nonetheless

focus on collecting over-time survey data on voters’ attitudes towards non-stereotypical behaviour by

politicians.

One optimistic view of the findings, however, is that there may be a virtuous circle in which women

14See “The Making of the Maybot”, Spectator, 2nd November 2017.
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politicians diverge from stereotypical behaviours, and that this in turn changes perceptions of appro-

priate feminine behaviour, which thereby reduces the pressures women are under to conform to such

stereotypes. Changes in the typical behaviours of men and women politicians are likely to translate

only slowly into revised public expectations of the standards against which men and women MPs are

judged. However, to the degree that the behavioural shifts that I document are noticed and inter-

nalised by the public, they might also help to reduce the social penalties applied to women politicians

who display more agentic styles.

My findings also have implications for wider debates about political culture in the UK. There is a

strand of popular commentary that implies some of the more unattractive features of Westminster’s

adversarial culture would be ameliorated if only more women were to be elected to public office. My

results suggest, however, that simply increasing women’s numbers in parliament is unlikely to make

UK politics gentler or more deliberative. The pursuit of a “better” politics requires more than vaguely

hoping, on the basis of a dogged adherence to outdated gender stereotypes, that the election of women

will fundamentally change the ways that our representatives communicate.

Methodologically, this chapter addresses a well-known problem for quantitative text analysis

based on dictionaries: the words that demonstrate a given concept in one context may be poorly

suited to detecting the use of that concept in another context. I used a word-embedding model to

capture how different political styles manifest in the specific setting of parliamentary debate. Results

from the validation (in appendix A.2) show that this approach significantly outperforms existing meth-

ods, a finding I believe justifies adoption elsewhere. Indeed, in chapter 4, I show that this method is

also accurately able to detect the topical focus of MPs’ speeches. This strategy is likely to be useful

whenever researchers are interested in measuring a latent concept from a large corpus of texts, but

where the domain of interest differs from the domain in which existing dictionaries were developed.

This describes a large fraction of applications of dictionary methods, and so the approach has the

potential to be applied widely elsewhere.

Finally, I focus only on style as expressed in legislative debates. Style may, of course, manifest

in other forms of legislative behaviour, or, indeed, other forms of political speech. While I show that

gender gaps in legislative speech have declined, it remains possible that gender stereotypes may still

be powerful in other arenas, such as in campaign communication where politicians may be particularly

sensitive to voter penalties. I hope that my findings motivate other scholars to explore how gender-

based differences in political communication have evolved over time in other contexts.
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Chapter 4

Earning Their Stripes? Gender, Political
Experience, and Policy Prioritisation in
Parliamentary Debate

Abstract

How does political experience affect the issues that men and women raise in parliament? Gender

stereotypical expectations dictate that women may focus more on traditionally “feminine” policy ar-

eas and amplify women’s experiences in the policy-making process. While past work has presented

findings broadly consistent with these expectations, it has neglected to assess how women’s policy pri-

orities change with increased political experience. Focusing on the UK, I argue that gender differences

in the extent to which politicians raise issues traditionally associated with women will be most pro-

nounced among junior politicians who lack experience in the eyes of the public and their colleagues.

However, this will decline with increased political experience. To test my argument, I study parliamen-

tary debates between 1997 and 2019 and use novel quantitative text approaches to measure the issues

politicians raise. I find that, among junior politicians, women talk significantly more about “feminine”

issues, however this gender gap decreases markedly as seniority increases. Women therefore change

the policies they focus on with increased experience, however, I also show that they continue to raise

women’s perspectives in this wider set of political issues. These findings have important implications

for the representation of women’s voices and perspectives within the policy-making process.
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4.1 Introduction

How does political experience affect the issues that men and women raise in parliament? Of cen-

tral concern is the question of whether the demographic characteristics of politicians determine how

they behave in office and, specifically, whether they will dedicate greater efforts towards championing

political issues that are related to these characteristics and raising the perspectives of their demo-

graphic group (Pitkin, 1967). With respect to gender, scholars have identified two primary ways through

which men and women differ in their approach to policy prioritisation. The first is that they dedicate

more attention to raising substantive issue areas that are related to the stereotypes that arise from

traditional gender roles, where women may orientate towards policies that focus on caring for others,

such as welfare, health, or education, and men to “tough” and “hard” issue areas, such as the econ-

omy, crime, or defence (Eagly, 2013; Schneider and Bos, 2019). The second is that women politicians

do more to amplify the concerns, experiences, and perspectives of women in issues across the policy

process more broadly (Schwindt-Bayer, 2006). These questions have been addressed empirically by

assessing whether women politicians dedicate legislative speeches to (Clayton, Josefsson and Wang,

2017; Dietrich, Hayes and O’Brien, 2019), participate in debates on (Bäck and Debus, 2019; Catalano,

2009), or support legislation on (Piscopo, 2011; Swers, 2002) traditional “feminine” social policy areas

and whether they raise the experiences of women more broadly.

This rich literature suggests that, although context may mitigate the link (Childs and Krook, 2009;

Hawkesworth, 2003), women politicians are more likely to raise issues traditionally associated with

women and amplify the voices of women in the policy process more broadly, and that this is observ-

able in various aspects of their legislative behaviour. However, existing work has not considered how

these dynamics change over the course of politicians’ careers. As women have historically been un-

derrepresented numerically in legislatures and have, on average, less experience in office than men,

it has been challenging to identify the implications that increased political experience may have for

both the behaviour of women legislators in office and for the representation of voters’ interests in the

policy-making process. In this chapter, I build on literature on both the dynamics of legislative ca-

reers (Bailer and Ohmura, 2018; Benedetto and Hix, 2007; Miquel and Snyder, 2006; Rush and Giddings,

2011) and political experience (Eggers, Vivyan and Wagner, 2017; Fulton, 2012; Lazarus, Steigerwalt and

Clark, 2022; Sevi, 2022), in order to understand the effect of politicians’ increased experience on their

representational behaviour. In doing so, I shed light on the importance of increasing the presence of

women not only numerically in parliaments, but also ensuring they reach sufficiently senior positions.
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I argue that gender differences in the extent to which women politicians raise issues traditionally

associated with women will be most pronounced among junior politicians, however, this difference

will decrease with increased parliamentary prestige for several reasons. First, politicians are at their

most inexperienced at the beginning of their careers and will therefore gravitate towards issues where

they have the most prior expertise (Bailer and Ohmura, 2018). This experience will be determined by

a variety of factors such as prior career, socialisation, and life experiences (Rush and Giddings, 2011),

however, for women, this may also be shaped by their shared identity with women in the population

(Wängnerud, 2009). Second, when new to these roles, politicians also need to gain credibility and

competence in the eyes of voters and their fellow politicians and are therefore incentivised to prioritise

issues where they will be accredited the most competence in by others. Crucially, as women have

traditionally been perceived as better suited to, and to have greater expertise in, “feminine” areas such

as childcare and family issues, education, welfare, and health (Herrnson, Lay and Stokes, 2003), they

will place particular emphasis on raising issues that they are likely to be ascribed more expertise in by

others. However, as politicians spend more time in office, learn to navigate their roles, and establish

themselves in a wider variety of policy areas (Miquel and Snyder, 2006), the selection of issues they

raise will diversify as they gain both greater experience in a wider set of issues and more credibility

in this work from voters and their fellow politicians. I argue that, as a function of their increased

experience, the issues that women raise will be determined less by their gender alone, but by a wider

variety of factors too.

To evaluate this argument, I focus on the sets of issues that MPs raise when participating in UK

House of Commons debates. Work to date has tended to examine whether there are gender gaps in

the extent to which women politicians raise women’s perspectives in political debate (Pearson and

Dancey, 2011b), or whether they participate in traditional “women’s issues” such as healthcare, educa-

tion, or welfare (Bäck and Debus, 2019). I contribute to this work by studying both a range of political

issues that prior work has identified as stereotypically “feminine” and “masculine” (Krook and O’Brien,

2012) but also a wider set of issues that are central to UK politics (Bevan and Jennings, 2019). In doing

so, I follow recommendations from previous literature not to entirely determine a priori which sets of

issues should be considered to be “women’s interests” (Celis et al., 2014; Yildirim, 2021). The issues

I evaluate are agriculture, children and family, crime and policing, defence, education, environment,

finance and economy, healthcare, trade, transport, and welfare. To measure the participation of men

and women MPs on these issues, I develop new measures by combining traditional text-as-data dic-

tionary approaches with a word-embedding model to construct domain-specific dictionaries that aim
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to capture issues as they manifest in the specific context of UK parliamentary debate. Further, I also

measure the degree to which MPs make direct references to women in their speeches, which is one way

of identifying the relative propensity for men and women MPs to raise the perspectives of women in

parliamentary debate. I apply these measures to 437,503 speeches delivered by Members of Parliament

in the UK House of Commons between 1997 and 2019.

I report four main findings. First, at the aggregate level, the topics that men and women participate

in are broadly consistent with the traditional divisions highlighted in prior literature. While for some

issue areas, such as the economy or the environment, there are no gender differences, women do talk

more about children and family, health, education, and welfare than men, even when accounting for

likely sources of confounding such as party and ministerial or committee positions. Second, these

aggregate gender differences mask significant variation over the course of politicians’ careers. Among

junior politicians, women talk significantly more about traditionally “feminine” policy areas, such as

children and family, health, education, and welfare, however, the gender gap reduces markedly among

senior politicians. The magnitude of these changes is large: comparing new MPs with MPs with 9 years

of experience, the median experience level in my study period, the gender difference in raising issues

related to education decreases by 47%. Similarly, there is a 32% reduction in the size of the gender gap

for health, 19% for children and family, and 28% for welfare. Further, this pattern is concentrated only

among these policy areas, and not among the wider sets of issues politicians raise.

Third, I find that women politicians amplify the voices of women to a greater extent than men, and

that this difference does not change across the career cycle. Finally, I find that this difference holds

across debates on all policy areas. Indeed, the largest differences I report are concentrated among

traditionally “masculine” policy areas, such as crime and policing or defence. This suggests that when

participating in debates on crime and policing, women politicians raise the experiences of women to a

greater extent than men, and potentially highlight gendered aspects of these issue areas, such as the

failure to adequately police violence against women. Further, I find that this, too, does not shift with

political experience. Women therefore diversify the sets of policy areas they focus on the longer they

are in parliament, however they also continue to raise women’s perspectives and experiences in this

wider set of political issues. These findings have important normative implications, as they suggest

that it is vital not only to incorporate women numerically into the policy-making process, but to ensure

that they serve sufficiently long parliamentary careers to best substantively represent the experiences

and perspectives of women in debates across the policy spectrum.

This chapter contributes to the existing literature in several ways. First, while evidence from politi-
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cians’ testimonies suggest men and women MPs differ in the issues they raise in parliamentary de-

bates (Childs, 2004b), with few exceptions (Bird, 2005; Catalano, 2009, described in further detail

below), there is currently only limited systematic evidence that this is the case in the UK. I examine

gender divisions in the issues men and women raise over the past 22 years and show that men and

women overall raise different issues in parliamentary debates, and that these differences broadly co-

incide with the expectations of prior literature. Second, I show that these gender differences on the

stereotypically “feminine” policy areas decrease with increased parliamentary experience. In doing

so, I contribute to a growing body of literature that has sought to understand how incentives shape

politicians’ representational efforts (Bailer et al., 2022; Höhmann and Nugent, 2021; Weeks et al., 2022),

by arguing that incentives shift in politicians over time because of the experience and credibility they

gain throughout their careers. Third, I show that women politicians do more to elevate women’s voices

across debates on a wider variety of political issues, and that this is unaffected by their parliamen-

tary career cycles. The results I present have positive implications for both the experiences of women

politicians in office, but also for the substantive representation of women’s interests in politics more

broadly. As women politicians become more senior, they champion a wide variety of issues beyond

those traditionally associated with women, and continue to raise women’s experiences and perspec-

tives in these issues, thus ensuring that the interests of women voters are raised in debates across the

policy process. Taken together, these findings have important implications for the representation of

women’s voices and perspectives in politics.

4.2 Descriptive and substantive representation: Evidence and explanations

Descriptive representation refers to the idea that a legislature is comprised of politicians that reflect

the characteristics of the wider population. Substantive representation refers to the idea that the

politicians who reflect these characteristics will “act for” the interests of their group in the issues they

raise, policies they champion, and in their wider behaviour in office (Pitkin, 1967). Of central focus is the

idea that politicians who share characteristics with a particular group will be best equipped to under-

stand and therefore represent the interests and perspectives of that group (Phillips, 1995). Beyond a

very substantial theoretical literature on this topic (see Wolkenstein and Wratil, 2021, for an overview),

empirical work has sought to validate the link between descriptive and substantive representation by

questioning whether politicians who share descriptive characteristics of particular identities, such as

gender, religion, social class, ethnicity, or disability, are more likely to enhance the interests of these
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identity groups in legislatures (O’Grady, 2019; Reher, 2022; Sobolewska, McKee and Campbell, 2018).

A natural precursor to addressing this question requires defining what constitutes a “group inter-

est” and determining how politicians might further such interests. Work focusing on this question with

respect to gender specifically has highlighted that one way that women politicians substantively rep-

resent women is through raising women’s perspectives and experiences when in office. This has been

assessed through interviews (Schwindt-Bayer, 2006) and surveys (Wängnerud, 2000) with politicians

in a variety of contexts that find women report placing greater emphasis on raising issues related to

women, women’s rights, or discrimination targeted towards women. Further, studies have sought to

measure whether there are gender differences and have found that, while differences may be con-

ditioned by party or institutional features (Childs and Krook, 2009; Hawkesworth, 2003), women do

introduce and sponsor more legislation that serves women’s interest (Swers, 2002), raise women’s per-

spectives in legislative speeches (Bird, 2005; Clayton, Josefsson and Wang, 2017), and participate more

in debates on women’s issues (Bäck, Debus and Müller, 2014).

Beyond raising women’s perspectives, gender differences in the political attitudes and policy pri-

orities of men and women more broadly emerge from socialisation and gender role attitudes (Eagly

and Karau, 2002; Eagly, 2013). In reviewing explanations for gender differences, Huddy, Cassese and Li-

zotte (2008) suggest that differences in political attitudes are related to the personality traits, such as

agreeableness, empathy, and assertiveness, that men and women are said to have. Women are said to

orientate towards policies that focus on caring for others (Beutel and Marinin, 1995), and “compassion”

issues such as poverty, education, children, and health policy issues (Shapiro, 1986). Empirical work

has found that, at the party level, the larger numerical presence of women leads to a greater focus

on social justice issues (Kittilson, 2011), and to more topically diverse platforms that pay greater at-

tention to ideologically “left” issues (Greene and O’Brien, 2016). This is also reflected in the campaign

strategies that women adopt, where they have been shown to pay greater attention to social policy

issues than men (Ennser-Jedenastik, 2017; Herrnson, Lay and Stokes, 2003). Once in legislatures, this

difference has been shown to be present with respect to legislative voting where women have been

found to devote more effort to promoting bills that deal with children and family issues, education,

and health policy (Schwindt-Bayer, 2006), and are particularly active in advancing policies related to

social policy more broadly (Swers, 2002; Thomas, 1994). Further, women tend to frame issues and poli-

cies in ways that refer to the individuals specifically affected, such as single mothers or low-income

families, whereas men make greater use of abstract orientations such as how they affect the system,

state, or economy more broadly (Hargrave and Langengen, 2021).
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Differences have also been shown to be present in legislative speeches too, where there is some

evidence that women dedicate their speeches to raising issues such as childcare and education, while

men focus on foreign policy and infrastructure topics (Boussalis, Mcelroy and Sorace, 2019). Further,

while women have overall been shown to participate less than men in legislative debates (Ban et al.,

2022), this participation gap has been shown to be exacerbated in debates on “hard” policy issues

such as finance or foreign policy (Bäck and Debus, 2019). In the UK specifically, Catalano (2009) exam-

ines men and women’s participation in health- and finance-related bills in the 2005-07 parliamentary

sessions. She finds that women are significantly more likely than men to participate in debates on

health care topics, even when controlling for factors such as party, seniority, or relevant committee

membership, however, finds no significant effect of gender on participation in finance related debates.

Gender differences of this sort have also been shown to extend to the portfolios that men and

women take on when in office, where women have been shown to be appointed to portfolios that

reflect traditional stereotypes (Escobar-Lemmon and Taylor-Robinson, 2005; Krook and O’Brien, 2012),

such as in health, social welfare, education, family, and culture, whereas men hold more “masculine”

positions such as on economic affairs, defence, employment, and the budget (Barnes and O’Brien,

2018; Blumenau, 2021c; Goodwin, Holden Bates and Mckay, 2021). In sum, a wealth of literature across

a variety of contexts has shown that women legislators use their time in office to both raise women’s

experiences and perspectives and dedicate more effort to social policy issues that are traditionally

associated with women.

Explaining the link between descriptive and substantive representation

Why might men and women politicians differ in the issues they enhance and prioritise in their time

in office? Although existing work presents no single unifying theory for why these gender differences

emerge, I draw on two mechanisms that have commonly been put forward as explanations for this link:

shared experiences and (electoral) incentives.

First, perhaps the most prominent explanation is the idea that shared experiences among an iden-

tity group promotes shared interests and in turn a commitment to promoting these interests in their

political roles (Phillips, 1995). The idea is that women have unique experiences that shape and inform

the perspectives, priorities, and issues that they will bring to the political arena. Therefore, women

politicians, as women, will raise the issues that highlight the challenges and experiences they have

encountered. The differences men and women have historically experienced in their everyday lives,

such as divergences with respect to caregiving, education, and occupations, divisions of paid and un-
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paid labour, and exposure to violence and sexual harassment, will therefore shape the issues they

will focus on (Kittilson, 2011; Reingold, 2000). One explanation therefore is that politicians who share

descriptive characteristics will be best placed to understand and elevate these perspectives.

Second, the electoral and institutional context can provide strong incentives to represent the inter-

ests of a particular group. That politicians are motivated by the desire to be reselected, re-elected, and

promoted within the party and legislative ranks, and that this motivation will shape their behaviour in

office is a long-standing idea (Strøm, 1997). The idea underpinning this mechanism is that politicians

are rational actors who will calculate when they stand to benefit most by championing certain issues,

or indeed when they stand to incur the most damage by not doing so. The audience for this behaviour

can be both voters, who are responsible for electing politicians, and the party leadership, who they rely

upon for promotion to higher ranks. Mansbridge (2003) explains that these calculations can often be

“anticipatory” in that representatives will behave in a way that they believe will benefit them. Gender

role theorists content that women are expected to engage in communal behaviours, which are asso-

ciated with being “warm, gentle, kind and passive”, whereas men are expected to engage in agentic

behaviours, which are related to being “tough, aggressive and assertive” (Eagly and Karau, 2002).

Voters have been shown to judge women candidates as better qualified with respect to childcare,

welfare, healthcare, education, and “compassion issues”, whereas men are deemed as more compe-

tent on issues such as foreign affairs, finance, and defence (Alexander and Andersen, 1993; Huddy

and Terkildsen, 1993a). Other work has shown that when the policy domain focuses on masculine is-

sue areas, such as national security or terrorist threat, women candidates are negatively evaluated

(Holman, Merolla and Zechmeister, 2011, 2016, 2017). In recent work, Anzia and Bernhard (2022) find

women are most successful when they run for elected positions in stereotypically “feminine” offices,

such as education boards. Women candidates can also receive more positive evaluations from voters

if they emphasise women’s perspectives and issues more broadly (Bauer, 2020b), while incurring pun-

ishments if they fail to do this (Cassese and Holman, 2018). The upshot of these arguments is therefore

that women politicians face incentives to raise women’s perspectives and traditional “feminine” policy

areas to maximise their competence in the eyes of others, and, similarly, to avoid behaviours that may

damage them.

Dynamic issue ownership and political experience

Taken together, the literature suggests that women politicians may be more likely to enhance and

raise women’s perspectives, and to dedicate more attention to traditional “feminine” social policy ar-
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eas. However, few studies have considered how these dynamics change over the course of politicians’

careers. I build on the perspectives described above that gender differences arise because of both

women’s shared experiences in, and therefore better understanding of, the issues that affect women,

but also because of the incentive to appear competent and credible in the sets of issues they raise.

Building on this logic, I argue that gender differences in the extent to which women politicians raise

issues stereotypically associated with women will be most pronounced when they are junior and in-

experienced, however, this difference will decline as women spend more time in office and gain more

experience and are therefore able to diversify the sets of issues they raise beyond those determined

by their gender.

First, when new to legislatures, politicians undergo a process where they learn how to best succeed

in their careers (Rush and Giddings, 2011). In the early stages, politicians are at their most inexperi-

enced and will therefore gravitate towards political issues where they have prior expertise and interest,

as well as strategic considerations relating to the desire to appear competent and credible (Bailer and

Ohmura, 2018). As Bailer et al. (2022, 4) argue, parliamentarians will “engage in activities that they can

credibly represent and in which they have personal experience and thus expertise”. While the desire to

appear competent is present for both men and women, these early career calculations may be particu-

larly acute for women given that legislatures are traditionally male-dominated institutions that favour

and re-create masculine norms and practices (Krook and Mackay, 2011). Further, women face a “burden

of doubt” from those who traditionally belong in the space to prove their competency and justify their

presence (Puwar, 2004) and have to “navigate an electoral arena which is much more precarious for

them than it is for men” (Lazarus and Steigerwalt, 2018, 172). Women will likely raise issues that are

traditionally associated with women because, first, they have more genuine expertise in these areas by

virtues of their shared experiences with women, and second, they may be attributed more experience,

credibility, and authority in these areas because of the stereotypical associations between social pol-

icy issues and women. While men will also gravitate towards issues where they have prior expertise,

these are unlikely to be determined by their gender specifically to the same extent as women.

However, as they spend more time in office, they learn to navigate their roles, and become more

experienced, effective, and efficient in their work (Rush and Giddings, 2011). As Bailer and Ohmura

(2018, 496) argue, “expertise is nearly automatically gathered over time in parliament and is the result

of a necessary learning process”. Over time, politicians will participate in a variety of debates, will

ask questions, sit on committees, be lobbied on policies and campaigns, and engage with their con-

stituents’ concerns. In doing so, they gain greater insights and experience in a wider variety of issues
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and will therefore both naturally diversify the set of policy areas they dedicate their attention towards,

but also strengthen their portfolios of expertise. Indeed, Miquel and Snyder (2006, 347) find that the

effectiveness of legislators increases sharply with increased tenure in parliament, primarily through

“learning by doing”. Therefore, as a function of their increased experience in office, the sets of issues

that women raise will be determined by factors beyond only their gender, and instead by a wider vari-

ety of factors too. While junior women parliamentarians therefore dedicate significant efforts to raise

issues they are stereotypically expected to know more about, the selection of issues will diversify as

they spend more time in parliament and gain more expertise and credibility in their roles.

Second, women politicians may also internalise the expectations from voters that they are respon-

sible for and may be rewarded for raising women’s perspectives and traditional social policy areas

more broadly (Anzia and Berry, 2011). Women face external pressures from voters that the furthering

of women’s interests in the political realm is an expected part of their role, and are “blamed if they

do not pursue ‘women’s issues’ ” (Bergqvist, Bjarnegård and Zetterberg, 2018, 581). Associatedly, de-

scriptive representatives overall (Collet, 2008), but women candidates and politicians in particular, are

ascribed more authority when raising issues relevant to their identities. Candidates are incentivised

to pander to voters on the sets of policies where they are likely to have a prior advantage (Adams,

Merrill III and Grofman, 2005), which, for women, has been shown to be “feminine” issues which they

are perceived as better suited to (Herrnson, Lay and Stokes, 2003; Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993a). The

implication of these arguments are that women politicians dedicate more efforts to raising women’s

perspectives and traditional “feminine” policy areas because voters perceive them as primarily respon-

sible for these efforts and will ascribe them more competence and authority on these issues.

However, just as politicians gain status in the eyes of their colleagues as their political careers

progress, they also gain credibility from voters. A wealth of work has shown that voters place a higher

premium on the experience in office that incumbent politicians gather (Eggers and Spirling, 2017; Ful-

ton, 2012), that this perceived experience results in politicians being far more likely to be re-elected

in a wide variety of contexts (Saha and Weeks, 2022; Schwarz and Coppock, 2022). While work has

shown women politicians face more significant hurdles than men when they first run for office, this

gap has been found to be smaller once they have entered office and decide to run again (Huddy and

Terkildsen, 1993b; Kahn, 1992). Further, experimental work assessing how voters judge politicians’ past

performance has shown voters to be no more critical of and no less likely to re-elect women than

men (de Geus et al., 2021; Hargrave and Smith, 2022). Therefore, with the overall increased perceived

credibility that comes with experience, women need to rely less on focusing on issues where they are
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traditionally expected to have authority and focus on a wider diversity of issue areas. These arguments

suggest that womenmay raise traditional women’s issues at the beginning of their careers to capitalise

on the areas where they are likely to be perceived as having the most expertise, however, the need to

do this will likely be eclipsed by the experience they gain the longer they serve in office.

In sum, in the early stages of their careers, when most inexperienced, politicians will gravitate

towards issues where they both have the most prior experience and, crucially, are perceived to have

expertise by others. For women, this is likely to be issues traditionally associated with women. How-

ever, as they spend more time in office, learn to navigate their roles, establish themselves in other

policy areas, and gain more experience and credibility, the attention given to this narrower set of is-

sues will likely decline. Of course, experienced women are unlikely to cease to focus on these issues

entirely, but rather they will also focus on a wider set of issues and go on to raise women’s perspec-

tives and experiences with respect to these issues more broadly. Taken together, my central argument

is that women politicians will focus more on traditional women’s issues than men, but that this gap

will be largest among junior politicians and will diminish with increased experience.

Before proceeding, I note one key study that shares similarity with my own. Recent work by Bailer

et al. (2022) examines the (changing) relationship between descriptive and substantive representation

over politicians’ careers in the German Bundestag. Focusing on legislators from four historically disad-

vantaged groups – women, migrants, low social class, and the young – they argue that, as their careers

progress, they will strategically decide to reduce the substantive representational efforts of their group

in favour of progressing up the hierarchy of legislative roles. They find evidence consistent with this

argument for migrants, low social class, and young legislators, but no such effect for women. While

this paper shares notable similarities with my own, my work makes progress in several ways. First,

as I focus solely on how these dynamics operate for women, my theoretical argument differs notably

from that of Bailer et al. (2022), as I describe how the pressure for women to focus on stereotypically

“feminine” policy areas decline over the course of their careers. In doing so, my argument draws on

a wider range of literature on gender stereotypes, electoral bias, and incumbency advantage to more

fully outline how these pressures operate for women specifically.

Second, Bailer et al. (2022) focus only on the extent to which legislators raise arguments that

relate directly to their group. For instance, the extent to which women legislators refer to women or

migrant politicians to migrants. Instead, I focus on a wide range of policy areas which are central in

contemporary British politics. Third, I focus both on the extent to which women politicians dedicate

more attention to raising stereotypically “feminine” policy areas and the extent to which women raise
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women’s experiences in debates across the policy spectrum.

4.3 Data and methodology

In the UK, policies are most commonly proposed centrally by the government and MPs commonly vote

in accordance with their party’s position (Cowley and Childs, 2003). Therefore, MPs’ voting behaviour

is not an appropriate place to examine how politicians prioritise issues as this is unlikely to reflect

individual preferences. Instead, I use politicians’ speeches to identify the issues they individually en-

gage with. Parliamentary speeches represent a useful source for identifying individual priorities over

the course of politicians’ careers and are now a commonly used source of information for measur-

ing politicians’ behaviour with respect to both style (Dietrich, Hayes and O’Brien, 2019) and issues

(Blumenau and Damiani, 2021). I study UK House of Commons debates between May 1997 and March

2019, using data collected and made available by Blumenau (2021a). For all measures of issues I out-

line below, I collapse the data such that all speeches made by an MP in a debate constitute a single

speech-document, making my unit of analysis an individual in a debate. The sample consists of 23,620

debates, 437,503 MP-debate observations, and 1,422 MPs in total (370 women, and 1,052 men).

Conceptualising and measuring topic areas

My key substantive interest is to empirically examine whether there are gender differences in the sets

of issues that politicians raise. This includes both issues that the work described above has highlighted

as stereotypically associated with women or men, and a wider range of policy areas that have been

identified as central to British politics according to the UK Policy Agendas Project (Bevan and Jennings,

2019). These are agriculture, children and family, crime and policing, defence, education, environment,

finance and economy, health, trade, transport, and welfare. To identify the extent to which politicians

talk about these issues, I apply the same word-embedding dictionary-based approach described in

chapter 3. This approach combines dictionaries with a locally-trained word-embedding model to con-

struct domain-specific dictionaries that are intended to capture the issues as they manifest in the spe-

cific context of UK parliamentary debate. A common criticism of off-the-shelf dictionary approaches

is that words used in one context may be different to words used in another context (Grimmer and

Stewart, 2013). Instead, the word-embedding approach enables me to create a series of bespoke dic-

tionaries that are firmly rooted in the way that issues are discussed in parliamentary debate. The

approach has been shown to far outperform traditional dictionary approaches and is of increasing use
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in political science applications (Osnabrügge, Hobolt and Rodon, 2021; Rice and Zorn, 2021; Rodriguez

and Spirling, 2022; Widmann and Wich, 2022).

For each issue area, I replicate the measurement steps outlined in chapter 3. A key component of

this approach requires the defining of a “seed” dictionary that represents the concepts of interest. I

select these words through a combination of extracting the key sub-areas listed in the Policy Agendas

Project (Bevan and Jennings, 2019) and reading parliamentary debates on relevant areas and selecting

words and phrases that were likely to capture these issue areas. Table B.1 in section B.1 in the appendix

shows the seed dictionaries for each area. This provides me with a measure of the extent to which each

individual MP in a given debate is speaking about the issue areas. I normalise each measure across

documents to have mean zero and standard deviation one. This means the average gender gaps across

the various issue areas can be interpreted in standard deviations of the outcome variables.

Validation

In section B.2 in the appendix, I carry out a series of validation exercises to assess the performance

of the word-embedding based approach. Alongside face validation of the top words (table B.2) and

sentences (tables B.3–B.6) associated with the policy areas, I also assess, first, whether politicians who

hold relevant ministerial positions or sit on relevant committees talk more about a given issue area.

For instance, whether a politician who holds a health ministerial position talks more about health than

a politician who does not. The results from the validation (figure B.1) are reassuring, and show that,

for all issue areas, politicians with relevant ministerial or committee assignments do talk significantly

more about their respective issue areas.

Second, the word-embedding based approach provides me with a measure of the degree to which

each individual contribution by an MP in a given debate discusses each of the issue areas. If the

approach is working as intended, then we would expect that speeches that pay particular attention

to certain issues are nested in debates on the same issues. For example, whether speeches that in-

clude many words associated with welfare are delivered in debates that are also on welfare issues

more broadly. I assess this both qualitatively and quantitatively. Qualitatively, I aggregate the word-

embedding scores from the speech-level to the debate-level to identify the degree to which a debate

overall is about a given issue area. I then extract the titles of the top 20 scoring debates for each issue

area. For all issue areas, the results (tables B.7–B.10) are reassuring. For instance, the finance and

economy topic includes debates on taxation, income, and benefits. Similarly, debates on agriculture

refer to issues such as food labelling, animal welfare, and farm produce. Therefore, qualitatively at
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least, debates that contain many speeches on a given issue area seem to be nested in well-matched

debates topically.

I also assess the debate-level validity of the issue scores quantitatively. To do so, I apply the

words from table B.1 as dictionary measures to the debate titles. I identify the number of words from

each topic dictionary that appears in a given debate title and classify the debate as about the topic

area for which the most words appear. This provides me with a measure of the topic of each debate.

I then assess whether MPs deliver more speeches on the topic area that relates to the debate topic.

Again, reassuringly, in figure B.2, I show that this is true for all issue areas. More detail on each of the

validation exercises and the full results are presented in section B.2 in the appendix.

4.4 Empirical strategy

My goal is to assess the degree to which there are gender differences in the topics MPs raise in par-

liament, and how these change with increased political experience. To investigate these quantities of

interest, I estimate a series of OLS regression models that allow me to account for a host of individual-

level characteristics, described below, that may differ between men and women and be correlated with

the sorts of issues that MPs raise in debates. To assess these questions, I estimate a series of models

for the topic-based outcomes 𝑌 𝑡
𝑖𝑑 for an individual MP 𝑖 in a debate 𝑑 for topic 𝑡 of the following form:

𝑌 𝑡
𝑖𝑑 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑖 +

𝐾
∑
𝑘=1

𝛾𝑘𝑋𝑖𝑘 + 𝜖𝑖𝑑 (4.1)

where 𝛽1, the main quantity of interest, describes the average difference between men and women

with respect to 𝑌 𝑡
𝑖𝑑, while controlling for various time-varying MP-level covariates. I include several

such controls. First, a likely explanation for the sorts of issues MPs raise in debates is the party they

represent. In the UK, the Labour Party has historically had proportionally more women than other

parties, and we therefore might be concerned that men and women will raise different issues simply

as a function of the parties they represent. To address this concern, I include a set of party dummies.

Second, with increased time spent in parliament, MPs are more likely to take on new committee

chair or ministerial responsibilities. By holding a given committee position, it seems likely that MPs

will have greater expertise on, or interest in, a given issue and will therefore bring this into the de-

bates they participate in. Further, MPs that hold frontbench positions for either the government or

opposition act as spokespeople for particular issue areas. MPs with these positions will therefore not
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only disproportionately participate in particular issue areas, but parliamentary convention dictates

that they will also tend not to speak on debates outside of these areas. To account for MPs taking on

new issue-specific roles the longer they are in parliament, I also control for whether an MP holds a

frontbench position for either the government or opposition at the time of speech delivery, as well as

whether they are a committee chair. Third, over the period I study, the party of government switched

from the Labour Party in 2010, who has proportionally more women than other parties, to the Conserva-

tives. To account for the potential of government-opposition dynamics, I control for whether an MP is a

member of a governing or an opposition party in each period. Finally, recent work has emphasised that

electoral vulnerability (Höhmann and Nugent, 2021) determines the extent to which men and women

MPs raise certain issues in debates. In particular, men have been shown to raise women’s issues to a

greater extent when they represent marginal consistencies. I control for the percentage-point margin

of victory of MPs in the previous election.

Next, as argued above, the main substantive quantity of interest here is the extent to which gender

differences in the issues politicians discuss change with increased parliamentary experience. To assess

whether the relationship between time in parliament and the issues raised is different for men and

women MPs, I estimate:

𝑌 𝑡
𝑖𝑑 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑖 +

𝐿
∑
𝑙=2

𝜑1
𝑙 𝑌 𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖,𝑙 +

𝐿
∑
𝑙=2

𝜑2
𝑙 (𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑖 ⋅ 𝑌 𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖,𝑙) +

𝐾
∑
𝑘=1

𝛾𝑘𝑋𝑖,𝑘 + 𝜖𝑖𝑑𝑡 (4.2)

where 𝑌 𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 is a matrix of dummy variables with cells which take the value of 1 when MP
𝑖 has spent 𝑙 years in parliament at the time of delivering a given speech. 𝜑1

𝑙 therefore captures the

effect of spending 𝑙 years in parliament (relative to an MP being in their first year in parliament) on the
attention given to topic 𝑡 for men MPs, and 𝜑2

𝑙 describes the difference in this effect for women MPs.

Accordingly, 𝜑1
𝑙 + 𝜑2

𝑙 describes the effect of spending 𝑙 years in parliament (compared to one year) on
the outcome for women MPs. Again, 𝑋𝑖𝑘 is the same set of individual-level controls described above.

Below, I plot the difference between men and women, 𝜑2
𝑙 , in figure 4.2 and the average topical usage

for men and women, 𝜑1
𝑙 and 𝜑1

𝑙 + 𝜑2
𝑙 , in figure 4.3.

Finally, my argument suggests that MPs change the topics they speak about the longer they are in

parliament because of their increased levels of expertise, experience, and credibility in a wider variety

of issue areas the longer they serve. However, an alternative explanation may be that certain kinds
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of politicians serve longer parliamentary careers, and that the women who stay for longer happen to

talk less about “feminine” policy areas, whereas the women who serve only a single term talk more

about “feminine” areas and then leave parliament. Further, it seems likely that there will be common

trends in the prevalence of the topical outcomes over the period studied. To account for both potential

source of confounding, I estimate a two-way fixed effect model of the following form:

𝑌 𝑡
𝑖𝑑𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑖 + 𝛽2𝑌 𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖 +

𝛽3(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑖 ⋅ 𝑌 𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖) +
𝐾

∑
𝑘=1

𝛾𝑘𝑋𝑖𝑘 + 𝜆𝑖 + 𝛿𝑡 + 𝜖𝑖 (4.3)

where 𝑋𝑖𝑘 represents a set of time-varying MP-level covariates (cabinet membership, shadow cabinet

measurement, government or opposition, minister, shadow minister, committee chairs, and marginal-

ity), 𝜆𝑖 represents MP fixed effects which allowme to account for any omitted variables that vary across

MPs but are constant within MPs over time, and 𝛿𝑡 represents time fixed effects for parliamentary terms,

of which there are 6 between 1997 and 2019, allowing me to account for any omitted variables that

change over time for all politicians. I cluster standard errors in all models at the MP level 𝑖.

4.5 Results

Do men and women raise different issues in parliamentary debate? In figure 4.1, I present the results

from the model described in equation 4.1. Positive values indicate that women talk more about a

given topic, and negative values indicate men talk more about a given topic. The point estimates

and confidence are coloured in black if the gender difference is associated with a 𝑝-value of less than
0.05, and otherwise in grey. The figure shows that, at least at the aggregate level, the topics that

men and women raise are broadly consistent with traditional divisions highlighted in prior literature.

Women talkmore about children and family, health, women, education, andwelfare – all stereotypically

“feminine” policy areas – as well as talking more about crime and policing. Similarly, men talk more

about defence. For the environment, transport, finance and economy, trade, and agriculture I uncover

no statistically significant gender differences.

How does political experience affect the issues men and women raise in parliament? In figure 4.2,

I show how gender differences in topics change with increased time in parliament. For some issue

areas – agriculture, transport, finance and economy, and trade – there are near consistent statistically

insignificant differences between men and women at all points of parliamentary seniority. Women
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Figure 4.1: Gender differences in issue areas

talk significantly more about crime and policing than men at almost all points, except from around 16

years onwards where the difference is no longer significant. For other areas, such as defence and the

environment, the size of the gender gap changes, but follows no clear trend.

Figure 4.2 also shows that there is significant variation in the size of the gender differences for

all social policy areas. For children and family, health, education, and welfare, there are large gender

differences between junior men and women, however these gaps decrease markedly as time in par-

liament increases. Recall, the topic-based measures are standardised to have mean zero, standard

deviation one, and the size of these changes are therefore non-trivial. Focusing on the point estimates

for education, with only one year of parliamentary experience, women MPs speak 0.27 standard devia-

tions more about education than men, however this decreases to only 0.13 standard deviations among

politicians with eight years of parliamentary experience.

Further, by approximately 15 years in parliament, there are no longer statistically significant dif-

ferences between men and women. However, the width of the confidence intervals for the point esti-

mates representing gender gaps at this point of parliamentary tenure are wide. This is because very

few women in the data have this level of parliamentary experience. In fact, of the 370 individual women

MPs in the data, only 36 have experience in parliament of 20 or more years, compared to 313 men out

of a total of 1,052.1 Realistically, there is simply insufficient data to make precise statements at this

1Of the MPs in the data, 844 men and 218 women have at least 5 years of experience, 634 men and 128 women have at least
10 years of experience, 454 men and 54 women have at least 15 years of experience, and 313 men and 36 women have at least 20
years of experience in parliament.
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Figure 4.2: Gender gaps in issues over parliamentary tenure
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point in a parliamentary career.

Nonetheless, the trends for the traditional “feminine” social policy areas clearly follow the main

argument outlined above: that junior women parliamentarians will focus more on issues traditionally

associated with women, but that this will decrease with increased parliamentary experience. Notably,

senior women do not entirely cease to focus more on these social policy areas than men, which lends

support to the perspectives introduced above that shared experiences will also inform the sets of

issues that women raise. However, I find clear evidence that the difference is most pronounced in the

early stages of women’s careers and declines as they gain more experience.

Are the changing gender gaps in the discussion of topic areas the result of changes in men or

women’s behaviour? In figure 4.3, I show the changes in topic prevalence for men and men separately

as years in parliament increases. For many of the issue areas – environment, transport, finance and

economy, trade, agriculture, and defence – there are near consistent statistically insignificant differ-

ences betweenmen and women at all points of tenure. For crime and policing, men and women remain

relatively stable throughout their time in parliament, and women near consistently talk more about

this topic than men. The figure also lends further support for my central argument and the findings

presented above: while there is an overall decrease in the extent to which all politicians talk about

the traditional “feminine” social policy areas, this decrease is notably steeper for women than it is for

men.

A puzzle that emerges in figure 4.3 is that, across almost all issue areas, there is a downward

trajectory for men and women alike. On which issue areas do senior politicians dedicate their speeches

to raising? The word-embedding based approach that I use to measure the topic areas of interest does

not offer a complete decomposition of the topical agenda in parliament, but rather is a supervised

method guided by the set of topics that are specified. Other common approaches to measuring the

topical focus of political speech, such as structural topic models, are unsupervised and do however

capture the entire population of topics that MPs raise in their speeches. In the appendix in section B.4,

I use statistical topic models to identify a wide variety of topics that politicians raise and identify the

sets of topics that increasewith parliamentary seniority. Intuitively, I find that the topics which increase

in prevalence with time in parliament are topics which are not captured by my word-embedding based

approach. In particular, the largest positive effects relate to topics that are procedural in nature: such

as references to parliamentary address terms, parliamentary process, or the legislative process. The

upshot from this analysis is that as politicians spend more time in parliament, they seem to dedicate

increasing attention to matters of procedure and process relative to junior politicians.
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Figure 4.3: Average topic use for men and women over parliamentary tenure
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4.6 Amplifying women’s experiences across the policy process

Do women politicians raise women’s concerns, experiences, and perspectives across the policy pro-

cess? In the previous sections, I have addressed one way in which men and women are said to differ:

that they raise substantively different political issues. However, as described previously, work on de-

scriptive and substantive representation also poses that gender differences are said to arise because

of women’s shared experiences in and therefore better understanding of the issues that affect women

(Phillips, 1995). In this section, I examine whether women politicians do more to represent women in

their parliamentary speeches, how this changes across topic areas, and throughout the course of their

careers.

To do so, I identify whether speeches include many direct references to women. I focus on

speeches that include many words that fall into the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) dictio-

nary’s Female category (Pennebaker et al., 2015). This includes words such as “woman”, “women’s”,

“female”, “female’s”, “girl”, “girl’s”, among others. The application of this approach is simple. I apply

the LIWC Female category to the speech-documents, identify the number of words from the dictionary

that appear, and then calculate these words as a proportion of all words spoken in a given MP-debate

contribution. To put this measurement approach on a comparable scale to the word-embedding based

approach, I normalise each measure across documents to have mean zero and standard deviation one.

Although somewhat crude, this approach has been used in previous studies (Pearson and Dancey,

2011b), and has been shown to correlate highly with more sophisticated approaches (Dietrich, Hayes

and O’Brien, 2019). Further, I opt to use the simple dictionary-based approach here as opposed to the

more sophisticated word-embedding approach described above because my interest is explicitly in

the extent to which MPs make direct references to women in their speeches, and not in developing a

topic related to “women” more broadly which the word-embedding model would detect.

With this measure in hand, I assess whether there are gender differences in the extent to which

politicians raise women’s perspectives over the course of their careers. In figure 4.4, I replicate the

analysis presented in figures 4.2 and 4.3 above. The left panel shows the gender gaps among men and

women with increasing levels of seniority and shows that womenmake significantly more references to

women than men, and that this gender difference remains relatively stable. This finding departs from

the trends described above, but tells a potentially positive story, as it suggests that while women are

able to diversify the sets of topics they raise the longer they are in parliament, they continue to raise

women’s perspectives. The right panel shows the average references to women by men and women
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politicians separately. I find that women MPs consistently refer to women more than men, and that

this difference, again, remains relatively stable throughout their parliamentary careers. Both figures,

therefore, lend support to the idea that women politicians raise women’s perspectives more than men,

and that they continue to do so throughout the career cycle.
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Figure 4.4: Effect of time in parliament on gender gaps in raising women’s perspectives

Do women raise women’s perspectives more than men in debates on all topic areas? One explana-

tion for the findings I present abovemay be that men and women systematically participate in different

kinds of debates. For instance, women may disproportionately participate in debates on children and

family, and these debates include more frequent references to women’s experiences. Alternatively, it

may be the case that there are not differential participation rates by topic, but that women politicians

raise women’s perspectives across a wide variety of topical areas. In figure 4.5, I disentangle these ex-

planations by reporting the results from an analysis where I identify the topic of each debate, subset

to debates on each topic individually, and identify whether there are gender differences in the extent

to which politicians refer to women across these issue areas.

The y-axis in figure 4.5 denotes the topic of the debate and the x-axis shows the average gender

difference in debates characterised by each topic area. Positive values indicate that women MPs talk

more about women and negative values would indicate that men talk more about women. As is clear

from the figure, there are no negative values, and women MPs therefore raise women’s perspectives
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consistently across debates on a wide variety of topics. The magnitude of the coefficients does, how-

ever, vary across debate topics. The smallest differences are on health and agriculture, while some

of the largest differences between are in “masculine” policy areas such as crime and policing, trade,

and defence. This suggests that women bring women’s perspectives when participating on these issue

areas.
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Figure 4.5: Gender differences in raising women’s perspectives across debates on different topics

Are these differences consistent with increased seniority? In the appendix, in tables B.23–B.24, I

present the results from an analysis assessing whether this is the case. I estimate a series of models

where the outcome is the measure of references to women, and the explanatory variables are MP gen-

der, years in parliament, and the interaction between the two. This enables me to identify whether the

effect of increased time in parliament on the propensity for politicians to raise women’s perspectives

is different for men and women. I find that, for all topic areas, women politicians raise women’s per-

spectives more than men and that this difference is unaffected by political experience. The implication

of these findings is positive, as they suggest that across debates on a wider variety of topics, women

politicians raise women’s perspectives and they continue to do this even with increased parliamentary

experience. Further, some of the largest effects are concentrated among the more traditionally “mas-

culine” policy areas, such as crime and policing or defence. This suggests that while women amplify

the experiences of women in debates across the policy spectrum, they dedicate particular attention

to doing so in the more traditionally “masculine” policy domains.
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Alternative explanations

I have argued that in the early stages of their careers, women politicians will likely dedicate significant

efforts to raising issues that are traditionally associated with women due to the desire to seem compe-

tent and credible. However, as they spend more time in office, this pressure will likely decline. There

are, however, alternative explanations that might explain the patterns I document.

First, it is possible that part of the motivation for why politicians enter institutions is likely to be

because of a desire to bring about change for the sets of issues they care passionately about. Indeed, in

interviews with women, many reported their motivation to bring about positive change (Sones, Moran

and Lovenduski, 2005, 136). Therefore, a rather pessimistic alternative explanation for why there is a

decline in the degree to which women talk about social policy issues throughout their careers might

be that they enter parliament, try and push for positive change on these issues, are unsuccessful in

bringing about change on this front, and decide to instead move onto issues where they are likely to

havemore success. For this explanation to explain the trends I document, it seems likely women would

also decrease the degree to which they raise women’s perspectives. I see no evidence that this is the

case, but rather that they do this more than men, do so in debates on each of the topical areas, and

that this does not decline with increased seniority. This alternative motivation for behaviour change

seems unlikely to explain the patterns I document.

Second, wemight be concerned that a potential explanation for the changes is that, with increased

time in parliament, MPs are likely to take on ministerial and committee responsibilities and that these

leadership positions will determine the issues they focus on. In the UK, MPs that hold frontbench po-

sitions for the government or opposition parties act as spokespeople for particular issues. MPs with

these positions will therefore participate only in debates specific to their issue areas and will not par-

ticipate in debates on issues more broadly. This may be of particular concern given the evidence that

men and women MPs in the UK and further afield hold systematically different ministerial positions

(Blumenau, 2021c) and committee assignments (Goodwin, Holden Bates and Mckay, 2021). Therefore,

the changes shown here could be a simple reflection of parliamentary career progression into min-

isterial positions. However, recall that the models presented in figures 4.2–4.3 control for a host of

institutional covariates such as whether an MP attends (shadow) cabinet, holds a committee chair po-

sition, or holds a ministerial position for either the government or opposition at the time of speech

delivery. Therefore, even accounting for the fact that politicians will likely take on ministerial positions

in potentially a variety of policy areas the longer they stay in parliament, I still find that the amount
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of attention women dedicate to social policy issues, but not issues more broadly, declines. There-

fore, the trends documented above cannot be explained by MPs taking on ministerial or committee

responsibilities as their careers progress.23

Third, certain kinds of politicians serve longer parliamentary careers, and the women who stay

in parliament for longer happen to talk less about traditional “feminine” policy areas, whereas the

women MPs who serve only a single term talk more about “feminine” policy areas and then leave

parliament. While my story suggests that within-MP change is responsible, the results I present above

do not enable me to disentangle which of these explanations – within-MP or selection effects – may be

responsible for the aggregate change. Further, it seems likely that over the period under study, there

may be events that affect the prominence of particular issues for all MPs. Imagine, for instance, that

salient events have occurred that relate to violence against women throughout the period studied. This

would likely increase the prominence of the crime and policing topic in politicians’ speeches and be a

source of confounding if women in particular increased their attention to this topical area. To account

for these potential sources of confounding, I estimate the model described in equation 4.3, and assess

the effect of years in parliament on the topic-based outcomes and include MP and parliamentary term

fixed effects.

In the appendix, I present the full regression outputs in tables B.11–B.22, however, for ease of

interpretation, I present the results separately for men (in black solid points) and women MPs (in grey

hollow points) in figure 4.6. The figure shows the average topical prevalence for men and women

while accounting for time-varying MP-level covariates, MP fixed effects, and parliamentary term fixed

effects. There are several things to note. First, for most topic areas, although both men and women

talk less about them with increased time in parliament, there is no significant difference betweenmen

and women. Second, the largest gender differences I observe are for many of the “feminine” social

policy areas. Notably, the only areas for which I observe a significance difference between men and

2In tables B.11–B.22 the appendix, I present the results from an analysis estimating a series of models with “strict” controls for
ministerial or committee positions. For each issue area, I create a set of binary variables for whether an MP holds a government
or opposition ministerial position, or sits on a committee, that is relevant to each of my issue areas. For instance, whether an
MP holds a ministerial position for health, education, or trade, or sits on a transport, environment, or defence committee. I
then add these issue-specific controls to the relevant models. I find that the results I present here hold even with these stricter
controls.

3In the appendix in section B.5, I estimate five sets of models for each topic area with increasingly conservative specifications.
For each, the outcomes are the issue areas. First, I interact MP gender and years in parliament. Second, I interact MP gender and
years in parliament and also add a series of general individual-level controls (party, government or opposition status, cabinet
membership, shadow cabinet measurement, minister, shadow minister, committee chairs, and marginality). Third, I interact MP
gender and years in parliament and also add a series of specific controls for the relevant ministerial or committee positions and
a series of general individual-level controls (party and marginality). Fourth, I interact MP gender and years in parliament, control
for a series of general individual-level controls, and include MP fixed effects. Finally, I interact MP gender and years in parliament,
control for a series of general individual-level controls, include MP fixed effects, and fixed effects for each parliamentary term.
I find that the main results I present here are robust to these more conservative estimations.
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Figure 4.6: Effect of years in parliament on topic discussion for men and women: The figure shows a
two-way fixed effect specification with MP and parliamentary term fixed effects.

women are for these areas. While men therefore talk less about these policy areas as their careers

progress, women talk about them even less. The patterns shown here are consistent with the story

from figure 4.2: even when accounting for any omitted variables that vary across MPs but are constant

within MPs over time and any factors that change over time for all MPs, the attention that women

MPs dedicate to “feminine” policy areas, relative to men, decreases as they become more senior in

parliament. Fourth, while I find that the inclusion of MP and term fixed effects shows that men talk less

about women the longer they are in parliament, there is still no evidence that women decrease their

focus on representing women. This finding is consistent with the variety of results I have presented

above that women politicians continue to raise women’s perspectives throughout their careers.

4.7 Conclusion

How does political experience affect the issues men and women raise in parliamentary debate? Past

work has emphasised that men and women politicians speak about systematically different sets of

political issues, as women are expected to focus more on “feminine” social policy issues that reflect

their traditional gender roles as caregivers (Norris, 1996), and the wider stereotype that women are
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more communal, caring, and compassionate (Eagly and Karau, 2002). Focusing on the UK, I argue that

while junior women parliamentarians who lack experience in the eyes of voters and their colleagues

may gravitate towards these issues to gain credibility, this will diminish with increased seniority. I

present findings that, at the aggregate level, are broadly consistent with past work, and show that

women politicians do in fact talk more about traditional social policy issues such as children and

family, health, education, women, and welfare than men. However, these aggregate level differences

mask significant variations over the course of politicians’ careers. I show that, among junior politicians,

there are stark gender differences for the social policy areas, however, these gaps decrease markedly

as time in parliament increases. Further, these changes are concentrated only among these issue areas,

and not among the wider sets of issues politicians raise.

Substantively, I provide an important contribution to existing work on representation and legisla-

tive careers by showing that the pressures politicians experience to focus on issues that may be related

to their backgrounds and identity diminish over the course of their careers. I show that these changes

are not driven by progression into ministerial or committee positions over time, nor are they the result

of selection effects in the kinds of politicians who serve longer parliamentary careers, instead they

are likely the result of changes in the sets of issues politicians decide to champion throughout their

time in office. These findings contribute to myriad existing work that has sought to identify why politi-

cians differ in the issues they enhance and prioritise (Reher, 2022; Sobolewska, McKee and Campbell,

2018), by emphasising the potential importance of experience and incentives for shaping politicians’

decision-making.

These findings also have important implications for the substantive representation of women’s

voices and interests in politics. I find that while women politicians diversify the sets of issues they focus

on the longer they are in office away from traditional “feminine” issues, they continue to represent

women’s perspectives throughout their time in office. Women talk more about women overall, do so

in debates on all issue areas, and this difference does not decline with increased seniority. Further,

as women politicians become more senior, they champion a wider variety of issues, but also continue

to raise women’s experiences and perspectives in these issues. This suggests that women’s interests

are being voiced in debates on a wide variety of issue areas. Notably, some of the largest effects I

document are for traditional “masculine” policy areas such as crime and policing, which may suggest

that when women participate on debates in these areas, they highlight issues that disproportionately

affect women such as failures in adequately policing violence against women.

Methodologically, I combine traditional quantitative dictionary approaches with newer innova-
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tions in word-embedding models to create measures of several issues in contemporary British political

debate. By focusing on a wide variety of issues, I have examined the potential for gender differences

without determining a priori the sets of potentially stereotypical issues men and women might raise.

The advantage of this approach is that, while I have found clear evidence that women politicians do

focus more than men on social policy areas, I do not find that women talk any less about issues such

as the economy which prior work has identified as “masculine” (Bäck, Debus and Müller, 2014). While

my focus has been on the importance of gender and seniority on the issues politicians raise, the mea-

sures developed should prove fruitful for researchers interested in questions such as how politicians’

pre-political experience (Allen, 2013) or constituency preferences (Blumenau, 2021b) may shape the

issues they raise.

I have focused on the issues politicians prioritise as measured in the speeches they deliver in

parliament. There are several notable advantages to the use of speech data, such as the limited control

that party leaders wield over the content of politicians’ speeches, however, a clear disadvantage is that

these speeches have little tangible impact on policy outcomes. In the UK, it is challenging to measure

the behaviour and motivations of individual politicians through voting behaviour because legislation

is commonly proposed centrally by the government and MPs tend to vote in accordance with their

party’s position. However, underpinning the argument I present here is that women politicians need

navigate an electoral and institutional environment that is more precarious for them than it is for

men. Just as this situation is likely the reality for women in the UK, this unfortunately describes many

political environments beyond the UK too. The argument I present is a potentially general one that may

apply to other legislatures where women are under-represented and where individual contributions

to legislative voting behaviour are observable. Understanding the extent to which these behaviours

translate into voting behaviour and policy outcomes, or, indeed, to other legislative arenas, is a fruitful

avenue for future work, and I encourage future scholars to tackle these questions.
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Chapter 5

A Double Standard? Gender Bias in
Voters’ Perceptions of Political
Arguments

A version of this chapter is forthcoming as: Hargrave, Lotte (2022) “A Double Standard? Gender Bias
in Voters’ Perceptions of Political Arguments”, British Journal of Political Science, 1-19. https://doi:
10.1017/S0007123422000515.

Abstract

Do the styles politicians use influence how voters evaluate them, and does this matter more for women

than for men? Politicians regularly use anecdotal arguments, emotional appeals, and aggressive at-

tacks when communicating with voters. However, that women politicians have been branded as “nasty”,

“inhuman”, and “unfeminine” suggests these strategies may come at a price for some. I report on a

novel survey experiment assessing whether voters are biased in their perceptions and evaluations of

politicians’ communication styles. By manipulating politician gender and argument style I assess, first,

whether politicians incur backlash when violating gender-based stereotypes, and second, whether

differential perceptions of the styles themselves explain this backlash. I find that style usage has

important consequences for how voters evaluate politicians, but that this is not gendered. These re-

sults have important implications as they suggest that women politicians may not need to conform to

stereotype-expected behaviours to receive positive voter evaluations.
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CHAPTER 5. A DOUBLE STANDARD?

5.1 Introduction

Discussion and debate lie at the heart of democratic politics. When communicating with the public,

politicians make regular use of a wide range of argumentation strategies such as empathetic appeals,

emotional arguments, and aggressive attacks. What politicians say, and importantly, how they say it,

matters a great deal. While politicians expressing empathy, emotion, and aggression is unremarkable,

certain politicians may face harsher penalties than others when they express, or do not express, these

styles. Former UK Prime Minister Theresa May was known for a style that was characterised as un-

emotional, unempathetic, and robotic. May’s style received significant press commentary with some

asking “what is wrong” with her, others branding her as “inhuman and uncaring”, or suggesting her

“inability to show emotion to the public proves that she isn’t fit to be Prime Minister”. In the eyes of

the British public too, May was seen as having a “cold personality”. Eventually, this led to her infamous

characterisation in the press and across social media as “the Maybot”. Yet, when her prime ministerial

resignation speech was uncharacteristically marked with emotion and tears, it prompted some to bid

farewell to a leader who was “almost human after all”.

Theresa May’s style is one that goes against what is stereotypically expected of women in politics

(Eagly and Karau, 2002), and she has been branded as inhuman, cold, and robotic as a result (Harmer,

2021). While this anecdote illustrates only one example of how the styles of women are perceived

and evaluated, there is ample evidence that women politicians more broadly incur penalties from

voters when they do not conform to stereotype-congruent behaviours (Bauer, 2015a; Boussalis et al.,

2021; Cassese and Holman, 2018). Men politicians, by contrast, have been shown to be successful both

when they conform to stereotype expected behaviours – such as being ambitious (Saha and Weeks,

2022) – and when they subvert stereotypical expectations – such as being emotional or communal

(Gleason, 2020; Okimoto and Brescoll, 2010). Indeed, past work has shown there to be clear evidence

of asymmetric standards in how men and women politicians are evaluated.

In this chapter, I assess whether voters are biased in their perceptions and evaluations of the ways

in which politicians communicate, and, consequently, whether voters’ assessments of elite political

communication are gendered. While there is a robust literature on the influence of gender stereotypes

on voter evaluations in politics more broadly, so far scholars have neglected to unpack whether voters

differentially perceive politicians’ behaviour based on gender alone. This work makes an important

contribution by being the first to address this question, and to assess whether differential perception

of styles themselves may serve as a potential mechanism through which voters’ gendered evaluations
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5.1. INTRODUCTION

of politicians might become manifest.

To address these questions, I focus on styles for which the gender stereotypes literature has out-

lined clear expectations about men and women’s behaviour (Eagly and Wood, 2012; Schneider and Bos,

2019). Work to date examining how voters evaluate stereotype-(in)congruent behaviour has focused

on isolated behaviours (e.g., Cassese and Holman, 2018; Krupnikov and Bauer, 2014). By contrast, while

I analyse the effect of each style separately, I make progress by focusing on how voters evaluate politi-

cians’ use of a wider range of styles that are consistent with both feminine communal stereotypes

and masculine agentic stereotypes (Eagly and Karau, 2002). By doing so, I assess whether there are

asymmetric standards in the degree to which men and women politicians are punished for stereotype-

incongruent behaviours. I focus on the use of emotion, aggression, and evidence (both drawing on

statistical and anecdotal evidence). In a novel survey experiment, I present UK voters with speeches

where the argument style and the gender of the politician delivering the argument are varied. Through

these manipulations I assess, first, whether politicians incur negative evaluations from voters when

they deploy styles that are gender stereotype-incongruent, and second, whether voters’ differential

perception of styles themselves might explain the backlash politicians receive.

I report four main findings. First, I find that the styles politicians use has important consequences

for how voters evaluate them. Politicians are likedmorewhen they are emotional or draw on anecdotes,

however, they are regarded as more competent when they are unemotional and make use of statistical

evidence. Second, contrary to expectations from the gender stereotypes literature, I find no evidence

that these evaluations are gendered. That is, while all politicians are evaluated as less likeable when

they are aggressive, there is no evidence that women in particular incur negative evaluations for this

behaviour. Third, while there is clear evidence that voters can identify the styles politicians use, I also

find no evidence that voters’ perceptions of the styles themselves are gendered. Voters do not perceive

unemotional arguments by women as any less emotional than unemotional arguments by men, nor

do they perceive aggressive arguments by women to be any more aggressive than equally aggressive

arguments by men. Fourth, I find some evidence that these perceptions and evaluations differ by voter

gender. If anything, women voters reward women politicians for stereotype-congruent behaviour: they

give a larger likeability and competence reward to women politicians who are emotional and perceive

arguments by women politicians to be more emotional than equivalent arguments delivered by men

politicians.

The main finding I document, therefore, is that there is little evidence of gender bias in the forum I

study. These findings do not, however, imply that there is no gender bias at play in politics. I study voter
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evaluations of the likeability and competence of politicians as gendered and non-gendered accounts

of leadership alike suggest they are some of the key qualities expected of politicians (Clarke et al., 2018;

Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993a). However, even if voters equally evaluate men and women for the styles

they use, I do not assess how likeability and competence may have downstream consequences for

voting. Previous US-based work has suggested that competence evaluations may be more important

in voters’ evaluations of women (Ditonto, 2017), and therefore women may need to be perceived as

more competent than men to get elected. The media may also play an important role in the framing

of women’s behaviour. If the media frame women’s behaviour in a more negative light than men’s,

this may in turn feed into how voters evaluate politicians even if voters’ direct judgements are not

themselves gendered. Finally, my results suggest that voters deem politicians to be less competent

when they express styles traditionally associated with feminine “communal” stereotypes (Schneider

and Bos, 2019). Therefore, if the distribution of actual style usage is different for men and women then

thismay still lead to bias. If it is true that women happen tomake greater use of communal styles – such

as emotion or anecdotes – than men, then they may incur negative competence evaluations simply

because of the styles they use. Evidence from a variety of contexts has shown that women politicians

are more emotional (Dietrich, Hayes and O’Brien, 2019) and draw more on anecdotes (Hargrave and

Langengen, 2021), although the results presented in chapter 3 shows that women havemade decreasing

use of these styles over time in the UK. In short, identifying the mechanism through which biases

emerge in the judgement of politicians’ behaviour is challenging, and I make an important contribution

by shedding light on one crucial aspect of this complex process: whether voters’ perceptions of and

attitudes towards elite political communication are gendered.

A commonly held perception is that men’s leadership styles are preferred for political office than

women’s (Fox and Oxley, 2003), and that when women try and adopt these styles, they violate feminine

stereotypes, and will lose out. However, the findings I present here suggest the reality for women may

be more positive than this, as the expectation that they must avoid these styles for fear of negative

backlash from voters is somewhat misguided. Recent work has shown that discrimination can occur

when individuals perceive that others are likely to discriminate and that voters tend to overestimate

the degree to which others are biased (Bateson, 2020). Documenting that voters may not be as biased

towards stereotype-incongruent women is important, then, as it may potentially help to further reduce

voter bias. While of coursewomenmay be sanctioned for stereotype-incongruent behaviour fromother

sources, the findings I present here suggest that voters do not punish women in the way common

theories of gender stereotyping may have predicted.
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5.2 Gender, stereotypes, and voter backlash

Why might voters hold different expectations for howmen and women politicians behave? Gender role

theory suggests that stereotypes concerning the typical behaviours of men and women lead to strong

expectations for how individuals of different genders will and should behave. The social roots of such

gender roles are thought to emerge from a type of statistical profiling: to the extent that, for diverse

historical reasons, women and men display different behaviours on average, people will internalise

these patterns and the “corresponding attributes become stereotypic of women [men] and part of

the female [male] gender role” (Eagly and Wood, 2012, 11). These behaviours are not always precisely

defined; however, they are broadly divided into women’s communal behaviours which are associated

with emotionality, positivity, warmth, human interest, and the wider idea of caring for others, and

men’s agentic behaviours which are associated with aggression, logic, and leadership (Schneider and

Bos, 2019).

Over time, the expectation that men and women should behave in ways traditionally associated

with their gender is reinforced through a process of socialisation. Further, descriptive stereotypes,

which purport to describe what group members are like, eventually lead to prescriptive stereotypes,

which purport to describe what group members should be like (Gill, 2004). The idea that women are,

say, gentle and emotional eventually leads to the expectation that women should be gentle and emo-

tional. Behaviour that is inconsistent with these stereotypesmay then be punished via social sanctions

imposed by others. The upshot is that gender roles become self-reinforcing, as societal beliefs about

the typical behavioural differences lead to ever-more entrenched patterns of gendered behaviour.

Men and women politicians may therefore be evaluated differently by voters based on their be-

haviour. I focus on four styles for which the gender stereotypes literature outlines clear expectations

for men and women’s usage. The first communal style is emotion. Women are expected to be more

emotional (Dietrich, Hayes and O’Brien, 2019; Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993a), and more positive specif-

ically (Yu, 2013). The second communal style is anecdotal evidence. Women are thought to make

greater use of anecdotes, which includes referencing personal experience, the experiences of others,

analogies, or stories (Blankenship and Robson, 1995; Childs, 2004b; Hargrave and Langengen, 2021).

The first agentic style is the use of aggression. Men are thought to be more aggressive (Grey, 2002),

whereas women are thought to avoid this behaviour for fear that it is “negatively perceived by the elec-

torate” (Childs, 2004b, 190). The second agentic style is the use of statistical evidence (Childs, 2004b;

Mattei, 1998), which is linked to the idea that men are thought to be more “analytical, organised and
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impersonal” (Jamieson, 1995, 76). Table 5.1 includes a definition of each of the styles of interest, which

are drawn from the literature described here.

Table 5.1: Style definitions

Style Definition

Emotion Positive emotional language, which includes expressing empathy, praise, celebra-
tion, congratulations, hope, and joy

Aggression Language that relates to conflict, political point-scoring, criticisms, or insults

Statistical evidence Use of numbers, statistics, numeric quantifiers, figures, and empirical evidence as
the basis for an MP’s argument

Anecdotal evidence Use of personal examples or experiences, stories of other people, constituency sto-
ries, or illustrative examples as the basis of an MP’s argument

How might the conformity to or violation of stereotype-congruent behaviours affect voter eval-

uations of politicians? Previous work has shown that women politicians are subject to pressures to

conform to stereotypes. When women express behaviours which are consistent with stereotypes of

communality, they tend to be rewarded. In recent observational work, Boussalis et al. (2021) focus

on the behaviour of Angela Merkel and find that she is rewarded by voters for displays of happiness

but punished for expressions of anger. Similarly, work by Gleason (2020) shows that women Supreme

Court attorneys are most successful when they use extensive emotional appeals. By contrast, when

women express behaviours which are inconsistent with stereotypes of communality, they can incur

backlash for it. For instance, Cassese and Holman (2018) find that women candidates in particular are

vulnerable to attacks from voters when they are expressly negative in campaigns. How might these

evaluations translate to men? Voters have been shown to be less sensitive to men expressing styles

which are incongruent with masculine “agentic” stereotypes (Gleason, 2020), and indeed studies sug-

gest that men are successful when they both follow and subvert gendered expectations (Okimoto and

Brescoll, 2010).

I seek to identify whethermen andwomen politicians’ use of stereotype-(in)congruent styles leads

to differential evaluations from voters. Previous work has focused on a wide variety of traits that

might be influenced by conformity to stereotypes (e.g., Brooks, 2011; de Geus et al., 2021; Saha and

Weeks, 2022), which can be divided along two lines. First, the extent to which politicians’ conformity to

stereotypes leads to voters feeling more warmly towards them as individuals. Women are expected to

be communal, which includes being kind, caring, and compassionate (Alexander and Andersen, 1993).

Therefore, when they behave in ways that are instead consistent with agentic stereotypes, such as
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being aggressive or ambitious, they fall short of expectations about the communal qualities deemed

appropriate for women (Schneider and Bos, 2019). Women who behave in an overly agentic manner

may be negatively evaluated. Studies assessing voter evaluations of role-incongruent women confirm

that women are perceived less favourably by voters (Boussalis et al., 2021), whereas role-congruent

women are regarded more favourably and rewarded via increased likeability evaluations (Bauer, 2017).

Second, conformity to stereotype-congruent behaviours may also influence the extent to which

voters judge politicians’ ability to perform their jobs to a high standard. Politicians are expected to

be competent and, as the traditional occupants of political leadership positions, men’s competence

in these roles is assumed in a way that women’s is not (Schneider and Bos, 2019). Recent experi-

mental work has shown that women overall may actually have a small electoral advantage relative

to men (Schwarz and Coppock, 2022), that voters may be no more critical of women politicians’ past

performance in office than men’s (de Geus et al., 2021; Hargrave and Smith, 2022), and that stereotypes

about women’s competence may have equalised in recent years (Donnelly et al., 2016). Nonetheless, a

large literature has shown that women candidates have historically been evaluated as less competent

(Alexander and Andersen, 1993; Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993a; Koenig et al., 2011), and that voters seek

out more information about the qualifications of women than men (Ditonto, 2017; Ditonto, Hamilton

and Redlawsk, 2014). Further, in the campaign context, recent experimental work has shown women

candidates require stronger qualifications than men (Bauer, 2020a). Women may, therefore, need to

do more to prove their competence in their political roles. Consequently, I focus on both likeability

and competence, which gendered and non-gendered accounts of leadership alike identify as some of

the key qualities expected of politicians (Clarke et al., 2018; Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993a). For both, I

expect that women politicians will be rewarded by voters when they express styles which are congruent

with feminine communal stereotypes and be punished when they express styles which are congruent

with masculine agentic stereotypes.

This study contributes to the literature discussed above in three key ways. First, work to date ex-

amining how voters evaluate stereotype-congruent or incongruent behaviour has focused on isolated

behaviours, such as tears (Brooks, 2011), negative attacks (Krupnikov and Bauer, 2014), or ambition

(Okimoto and Brescoll, 2010).1 By contrast, I expand upon this to focus on how voters evaluate politi-

cians’ use of a wider range of styles that are consistent with both feminine communal and masculine

agentic stereotypes. In doing so, I assess whether there are asymmetric standards in the degree to

1Though work on campaign strategy has examined how the use of stereotype-(in)congruent issues and traits may have
different successes (Schneider, 2014a,b).
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which men and women politicians are punished for stereotype-incongruent behaviours.

Second, to date, work on voter backlash to stereotype-incongruent behaviour has focused almost

exclusively on the US case (Alexander and Andersen, 1993; Bauer, 2015a, 2020a; Bauer, Kalmoe and

Russell, 2022; Bauer and Taylor, 2022; Cassese and Holman, 2018; Ditonto, Hamilton and Redlawsk,

2014; Ditonto, 2017; Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993a; Krupnikov and Bauer, 2014; Mo, 2015). So far, European

work has studied gender bias in voting behaviour (Campbell and Cowley, 2014; Campbell et al., 2019a,b;

Vivyan and Wagner, 2015). However, there is growing attention to the degree to which UK voters hold

politicians to stereotypical standards (Eggers, Vivyan andWagner, 2017; Hargrave and Smith, 2022; Saha

and Weeks, 2022; Smith, 2019), which has near consistently uncovered that voters do not seem to

stereotype politicians. Given that gender norms and stereotypes are said to be dynamic concepts that

shift over time and context (Diekman and Eagly, 2000; Eagly et al., 2020), I contribute to existing work

by testing new aspects of theory on gender stereotypes drawing on data from the UK case.

Third, while there is a robust literature on the influence of gender stereotypes on voter evaluations

in politics more broadly, so far scholars have neglected to unpack whether voters differentially perceive

the behaviour of men and women, and whether differential perception of behaviour itself may in turn

be responsible for how voters evaluate politicians. This study is the first to assess whether differential

perceptions of styles themselves may serve as a potential mechanism through which voters’ gendered

evaluations of politicians might become manifest.

Differential perceptions of styles

What may explain why voters differentially penalise men and women politicians for expressing styles

that violate stereotypes? One mechanism through which these evaluations might become manifest is

that – because of stereotypical expectations – voters simply perceive differently the styles that men

and women use. That is, even in the absence of any objective differences in, say, the emotionality of a

speech, voters will “hear” that speech as more or less emotional if delivered by a woman or a man. This

differential perception of style may then, in turn, lead to voters’ differential evaluation of the likeability

or competence of men and women.

Aggression is a style that is congruent with masculine stereotypes. Therefore, when voters see a

man delivering an aggressive speech, this may only serve to confirm pre-existing stereotypes. Stereo-

typical expectations dictate, however, that women are not expected to be aggressive. Voters may

therefore pay more attention to women when they behave aggressively because it violates stereo-

types (Brescoll and Uhlmann, 2008). Because voters see a woman as particularly aggressive this may,
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in turn, affect their likeability or competence evaluations of that woman. The experiences of former

US presidential candidate Hillary Clinton – who was described as “too angry, aggressive, and unfemi-

nine” (Brooks, 2013, 1) – may help to further explain this dynamic. Clinton may have been perceived as

more aggressive than her men counterparts even when she may not actually have behaved in such as

way because aggression is congruent with masculine stereotypes. Therefore, because Clinton’s use of

aggression is particularly noticeable, this may feed into her being evaluated more negatively. Work on

Canadian elections supports this perspective and finds that women leaders’ speeches are reported by

the media as more negative and aggressive (Gidengil and Everitt, 2003).

Similarly, emotion is a style that is congruent with feminine communal stereotypes. Therefore,

when women are not emotional, this may violate expectations about the supposed emotional sensi-

tivity of women and be of particular note to voters. Because women are therefore seen as particularly

unemotional, they, relative to men, may be ascribed more negative evaluations and be seen as partic-

ularly “cold and unlikeable”.

I also expect that there will be differences in the degree to which voters perceive men and women

politicians’ use of anecdotes and statistics as evidence-based. While existing work has presented

mixed conclusions about the persuasiveness of these evidence types, it is broadly concluded that

statistical arguments help ensure argument credibility (see Hornikx, 2018, for a discussion). As outlined

above, studies have highlighted thatmen’s competence in office is often assumed, while women’s is not.

Therefore, while I expect that arguments by all politicians will be perceived as more evidence-based

when they contain statistical arguments over anecdotal arguments, arguments by women politicians in

particular will be perceived as more evidence-based when they include statistical evidence compared

to anecdotal evidence. However, because of the assumed competence of men, the difference between

anecdotal and statistical arguments delivered by men politicians will be smaller.

In the experiment, described next, I assess whether voters perceive men’s and women’s styles

differently even in circumstances where there are no differences, and whether differential perception

of styles may work as a potential mechanism for explaining variation in the likeability and competence

evaluations that politicians receive.

5.3 Experimental design

I test my expectations with a vignette survey experiment. In the experiment, respondents were tasked

with reading a short argument delivered by a fictitious MP. Respondents were randomly assigned to
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different treatment conditions where four attributes were randomised. First, the style of interest: emo-

tion, aggression, or evidence. Second, the treatment status of the style. For emotion, this is the control

condition which is a neutral speech not representative of emotion and the treatment condition which

is highly representative of emotion. For aggression, this is the control condition which is a neutral

speech not representative of aggression and the treatment condition which is highly representative of

aggression. For evidence, the control condition is statistical evidence and the treatment condition is

anecdotal evidence.

Third, the policy area: housing, health, or transport. While I am not interested in making infer-

ences about specific policies, I include several as there may be a concern that any effects uncovered

for, say, women and emotionality on health may not translate to another area such as transport. Work

investigating the relative persuasiveness of different rhetorical techniques found there to be a large

degree of heterogeneity in the persuasiveness of different rhetorical elements across policies (Blume-

nau and Lauderdale, 2022b). Therefore, by including a range of policies, I can average over them to

address my central questions. Further, prior US-based work has highlighted that voters maymake infer-

ences about a politician’s party based on the policy in question as the Democrats have “ownership” of

particular issues such as education, and the Republicans over others such as defence (Petrocik, Benoit

and Hansen, 2003). We therefore may be concerned that voters will evaluate politicians based on their

perceptions of parties. In the UK, while certain issues are arguably associated with a particular party –

for instance, welfare and the Labour Party (O’Grady, 2022) – I select housing, health, and transport as

issues that are central in British politics but not “owned” by either party. Further, the treatments were

written to reflect both Conservative and Labour priorities on the issue areas. For instance, the housing

treatments include reference to areas that Labour champions, such as the gaps between wages and

house prices and protecting vulnerable renters, and issues that the Conservatives have greater author-

ity on, such as increasing homeownership. By doing so, I aim to minimise the likelihood that voters

make inferences about a politician’s party.

Fourth, the gender of the MP: man or woman.2 Gender is delivered through fictional Anglo-Saxon

names that represent the “typical” MP in the House of Commons. Previous experimental work has

shown that changing name alone is a sufficient cue to move voters’ attitudes towards a politician’s

gender (see Campbell and Cowley, 2014, for a discussion). In total, there are 3 x 2 x 3 x 2 (style x
2An alternative version of this design could have included a “neutral” control condition, where the gender of the MP was not

stated. However, MPs “in the wild” in the UK House of Commons aremajority male, and it therefore seems likely that respondents
may assume the “neutral” MP is a man. Results from an experiment pre-testing survey (see the appendix for further details)
suggest this is indeed the case. In the task, respondents were assigned speeches by MPs without the gender of the MP stated
and asked “If you had to guess, would you say this MP is a man or a woman?”. Out of all respondents, 56% guessed the MP was
a man and 44% guessed the MP was a woman.
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treatment status x policy area x gender) = 36 unique treatment conditions which serve as the basis of

this experimental design. The full text of all treatments are presented in table C.3.

To ensure that the speeches are similar in spirit to the kinds of arguments politicians use in the

UK parliamentary context, the texts of the speeches were informed by searching for debates on similar

policy areas recorded in Hansard, the official report of all parliamentary debates. When writing the

speeches, the basic structure remained the same within a policy area, however, I added words and sen-

tences deemed representative of the styles. The word choice was informed by the words considered

most representative of the styles measured in chapter 3. For instance, words such as “disgraceful”, “de-

plorable”, and “incompetent” were detected as the most aggressive according to the word-embedding

based measure, and are therefore included in the treatment texts. Further, in the UK context, a very

common approach for politicians using anecdotes in their arguments is to refer to the experiences of

their constituents (Atkins and Finlayson, 2013), and therefore for each of the anecdotal arguments I re-

fer to the same fictional constituency couple that the MP had spoken with. The aggression treatments

all begin with the same opening sentences: “I have to start by saying I utterly disagree with what you’ve

just said. You clearly lack any understanding of how serious this is, and, frankly, you show absolutely

no care for the people we represent.” Table 5.2 shows an example for each style, where the “treatment”

of the style is indicated in bold and square brackets. Overall, the aim was to ensure that the treatment

was consistent across policy areas.

To ensure the treatments fulfilled these aims, a pre-test survey was fielded by Prolific to 1,499

members of their UK online panel in August 2021. The purpose was to ensure that the treatment texts

were considered representative of the styles, and that the control texts were not. Overall, the results

confirm that the treatments are perceived as representative of the styles. For instance, 72.5% of re-

spondents assigned to the emotion treatment conditions (strongly) agreed that the treatments were

emotional. Similarly, 67.7% of respondents assigned the aggression treatment conditions (strongly)

agreed that the treatments were aggressive. While most respondents perceived that both the statis-

tics and anecdote speeches were evidence-based, a larger percentage of respondents perceived the

statistical speeches as evidence-based (80.8% and 56.8% respectively). Further, the pre-testing results

provide good evidence that the controls were not perceived to be particularly representative of the

styles. Only 18.3% of respondents assigned to the emotion control conditions (strongly) agreed that

the treatments were emotional. Additionally, 24.4% of the respondents assigned to the aggression

control conditions (strongly) agreed that the treatments were aggressive. Full details of the exercise

can be found in appendix section C.1.
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Table 5.2: Vignette examples

Attributes Vignette text

Emotion, treatment, transport, woman Lucy Craddock, MP: “Transport is the largest carbon-emitting sector of the UK
economy, and, within this, cars contributemost. Air pollution increases the risk
of heart disease, cancer, diabetes, and asthma attacks. Electric vehicles offer
one method of reducing emissions as they produce no air pollution. [Imag-
ine stepping outside on a bright, beautiful morning and hearing not engines
revving nor choking on polluted air but feeling that simple joy of hearing the
birds sing and that rush of fresh air into your lungs. Doesn’t this sound amaz-
ing? This could be our future, and I so hope that this doesn’t have to be a dis-
tant dream.] We should widen accessibility in the use of electric vehicles to
make them more practical for those living in urban or built-up areas. If we use
electric vehicles, journeys can be greener and safer. [We can fill our lives with
the simple pleasures of bird song in our ears, fresh air in our lungs, and blue
skies ahead.]”

Aggression, treatment, health, man Jack Richards, MP: [“I have to start by saying I utterly disagree with what
you’ve just said. You clearly lack any understanding of how serious this is, and,
frankly, you show absolutely no care for the people we represent.] The way we
understand diseases and how to treat them has grown over the years. There
have been advances in treatments that might help save the lives of people in
this country and we should be committed to using them. [But often nothing is
donebecause it is simply deemednotworth themoney. I amutterly revolted by
the idea that people are not getting treatedmerely because of some appalling
cost-benefit calculation. This is disgusting, deplorable, and inhuman.] It is
important that how we fund and pay for drugs works for everybody. [Things
must change, and anyone who opposes this cannot claim they care about the
well-being of our people.”]

Evidence, statistics, housing, man Adam Jones, MP: “Our housing market has not been as it should for years. It is
the job of all of us to increase the supply of housing. But formany young people
the gap between wages and house prices is too wide for homeownership to be
viable any time soon. [Those in their mid-30s to mid-40s are three times more
likely to be renters than 20 years ago. People in the early 1990s could expect to
pay 3.5 times their annual earnings on buying a home, but this has risen to 7.8
today. In 2019, the average property sold for £235,300, meanwhile the average
pay came in at £29,000.] Our housing market does not work for many people.
We need different strategies to help to increase supply and make homes more
affordable. There is a need for new policy to help homeownership become
realistic for young people all around the country.”

Evidence, anecdote, transport, woman Charlotte Richards, MP: “Transport is the largest carbon-emitting sector of the
UK economy, and, within this, cars contribute most. Air pollution increases
the risk of heart disease, cancer, diabetes, and asthma attacks. Electric vehi-
cles offer one method of reducing emissions as they produce no air pollution.
The market for electric vehicles is small yet growing. We can be industry lead-
ers in how we produce and use electric vehicles. [I spoke recently to Eleanor
and Michael, a young couple in my constituency who live in a flat in a high-rise
building. They toldmewhile they want tomake the swap to an electric vehicle,
it is just not practical as they do not have easy access to a charging point.] We
should widen accessibility in the use of electric vehicles to make them more
practical for people, [just like Eleanor and Michael], who live living in urban or
built-up areas. If we use electric vehicles, journeys can be greener and safer.”
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Attributes Vignette text

Emotion/aggression, control, housing, man Peter Jones, MP: “The way we understand diseases and how to treat them has
grown over the years. There have been advances in treatments that might
help save the lives of people in this country and we should be committed to
using them. But in some cases, patients are left without access to the drugs
they need because of the costs of treatment. Patients being able to access the
treatments they require is one of the principles of providing universal health
care to everyone who needs it. I think some people find it challenging to accept
that questions of money should enter decisions about health care, but this is
the situation that many hospitals, doctors, and patients find themselves in. It
is important that how we fund and pay for drugs works for everybody. Change
should happen to make sure that both medical services and patients get the
treatments and resources they need.”

I leverage the use of styles in parliamentary speeches which is only one forum of political speech

where we might anticipate gender bias. An alternative forum may have been speeches that politicians

deliver in political campaigns, or media descriptions of politicians’ behaviour. Presenting voters with

an alternative forum of political communication, such as media reporting, would enable me to assess

only how gendered framing of politicians may influence voter judgements, and not how voters may

form gendered judgements when they engage directly with the speeches politicians make. While po-

litical campaign speeches may seem the more natural forum through which politicians communicate

with voters, previous work has highlighted that the single-member district electoral system in the UK

provides MPs with an incentive to cultivate a personal vote (Kam, 2009). Further, work on parliamen-

tary speech in the UK has shown that politicians make strategic use of this forum to appeal to voters

(Blumenau, 2021b). Recent work by Osnabrügge, Hobolt and Rodon (2021) has shown UK politicians

“play to the gallery” and use emotive rhetoric most in debates that reach the widest public audiences

to better appeal to voters. Therefore, in the UK case, parliamentary speech is an appropriate forum to

study my key questions of interest.

I focus on how voters judge men and women politicians’ use of stereotype-(in)congruent styles

when they read arguments and am therefore unable to make statements about how such dynamics

may differ when hearing or watching politicians. While a central part of style use is captured in the

content of what is said, both tone and body language are, of course, also important stylistic features.

In recent work, Boussalis et al. (2021) assess whether voters are biased in how they evaluate the styles

of Angela Merkel through utilising a variety of video, audio, and text approaches. Their results – that

Merkel is punished for aggressiveness and rewarded for happiness – hold across the different mea-

sures of style but are most pronounced for non-verbal communication. By focusing on only written

speech, it is possible that I may understate the extent to which voters are biased in their judgements of
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politicians. Presenting voters with speeches delivered in an audio or video format by men and women

may, however, introduce unwanted confounders into the relationship – such as difficulties in holding

tone, pitch, or cadence constant – which would be extremely challenging to account for. Instead, by

focusing on only written speech, I can hold constant all features of speech except for the gender of

the politician delivering the argument, and therefore identify my key substantive quantity of interest:

whether a politician’s gender alone influences voters’ perceptions and evaluations.

A further source of concern may be that, although the MP’s party is not stated, voters may make

inferences about party based on their gender. In the US, voters tend to stereotype the Democrats as

more “feminine” and the Republicans as more “masculine” (Hayes, 2011; Winter, 2010), and voters use

a candidate’s gender to infer candidate ideology (Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993a; Koch, 2000; McDermott,

1997). US-based experimental work has also emphasised the importance of partisanship in the degree

to which voters stereotype politicians (Bauer, 2018; Cassese and Holman, 2018; Krupnikov and Bauer,

2014). In the US, therefore, voters have been shown to both infer that women aremore liberal thanmen,

and that a candidate’s partisanship determines the extent to which they incur negative evaluations.

While I am unaware of work that has assessed this question directly in the UK, several factors suggest

this is perhaps less of a concern in my context. First, UK right-wing parties have made increasing

efforts to integrate women numerically and to better represent women’s interests (Celis and Childs,

2012; Childs and Celis, 2018). While Labour made earlier efforts to increase women’s representation

(Childs, 2004b), the Conservatives have also made a concerted effort in recent years to “feminise” the

party by incorporating women into the party hierarchy and policy (Campbell and Childs, 2017; Childs

and Webb, 2012). Second, while Labour have proportionally more women legislators, the Conservatives

have had two women Prime Ministers. Therefore, unlike in the US, the parties are more equal with

respect to the visibility of women. Finally, recent work has also shown that while there are important

differences with respect to party and gender stereotypes in the US, parties in the UK are less divided

(Saha and Weeks, 2022). Overall, gender equality is a less polarising and party-political issue in the

UK, and the British public has greater familiarity with the presence of women in both major parties.

While party is a critical factor with respect to gender and evaluations in the US, this is perhaps less of

a concern in the UK political environment.

Survey

I use these treatments as the basis of a vignette survey experiment which was fielded by YouGov to

the UK online panel from September 9th–10th, 2021. I pre-registered the design, expectations, and
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analysis plan.3 The sample was 1,676 people who are nationally representative of the British public on

a range of attitudinal and demographic criteria.

Following an introduction screen describing the task, respondents were presented with an argu-

ment delivered by a fictional MP. To encourage respondents to read the full speech, there was a 15

second delay between the presentation of the speech and the first question. For a respondent’s first

task, a style was sampled from the full set of three styles (emotion; aggression; evidence). For the

selected style, a policy area was sampled from the full set of three areas (transport; housing; health).

Within the policy area, they were assigned a style treatment status (control; treatment). Finally, they

were assigned the gender of the MP delivering the speech (man; woman).

Each respondent completed the task three times in total. For a given respondent, styles and

policies were sample without replacement from round-to-round, such that once a respondent had read

a speech representative of a style or policy area, they did not read a second speech representative of

the same style or policy area. For example, if a respondent was assigned emotion on the first response,

they could be assigned only aggression or evidence on the second response, and the remaining style on

their final response. Similarly, if a respondent was assigned transport on the first response, they could

only be assigned housing or health on the second, and the remaining policy area on their final response.

Style treatment status and MP gender were sampled with replacement, such that a respondent could

be assigned three treatment speeches or three speeches by a woman MP.

Per task, each respondent was asked three questions. First, for all styles, the respondent was asked

whether they “agree or disagree that the MP seems likeable”. Second, for all styles, the respondent was

asked whether they “agree or disagree that the MP seems competent”. Third, the respondent was asked

whether they “agree or disagree that the argument made by the MP is [emotional/aggressive/evidence-

based]”. Respondents were only asked how emotional, aggressive, or evidence-based they found an

argument to be for the style assigned. For instance, if assigned the emotion style, they were asked

“do you agree or disagree that the argument made by [MP name] is emotional”, but not whether they

perceived the argument to be aggressive or evidence-based. An example prompt is shown in figure 5.1.

Given the three observations per respondent and 1,676 respondents, the total number of observa-

tions is 5,028 and 1,676 per style.

3The pre-registration documents (Hargrave, 2021) can be found at https://osf.io/bfds7.
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Figure 5.1: Example experiment prompt (Evidence, statistics, transport, woman)
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5.4 Methodology

Outcome and explanatory variables

I have five outcomes of interest, all of which are measured on 5-point Likert scales that range from

“strongly disagree”, “disagree”, “neither agree nor disagree”, “agree” to “strongly agree” and include

a “don’t know” option. Likert scales were selected to maximise respondent interpretation of each of

the scale points (Pasek and Krosnick, 2010). First, the likeability evaluation of an MP. Second, the

competence evaluation of an MP. Third, the perceived emotion of an argument. Fourth, the perceived

aggression of an argument. Fifth, the perceived evidence of an argument. I drop all “don’t know”

responses in the analysis.

There are two main explanatory variables. First, the gender of the MP, which takes the value of 0

for a man and 1 for a woman. Second, the style treatment, which describes the treatment group status

of the style, and takes the value of 0 for the control conditions (non-emotional style, non-aggressive

style, and statistical evidence) and 1 for the treatment conditions (emotional style, aggressive style,

anecdotal evidence).

Empirical strategy

Responses from the emotion, aggression, and evidence styles are modelled separately as the expected

direction of the gender effect differs depending on the style. For each, I estimate a series of OLS

regression models to investigate my key quantities of interest. First, to assess whether style usage

affects voters’ evaluations of politicians and perceptions of their arguments, I estimate a series of

models for the five outcomes 𝑌𝑖(𝑗) for an individual 𝑖 in a style 𝑗 of the following form:

𝑌𝑖(𝑗) = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑇 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑆𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒𝑗 + 𝜖𝑖 (5.1)

where 𝛼 in each model describes the average perceived emotion, aggression, evidence, likeability,

or competence in the control conditions (non-emotional style, non-aggressive style, and statistical

evidence), and 𝛼 + 𝛽1 describes the same quantities in the treatment conditions (emotional style, ag-

gressive style, and anecdotal evidence).

Second, to assess whether the effects of style usage on voters’ evaluations of likeability differ by
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the gender of the MP they are evaluating, for each style I estimate the following:

𝐿𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖(𝑗) = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑗 + 𝛽2𝑇 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑆𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒𝑗 +

𝛽3(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑗 ⋅ 𝑇 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑆𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒𝑗) + 𝛾𝑋𝑖(𝑗) + 𝜖𝑖 (5.2)

where 𝛽1 in each model describes the difference between men and women when using the control

styles (non-emotional, non-aggressive, and statistical evidence). 𝛽2 describes the difference between

using control and treatment styles (emotional style, aggressive style, and anecdotal evidence) among

men. 𝛽3 is the key quantity of interest, which describes the difference in the effect of using treatment

styles compared to control styles for women compared to men. I expect the 𝛽3 coefficients in the emo-

tion and evidence models to be positive, as emotion and anecdotes are female stereotype-congruent

styles. In aggression, I expect it to be negative, as aggression is incongruent with feminine stereo-

types and women should therefore suffer in likeability evaluations compared to men. 𝑋𝑖 is a vector of

additional respondent covariates (gender, age, and education).4

Third, to assess whether the effects of style usage on voters’ evaluations of competence differ by

the gender of the MP they are evaluating, for each style I estimate the following:

𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖(𝑗) = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑗 + 𝛽2𝑇 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑆𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒𝑗 +

𝛽3(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑗 ⋅ 𝑇 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑆𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒𝑗) + 𝛾𝑋𝑖(𝑗) + 𝜖𝑖 (5.3)

where 𝛽1, 𝛽2 and 𝛽3 describe the same quantities as above. I expect 𝛽3 in the model for emotion

to be positive, suggesting that when women conform to feminine stereotypes, they receive a greater

competence reward than men. For aggression, I expect 𝛽3 to be negative, suggesting that women incur

negative competence evaluations when they violate feminine stereotypes. For evidence, 𝛽3 will be

negative as I expect that women are rewarded in competency evaluations when they deliver statistical

as opposed to anecdotal arguments. 𝑋𝑖 is a vector of additional covariates (gender, age, education,

and political attention).

Finally, to assess whether a politician’s gender leads to differences in 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑𝑆𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒𝑖(𝑗), for each

4Across the various models, there are six additional covariates. First, the policy area of the argument (categorical: transport;
housing; health). Second, respondent gender (binary: man; woman). Third, respondent left-right placement (continuous: 1-7).
Fourth, respondent age (continuous: age in years). Fifth, respondent education (binary: no degree; degree). Sixth, respondent
political attention (continuous: 0-10). As outlined in the pre-analysis plan, pre-treatment covariates are included as they should,
in expectation, increase the precision of the analysis by explaining variation in the outcome variables.
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style I estimate the following:

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑𝑆𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒𝑖(𝑗) = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑗 + 𝛽2𝑇 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑆𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒𝑗 +

𝛽3(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑗 ⋅ 𝑇 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑆𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒𝑗) + 𝛾𝑋𝑖(𝑗) + 𝜖𝑖 (5.4)

where 𝛽1, 𝛽2, and 𝛽3 describe the same quantities as above. 𝑋𝑖 is a vector of additional covariates

(respondent gender, respondent left-right placement, respondent age, and respondent education).

In the empirical strategy described above, I outline numerous statistical tests that will be con-

ducted, and there is risk of the multiple comparisons problem. To assess whether the results are

robust, I carry out subsequent analyses with adjusted 𝑝-values which control for the False Discovery
Rate using the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).5 The results reported

below are unadjusted, and the adjusted 𝑝-values are reported in table C.10 in appendix section C.5.

5.5 Results

Unconditional effects

In figure 5.2, I present the results from the models described above in equation 5.1.6 There are three

findings to note. First, the top panel – which show the estimated difference between treatment and

control styles for the style perception outcomes – highlight that the style treatments were success-

ful in shifting perceptions. The aggressive and emotional styles were perceived as significantly more

aggressive and emotional than the non-aggressive and non-emotional styles. Further, statistical evi-

dence was perceived as significantly more evidence-based than anecdotal evidence. Voters therefore

do perceive the treatment arguments as more representative of the styles than the control arguments.

Second, the styles that politicians use influences voters’ evaluations of their likeability: aggres-

sive politicians are significantly less likeable than non-aggressive politicians, and politicians using

anecdotes are significantly more likeable than politicians using statistical evidence. While the point

estimate suggests emotional politicians are more likeable than non-emotional politicians, the effect

is not statistically significant.
5There are other approaches to addressing the multiple comparisons correction. A common solution is the Bonferroni

correction. However, the Bonferroni correction assumes independence between tests conducted which is inappropriate in the
case of this experimental design, where any form of gender-bias driving perceptions of women’s use of aggression is also likely
to inform how respondents perceive and evaluate women’s use of statistical evidence (Gelman, Hill and Yajima, 2012).

6All results from the analyses into the conditional relationship between style treatment status and MP gender and the
various outcomes reported in later subsections were pre-registered as documented in Hargrave (2021). However, the analyses
into the unconditional relationship between style treatment status and the outcomes presented in this subsection were not
pre-registered.
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Third, in the bottom row, I document how style usage influences voters’ competence evaluations.

Politicians using non-aggressive and non-emotional language are evaluated as more competent than

those using aggressive or emotional language. Further, politicians are evaluated as more competent if

they use statistical evidence as opposed to anecdotal evidence. Therefore, the styles that politicians

use influences how voters evaluate them. However, it seems that certain styles lead to trade-offs in

evaluations: for instance, the use of statistical evidence leads to politicians being perceived as less

likeable butmore competent. Yet, aggression seems not to afford politicians positive evaluations with

respect to either competence or likeability. Prior work has shown that aggressive behaviour is un-

popular with the public (Dahlerup, 2017; Hansard Society, 2014), that voters dislike uncivil candidates

(Bauer, Kalmoe and Russell, 2022), and is relatively unpersuasive as an argumentative technique (Blu-

menau and Lauderdale, 2022b). My results therefore lend further support to these conclusions about

the unpopularity of aggressive language usage by politicians.

Conditional effects by MP gender

Does style usage matter more for women than men? Figure 5.3 shows the results for the likeability

outcomes in the top row of plots.7 I expected that women would be evaluated as more likeable when

they express styles which are congruent with female stereotypes and, conversely, suffer in likeability

evaluations when they violate stereotypes. The top-left panel shows the results for aggression. Here,

bothmen and women politicians are punished for being aggressive. The effect is larger for women than

for men, but this difference is not statistically significant. The top-middle panel shows the results for

emotion. Here, while the direction of the effect suggests that emotional arguments improve likeability

amongst women but notmen, the effect is not statistically significant. Further, as expected, men are not

penalised when they use stereotype-incongruent styles (non-emotional). The top-right panel shows

the results for evidence. Here, I again do not see that women are penalised when they express styles

which are incongruent with female stereotypes (statistical evidence) compared to styles which are

congruent with female stereotypes (anecdotal evidence).

Therefore, across the styles, there is no evidence that women politicians are disproportionately

penalised in likeability assessments for using styles which are stereotype-incongruent (non-emotional,

aggressive, and statistical evidence). As figure 5.2 shows, there is, however, good evidence that the

styles politicians use does affect voters’ likeability assessments. When politicians use styles consistent

with communal stereotypes they are perceived as more likeable than styles consistent with agentic
7See tables C.7–C.9 in the appendix for full model outputs.
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stereotypes.8 That voters find politicians to be more likeable when they express styles consistent with

the concept of communality may not be a surprising finding, given that communal stereotypes are

associated with being warm, kind, emotional, and people-oriented (Schneider and Bos, 2019).

The middle row of plots in figure 5.3 show the results for the competence outcomes. In the middle-

left panel, I show the results for aggression. There is no evidence that either men or women MPs

are perceived as more competent when they are aggressive than when they are not. For emotion,

there is no evidence that women are evaluated as more competent when they express styles which are

congruent with female stereotypes (emotional style). However, the use of female stereotype-congruent

styles results inmen being evaluated as less competent than female stereotype-incongruent styles. For

evidence, which is displayed in the middle-right panel, I again see that neither men nor women MPs

are evaluated as more competent when they use either anecdotal or statistical evidence.

Therefore, as with likeability, I find no evidence that women MPs in particular are penalised in

competence evaluations when they express female stereotype-incongruent styles. As with likeability,

voters’ competency evaluations of politicians are affected by the styles they use. When politicians

express styles consistent with communal stereotypes they are perceived as less competent than styles

consistent with agentic stereotypes.9 That voters find politicians to be more competent when they

express styles consistent with agentic stereotypes again seems to be an intuitive finding given the

compatibility between agentic stereotypes and leadership stereotypes (Bauer, 2017). The findings for

emotion and aggression are consistent with work by Brooks (2011), who finds no double standard in the

extent to which voters penalise men and women politicians for their expressions of anger and tears.

In the appendix in section C.6, I also estimate models pooling all styles together where the out-

comes are the likeability and competence evaluations, the explanatory variables are a categorical vari-

able for each style level, MP gender, the interaction between the two, and controls for policy areas.10

8When estimating a model pooling all styles together where the outcome is the likeability evaluation and the explanatory
variable is whether a style is female stereotype-congruent (emotional style, non-aggressive style, and anecdotal evidence) or
not (non-emotional style, aggressive style, and statistical evidence), I find that politicians are perceived as more likeable when
they express female stereotype-congruent styles. See appendix section C.6 for the full model output.

9When estimating a model pooling all styles together where the outcome is the competence evaluation and the explanatory
variable is whether a style is female stereotype-congruent, I find that politicians are perceived as less competent when they
express female stereotype-congruent styles. See the appendix for the full model output. See appendix section C.6 for the full
model output.

10In this analysis, I pool all styles together and compare each style to the pure control texts for each policy area. To do so,
I first create a categorical variable for the style type of an argument, which takes the values of control (0), emotional style (1),
aggressive style (2), statistical evidence (3), and anecdotal evidence (4). With this variable in hand, I estimate the following:

𝐿𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖(𝑗) = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑗 + 𝛽2𝐸𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑗 + 𝛽3𝐴𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑗 +
𝛽4𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑠𝑗 + 𝛽5𝐴𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑑𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑗 + 𝛽6(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃 ⋅ 𝐸𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) +
𝛽7(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃 ⋅ 𝐴𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛) + 𝛽8(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃 ⋅ 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑠) +
𝛽9(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃 ⋅ 𝐴𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑑𝑜𝑡𝑒) + 𝛾𝑋𝑖(𝑗) + 𝜖𝑖

(5.5)
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This analysis enables me to compare the effect of each of the styles back to the control arguments

for each of the policy areas. While there are some interesting findings with respect to the policy areas

– for instance, voters find politicians delivering arguments on the housing and health policy areas to

be both more likeable and competence than on the transport policy area – the upshot of this analysis

is consistent with the main results presented here. That is, politicians’ style usage influences voters’

evaluations of their likeability and competence, but these evaluations are not gendered. I present

further details and a full interpretation of this analysis in the appendix in section C.6.

The bottom row in figure 5.3 shows the results from the style perception models. In the left-hand

plot, voters do perceive politicians as more aggressive when they deliver aggressive arguments than

non-aggressive arguments, however, there is no evidence that this is gendered. Despite existing stereo-

types that women should not be aggressive (Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993a), voters do not perceive argu-

ments by women as any more or less aggressive than equivalently aggressive arguments by men. The

middle plot – which shows the emotion findings – shows a very similar result. Voters do perceive emo-

tional arguments to be more emotional than non-emotional arguments, but this again is not gendered.

Finally, the bottom-right plot shows that while voters perceive statistical arguments as more evidence-

based than anecdotal arguments, there is again no evidence that this effect is gendered. Voters do not

perceive anecdotal or statistical arguments delivered by men to be more evidence-based than equiv-

alent arguments delivered by women. Further, I also expected that differential perceptions of styles

might serve as a mechanism through which voters differentially evaluate politicians. I find no evidence

of differential effects for style perceptions and, consequently, variation in likeability and competence

evaluations are very unlikely to be explained by differential perceptions of styles themselves.

In the theory outlined above, I argued that women would be punished when they communicate

in ways which are incongruent with traditional communal female stereotypes. However, while I find

that the styles politicians use has important consequences for voters’ evaluations, I find no evidence

that women disproportionately suffer, at least with respect to likeability and competence evaluations,

when they express styles which are incongruent with female stereotypes. Further, I find no evidence

I estimate the same model for the competence outcome:

𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖(𝑗) = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑗 + 𝛽2𝐸𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑗 + 𝛽3𝐴𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑗 +
𝛽4𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑠𝑗 + 𝛽5𝐴𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑑𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑗 + 𝛽6(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃 ⋅ 𝐸𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) +
𝛽7(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃 ⋅ 𝐴𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛) + 𝛽8(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃 ⋅ 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑠) +
𝛽9(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃 ⋅ 𝐴𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑑𝑜𝑡𝑒) + 𝛾𝑋𝑖(𝑗) + 𝜖𝑖

(5.6)
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that voters’ perceptions of the styles themselves are gendered.11

Finally, although not the main quantity of interest, it is possible that men and women MPs may

receive differential evaluations in likeability and competence depending on the policy area in question.

As I argue in chapter 4, men and women focus on different topical areas in parliamentary debate and

the incentive to do so may in part be driven by internalised pressures from colleagues or voters. In

the appendix in section C.7, I analyse whether this is the case. While I find some interesting differences

across policy areas – for instance, politicians delivering arguments on the housing and health policy

areas are considered to be more likeable than in the transport policy area – these effects do not differ

by the gender of the MP. That is, it is not the case that women politicians are particularly likeable when

delivering arguments on healthcare.

Conditional effects by voter and MP gender

How might (gendered) judgements of the styles politicians use vary by voter gender? Prior work exam-

ining the importance of voter gender on evaluations of politicians has produced inconclusive results.

Some work has uncovered no differences between men and women voters (Bauer, 2015b), while other

work finds that gender affinity makes women voters more supportive of women politicians (Sanbon-

matsu, 2002), and that voters may be less likely to penalise politicians from their own gender (Rudman

and Goodwin, 2004).

To assess heterogeneous effects by voter gender, I carry out two sets of analysis. First, I examine

whether men and women voters are equivalently sensitive to politicians’ style usage. In figure 5.4, I

present the results of analysis where I interact voter gender and style treatment status for each of the

outcomes. Only for the evidence style are there differences between men and women voters. While

men voters do not find politicians’ use of anecdotes as less competent or evidence-based than statis-

tical evidence, women voters do. Further, while the use of anecdotes improves men voters’ likeability

assessments of politicians relative to the use of statistical evidence, this is not the case for women

voters. To the extent that there are differences in how men and women voters evaluate politicians’

use of styles, the differences are concentrated among the evidence style. I present the full regression

results from this analysis in tables C.14–C.16 in appendix section C.8.

11My primary quantities of interest are interaction effects between style treatment status and MP gender that are non-
significant. A plausible concern is that the design I present is insufficiently powered to detect the effect sizes reported. To
address this concern, in the appendix in section C.9, I report the results of a power analysis where I simulate the data collection
process for the fixed sample size available for different hypothetical standardised effect sizes ranging from very small to large
effects according to conventional standards. I find that if the true effect size was small then my design may not be sufficiently
powered to detect this effect, however the sample size I have is sufficient to detect medium effect sizes.
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Second, I assess whether men and women voters are differentially sensitive to the extent to which

women politicians conform to stereotype-congruent behaviours. Figure 5.5 presents the results from an

analysis where I subset the data into men and women voters and replicate the main analysis described

above. The rows represent the styles, and the columns represent the outcomes. Each panel shows the

four combinations of voter gender andMP gender, wheremen voters’ evaluations ofmen politicians are

displayed in the dark blue squares, men voters’ evaluations of women politicians are displayed in the

light blue circles, women voters’ evaluations of men politicians are displayed in the triangular yellow

points, and women voters’ evaluations of women politicians are displayed in the maroon diamonds.

While for aggression and evidence there are no differences, this is not the case for emotion. For

likeability, women politicians in particular are rewarded for expressing emotional styles instead of non-

emotional styles among women voters; an effect I do not find for men voters. For competence, I find

that while women voters find emotional politicians overall to be less competent than non-emotional

politicians, they give womenMPsmore of a competency reward thanmenMPs for expressing emotional

styles. I again see no such effect among men voters. Finally, for style perceptions, I see that women

politicians are perceived as particularly emotional compared to men politicians when they express

emotional styles; an effect I do not see for men respondents. I present the full regression results from

this analysis in tables C.17–C.19 in appendix section C.8.

Therefore, women voters give a larger likeability and competence reward to women politicians

who are emotional and perceive women politicians as more emotional than men politicians. I find no

evidence of these effects among men voters. Consequently, to the extent that there is any evidence

of women politicians being rewarded for conforming to stereotype-congruent styles, the effects are

concentrated amongst women voters for the emotion style.

5.6 Conclusion

Do the styles politicians use influence how voters evaluate them, and does this matter more for women

than for men? In this chapter, I address these questions through a novel survey experiment where I

present voters in the UKwith speeches where the argument style and gender of the politician delivering

the argument are varied. This enables me to identify, first, whether politicians experience a backlash

effect with respect to evaluations of likeability and competencewhen they deploy styles that are gender

stereotype-incongruent, and second, whether voters’ differential perceptions of the styles themselves

might explain this backlash.
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I report four main findings. First, style usage has important consequences for voters’ evaluations

of politicians. Politicians who are unaggressive and draw on anecdotes are more likeable, whereas

politicians who are unemotional and refer to statistical evidence are more competent. Second, I find

no evidence that voter evaluations of politicians are gendered. In particular, women politicians are

not punished for stereotype-incongruent behaviour. Third, while there is clear evidence that voters

can identify the styles politicians use, I also find no evidence that voters’ perceptions of the styles

themselves are gendered. Gender bias in voters’ perceptions of the argumentation styles themselves

is very unlikely to explain variation in the likeability and competence evaluations. Fourth, I find some

evidence that this differs by voter gender.

Across the various styles and outcomes, the main finding I document is therefore that styles influ-

ence voters’ evaluations of politicians, but these evaluations do not vary by MP gender. Why do I find

little evidence of gender bias in voters’ evaluations of women politicians, and what implications may

these findings have for voting behaviour? First, one possible explanation for the “null” effect for the

style perceptions might be that there are competing expectations about whether stereotype applica-

tion means voters perceive politicians to be more or less like the stereotypes relevant to their gender

(Koch, 2000). To illustrate this tension, let’s take the example of aggression (Brescoll and Uhlmann,

2008). If a voter is presented with an aggressive argument, one outcome is that they will perceive

aggression as more prevalent when delivered by a man as this confirms stereotypes about men and

aggression (Koch, 2000). However, an alternative outcome is that a voter might rate aggression asmore

prevalent when delivered by a woman as this violates stereotypes about women and aggression (Cass-

ese and Holman, 2018). The former implies a confirmation bias: voters pay attention to information

that confirms a stereotype. The latter implies a backlash effect: voters pay attention to information

that violates a stereotype. While the findings I present do not support either perspective in isolation,

it is possible that there is some degree of backlash and confirmation bias at play which results in the

“null” effect because of these offsetting heterogeneous dynamics.

Second, while I find that style usage influences voters’ evaluations of the likeability and compe-

tence of politicians, these findings do not, however, enable me to assess whether these evaluations

have downstream consequences for voting behaviour. The styles and personalities of leaders have

long been considered an important determinant of voters’ attitudes (Declercq, Hurley and Luttbeg,

1972). Further, as partisanship in the electorate has declined over time (Dalton and Wattenberg, 2000),

and voters have become increasingly volatile (Cutts et al., 2020; Fieldhouse et al., 2019), then the styles

politicians express, and associated evaluations, may have even increased in importance as determi-
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nants of vote choice as voters base their decisions on factors beyond party. Further, while I cannot

directly assess whether these evaluations influence vote decisions, previous UK-based work has shown

that voters’ evaluations of politicians’ competency do influence their voting preferences (Green and

Jennings, 2017). It is therefore not unreasonable to assume that likeability and competence evaluations

may inform vote intention.

My findings suggest that politicians face trade-offs in evaluations: while styles compatible with

communality lead to positive likeability evaluations, styles compatible with agency lead to positive

competency evaluations. Should politicians prioritise competency or likeability evaluations? Tradi-

tional accounts of leadership have suggested that competence is important in informing vote choice

(Green and Jennings, 2017), and congruent with the traits and behaviours deemed necessary and suit-

able for leaders (Elgie, 2015; Koenig et al., 2011). According to traditional accounts, we may consider

competence the more important evaluation to optimise. However, a trend that is common across many

political contexts in recent decades is that voters are increasingly dissatisfied with politics and find

that politicians are out-of-touch and unlike “normal people” (Clarke et al., 2018; Garzia, 2011). In re-

sponse to voter dissatisfaction with this type of politics and politician, there is an increasing desire

for politicians who are instead human, personable, charismatic, engaging, and in-touch (Meyrowitz,

1985; Valgarðsson et al., 2021). The move to telegenic, human, and personable styles has been said to

be a core element of the success strategies of populist candidates (De Vries and Holbolt, 2020), and

recent examples of the use of these styles, such as the widespread fame and popularity of Ukrainian

President Volodymyr Zelensky, suggests that voters and the media find this to be compelling.12 While

traditional accounts suggest that ensuring competency is more important in determining candidate

success, voters have begun to place increasing importance on the likeability of politicians.

As far as I am aware, we currently lack systematic evidence on which evaluations of politicians

among the many that prior work has studied, such as likeability, competence, honesty, hard-

workingness, or charisma, matter most in informing voting behaviour. A fruitful avenue for future work

would, therefore, be to identify which traits voters prioritise in their decision at the ballot box. Such a

study would be useful not only for understanding the wider implications of the results I present here,

but also for the plethora of experimental studies that assess how a variety of features of politicians’

behaviour – such as whether they are corrupt (Eggers, Vivyan and Wagner, 2017), loyal to their party

(Campbell et al., 2019a), or their representational efforts (Blumenau, Wolkenstein and Wratil, 2022) –

12See, for example, “The Zelensky Effect: How To Engage, Energize and Unleash Your Organization’s Potential”, Forbes, 29th
March 2022.
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influences how voters evaluate them.

Finally, at the core of the idea that women politicians face double standards when they violate

stereotypically expected behaviours is that voters actually hold these expectations for women’s be-

haviour in the first place. However, studies show that the public’s perception of the validity of these

stereotypes has shifted over time. Women have been seen as increasingly agentic over time (Eagly

et al., 2020; Sendén et al., 2019). Voters in the UK have also become more gender-egalitarian in their

attitudes over time (Taylor and Scott, 2018), and have becomemarkedly less likely to support traditional

gendered divisions in social roles (Shorrocks, 2018). Further, the evidence from chapter 3 suggests that

UK politicians have also come to behave in a way that is less consistent with traditional gender stereo-

types. Women politicians have decreasingly used communal styles – including anecdotes and emotion

– and increasingly use agentic styles – including aggression and statistics – over time. The pessimistic

assumption is that this behaviour change might be met by backlash from voters. However, the results

presented here suggest that this may not materialise, as UK voters do not seem to unjustly penalise

women politicians for stereotype-incongruent behaviour.

Of course, without a study from 20 years ago to compare these findings to, it is not possible to

know whether UK voters in previous eras did apply these descriptive stereotypes or punish women

politicians for stereotype-incongruent behaviour. Yet, if voters no longer hold the same stereotypical

expectations about men’s and women’s behaviour, and politicians decreasingly behave in accordance

with traditional stereotypes, it may not be surprising to uncover that women politicians are not pun-

ished for behaviour that violates traditional stereotypes.
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Conclusion

Do politicians behave in accordance with traditional gender stereotypes? Does the pressure to do so

shift by context and over time? Do voters uphold these stereotypes when they perceive and evalu-

ate politicians’ behaviour? Focusing on voters and elites in the UK, this thesis has provided answers

to these three questions. In answer to the first two research questions, I find that politicians do be-

have in accordance with gender stereotypes, but that this varies both over time and over the course

of politicians’ careers. In answer to the third research question, my results suggest that voters apply

stereotypes when evaluating politicians’ behaviour – for instance, voters see politicians using “commu-

nal” styles, such as emotionality or drawing on anecdotes, as more likeable and those using “agentic”

styles, such as unemotionality and drawing on statistical evidence, as more competent – but that men

and women politicians are not held to different standards for these behaviours. Taken together, this

thesis provides important theoretical arguments and empirical evidence concerning the dynamic va-

lidity of stereotypes for describing elite and voter behaviour in the UK.

In this final chapter, I summarise the findings of each paper, consider how these findings relate to

one another, and discuss what the wider implications of this research are for politicians, voters, and

political institutions. I then turn to a discussion of the generalisability of these findings, consider some

of the limitations, and conclude by highlighting some potential avenues for further research.

6.1 Key findings and substantive contributions

Existing accounts posit that politicians face clear incentives to behave in ways which are consistent with

gender stereotypical norms. These incentives are said to induce differences in the ways in which men

and women carry out their political roles with respect to the issues they prioritise when participating in

political debate and the style in which they deliver these arguments (Bear andWoolley, 2011; Eagly, 2013;
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Herrnson, Lay and Stokes, 2003; Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993a; Karpowitz andMendelberg, 2014). Central

to the incentive to behave in a way that is consistent with stereotypes are expectations about how

voters reward or punish politicians for their behaviour during campaigns or once in office (Brooks, 2013;

McDermott, 1997; Schneider and Bos, 2019). The conclusions from previous work suggest that gender

stereotypes inform both the ways that politicians behave in office and inform voters’ judgements about

this behaviour. I have set about assessing whether stereotypes are influential in shaping the behaviour

and attitudes of politicians and voters in the UK.

Chapter 3 investigated whether stereotypes serve as accurate descriptions of the styles men and

women express in parliament. Building on work that considers stereotypes to be dynamic concepts

(Diekman and Eagly, 2000; Eagly and Wood, 2012; Eagly et al., 2020), I argued that between 1997 and

2019, my period of study, UK MPs conformed less to gender stereotypes now than in the past, and

that women in particular have increasingly adopted styles that are consistent with masculine “agentic”

stereotypes of communication over time. To evaluate this argument, I focused on politicians’ styles

as expressed in parliamentary debates and developed novel quantitative text analysis techniques to

measure a diverse set of styles at scale. Thesewere: human narrative, affect, positive emotion, negative

emotion, factual language, aggression, complex language, and repetition. My goal was to construct

measures that closely approximated the conceptual definitions of each of the styles I identified in my

review of the literature. I highlighted a common limitation of existing approaches to detecting style

that suffer from a well-known problem for off-the-shelf dictionaries: the words that demonstrate a

given concept in one context may be poorly suited to detecting the use of that concept in another

context. I circumvented this problem by using a word-embedding model which enabled me to capture

how each of the styles manifest in the specific context of UK parliamentary debate.

Applying these measures to nearly half a million speeches delivered in the House of Commons

between 1997 and 2019, I reported three main findings. First, at the aggregate level, I documented

gendered patterns of style that are broadly consistent with the conclusions from previous literature.

Women politicians’ speeches are marked by higher levels of emotionality, positivity, and make greater

use of human narrative, while men make greater use of aggressive and complex language. At the ag-

gregate level, my findings suggest that politicians do behave in a way that is broadly consistent with

gender stereotypical expectations. Second, and crucially, I find that these differences have reduced

dramatically over time. While in the late 1990s and early 2000s men and women did express commu-

nicative styles that are broadly consistent with gender stereotypes, I show that these differences have

reduced dramatically over time. Across almost all the styles I studied, there has been a convergence
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in men and women’s usage over time. For cases where I report diverging behaviour over time, these

stylistic shifts run counter to gender-role expectations. Third, I show that the evolving variation in

style use has primarily resulted from women’s decreasing use of communal styles, and increasing use

of agentic styles, over time.

While most of the literature on gender differences in legislator behaviour has considered the ac-

curacy of stereotypes at a single point in time, I provide an important contribution to this work by

considering the influence of stereotypes over time. In doing so, I show that stereotypes are now less

accurate at describing politicians’ behaviour than they were in the past. While it may be true in some

settings that politicians behave in a way that is broadly consistent with stereotypes, my research shows

that gender stereotypes of communication styles have become significantly less predictive of the re-

ality of contemporary legislator behaviour.

Chapter 4 assessed whether stereotypes guide the sets of issues that politicians raise and priori-

tise during their time in office, and, in particular, how this could change over the course of politicians’

careers. I argued that gender differences in the extent to which women politicians raise issues tra-

ditionally associated with women would be most pronounced among junior politicians, however this

difference would decrease with increased parliamentary experience. To test this argument, I lever-

aged quantitative text analysis approaches to develop new measures to capture the sets of issues

that politicians raise. Following recommendations from previous literature about the appropriateness

of determining a priori which issues should be associated with men and women (Celis et al., 2014;

Yildirim, 2021), I focused on a range of issues that has previously been identified as stereotypically

“feminine” and “masculine” (Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993a), but also a wider set of political issues that

are of central importance to UK politics (Bevan and Jennings, 2019) to assess gendered dynamics on a

wide range of policy areas. Further, I assessed the degree to which politicians amplify women voters’

voices in legislative debates.

I reported four main findings. First, at the aggregate level, the topics that men and women par-

ticipate in are broadly consistent with the traditional divisions highlighted in prior literature. Women

politicians dedicate more attention to raising issues that women are traditionally expected to have

greater expertise in and authority on, such as children and family, health, education, and welfare.

While for some issue area on which men are expected to focus more attention, such as the economy

or trade, I uncovered no gender differences, men do raise matters of defence policy more than women.

This evidence is, therefore, broadly consistent with conclusions from previous work. Second, these ag-

gregate gender differences masked significant variation over the course of politicians’ careers. Among
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junior politicians, women talk significantly more about traditionally “feminine” policy areas, however

this gender gap reduces markedly among senior politicians. Further, this pattern was concentrated

only among these policy areas, and not among the wider set of issues politicians raised. Third, I found

that women raise women’s experiences to a greater extent than men, and that this difference does not

change across the career cycle. Finally, I found that this difference held across debates on all policy

areas and that this, too, does not shift with political experience. Women therefore diversify the sets

of policy areas they focused on the longer they are in parliament, however they also continue to raise

women’s perspectives and experiences in this wider set of political issues.

While existing investigations into the issues that politicians raise in the UK context have examined

these questions in a single parliamentary session (see Bird, 2005, on the 1997-98 session; and Catalano,

2009, on the 2005-07 session), my paper represents the first investigation over a long period of time

into the sets of political issues that men and women politicians in the UK House of Commons champion.

Further, I consider how the sets of issues that politicians dedicate their attention to may shift over the

course of their careers. I contribute to a growing body of literature that has sought to understand how

incentives shape politicians’ representational efforts (Bailer et al., 2022; Höhmann and Nugent, 2021;

Weeks et al., 2022), by arguing that incentives shift over the course of politicians’ careers because of

the experience and credibility they gain throughout. As such, my results have positive implications

for both the experiences of women politicians in office, but also for the substantive representation of

women’s interests in politics more broadly. As women politicians become more senior, they can cham-

pion a wider variety of issues beyond those traditionally associated with women, while continuing to

raise women’s experiences and perspectives in these issues, thus ensuring that the interests of women

voters are raised in debates across the policy-making process. These findings contribute to a wider

body of literature that suggests not only is it important to incorporate more women numerically into

the policy making process (Wängnerud, 2009), but also that women remain in politics for longer (Childs

and Krook, 2009; Humphreys, Masters and Sandbu, 2006; Wahman, Frantzeskakis and Yildirim, 2021).

Work by Blumenau (2021c) demonstrates a role model effect, whereby the appointment of women to

leadership positions in the UK House of Commons increases both the participation of other women

politicians and their influence in parliamentary debates. The implication of these results is that senior

women can boost the presence and power of women within the legislature. My results complement

these findings and suggest that ensuring there is effective substantive representation of women’s ex-

periences, priorities, and perspectives in the policy process can be achieved by not only increasing

women’s presence in politics, but also ensuring that women reach sufficiently senior levels within it.
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A key implication of the findings from chapter 3 is that gender stereotypes with respect to how

politicians talk have become less accurate over time. Might gender differences in the traditional di-

visions of issues politicians raise shifted over time as well? I argued that changes to the social roles

played by women in public life, and in politics, may have reduced the content and validity of stereo-

types in the eyes of the public. We might imagine that voters now have less clear expectations in

the sets of issues men and women are perceived to have expertise in, and may now be less likely to

sanction women politicians for stereotype-inconsistent behaviour. However, as I show in appendix B.8,

while there are some year-by-year changes in the gender gaps for some topical areas, the differences

in the attention men and women politicians bring to different topical areas follow no clear trends over

time. Conditional on experience, women continue to talk consistently more about the “feminine” policy

areas than men between 1997 and 2019. My results therefore suggest that while the style of politicians’

speech has diverged from stereotypical trends over time, the sets of issues they raise have not. While

women may not focus less on stereotypically “feminine” policy areas over time, they do focus less on

these issue areas over the course of their careers. These results suggest that it is changes that occur

over the course of politicians’ careers, such as their increased experience in a diversity of policy areas

and credibility in the eyes of their colleagues, that influence the issues they raise as opposed to factors

outside of parliament. While women remain underrepresented with respect to numbers and tenure in

parliament, the numbers of women have been increasingly steadily over time in the UK. I show that as

women become increasingly senior, they focus less on stereotypically feminine policy areas. As women

continue to enter parliament in growing numbers over the coming years, and eventually become in-

creasingly senior, then, in the future, we may witness a divergence in the extent to which politicians

raise stereotypically gendered policy areas. While I can only speculate about the future of gendered

behaviour change, my results emphasise the importance of continuing to address these questions in

future scholarly efforts.

Chapters 3 and 4 show the validity of descriptive stereotypes for informing politicians’ behaviour

is contingent on time and seniority. Chapter 5 considers instead the extent to which voters uphold

prescriptive stereotypes when engaging with politicians’ behaviour. Specifically, I focused on whether

voters are biased in their perceptions and evaluations of the ways in which politicians communicate,

and, consequently whether evaluations of elite political communication are gendered. To do so, I fo-

cused on styles for which the gender stereotypes literature outlined clear expectations about men

and women’s behaviour, and four out of the eight styles that I focused on in chapter 3. Work to date

examining how voters evaluate stereotype-(in)congruent behaviour has tended to focus on isolated
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behavioural traits (e.g., Bauer, 2015a; Cassese and Holman, 2018; Krupnikov and Bauer, 2014). Instead,

I made progress here by focusing on how voters evaluate politicians’ use of a diversity of styles con-

sistent with both feminine “communal” stereotypes and masculine “agentic” stereotypes. By doing so,

I was able to assess whether there are asymmetric standards in the degree to which men and women

politicians are punished for stereotype-incongruent behaviours. I argued that first, voters would per-

ceive the styles that men and women express to be different based on stereotypical expectations of

style usage, second, women politicians would incur backlash from voters when violating gender-based

norms, and third, that differential perceptions of the styles themselves would serve as a potential

mechanism through which voters’ gendered evaluations of politicians might become manifest.

I reported four main findings. First, I found that politicians’ style usage has important conse-

quences for how voters evaluated them. Politicians are deemed to be more likeable when they are

emotional and draw on anecdotes, however, they are regarded as more competent when they are un-

emotional and make use of statistical evidence. Second, contrary to my own expectations, and the

expectations from the gender stereotypes literature, I found no evidence that these evaluations were

gendered. That is, while all politicians are evaluated as less likeable when they are aggressive, there

is no evidence that women in particular incur negative evaluations. Third, while I showed that voters

were able to accurately identify and characterise the styles that politicians used, voters’ perceptions

of the styles themselves are not gendered. Voters do not perceive unemotional arguments by women

politicians to be anymore or less emotional than unemotional arguments bymen, nor do they perceive

aggressive arguments by women to be any more or less aggressive than equally aggressive arguments

by men. Finally, I found some evidence that these evaluations differed by a voter’s gender. Women

voters reward women politicians for stereotype-congruent behaviour: they gave a larger likeability

and competence reward to women who are unemotional compared to when they are emotional. Fur-

ther, when assessing the emotionality of an argument, they perceive arguments delivered by women

politicians to be more emotional than equivalent arguments delivered by men. These effects are con-

centrated only among women voters and not men.

While there is a rich literature on the influence of gender stereotypes on voter evaluations of politi-

cians, this thesis is the first to address whether voters differentially perceive politicians’ argumentation

styles based on gender alone. This enabled me to investigate one potential mechanism through which

differential evaluations might become manifest: if voters perceived women compared to men as, say,

particularly aggressive even in the absence of any objective differences, this may explain why women

in particular have been shown to suffer with respect to likeability when they are aggressive. Instead, I
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found no evidence that voters’ perceptions of the styles themselves are gendered, and, consequently,

variation in likeability and competence evaluations are unlikely to be explained by differential percep-

tions of the styles themselves. Further, a commonly held perception is that men’s leadership styles

are preferred for office than women’s (Fox and Oxley, 2003; Jalalzai, 2016), and that when women try

and adopt these styles, they violate feminine stereotypes, and will lose out. However, the findings I

present suggest that the reality for women politicians is more positive than this, as the expectation

that they must avoid these styles for fear of negative backlash from voters is somewhat misguided.

While, of course, women politicians may be sanctioned for stereotype-incongruent behaviour from

other sources, the findings I present here suggest that voters do not always punish women in the way

that common theories of gender stereotyping may have predicted, at least with respect to written

speeches.

Taking these findings together, the conclusions from chapters 3 and 4 emphasise the importance

of adopting a dynamic understanding of the influence that gender stereotypes wield over men and

women’s behaviour. Past literature has tended to consider these questions in rather a static manner

and has presented results which suggest that stereotypes are accurate descriptions of politician’s be-

haviour. Indeed, my own aggregate-level findings are consistent with these conclusions too. However,

when considering how conformity to stereotypes shifts both over time and throughout the course of

politicians’ careers, I show that the validity of these stereotypes is far from fixed, and that the degree

to which they accurately describe politicians’ behaviour varies markedly over time and across contexts.

Approaches that report only aggregate-level assessments at a fixed point may serve to confirm stereo-

typical expectations and further encourage the continued upholding of such stereotypes by the public.

That is, by assessing whether there are gender differences at only a particular point in time, and uncov-

ering stereotype-consistent patterns, we risk perpetuating the idea that stereotypes are accurate and

do not assess how stereotypes are likely dynamic and subject to change as societal gender roles and

attitudes continue to shift. Instead, my findings challenge the validity of these descriptive stereotypes.

Prescriptive stereotypes for how men and women ought to behave are ultimately rooted in our collec-

tive understanding of how we expect men and women will behave (Eagly and Wood, 2012; Gill, 2004). It

is important to document when behavioural shifts run counter to gender-based stereotypes, as these

conclusions may help to further update voters’ stereotypical priors and, in turn, further diminish the

degree to which politicians are subject to penalties for failing to conform to stereotypical expectations.

The findings from chapter 5 also challenge the widely held expectation that voters in the UK up-

hold gendered behavioural prescriptions when evaluating politicians. An implication of the findings
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from all three papers is that, in the contemporary UK context, stereotypes are now less accurate for

describing behaviour in the legislature and that voters in 2021, at the time the experiment was fielded,

do not judge politicians based on these stereotypes. The consistency in these findings therefore sug-

gest that, at least with respect to gender stereotypes as I have studied them, stereotypes are less

influential now than they once were. While voters may not punish women for expressing styles that

are stereotype-incongruent, my results suggest that the styles politicians use have important implica-

tions for how voters evaluate them. In particular, I show that styles associated with feminine “com-

munal” stereotypes lead voters to evaluate politicians as more likeable but less competent. While

voters may no longer punish women for stereotype-incongruent styles, my results suggest that voters

do penalise politicians with respect to competency evaluations and reward politicians with respect to

likeability evaluations when they express styles which are traditionally associated with women’s be-

haviour. Women politicians may not be disproportionately penalised, however, the stylistic features

associated with the traditional “feminine” gender roles may still be punished. Voters may therefore

still be aware of the descriptive stereotypical categories we associate with masculine and feminine

behaviour and hold an outright preference for traditionally masculine behaviours with respect to as-

sessing politician competence.

Given men’s traditional occupation in leadership positions and political office more broadly, and,

as a result, the congruence between masculine stereotypes and leadership stereotypes, it may not be

that surprising to uncover that politicians are deemed to be more competent – a characteristic that

has historically been deemed suitable and necessary for politicians (Elgie, 2015; Foley, 2013; Koenig

et al., 2011) – when expressing masculine agentic behaviours. Recent work has shown that those who

run for office, compared to those who do not run, express behaviours that are more consistent with

agentic stereotypes, and less consistent with communal stereotypes (Conroy and Green, 2020). Overall,

therefore, the traditionally masculine ethos of politics may still favour agentic behavioural traits with

respect to ensuring politicians are seen to be competent. However, my findings, which show both that

women politicians are increasingly behaving in a way that is consistent with agentic stereotypes over

time and that voters do not punish women politicians any more than men for expressing agentic styles,

suggests that, today, women lose out less for this behaviour than they did in the past.

Together, the empirical results from each of the three papers which form the core of this thesis

provide several important contributions to the study of the influence of gender stereotypes in politics.

While distinct in question and approach, a common theme to each of the findings is that the influence

that gender stereotypes can wield over politicians and voters is complex, can change according to
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time and context, and is subtler than traditional accounts would suggest. I turn next to considering

the wider implications that the findings I present here have for politics and policy.

6.2 Implications for politics

The research undertaken in this thesis has important implications beyond academic accounts of gen-

der, stereotypes, political behaviour, and parliament. First, the COVID-19 pandemic saw rise to the

widely popularised claim that women leaders have a style that is systematically different, and even

“better suited” to handling the pandemic than men. Media outlets were largely responsible for the pop-

ularity and far-reaching dispersion of this claim, and published reports that women-led countries re-

sponded faster and more effectively communicated their pandemic policies emerging in The Guardian,

Vogue, The New York Times, The Washington Post, CNN and many others. In particular, women leaders

were said to operate with leadership styles marked by empathy, compassion, care, clear communica-

tion, and to have “unique talents and capabilities” that enabled them to handle the crisis effectively.

While academic enquiries have largely dismissed the suggestion that leader gender was responsible

for pandemic performance (Piscopo, 2020), primarily because of a host of confounding factors relating

to the types of countries that elect women to high office in the first place and their capacity to respond

to crises, the claim that women have a unique and different leadership style that can fix political issues

persists.

The idea that women politicians offer a behavioural style that is different and perhaps better

suited to tackle some of the less attractive features of our political systems has been often cited in

the UK case specifically.1 Indeed, there is a strand of popular commentary that suggests that the

election of more women into Westminster would ameliorate some of the more adversarial, aggressive,

and unattractive features of parliamentary culture. However, my results cast doubt on the idea that

increasing the number of women would result in a form of politics that is kinder, gentler, and more

pleasant, as this assumption is based on an outdated assumption about the distinctiveness of women

MPs’ political styles. Over the period I studied, I showed that while men’s use of human narrative,

emotion, and positive emotion has remained relatively fixed, women have made decreasing use of

these styles over time. Further, while men’s use of negative emotion has stayed reasonably stable and

their use of aggression has declined slightly, women’s use of negative emotion has increased notably

and their use of aggressive language increased slightly over time. The results I present suggest that

1See, for example, “Designing a new parliament with women in mind”, Democratic Audit, 29th July 2016; “More women MPs
may be the only way to reduce sexism in parliament”, Sky News, 1st May 2022; “Woman’s Hour”, BBC Radio 4, 7th July 2022.
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the election of more women alone may not be sufficient to significantly “better” parliamentary culture.

Further, by placing hopes of change of this scale on the shoulders of women, proponents of these

views may be setting women up to fail if their increased presence does not improve political culture.

It would be better to pursue the much-needed effort of increasing women’s presence in politics and

leadership on the basis of equality, fairness, representation, responsiveness, and ensuring that a di-

verse range of experiences, perspective, interests, and priorities are given space in the policy-making

process. Indeed, the results I present in chapter 4 suggest that women politicians do more to raise

the perspectives of women in legislative debates, that they do so in debates on a wide range of policy

areas, and that they continue to do so throughout their parliamentary careers. Increasing the number

of women in politics should undoubtedly be an important normative goal of our political institutions.

However, if we want to strive formore effective approaches to tackling political crises, and reach amore

deliberative style of politics, then we need to look towards meaningful reforms to do so,2 instead of

simply hoping that the election of more women will miraculously better our political culture.

Second, an oft-cited criticism by the public of politicians’ behaviour in the UK House of Commons,

and in particular in Prime Minister’s Questions, is that it is akin to “playground arguing” (Hansard

Society, 2014, 20), that it is “gladiatorial” (Lovenduski, 2012, 319), and at times, similar to a “Punch-and-

Judy style of politics”. Prior academic accounts suggest that this sort of aggressive and adversarial

behaviour is unpopular with the public (Dahlerup, 2017), as voters dislike uncivil candidates (Bauer,

Kalmoe and Russell, 2022). Further, compared to other approaches to political argumentation tech-

niques, rhetoric that invokes attacks towards others is regarded to be relatively unpersuasive (Blume-

nau and Lauderdale, 2022b). My results suggest that politicians who behave in a way that is angry and

aggressive are viewed by voters to be neither competent nor likeable, that this holds when judging the

behaviour of men and women politicians alike, and that these views are shared by men and women

voters. Coupled with this, while I measure the styles of politicians up until 2019, at the end of my sam-

ple period, I show that while men have historically made greater use of aggressive language, women

politicians may even be increasing their use of aggression over time to match the levels of men. This

suggests a trend where, if anything, the use of aggressive language – which is viewed poorly by voters

– could even be increasing over time.

Voters are increasingly shown to be disengaged and disinterested from politics and politicians

(Clarke et al., 2018; Russell, 2005), and have becomemore volatile in their voting behaviour (Fieldhouse

2See, for example, “Equality in the heart of democracy: A gender sensitive House of Commons”, Women and Equalities
Committee, 23rd February 2022.
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et al., 2019). Further, recent survey-based evidence suggests that voters in the UK have very little trust

in political elites, and prefer politicians to instead act with integrity, honesty, and to be in touch with

ordinary people (Renwick et al., 2022). Therefore, as voters increasingly express dissatisfaction with

politics and political institutions, my findings contribute to a wider body of evidence that suggests

that politicians may be behaving in a way that potentially puts voters off politics. By presenting new

evidence that voters, men and women, do not find aggressive behaviour from political elites to be

engaging nor congruent with competence, my results emphasise the importance of politicians adopting

different behaviours if they want to seriously address voter dissatisfaction with politics and politicians.

Third, while my findings suggest that the influence stereotypes wield over politicians’ and voters’

behaviour and attitudes may be more complex and dynamic than previous accounts suggest, these

findings do not imply that stereotypes play no role in politics. The research in this thesis makes an

important contribution by providing new insights on three crucial ways in which stereotypes may be

influential: on the manner in which politicians debate in parliament, on the sets of issues they raise,

and how voters engage with this behaviour. My results do not, however, enable me to assess the extent

to which the media stereotypes women politicians. Existing accounts suggest that men receive more

coverage than women (Banwart, Bystrom and Robertson, 2003; Bystrom, Robertson and Banwart, 2001;

Falk, 2008), yet, when women are covered, this coverage tends to be both more negative (Gidengil and

Everitt, 2003; Heldman, Carroll and Olson, 2005; Kahn, 1992; Ward, 2016), and to understate women’s

abilities relative to men’s (Bauer and Taylor, 2022). Certainly, women politicians in the UK report that

sexist media coverage is something they experience.3 Therefore, voters do not directly stereotype

women, but themediamay cover women in a way that is bothmore negative and perpetuates gendered

stereotypes. In turn, as the media is the primary method through which voters receive information

about politicians, biased media coverage may still inform voters perceptions and evaluations.

Further, my research does not enable me to make statements about the stereotyping that women

can incur from those within the legislature. Research into gender stereotyping in workplaces more

broadly presents considerable evidence that men and women are held to different standards when

their competence and leadership abilities are considered (Brescoll, 2016; Eagly and Carli, 2007; Heilman,

2001). As an institution dominated by men, and one that perpetuates masculine norms of behaviour,

women can suffer under the pressure of different workplace expectations (Anzia and Berry, 2011; Childs,
3See, for example, “What the Angela Rayner story tells us about misogyny in Westminster”, The Guardian, 26th April 2022;

“Women in politics face ‘daily’ abuse on social media”, BBC News, 24th May 2020; “Sexist coverage of Liz Kendall and female
politicians is insidious and demeaning”, The Guardian, 20th July 2015; “Jo Swinson says she faces ‘sexist’ coverage but urges
female politicians to get ‘stuck in’ ”, The i, 3rd December 2019; “Diane Abbott: misogyny and abuse are putting women off
politics”, The Guardian, 14th February 2017; “How the media undermine women political leaders”, Policy Options Politiques,
12th September 2018.
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2004a), and experience more scrutiny for their behaviour than their men colleagues do. Indeed, recent

work has shown that women politicians express lower levels of satisfactionwith their workplaces (Allen,

Cutts and Winn, 2016), that women report experiencing higher levels of emotional labour than men

(Weinberg, 2021a), and experience greater pressures to perform, display higher levels of anxiety, report

incurringmore negative treatment, and receive lower levels of positive feedback thanmen (Erikson and

Josefsson, 2019). Beyond academic accounts too, there are countless examples of women politicians

reporting that their behaviour receives more attention and scrutiny than their men counterparts.4 In

short, women MPs still experience stereotyping from their colleagues in parliament and enduring a

wider culture of sexism and misogyny.

My research contributes to part of a wider public and academic debate about the ongoing influ-

ence of stereotypes and gender bias in the political realm. Sexism undoubtedly remains a problem:

politicians report encountering sexist experiences, women remain underrepresented in legislatures

and leadership positions globally, and the fleet of recent stories emerging from Westminster specifi-

cally on the conduct and behaviour of numerous men politicians showcases that this is the case.5 My

work highlights some areas in politics where stereotyping and gender bias is now less powerful and

influential than they once were. These findings should motivate researchers to turn their attention to

identifying other forums through which pernicious stereotyping and gendered bias persist.

6.3 Generalisability, limitations, and avenues for future work

In this final section, I conclude by considering how these findings may generalise beyond the UK con-

text, some of the key limitations, and propose how these may be addressed in future research.

My focus is on elite and voter behaviour in the context of the UK specifically. The UK political envi-

ronment represents a valuable setting in which to address my key questions of interest and contributes

to a mostly US-based body of literature which has studied the power and influence of stereotypes.

Nevertheless, a single country analysis of politician and voter behaviour may not be representative of

these dynamics in countries beyond the UK. At the core of the idea that politicians are incentivised

4See, for example, “Women MPs say abuse is forcing them from politics”, BBC News, 31st October 2019; “Women in Parliament
will never feel valued until sexist culture changes”, UK in a Changing Europe, 18th May 2022; “From ‘Legs-it’ to ‘calm down, dear’:
six times UK MPs have faced sexism”, The Guardian, 25th April 2022; “Parliament and misogyny: female MPs still face toxic
culture”, Stylist, 29th April 2022; “What the hell is wrong with Westminster?”, Politico, 29th April 2022.

5See, for example, “ ‘It’s rife’: female MPs tell of climate of misogyny in Westminster”, The Guardian, 29th April 2022; “The
sexist culture in Westminster reveals itself once more”, The New Statesman, 28th April 2022; “Is Westminster a safe place for
women to work? Not in my experience”, Open Democracy, 19th May 2022; “Britain’s Parliament is Rocked by Sexist Episodes.
Again.”, The New York Times, 3rd May 2022; “UK Conservative MP ‘watched porn’ in House of Commons”, Politico, 27th April 2022;
“Sex, booze, and politics: inside the corridors of power in the week that reignited Westminster’s #MeToo”, The Times, 30th April
2022.
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to behave in stereotype-congruent ways and that women politicians face double standards when they

violate stereotypically expected behaviours is that voters hold behavioural expectations in the first

instance. In chapter 3, I argued that politicians will have weaker incentives to conform to stereotypes

now than they did in the past. To do so, I drew on literature that shows that women in the public have

adopted increasingly agentic behaviours over time (Twenge, 2001; Leaper and Ayres, 2007), that the

public’s perceptions of the validity of gender stereotypes has shifted (Eagly et al., 2020), that voters

are less likely to support traditional divisions in gender roles (Shorrocks, 2018), and that there have

been dramatic shifts to the roles that women play in political life over time (Blumenau, 2021c; IPU,

2022). While these behavioural and attitudinal shifts have occurred in the UK, the studies upon which I

draw suggest that these trends are also in operation in a wide set of context and countries beyond the

UK too. The mechanisms upon which my argument relies seem highly relevant to contexts beyond the

UK. Inevitably, countries beyond the UK may be at different points on the trajectory of strengthening

the power of women in politics and society, as such I encourage future scholars to assess whether

politicians in other legislatures shift their adherence to stereotype-congruent behaviours over time.

The conclusions I present in chapter 5 suggest that voters in the UK do not punish women for

stereotype-incongruent behaviour. While my findings run counter to the results from US-based work

that shows voters often do stereotype politics (e.g., Anzia and Bernhard, 2022; Bauer, Harbridge Yong

and Krupnikov, 2017; Cassese and Holman, 2018; Holman, Merolla and Zechmeister, 2016; Krupnikov

and Bauer, 2014; Mo, 2015), they are consistent with the small body of work that has addressed the

influence that stereotypes may have in the UK context. Mine is not the first UK-based experimental

study that has found that the same biases observed in the US do not necessarily travel to the UK (see

Eggers, Vivyan and Wagner, 2017; Hargrave and Smith, 2022; Saha and Weeks, 2022; Smith, 2019). One

possible explanation might be that the UK has a different experience with gender politics: gender

equality is a less polarising and party-political issue in the UK than in the US, as no single party advo-

cates for traditional gender norms. Further, the UK has elected two women national leaders previously,

whereas the US has yet to elect any, and has a history of higher women’s representation in the legisla-

ture (IPU, 2022). It may be the case that British voters’ greater familiarity with women politicians and

leaders has led to less biased attitudes towards women politicians than in the US. While most exper-

imental studies focus on only a single country, an important development for future work would be

to run identical experiments in multiple countries simultaneously to understand how voter attitudes

do, or do not, travel across countries and contexts. Perhaps most relevant would be to consider other

Westminster-style parliamentary systems with a high proportion of women in the legislature and a his-
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tory of women leaders, such as the New Zealand Parliament, or Western European democracies that

far surpass both the UK and the US with respect to the presence and power of women in politics, such

as the Swedish Riksdag or the Norwegian Storting. Given there is compelling evidence that different

political systems and institutions, such as proportional representation, impact the descriptive repre-

sentation of women (Matland and Studlar, 1996), we should also take seriously how these systematic

differences may interact with how voters may or may not be biased towards women politicians.

The empirical analyses presented in this thesis concerns one central aspect of political behaviour:

politicians’ speechmaking behaviour and voters’ engagement with this behaviour. The speeches that

politicians deliver during plenary debates represent one of the richest sources of individual-level infor-

mation on politicians’ behaviour. Plenary debates are a fundamental part of the legislative and repre-

sentational process, where politicians can engage in arguments over policy, articulate their views, rep-

resent their constituents, appeal to new voters, and hold the government to account. However, while

these represent one of the key components of politicians’ roles, speechmaking behaviour is only one

component of politicians’ behaviour. As discussed in chapter 2, communal and agentic stereotypes act

as broad labels for many different features of politicians’ styles, some of which extend beyond speech-

making to the wider way in which politicians’ carry out their roles. The research I present makes an

important contribution to existing work by producing new measures of several dimensions of politi-

cians’ styles at scale and over time, but there are several ways that future work can make progress on

these efforts.

First, while much of style is captured in the content of what is said, facial expressions, vocal pitch,

and body language also form central components of style. The use of text to study features of polit-

ical behavioural styles in both a qualitative (Hargrave and Langengen, 2021; Haselmayer, Dingler and

Jenny, 2021; Kathlene, 1994; Mattei, 1998) and quantitative (Gleason, 2020; Jones, 2016; Yu, 2013) man-

ner now represents a common approach in the study of (gendered) legislative politics. However, a

handful of recent studies have begun to develop measures for detecting non-verbal features of po-

litical style. Using a large quantity of audio data from the US Congress, Dietrich, Hayes and O’Brien

(2019) introduce new measures to investigate the emotional intensity of legislators’ speeches through

studying small changes in vocal pitch. In doing so, they find that Congresswomen speak with greater

emotional intensity when talking about issues related to women compared to their men colleagues

or compared to when they discuss other topical areas. Studying videos from German federal election

debates, Boussalis et al. (2021) use a variety of audio, video, and text approaches to measure candi-

date facial displays of emotion, vocal pitch, and sentiment of speech. By developing these approaches,
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they study the emotional expressiveness of Angela Merkel compared to her opponents and, through

leveraging live audience reactions, assess how voters react to Merkel’s use of stereotype-incongruent

emotions. They find that Merkel is rewarded for displays of happiness and punished for displays of

anger.

These recent innovations by Dietrich, Hayes and O’Brien (2019) and Boussalis et al. (2021) demon-

strate the opportunities researchers have to developmeasures of political style such as emotion which,

in theory, are detectable through vocal pitch, body language, or facial expressions. These approaches

do, however, present hurdles with respect to data collection and availability. In the UK case, while

resources such as Hansard and TheyWorkForYou allow researchers to gather large amounts of speech

data spanning many decades with relative ease, video recordings of House of Commons debates are

only available as far back as December 2007. Given my central substantive interest in chapters 3 and

4 both require the measurement of politicians’ speeches over several years, it would not be possible

to address these questions with a video analysis with the data available in the UK case. Nonetheless,

there have yet to be any quantitative attempts to measure (gendered) political styles through audio or

video analyses in the UK context, and this presents an important point of exploration for future work.

Second, while audio and video analyses enable researchers to delve into features of style beyond

those measurable in the content of speech, these methods still do not allow researchers to measure

stylistic traits that extend beyond speechmaking behaviour. In particular, a key dimension upon which

women are said to differ frommen is with respect to how collaborative they are. Collaboration captures

the act of working with other legislators to craft policy, to network, to organise meetings, to exchange

ideas and gather information, and to encourage colleagues to participate and speak out in meetings,

floor debates, or committees. While my results suggest that women politicians are decreasingly using

communal styles over time, the set of communal styles I focus on does not account for all features of

style. Empirical work from contexts beyond the UK have assessed collaboration activities through inter-

views with politicians (Barnes, 2016; Tolleson-Rinehart, 2001), bill co-sponsorship behaviour (Barnes,

2016; Holman, Merolla and Zechmeister, 2016; Holman, Mahoney and Hurler, 2021; Swift and Van der

Molen, 2021), and network analysis (Wojcik and Mullenax, 2017), and have found that women engage

in these activities more than men. While particular forms of data, such as bill co-sponsorship, are not

particularly meaningful in the UK case, future efforts could create a survey-based design in the spirit

of Wojcik and Mullenax (2017) to address questions such as how often MPs work with one another,

whether women are more likely to work with other women, or with politicians from parties beyond

their own. Further, a valuable next step would also be to use an experimental design similar to the
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one I present in chapter 5 to identify whether a collaborative political style is something that voters

value. Such approaches would enable researchers to glean new insights into stereotype consistent

styles beyond speechmaking alone, and to how voters engage with these styles.

Third, chapter 4 provides valuable insights into understanding how substantive representation

shifts throughout politicians’ careers, however this work does not enable me to identify how this

translates into legislative voting behaviour and policy outcomes more broadly. An analysis of speech-

making behaviour providesmewith valuable insights into the opinions, priorities, and representational

efforts of politicians, but policy outcomes serving women’s interests are ultimately more important for

bringing about change. In the UK, it is challenging to gain insights into the roles of individual legislators

in the policy-making process, because legislation is commonly proposed centrally by the government

and MPs tend to vote in accordance with their party’s positions. Nonetheless, understanding the ex-

tent to which this may translate into voting behaviour and policy outcomes presents an important

challenge for future work.

Finally, in chapters 3 and 4 I emphasise the dynamic influence that stereotypes have on politicians’

behaviour. In chapter 5, I show that voters do not seem to punish women for stereotype-incongruent

behaviour, but I do not assess how these evaluations have shifted over time. Of course, as it is not pos-

sible to re-run the survey experiment at different points over the past 25 years, I cannot know whether

UK voters in previous eras did hold women to stereotypical standards. However, future work should

focus onmulti-wave experiments to trace how voters’ attitudes toward stereotype-(in)congruent politi-

cians shift over time. Similarly, in chapter 3, I argue that the stylistic convergence of men and women in

parliament reflects the declining influence of gender stereotypes in UK politics over time. The nature

of the data prevents me from providing strong evidence regarding the mechanisms that led to these

behavioural changes. For instance, voters may be less likely to endorse traditional gender stereotypes

now than in the past, but I lack the data to assess whether there has been a concomitant decline in

the sanctions that voters apply for gender-role-inconsistent behaviour. Future work on these issues

should focus on collecting over-time survey data on voters’ attitudes towards non-stereotypical be-

haviour by politicians, and on estimating local opinion on these issues which might then be linked to

the behaviour of specific MPs in parliament.

For instance, I suggest that one important development relevant to the power of gender stereo-

types is the increased prominence of women in parliament in recent years. However, the number of

women politicians has increased monotonically over time in the UK, and so it is hard to distinguish the

effect of this type of descriptive representation from other trends. Future work might use a design in
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the spirit of Karpowitz and Mendelberg (2014), who randomly assign participants into political discus-

sion groups with varying gender compositions. Do gender-stereotypical communication styles decline

when more women are present in a group? Such efforts would provide both a more detailed insight

into the changes in the extent to which UK voters uphold stereotypical standards and shed more light

on the mechanisms that underpin the trends I document.

These concluding remarks highlight just a handful of ways, of which there are innumerable others,

in which future research should consider furthering the study of gender, stereotypes, political style,

and representation in legislative settings and beyond. Given the proliferation of new ways to gather

data and innovation in techniques to measure elite political behaviour and voter attitudes, I hope the

efforts in this thesis motivate others to delve deeper into the dynamic complexity of gendered norms,

stereotypes, and how their influences may change over time and context.
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Appendix A – No Longer Conforming to
Stereotypes? Gender, Political Style,
and Parliamentary Debate in the UK

A.1 Word-embedding-based dictionaries

The word-embedding-based measurement strategy consists of several steps, which I describe in more

detail in this section.

First, for each style I define a “seed” dictionary that represents the concept of interest. I use the

following sources to construct the seed dictionaries:

1. Affect – Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count 2015 (Affect) (Pennebaker et al., 2015)

2. Fact – Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count 2015 (Number and Quantitative) (Pennebaker et al., 2015)

and all occurrences of any numeric figures

3. Positive Emotion – Regressive Imagery Dictionary (Emotions: Positive Affect) (Martindale, 1990)

4. Negative Emotion – Regressive Imagery Dictionary (Emotions: Anxiety and Sadness) (Martindale,

1990)

5. Aggression – A bespoke dictionary of words (see figure A.1 below)

6. Human Narrative – A bespoke dictionary of words (see figure A.2 below) and the 200 most com-

mon names of children born between 1970 and 2019

The final two seed dictionaries – which relate to aggression and human narrative – are my original

constructions. These dictionaries were constructed by reading and watching debates from the House

of Commons that are known to feature either aggression (for instance, Prime Minister’s Questions)

or examples of human narrative (for instance, debates on mental health or social policy issues), and

selecting words and phrases that I thought were likely to capture these concepts in a broader set of
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parliamentary debates. I report the full lists of words that feature in these new seed dictionaries in

figures A.1 and A.2

Figure A.1: Aggression seed dictionary
irritated ; stupid ; stubborn ; accusation ; acuse ; accusations; accusing ; anger ; angered ; annoyance
; annoyed ; attack ; insult ; insulting ; insulted ; betray; betrayed ; blame ; blamed ; blaming ; bitter;
bitterly ; bitterness ; complain; complaining; confront ; confrontation; fibber; fabricator ; phony ; fibber
; sham ; deceived ; deceive ; disgrace; villain; good-for-nothing; hypocrite ; deception; steal ; need-
lessly; needless; criticise ; criticised ; criticising ; blackened ; fiddled; fiddle; problematic ; lawbreakers
; offenders; offend; unacceptbale ; leech; phoney ; appalling ; incapable ; farcical ; absurd ; ludicrous;
nonsense ; laughable ; nonsensical ; ridiculous; outraged ; hysterial ; adversarial ; aggressive ; shady
; stereotyping; unhelpful ; unnatural ; assaulted ; assault ; assaulting ; half-truths ; petty; humiliate
; humiliating ; confrontational; hate ; hatred ; furious ; hostile ; hostility ; nasty; obnoxious ; sleeze;
sleezy ; inadequacy; faithless; neglectful ; neglect; neglected; wrong ; failure ; failures ; failed ; fail
; scapegoat ; cruel; cruelty ; demonise ; demonised ; tactic ; trick; trickery ; deceit ; dishonest ; de-
ception; devious; deviouness; shenanigans ; fraudulence ; fraudulent ; fraud; swindling; archaic ; sly;
slyness; silly; silliness ; scandal; scandalous ; slander ; slanderous ; libellous ; disreputable ; dishon-
ourable ; shameful; atrocious ; gimmick ; immoral; ridicule; antagonistic ; antagonise ; ill-mannered;
spiteful ; spite ; vindictive ; prejudice ; prejudices ; disregard ; arrogant ; arrogance ; embarrasment
; embarrass; embarrasing ; distasteful ; provoke; provoked ; petulant ; ignorance ; stupidity ; idiot ;
idiotic ; annoying; dodgy ; untrue ; penny-pinching ; attacking ; ironic ; irony ; outrageous; hackery;
crass; backchat; rude ; ill-judged ; ragbag; mess; hash ; fiasco; shambles ; shambolic ; farce; botch;
botched ; blunder ; mischievous; mischief ; undermine ; straightjacket ; groan; abuse; chaos; chaotic
; dull; predictable ; negligent; grotesque; scapegoats; hypocrisy; bogus; counterproductive; betrayal;
patronise ; patronising; reprehensible; fool; foolish; abysmal ; disgraceful; woeful; inferior ; sneaky ;
scaremongering; scaremonger; coward; cowardly; ignorant; intolerant; unacceptbale ; condemn; short-
sighted; ashamed; falsehood; blackmail; clownery; debased; debase; hypocracy; mislead; misleading;
smokescreen; subterfuge; horrendous; despicable; deplorable

Figure A.2: Human narrative seed dictionary
example; constituent; person; someone; instance; surgery; case; told; illustrate; anecdote; experience;
people; individual; cases; man; woman; mother; father; son; daughter; uncle; aunt; cousin; wife; hus-
band; parent; child; say; said; support; discuss; speak; community; local; area; family; issues; remember;
recall; married; resolve; authorities ; help; imagine; envisage; lives; sometimes; concerned; heard; cir-
cumstance; anyone; nobody; citizens; relationship; girl; boy; believe; listen; problem; inspire; many;
comment; authority; conversation; worked; tell; thought; life; home; referred; situation; happened; ev-
eryone; concern; recognise; advice; advise; everyday; personal; letter; involve; nephew; niece; learn;
local area; my constituents; previous job; tell me; told me; first hand; speaking as; own experience;
for example; I recognise; I remember; help people; many years; see me; spoke with; their; them; talk;
constituency ; constituents ; mum; dad; rhetoric; mr ; mrs ; know ; wrote ; write; ask ; call; dr; doctor;
society; ordinary ; together ; dear; honest; visit; everybody; feel; view; public ; employer ; reflect; born;
expect; anybody; responsibility ; youngster; heartbreaking; young; hopeless ; desperate; picture; chat;
electorate; provide for; foster; colleague; represent ; neighbourhood; locality ; sympathy ; condolence;
grief; bereavement ; trust; serve; communicate; testimony; motherhood; fatherhood; sensitive; remark;
couple; brave; lifelong; proud; pride; facilities; quote; real; meet; met; childhood; reminisce ; nostal-
gia; recollect; hometown; lifetime; email; neighbour; partner; children; teenager; youth; contact; tale;
scenario; bred; hard-working; year-old; friend; parent; parents; came; knew; recently; lady; gentleman;
families
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Second, a key component of the approach to measuring style are a set of word-embeddings, which

I estimate from the full corpus of parliamentary speeches. Word-embedding models, which are of in-

creasing use in political science (Rodriguez and Spirling, 2022), seek to describe any word in a corpus as

a dense, real-valued vector of numbers. The construction of the word-embedding vectors, regardless

of the specific algorithm used to estimate them, relies centrally on the distributional hypothesis: the

idea that words which are used in similar contexts will have similar meanings. Here, a context refers to

a window of words around a target word, and the embedding model allows me to learn the semantic

meaning of each word directly from the use of the word in the corpus.

The main output of embedding models are the word-embeddings themselves. These are vectors

that correspond to each unique word in the corpus. The dimensions of the embedding vectors cap-

ture different semantic “meanings” that can be used to provide structure to vocabulary. Crucially for

my purposes, given this representation, the distances between word-vectors have been shown to ef-

fectively capture important semantic similarities between different words (Mikolov et al., 2013). I use

this property to define the set of words that, in the context of UK parliamentary debate, are used in a

semantically similar fashion to the seed words.

I follow the estimation procedure outlined in Pennington, Socher and Manning (2014) and estimate

a word embedding, 𝑊 , of length 𝐽 = 150 for each unique word in the corpus. I use a small “context”
window size of 3 words either side of the target word to estimate the embeddings. This is consistent

with my aim of capturing semantic (rather than topical) relations between words (Rodriguez and Spir-

ling, 2022). I exclude all words that occur very rarely (fewer than 90 times overall), and all words that

occur very frequently (in more than 90% of documents). I remove all stop-words, punctuation, and a

bespoke list of parliamentary address terms such as “Honourable Friend” or “Home Secretary”. I col-

lect the embeddings in a matrix, 𝜃, which I use to calculate the mean word-embedding vector for each
of the seed dictionaries. The average word-embedding of the seed words represents the “location” of

the dictionary in the vector-space defined by the embedding model, and allows me to calculate the

relative semantic similarity of different words to the dictionary.

Third, I calculate the similarity between every word in the corpus and the mean dictionary word-

vector using the cosine-similarity metric. Words closely related to the average semantic meaning of

the seed words will have a high similarity score, and words that are less closely related will have

a low similarity score. I then follow Zamani and Croft (2016) and apply the sigmoid function to the

similarity scores, which transforms all similarity scores to the [0,1] interval and shrinks the scores of all

but the most similar words to very close to zero. Where 𝑥𝑠
𝑤 is the cosine similarity between the word-
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embedding for word 𝑤 and the mean word-embedding of the seed dictionary for style 𝑠, the sigmoid
transformation is given by:

𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑠
𝑤 = 1

1 + 𝑒−𝑎(𝑥𝑠𝑤−𝑐) (A.1)

Here, 𝑎 and 𝑐 are free parameters which I set to be equal to 40 and .35, respectively, based on the
results in Zamani and Croft (2016, 3). 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑠

𝑤 gives the final score for each word for each style. Words

closely related to the average semantic meaning of the seed words for a given dictionary will have a

high 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑠
𝑤, and words that are less closely related will have a low 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑠

𝑤.

Finally, I use the word-level scores, 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑠
𝑤, to score each sentence in the corpus. As described in

chapter 3, the score for a given sentence on a given dimension is:

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠
𝑖 = ∑𝑊

𝑤 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑠
𝑤𝑁𝑤𝑖

∑𝑊
𝑤 𝑁𝑤𝑖

(A.2)

where 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑠
𝑤 is the similarity score defined above, and𝑁𝑤𝑖 is the (weighted) number of times that word

𝑤 appears in sentence 𝑖, where the weights are term-frequency inverse-document-frequency weights.1

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠
𝑖 represents the fraction of words in sentence 𝑖 that are relevant to dictionary 𝑠. When words

with high scores for a given style appear frequently in a given sentence, the sentence will be scored as

highly relevant to the style. The score for each document is then the weighted average of the relevant

sentence level scores, where the weights are equal to the number of words in each sentence.

1TF-IDF weighting is used to down-weight very common words, and up-weight relatively rare words.
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A.2 Validation tests

As with all quantitative text analysis approaches, careful validation of the measures is essential (Grim-

mer and Stewart, 2013), and I provide two face validation checks in this section, in addition to further

detail on the human validation task I present in chapter 3.

Word-level validation

In table A.1, I examine the words that are associated with large 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑠
𝑤 values for each of the styles.

In particular, the table shows the top 30 words associated with each concept according to the word-

embedding measure (Top), the words that are high-scoring based on the word-embedding measure,

but which do not feature in the seed dictionaries (Added), and the words that are low-scoring on the

word-embedding measure but which did feature in the seed dictionaries (Removed). The Added words

are particularly important, as they represent words that are used in a similar context to the words in

the seed dictionaries in the parliamentary setting, but which would bemissed by traditional dictionary-

based approaches.

The tables reveal that high-weight words (Top) generally correspond very closely to the style di-

mensions to which they relate. For instance, the top-loading words in the positive emotion dimension

include “joy”, “delight”, “eager”, and “excitement”. Similarly, in the aggression dimension, top words

include “disgraceful”, “shameful”, “outrageous”, and “scaremongering”. It is also encouraging that the

top words in the face dimension are mostly numeric quantifiers, and the top human narrative words

include “constituent”, “told”, “wrote”, “said”, and several words that indicate specific individuals (“son”,

“father”, “wife”).

In addition, many words that are not included in the original seed dictionaries are nevertheless

given high-weights via the word-embedding approach (Added). For example, the words “shocking”,

“incompetence”, “pathetic”, and “deplore” do not appear in the aggression seed dictionary, but never-

theless receive high-weights for that style. That these words are consistent with intuitive notions of

these broad stylistic categories, although not in the original dictionaries, highlights the fact that the

word-embedding approach is successfully finding words that are semantically closely related to the

key concepts of interest.

Similarly, the table also shows that some words included in the original seed dictionaries which

are not semantically similar to the relevant concepts in the context of parliamentary debate are given

low-weights by the word-embedding approach (Removed). For example, that “terrorism” is removed
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from the negative emotion dictionary is encouraging, as within a parliamentary context the use of the

word “terrorism” is likely to be from a reference to matters of policy rather than to an expression of

emotion.

Overall, the words in table A.1 suggest that the word-embedding model is a) accurately associating

sensible words with the stylistic concepts; and b) capturing language use that is representative of a

given style, even when those words are not included in the seed dictionaries, and so would be missed

by traditional dictionary approaches.
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Affect Positive Emotion Negative Emotion
Top Added Removed Top Added Removed Top Added Removed
feel feel award-winning joy eager gladstone upset upset painstaking
really really admiral delight anticipation reliefs suffering terrible painting

sometimes sometimes securities eager pity satisfied terrible hurt alarms
afraid undoubtedly super enjoyable liked relieve distressing deeply paint
fear frankly destroyers happy hear relieving hurt unfortunate paints

undoubtedly always approvals excitement appreciated satisfactorily distress angry terrific
frankly think festival enjoying amazed satisfy frightening felt disappointingly
always nevertheless dwellings cheer wonderful relief unhappy feeling terrorists
think often engagements celebration sadness gay worry caused avoidance

nevertheless genuinely championships delighted love grind deeply horrendous cowardly
often believe championship relieved doubtless satisfies dreadful appalling grievance

genuinely seem approving celebrate birthday satisfactory unfortunate shocked hopelessly
believe felt shakespeare amused horrified entertainment worried frustrating lone
certainly however challenger anticipation always grinding suffer compounded miserably
seem indeed treasurer fun praise amusement anxiety anger terrorism
felt feeling pesticides entertaining informative laughed despair frustration alarmingly

however perhaps approved pity fascinating laughs fear sometimes grievances
indeed obviously risk-based enjoyed churlish satisfaction frightened horrible alarmist
feeling something harmonise liked pleased gladly angry experiencing painted
perhaps say flexibilities hear admire cheers suffered feel timid
obviously probably energy-intensive appreciated christmas satisfying sad frustrated terrorist
worry find relaxing enjoy look_forward laughing felt appalled discouraged

something deeply laughs excited afternoon entertain feeling shocking shy
say nothing approve amazed lovely laughable tragic understandably discouraging

probably people festivals wonderful fascinated rejoice caused disturbed avoids
find thing exhaustive sadness spirit cheered horror unpleasant lamentable
deeply suspect glamorgan love compliment enthusiastically horrendous embarrassing pitiful
nothing somehow approves celebrating astonished enjoyment appalling terribly discourage
people quite resignations doubtless coincidence celebrates shocked frankly sufferers
thing much praises glad sincerely joke frustrating imagine painfully
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Aggression Fact Human Narrative
Top Added Removed Top Added Removed Top Added Removed

disgraceful utterly inferior half nearly sixthly constituent like poppy
shameful cynical offenders five year sevenoaks told called bred
outrageous frankly assaulted four whereas doubly know whose amber

scaremongering embarrassing annoyance nearly years infinitely wrote went florence
utterly incompetence fiddle three £ 000st-century like think georgia
cynical misguided fiddled 000 months double-dip called indeed anecdote
frankly irresponsible steal six just infinite said says hopeless

scandalous pathetic assault year days 000th-century whose also recollect
dishonest dreadful offend whereas weeks scarce constituents just alice

embarrassing bizarre furious years moreover bunch father others aunt
absurd complacency fail seven past seven-day mr asked eve

ridiculous illogical deceived quarter compared groupings son saying skye
ludicrous incompetent predictable two almost fifthly tell week albert
deplorable shocking dodgy eight yet samples went see chat

incompetence reckless fool £ now grouped met wanted spencer
misguided disingenuous problematic million next 000-page remember perhaps kate
irresponsible complacent bitterness months spend equalities think former mohammed
pathetic unfortunate fiasco billion ago equalise indeed described rhetoric
appalling downright neglected just thirds 000g says obviously ashton
dreadful deliberate betray average figure group’s dr one tale
nonsense wicked cruelty least addition 000nd wife 000-year-old roman
bizarre unjust confrontational days roughly sixth-form david mine inspire

complacency deplore deceive weeks week 000b say knows youngster
ashamed unacceptable archaic moreover furthermore equalisation also yesterday nicola
illogical plainly blackmail past number 000-to-000 just unfortunately locality
arrogant horrible embarrass compared within six-week family friends everyday

incompetent manifestly mischief third times triple others looked sensitive
arrogance callous smokescreen almost april four-year-old woman aware jamie
accusation somehow needlessly one probably grouping asked although carter
shocking muddle adversarial yet equivalent 000rd man now scenario

Table A.1: Word-level validation
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Sentence-level validation

Tables A.2 and A.3 assess the face validity of the approach by showing the 10 highest scoring sentences

for each style, according to the 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠
𝑖 measure described in equation A.2. For all styles, the sentences

clearly reflect the conceptual definitions I outline in table 3.1 in chapter 3. For instance, the “fact”

category is dominated by statements using numerical language, and the “human narrative” category

has many examples of MPs referring to the experiences of specific individuals. This again suggests that

the measurement strategy plausibly captures my stylistic dimensions of interest.
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Table A.2: Top sentences for Affect, Positive Emotion, and Human Narra-
tive

Affect Positive Emotion Human Narrative
Others eventually got jobs, although usually far
less rewarding, far less secure and far less well
paid.

As always, it is an enormous pleasure to follow
the hon Member for Bootle , whose speeches are
always entertaining and occasionally informative.

Moreover, what happens when an elderly brother
and sister live together, or an elderly mother
lives with her elderly son?

In others, everyone seems a little depressed -
perhaps not greatly upset but a little depressed
none the less.

It is always a pleasure to listen to Members’
maiden speeches, and I enjoyed his as well.

Last week a friend of mine who works with
elderly residents in Ogmore visited four elderly
residents in one day.

Some of us believe that the legislation is
profoundly unacceptable, profoundly wrong and
profoundly damaging to our country.

I am always excited and in a state of eager
anticipation to hear what the right hon
Gentleman has to say on everything.

Anyone whose wife or partner had a child 20
years ago will remember that the woman spent a
week to two weeks in hospital.

We also need to stop trying to blame someone
every time something bad happens: sometimes
bad things happen and they are no one’s fault.

I begin this afternoon by wishing the Secretary of
State a very happy birthday - I sincerely hope
that it improves from here on.

However his father David suffered a stroke 13
years ago since when his mother Sarah has had
to care for both son and husband.

Such serious problems have left many facing
uncertainty, which can cause severe stress to
people who already face incredibly challenging
circumstances.

I join hon Members across the House in wishing a
happy Pride to all those celebrating London
Pride this weekend.

I speak as someone whose father served in the
Metropolitan police for 25 years and whose
younger brother is a serving Metropolitan police
officer.

Many mentally ill people face sad and painful
lives with great courage - more courage than the
rest of us may have.

I hope that I have the pleasure of listening to his
own speech today, because I enjoy his speeches
immensely.

American civilians took leave once every six
months; British diplomats took leave every six
weeks, for two weeks.

Is it any wonder that mentally ill people
desperate for help just get lost, sometimes with
tragic consequences?

I also congratulate my hon Friend the Member
for Blackpool, North on his most amusing,
entertaining and sincere maiden speech.

I have also discovered that a person called Mr
Richard Shires subsequently became a paid
constable in West Yorkshire police and continues
to serve to this day.

All of us are aware that the Labour party has
trouble understanding aspiration and even more
trouble in rewarding aspiration.

Today’s debate has been extremely lively,
interesting and, at times, amusing and much
good wit and humour have made it a delight.

On 13 March 1942, in New End hospital, the older
brother that I never knew, James John Dromey,
died at three days old.

People understandably already feel fraught and
upset - they are in a situation that they never
anticipated, and feel vulnerable and sometimes
deeply hurt and angry.

I had a great surprise last Christmas when I
received both a birthday card and a Christmas
card from John and his family.

On Monday this week, another south Birmingham
MP and I met South Birmingham primary care
trust to talk about the situation in south
Birmingham.

But neither can anyone underestimate the anger
and sadness among people that things should
ever have been allowed to get into this position.

It was wonderful to hear the shadow Chancellor -
it is always wonderful to hear the shadow
Chancellor in his marvellous speeches -
explaining how cross-party he was.

Yes, another day, another Home Office statement
and, sadly, yet another similar response from the
shadow Home Secretary.
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Table A.3: Top sentences for Aggression, Fact, and Negative Emotion

Aggression Fact Negative Emotion
I found the attitude of the Conservatives’ motion
not only hypocritical and incoherent, but
profoundly cynical and dishonest.

None the less, social security on average now
costs every working person nearly £15 every
working day.

People understandably already feel fraught and
upset - they are in a situation that they never
anticipated, and feel vulnerable and sometimes
deeply hurt and angry.

That statement is as barbaric as it is downright
stupid; it is nothing more than an ignorant, cruel
and deliberate misconception to hide behind.

The growth rate figures are substantially
different from the growth rate figures produced
in the Budget just four months ago.

However, the indignity, discomfort and
inconvenience caused to Brian during this
episode understandably left him feeling
demoralised and, in his words, depressed.

It is grossly irresponsible and, I am afraid,
profoundly and disturbingly misleading, and
even ignorant, to go around doing that.

I have primary schools receiving less than £3,500
per pupil and secondary schools receiving less
than £4,600 per pupil.

This is deeply worrying for families living in
those blocks, and is causing huge anxiety, fear
and insecurity.

There is something horrible, vindictive and
cowardly about the Government’s intolerant and
ignorant attack on a small minority”.

The maximum figure for those costs was $91
billion, although the real extra costs amounted
to $26 billion.

Such serious problems have left many facing
uncertainty, which can cause severe stress to
people who already face incredibly challenging
circumstances.

They should not be all about blaming people,
because blaming individuals for errors and
mistakes is unhelpful and counter-productive.

Recent figures show the current account deficit
running at the much lower level of £0.5 billion
per month.

It can cause misery and pain for individuals and
their families through serious disease or, worse,
death.

Of course the situation in Zimbabwe is
disgraceful and we condemn utterly the barbaric
attacks on farmers, which are totally
unacceptable.

We now spend nearly £11 billion extra each year
on pensioners, and almost half that additional
spending goes to the poorest third.

In addition to suffering horrendous physical
injuries, enormous physical stress and emotional
trauma, they had enormous financial stress.

Some of us believe that the legislation is
profoundly unacceptable, profoundly wrong and
profoundly damaging to our country.

The five Conservative speakers took three hours,
five minutes; the six Labour speakers took one
hour forty-five minutes.

Children described the extreme distress they
experienced: losing weight, having nightmares,
suffering from insomnia, crying frequently and
becoming deeply unhappy.

Worse even than the failure publicly to criticise
and condemn has been the United Kingdom
Government’s tendency almost to excuse.

They would produce sentences of seven months,
six days or nine months, six days and various
split months and split days.

If people feel isolated, depressed, lonely, jobless
and skill-less, they will feel worse in hospital.

To claim that the financial crisis was somehow
caused by the Labour party’s mismanagement is
complete and utter nonsense.

Working in early years or later years care in
private services means earning minimum wage
or minimum wage plus.

To the families we say: we are deeply sorry for
your loss and deeply sorry for the pain you have
suffered.

If that happens because of an arrogant and
incompetent subordinate should not that
arrogant and incompetent subordinate be fired?

Approximately 100 people per 1,000 currently
receive disability living allowance, compared
with 50 people per 1,000 in Britain.

Their anger is the anger of pain, the anger of
discrimination, and the anger of lack of
understanding, as well as the anger of
frustration.
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A.3 Controlling for individual-level covariates

In this section, I show results of the alternative specification for the dynamic hierarchical model de-

scribed in chapter 3, in which I expand the model at the second level by including a vector of individual-

level covariates, 𝑋𝑘
𝑗,𝑡:

𝛼𝑗,𝑡 ∼ 𝑁(𝜇0,𝑡 + 𝜇1,𝑡𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑗 +
𝑘

∑
𝑘=1

𝜆𝑘𝑋𝑘
𝑗,𝑡, 𝜎𝛼) (A.3)

where 𝑋𝑘
𝑗,𝑡 includes:

• Party (categorical: Conservative; Labour; Liberal Democrat; Other)

• Government or opposition party status (binary)

• Government or opposition frontbench position (binary)

• Committee chair (binary)

• MP age (in years, continuous)

• Margin of victory in prior election (percentage points, continuous)

• University degree (binary)

• Prior occupation (categorical: manual; professional; political; business; other)

I transform the two continuous predictors such that they have mean zero, and standard deviation

one. I present the results for the main quantities of interest (𝜇1,𝑡) estimated from this model in figure

A.3.

The figure shows that, in general, I recover very similar patterns of gender differences in style

use over time when controlling for individual-level covariates. For human narrative, affect, positive

emotion, negative emotion, fact, and aggression the trajectories of the gender differences over time

are very similar to those presented in figure 3.2 in chapter 3. The largest differences are for complexity

and repetition, where the pattern of convergence between men and women is somewhat attenuated

in the estimates from the alternative specification. For complexity in particular, the large shift in the

gender difference that I observe between 2008 and 2013 is confounded by some of the individual-level

covariates, as the gender difference is largely constant (and indistinguishable from zero) for the entire

time period once I control for these other factors. Nevertheless, overall, these results suggest that

while other MP-level characteristics clearly account for some variation in style use, my central finding

– that the debating styles of men and women MPs have diverged from gender-based stereotypes over
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Figure A.3: Gender differences in style over time controlling for individual-level confounders
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time – is not affected by these estimates.

Figure A.4 presents the estimates for each of the individual-level covariates for each style. Al-

though these are not my primary quantities of interest, there are several patterns that are of substan-

tive interest. First, I find, consistent with other work (Proksch et al., 2019), that MPs from government

parties use significantly less negative and more positive language than MPs from opposition parties.

Government MPs are also less aggressive and tend to rely more on human narrative and less on fact-

based arguments than their opposition counterparts. Second, compared with backbench MPs, politi-

cians in leadership positions are less likely to use human narrative, more likely to make fact-based

arguments, use substantially less emotive language, and are more repetitious in their speeches. I also

see some evidence of partisan differences. Compared to Conservative Party MPs, Labour MPs use more

human narrative, more factual language, and are somewhat less complex in their speeches. Liberal

Democrat MPs, by contrast, make less use of human narrative, more use of fact, and are substantially

less aggressive than Conservative MPs. There are also interesting patterns in speech styles according

to the education and occupation variables. For instance, university-educated MPs tend to make less

use of human narrative, and less use of negative emotional language, but deliver speeches that are

more complex and more repetitious than their non-university educated counterparts. With regard to

prior employment, MPs from manual occupations do appear to have distinct speechmaking styles, as

they employ more human narrative, and less aggressive and repetitive language than MPs from other

employment backgrounds. Overall, it is clear that there are many factors that influence the political

styles that MPs adopt and, while these are not directly relevant to the substantive questions in my

study, I think that these findings may be profitably investigated in future work.
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Figure A.4: Individual-level covariate effects
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A.4 Style use and debate-type

My model accounts for aggregate differences in style use across debates via the 𝛿𝑑 random-effects

described in equation 3.2 in chapter 3. The inclusion of these parametersmeans that gender differences

in style use cannot be attributed to men and women participating in systematically different types of

debates, as the gender effects I estimate are based on within-debate variation in the style outcomes.

However, it is possible that the magnitude of gender differences nevertheless varies across debates of

different types. I investigate this possibility here. Specifically, I separate the debates in the data into

common types that occur regularly in the UK House of Commons (for more detail, see Blumenau and

Damiani, 2021):

1. All: all debates in the dataset.

2. Ministerial Question Time: the routine questioning of Ministers, occurs four times a week.

3. Prime Minister’s Question Time: the Prime Minister answers questions from the Leader of the

Opposition, opposition members and government backbenchers, occurs once a week.

4. Procedural debates: a compound category that includes debates that are not substantive in

nature, but deal with matters of parliamentary procedure or scheduling. For example, Business

of the House or Points of Order.

5. Legislation: debates on legislation, includes all stages of the process that occur in the House of

Commons chamber, such as second and third reading.

6. Opposition Days and Backbench Business: this includes business for debate that is placed on

the parliamentary agenda by opposition members or backbenchers.

7. Other: all other forms of debate that are not captured by the above categories.

This categorisation captures important substantive differences between different types of debates

in the House of Commons, some of which have been shown to be predictive of MPs’ style in previous

work (Osnabrügge, Hobolt and Rodon, 2021).

I run a series of OLS models for each of the style-based outcomes, where my main explanatory

variable of interest is the gender of the MP, and where I also control for party, age, years in parliament,

margin of victory in the previous election, degree education, previous occupation, and whether the MP

was a) a member of the cabinet, b) a member of the shadow cabinet membership, c) a government

minister, d) a shadow minister, or e) a committee chair. For each outcome, I subset the data to only

debates of a certain type, estimate the model, and record the coefficient on the gender variable at

each iteration. Figure A.5 shows, for each style, the gender differences in the different debate types.
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Figure A.5: Debate type models

The analysis reveals that the magnitude of average gender differences are relatively constant

across the debate types. In the debate types I identify, Prime Minister’s Questions seems to be the

only type of debate that significantly effects the gender coefficients. I see that, relative to the model

which pools across all debates, the magnitude of gender differences is increased for repetition, aggres-

sion, and affect; decreased for negative emotion; and reduces gender differences in fact to statistically

indistinguishable from zero. Overall, however, while there is some variation in themagnitude of gender

differences across debate types, these differences are for the most part very small.

In figure A.6, I show additional descriptive information on the average level of each style in

speeches used across the different debate types. The patterns in style use across debates generally

conform with standard intuitions. For instance, the figure shows that both Question Time and Prime

Ministers Questions (PMQ) debates are substantially less positive than debates on legislation, which
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is consistent with the idea that these settings are used by the opposition parties to interrogate –

and often castigate – the government on issues of the day. Similarly, both PMQ debates and debates

initiated by the Opposition parties in parliament are more aggressive than other debates, which again

follows the intuition that these debates are mainly used as a vehicle for criticising government policy.

In general, these descriptive figures bolster the results from the validation exercises above, as they

imply that the measures accurately capture expected differences in speech style across different

types of parliamentary debate.
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Figure A.6: Style type average by debate type
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A.5 Within-MP and replacement effects

Does gender explain less variation in aggregate style use over time because of a gradual convergence

in styles of men and women MPs throughout their careers in parliament? Or do gender gaps decrease

because the men and women entering parliament over time are systematically different from those

leaving parliament? Which of these two explanations – which I refer to as “within-MP” and “replace-

ment” effects – is responsible for the aggregate patterns I document in chapter 3? The modelling ap-

proach allows me to decompose the evolving gender differences that I report in chapter 3 into these

two mechanisms of change.

Given the model described by equations 3.2 and 3.3 in chapter 3, I can decompose the shifting

patterns of gendered style use into those changes that stem from within-MP change over time, and

those that come from replacement. My goal is to specify a decomposition of 𝜇0,𝑡 − 𝜇0,𝑡−1, which is the

change in average style use for men between parliamentary session 𝑡 and session 𝑡 − 1 (I can then
provide an equivalent approach for women MPs). I begin by distinguishing between three types of MP,

which I label as “remainers”, “joiners”, and “leavers”:

• 𝐽𝑅
𝑚 is the set of men who appear in both session 𝑡 and 𝑡 − 1 (Remainers)

• 𝐽𝐽
𝑚 is the set of men who appear in 𝑡 but not in 𝑡 − 1 (Joiners)

• 𝐽𝐿
𝑚 is the set who appear in 𝑡 − 1 and not in 𝑡 (Leavers)

I also require the fraction of men who are “remainers” in 𝑡 and 𝑡 − 1:
• 𝜋𝑅

𝑡 is the fraction of men in 𝑡 who also served in 𝑡 − 1
• 𝜋𝑅

𝑡−1 is the fraction of men in 𝑡 − 1 who also served in 𝑡
Note that the proportion of men who are “remainers” in 𝑡 may be different from the proportion in

𝑡 − 1, because some men who leave parliament in 𝑡 − 1 will be replaced by women in 𝑡 (and vice versa).
Given these definitions, I can write the mean style use for men in each period as a function of the

MP-period effects (𝛼𝑗,𝑡):

𝜇𝑚
0,𝑡−1 = 𝜋𝑅

𝑡−1
1

|𝐽𝑅𝑚| ∑
𝑗∈𝐽𝑅𝑚

𝛼𝑗,𝑡−1
⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟

Remaining MPs

+ (1 − 𝜋𝑅
𝑡−1) 1

|𝐽𝐿𝑚| ∑
𝑗∈𝐽𝐿𝑚

𝛼𝑗,𝑡−1
⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟

Leaving MPs

(A.4)

𝜇𝑚
0,𝑡 = 𝜋𝑅

𝑡
1

|𝐽𝑅𝑚| ∑
𝑗∈𝐽𝑅𝑚

𝛼𝑗,𝑡
⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟

Remaining MPs

+ (1 − 𝜋𝑅
𝑡 ) 1

|𝐽𝐽𝑚| ∑
𝑗∈𝐽𝐽𝑚

𝛼𝑗,𝑡
⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟

Joining MPs

(A.5)
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Here, 𝜇0,𝑡−1 is a weighted average of the finite-sample average of the “remainers” and “leavers”

in 𝑡 − 1, where the weights are given by the relative proportion of those groups in that parliamentary
session. 𝜇0,𝑡 is constituted from the equivalent averages for “remainers” and “joiners” in time period

𝑡, again weighted by the size of those two groups in 𝑡.
Taking the difference between A.4 and A.5 and rearranging reveals an additive decompositionwhich

separates the two effects of interest:

𝜇𝑚
0,𝑡 − 𝜇𝑚

0,𝑡−1 = 𝜋𝑅
𝑡

1
|𝐽𝑅𝑚| ∑

𝑗∈𝐽𝑅𝑚

𝛼𝑗,𝑡 − 𝜋𝑅
𝑡−1

1
|𝐽𝑅𝑚| ∑

𝑗∈𝐽𝑅𝑚

𝛼𝑗,𝑡−1
⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟

“Within-MP” effect (𝑆𝑚)

+

(1 − 𝜋𝑅
𝑡 ) 1

|𝐽𝐽𝑚| ∑
𝑗∈𝐽𝐽𝑚

𝛼𝑗,𝑡 − (1 − 𝜋𝑅
𝑡−1) 1

|𝐽𝐿𝑚| ∑
𝑗∈𝐽𝐿𝑚

𝛼𝑗,𝑡−1
⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟

“Replacement” effect (𝑅𝑚)

(A.6)

I denote the within-MP effect for men as 𝑊𝑚 and the replacement effect as 𝑅𝑚. I can also, of

course, define the same quantities for women MPs, and therefore can describe the changing gender

difference in terms of replacement and socialisation effects:

(𝜇𝑤
0,𝑡 − 𝜇𝑚

0,𝑡) − (𝜇𝑤
0,𝑡−1 − 𝜇𝑚

0,𝑡−1) = (𝑊𝑤 − 𝑊𝑚)⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟
“Within-MP” difference

− (𝑅𝑤 − 𝑅𝑚)⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟
“Replacement” difference

(A.7)

Turning to the results, I plot these quantities in the left (for men) and centre (for women) panels of

figure A.7. The x-axis describes the average direction andmagnitude of changes between parliamentary

sessions for each style for men and women, respectively. The right-hand panel reports the difference

in the effects for women and men. In each panel, hollow points show changes that occur because of

replacement, and solid points show changes that occur due to within-MP shifts.

I use these plots to understand whether replacement or within-MP change is a stronger determi-

nant of the aggregate shifts I observe. Overall, neither differential replacement nor within-MP change

alone explain the convergence that I document across multiple different styles in chapter 3, though

there is some evidence that replacement ismore important as amechanism for explaining the changing

gender dynamics I observe for the agentic styles while within-MP change is somewhat more important

for explaining change for more communal styles.

For example, figure 3.3 in chapter 3 shows that women are much more likely than men to use

negative emotion in their speeches in later years, but only somewhat more likely in the earlier years.
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Figure A.7: Within-MP and replacement over time change by gender
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The middle panel of figure A.7 shows that the replacement effect for women for negative emotion is

positive (the hollow point for negative emotion is greater than zero), which implies that newly elected

women are more negative than the women leaving parliament, on average. However, the left panel

of figure A.7 suggests that this is not true for men: men joining parliament use negative language

at the same rate on average as men leaving parliament (the hollow point for negative emotion is

close to zero). Consequently, the right panel suggests a (positive) differential replacement effect for

negative emotion. Note that the difference between men and women within-MP effects is close to zero

for negative emotion. This suggests that the divergence between men and women that I note at the

aggregate level is almost entirely driven by differential replacement between men and women MPs,

rather than existing MPs becoming more alike in their behaviour over time.

The right-hand panel of A.7 indicates that, beyond negative emotion, replacement effects also

account for a greater share of the aggregate change in gender differences for factual language and

complexity. For both, while the women entering parliament are significantly more likely to use these

styles than the women leaving, newly elected men employ these styles at broadly similar rates as the

men that they replace. By contrast, both men and women MPs are less likely to use factual language as

their careers in parliament progress, and the speeches of both men and women becomemore complex

the longer they spend in parliament. Consequently, the large aggregate shifts that I observe for these

styles are largely driven by the fact that the women newly elected to parliament adopted a legislative

debating style that was more factual, complex, and negative than the women they replaced.

For other styles, I see that within-MP change accounts for a greater share of the variation in gender

differences. For instance, the gradually decreasing gap in the use of human narrative in figure 3.3

in chapter 3 is mostly attributable to women MPs using this style less the longer that they stay in

parliament, but the decreasing use of human narrative for men is much smaller. Similarly, on average

women employ less positive emotion over time, whereas the positive language use of men remains

relatively constant. Conversely, within-MP change in affect for men is positive, implying that men

become more emotional overall in their speeches over time, but there is very little average within-MP

change in affect for women. These results imply that, for these styles, the convergence that I see in

the main analysis in chapter 3 is driven by the different stylistic trajectories than men and women MPs

appear to follow throughout their tenure in parliament.
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A.6 Topic-based confounding

I present evidence of convergence between men and women with respect to several debating styles

over time. One potential concern for the interpretation of these results is that the parliamentary

agenda is not fixed, and changes to the set of issues under discussion may result in convergence

between men and women even in the absence of behaviour change.

Consider, for instance, a style like human narrative, where I observe a large convergence between

men and women over time. Women are significantly more likely to use human narrative in their parlia-

mentary speeches at the beginning of the time period than they are at the end. If, however, women are

more likely to use human narrative than men in certain topics, and those topics become less prevalent

over time, then the convergence I document might in fact be attributable to changes to the parlia-

mentary agenda. For changes in topic prevalence to be responsible for convergence, it would have

to be the case that the topics on which I observe women using more human narrative than men are

becoming less prevalent, or that the topics on which I see women using less human narrative than men

are become more prevalent over time. For example, perhaps women use more human narrative than

men when discussing education policy, and education policy is more frequently discussed in the early

period in my data than the later period in the data. If this were true, then the results might be subject

to topical confounding, as changes in topical prevalence over time would account for the aggregate

changes I observe in the main analysis.

To address this concern, in this section, I use statistical topic models to evaluate whether topics on

which I observe notable stylistic differences between men and women become more or less prevalent

over time. I begin by estimating a correlated topic model (Blei and Lafferty, 2006) (CTM) for all speeches

in the data. The CTM is an unsupervised learning approach which assumes that the frequency with

which words co-occur within different speeches provides information about the topics that feature in

those speeches. As with other topic models, the CTM requires the analyst to choose the number of

topics, 𝐾. Given that the results might be sensitive to this choice, I choose to present results from a

series of models, where I vary the number of topics: 𝐾 ∈ 10, 20, ..., 80. I implement the CTM as the null

form of the Structural Topic Model, which I implement in R (Roberts, Stewart and Tingley, 2014).

The key output of the topic model is 𝜃, a 𝑁 ∗ 𝐷 matrix of topic proportions that measures the

degree to which each speech (𝑖) in the data features each of the estimated topics (𝑑). 𝜃𝑖,𝑘 therefore

gives the proportion of speech 𝑖 devoted to topic 𝑑. With these topics in hand, I then evaluate – for each
of the 8 styles – the size of the stylistic gender gap between men and women on each topic. To do so, I
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estimate models where I interact the gender of the MP delivering a speech with the topic proportions

that pertain to that speech:

𝑦𝑠
𝑖(𝑗) = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑗 +

𝐾
∑
𝑘=2

𝛽2
𝑘𝜃𝑖,𝑘 +

𝐾
∑
𝑘=2

𝛽3
𝑘(𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑖 ⋅ 𝜃𝑖,𝑘) + 𝜖𝑖(𝑗) (A.8)

I use the coefficients of this model to calculate estimated average differences between men and

women on speeches devoted to each topic, which I denote as:

𝛿𝑠
𝑘 =

⎧{
⎨{⎩

𝛽1 if 𝑘 = 1

𝛽1 + 𝛽3
𝑘 if 𝑘 ≠ 1

(A.9)

The average difference in style 𝑠 between men and women on speeches that are entirely devoted
to topic one is given by 𝛽1 (i.e. the baseline), and 𝛽1 + 𝛽3

𝑘 captures the average gender difference in

style on speeches entirely devoted to topic 𝑘. I denote the gender difference on each topic and style
as 𝛿𝑠

𝑘. This specification allows me to capture the aggregate differences between men and women’s

use of a style on each topic. Positive values for 𝛿𝑠
𝑘 indicate that women use the style more than men

in a given topic, and negative values suggest that women use the style less than men in a given topic.

I then estimate a second set of regression models to capture, for each topic, the relationship

between time and topic prevalence. To do so, I first multiply the number of words in each speech by

the vector of topic proportions for that speech, giving me the weighted number of words dedicated

to a given topic for each speech in the data. I then sum these topic-weighted word counts across all

speeches within a given calendar month, and use the summed word counts as the dependent variable

for regressions of the form:

𝑦𝑘
𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛾𝑘𝑌 𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡 + 𝜖𝑡 (A.10)

Here, 𝑦𝑘
𝑡 is the number of words on topic 𝑘 in time period 𝑡, and 𝛾𝑘 captures the linear relationship

between time and topic prevalence for topic 𝑘. Positive values of 𝛾𝑘 imply that topic 𝑘 becomes more
prevalent in parliamentary debate throughout the study period, and negative values suggest that the

topic becomes less prevalent over time.

If the topical confounding argument is correct, then for a style like human narrative – where I

observe average convergence between men and women over time – it must be the case that there

is a negative relationship between the gender gap on that topic and the relationship between topic
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and time. That is, topics where women use human narrative more than men (positive coefficient from

equation A.8) should be becoming less prevalent over time (negative coefficient from equation A.10).

The topical-confounding hypothesis implies different relationships between topical gender-gaps

and changes in topic prevalence over time for different styles. For instance, for human narrative, the

main analysis shows that women are more likely to use this style in the early period of the data and

less in the later period. For this style, topical confounding would occur if topics where women use

narrative more on average than men (positive 𝛿𝑠
𝑘 from equation A.9) became less prevalent over time

(negative 𝛾𝑘 from equation A.10), or the topics where women use narrative less than men (negative

𝛿𝑠
𝑘 from equation A.9) became more prevalent over time (positive 𝛾𝑘 from equation A.10). For human

narrative, then, the topical-confounding hypothesis implies a negative relationship between the two

sets of coefficients.

On the other hand, the aggregate results suggest that women are less aggressive than men in the

early period of the data but are equally as aggressive later in the period. Accordingly, if this conver-

gence can be explained by changes to the topics under discussion, it must be the case that the topics

on which women tend to be less aggressive than men (negative 𝛿𝑠
𝑘 from equation A.9) become less

prevalent over time (negative 𝛾𝑘 from equation A.10), or that the topics on which women tend to be

more aggressive than men (positive 𝛿𝑠
𝑘 from equation A.9) become more prevalent over time (positive

𝛾𝑘 from equation A.10). Therefore, for aggression, the topical confounding hypothesis implies a positive

relationship between the two sets of coefficients.

Following this logic through all eight styles, the topical-confounding explanation suggests that I

should observe a positive relationship between 𝛾𝑘 and 𝛿𝑠
𝑘 for aggression, complexity, fact and negative

emotion, and a negative relationship between 𝛾𝑘 and 𝛿𝑠
𝑘 for human narrative, affect, positive emotion,

and repetition.

In figure A.8 I evaluate these expectations by plotting the estimated values of 𝛾𝑘 and 𝛿𝑠
𝑘 against

each other for each style. In this plot, each point represents a single topic from the 𝐾 = 40 topic
model: the x-axis measures the gender gap in the use of a given style (𝛿𝑠

𝑘), and the y-axis measures

the changing prevalence of the topic over time (𝛾𝑘). I also fit a regression line between the sets of

coefficients, which is coloured in red if the slope of the line is associated with a 𝑝-value of less than
0.05, and otherwise is coloured in grey.

The main implication of this analysis is straightforward: I find very little evidence to support the

topical-confounding hypothesis. The size of the gender gap measured for a given style on a given

topic largely does not predict the degree to which that topic becomes more or less prevalent over
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Figure A.8: Topical-confounding: The figure shows the relationship between the gender gap in the use of a given style on a given topic (x-axis),
and the change in the prevalence of a given topic over time (y-axis).
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time. For three of the styles – aggression, negative emotion, and fact – the relationships in figure

A.8 are negative, where they would need to be positive for topical changes to explain the stylistic

convergence I document in figure 3.2 of chapter 3. I also find a relationship that is in the “wrong”

direction for repetition (that is, although statistically significant, the relationship would need to be

negative to cause concern), and there is also essentially no relationship between the gender gap in

human narrative on different topics and the changing prevalence of those topics over time. For the

remaining styles – affect, positive emotion, and complexity – I do find some evidence that topics on

which women display more of these styles become more prevalent over time, but the relationships are

very noisy and in none of those cases am I able to reject the null hypothesis of a relationship of zero.

As there is no a priori reason to base my inferences on the 𝐾 = 40 topic model, in figure A.9 I
summarise the relevant results from all 8 topic model specifications. In this plot, the x-axis measures

the value for 𝐾, and the y-axis measures the slope of the regression line for the changing prevalence

of a topic over time (𝛾𝑘) as a function of the gender gap in the use of a given style in that topic (𝛿𝑠
𝑘).

The results clearly demonstrate that the findings are not sensitive to the number of topics used in the

analysis. For all models, I find patterns that are very similar to those depicted in figure A.8. The only

exception is that I find a significant coefficient for the “fact” style in the 𝐾 = 80 topic model. How-
ever, again, this relationship is in the “wrong” direction as it suggests a negative relationship between

the topic-specific gender-gap in factual language and over-time topic prevalence, where the topical

confounding story implies a positive relationship between these quantities for the factual language

style.

Taken together, these analyses imply that the aggregate patterns I observe in chapter 3 cannot be

convincingly explained by changes to the parliamentary agenda over time.
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Figure A.9: Topical-confounding, varying𝐾: On the y-axis, the figure summarises the linear relationship between the gender gap in the use of
a given style on a given topic (𝛿𝑠

𝑘), and the change in the prevalence of a given topic over time (𝛾𝑘). The x-axis measures the number of CTM
topics, 𝐾, used to estimate these relationships.
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A.7 Style use and debate participation

My results show that, on average, women MPs deliver speeches that are less likely to be marked by

communal styles and more by agentic style over time. One potential alternative explanation for these

results is that men and women MPs who employ different speaking styles might have become differ-

entially likely to participate in parliamentary debate over time. One might imagine, for instance, that

women MPs who tend to deliver highly agentic speeches gave more speeches in parliament over the

course of the study period, and that women who tend to deliver highly communal speeches partici-

pated less in debate over time. If that were the case, differential participation might drive the changing

gendered speechmaking dynamics that I document, rather than within-MP changes.

To investigate this alternative explanation, I assess whether the average style of an MP across

all speeches in a given parliamentary term predicts the number of speeches that the MP delivers.

I begin by measuring the number of speeches delivered by each MP in each parliamentary term

(# Speeches𝑖(𝑡)), which I then model as a function of the gender of the MP, the average style of

speeches given by the MP in that term (𝑆𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒𝑠
𝑖(𝑡)), and the interaction between these two variables.

Specifically, for each parliamentary term, 𝑡, and each style, 𝑠, I estimate a model of the following form:

# Speeches𝑖(𝑡) = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽2𝑆𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒𝑠
𝑖(𝑡) + 𝛽3(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑖 ⋅ 𝑆𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒𝑠

𝑖(𝑡)) + 𝜖𝑖(𝑡) (A.11)

The key quantities of interest here are 𝛽2, which measures the effect of a standard deviation in-

crease in the use of a given style on the number of speeches delivered by men, and 𝛽2 +𝛽3, which gives

the same quantity for women MPs. If the results are driven by a selection-based story about the types

of MPs who choose to participate in debate, then I should find that these two quantities broadly mirror

the aggregate patterns I document in figure 3.3 of chapter 3. For example, if differential participation

is the explanation for the decreasing average use of human narrative by women MPs, then I should

observe a weaker relationship between the degree to which a woman MP’s speeches tend to feature

human narrative and the number of speeches delivered by that MP over time. Similarly, for negative

emotion, if selection into debate drives the increasing use of that style by women, I would expect to

see the relationship between the use of negative emotion and the number of speeches delivered by

women MPs to have strengthened over time. I present the quantities of interest for each style in each

parliamentary term in figure A.10.

In general, I find very little evidence that the average style of anMP predicts participation in debate
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Figure A.10: Participation as a function of average style use, by parliamentary term: The figure illustrates the average marginal effect of a one
standard deviation increase in the average style use on the number of times an MP speaks in a given parliamentary term.
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at any point during the study period. Across almost all styles, the effects are indistinguishable from

zero, implying that it is very unlikely that the results are driven by which MPs choose to speak in debate.

Moreover, there are no clear over-time trends in these coefficients, which undermines the idea that,

for example, women with more agentic speaking styles participate more over time. In other words, this

analysis suggests that the sample of speeches that I observe do not appear to be disproportionately

delivered by the more communal women MPs in the early period, and by more agentic women MPs in

the later period. Rather, this analysis suggests that the changes over time that I document in chapter

3 are largely driven by within-MP changes in speaking style, and the replacement of MPs with different

style-types over time (see figure A.7 above).
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Appendix B – Earning Their Stripes?
Gender, Political Experience, and Policy
Prioritisation in Parliamentary Debate

B.1 Seed words

In table B.1, I present the seed words for each of the policy areas which I measure in chapter 4.

Table B.1: Seed words

Issue Seed words

Agriculture farmland; farm; rural; farmers; agriculture; food; livestock; poultry; crop; dairy; seafood; pesti-
cide; meat; grain; agricultural; cattle; organic; farms; farmer; beef; wheat; animal; animals; cot-
ton; crops; fair-trade; free-range; breeding; fishing; environmental; environment; horticulture;
horticultural; production; produce; land; tractor; breed; fertiliser

Children and Family children; family; parent; parents; parenthood; families; mother; father; maternity; paternity;
baby; care; couples; child; pregnancy; pregnant; childcare; mothers; fathers; childhood; youth;
teenage; teenager; divorce; parenting; grandparent; parents; domestic; divorced; vulnerable;
generation; single-parent; ageing; generations

Crime and Policing crime; law; criminal; justice; fraud; corruption; illegal; trafficking; court; police; policing; prison;
enforcement; fines; juvenile; violence; prisoner; murder; offences; punishment; riots; distur-
bances; asylum; courts; authorities; probation; prison service; counterterrorism; commissioners;
cybercrime; detective; commissioner; violent; prosecution; prosecuted; homicides

Defence defence; armed; forces; military; security; nato; intelligence; foreign; mobilisation; fleet; wartime;
nuclear; disarmament; weapons; arms; manpower; army; navy; veteran; veterans; supplies; over-
seas; conflicts; war; terrorism; terrorist; alliance; terror; espionage; demobilisation; alliances;
deterrent; trident; missile; treaty; landmine; atomic; proliferation; pow; submarine; civilian; civil-
ians; personnel; maritime; bombs; bullets; homeland

Education education; tuition; student; university; universities; elementary; secondary; grammar; school;
schools; primary; teachers; pupils; class; scholarship; literacy; numeracy; examinations; knowl-
edge; college; degree; educate; curriculum; development; pupil; children; school-aged; primary-
age; secondary-age; classroom; higher education; enrolment; grades; assessment; educational;
comprehensive; ofsted; schooling; academic; polytechnic; pedagogical; vocational; apprentice-
ship; postgraduate; graduate; gcse; gcses; a-levels
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Issue Seed words

Environment pollution; environment; conservation; environmental; waste; hazardous; regulation; pollution;
warming; climate; carbon; greenhouse; emissions; recycling; wildlife; coastal; protection; net-
zero; sustainable; planet; sustainability; drought; defra; habitat; habitats; biodiversity; flood;
floods; natural; resources; sustainable; re-use; recycle; development; climate change; global
warming; greener; pollute; polluter; energy-efficient; food waste; net zero; flooding; natural dis-
asters; biosafety; growth; deforestation; carbon dioxide; wildfires; decarbonisation

Finance and Economy £; bank; budget; budgeting; deficit; growth; tax; taxes; treasury; economic; monetary; price; cost;
inflation; interest; growth; monetary; macroeconomic; chancellor; jobs; wages; employee; em-
ployer; employers; interest; business; microeconomics; economy; income; recession; recovery;
appropriations; credit; debt; finance; expenditure; fiscal; borrowing; taxation; loan; loans; bank-
ing; financial; regulation; commodities; investment; insurance; bankruptcy; deregulation; con-
sumer

Health nhs; health; hospital; doctor; medical; treatment; patients; drug; mental; healthcare; clinical;
nursing; nurse; hospitals; doctors; nurses; hospitalised; rehabilitation; terminally; prescription;
obesity; disease; gp; medicine; patient; counselling; psychotherapy; physiotherapy; psychiatry;
disorders; cancer; diabetes; smoking; medication; medications; treatments; physicians; dentist;
dental; vaccination; medic; paramedic; vulnerable; sickness; sick; ageing

Trade trade; customs; export; import; regulations; tariff; negotiations; wto; domestic; international;
markets; goods; services; products; treaty; treaties; brexit; europe; european; union; eu; bor-
ders; imports; exports; tariffs; trading; exporters; non-tariff; freight; cargo; shipping; agreements;
free trade; trade deal; trade deals; commerce; infrastructure; consumers; customs union; cross-
border; border controls; single market; customs check; deregulate; region; negotiators

Transport transportation; transport; walking; cycling; bus; underground; highway; road; traffic; airports; air-
lines; aviation; railroad; rail; stations; passenger; automobile; driving; highways; drivers; trucks;
lorries; maritime; routes; air; buses; roads; passengers; train; trains; station; commute; com-
muter; journey

Welfare work; pension; services; housing; benefit; income; support; assistance; poverty; low-income;
welfare; pensions; social; security; cuts; poverty-fighting; disabilities; disabled; poorer; poor;
benefits; pensioner; jobcentres; claimants; universal credit; jobseekers; employment; unem-
ployment; unemployed; payments; low-paid; working; living wage; minimum wage; zero-hour;
allowance; wage; wages; austerity; tax; fraud; homeless; homelessness; food bank; food banks;
debt; worklessness; workless; unemployment benefits; out-of-work; social security; social ser-
vices; welfare state
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B.2 Validation tests

To validate the variousmeasurement approaches used, I here provide a wide range of validation checks

of which I describe each in turn.

Word-level validation

In table B.2, I include the high-weight words (Top) for each of the issue areas, the words that are not

included in the original seed dictionaries but are being given high-weights via the word-embedding

approach (Added), and the words which are included in the original seed dictionaries but have never-

theless been given low-weights by the word-embedding approach (Removed). For all issue areas, the

results are encouraging and show that words such as “patients”, “care”, “doctors” and “hospital” are

the most highly-weighted for the health policy area, and words such as “farming”, “livestock”, “organic”,

and “crops” for agriculture. Similarly, the approach seems to be successfully finding words that are not

in the original seed dictionaries but are nonetheless deemed representative of the areas. For instance,

words such as “troops”, “deployed”, “soldiers” and “peacekeeping” appear for defence, and words such

as “qualification”, “subjects”, “classes”, and “teach” for the education policy area.
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Agriculture Children and Family Crime and Policing
Top Added Removed Top Added Removed Top Added Removed

farming farming breed children young ageing criminal cases detective
dairy sheep farmland parents adults teenager crime crimes disturbances

livestock producers grain child women youth courts officers riots
farmers pig environmental mothers carers paternity police dealing prisoner

production fur wheat young older divorce offences offence asylum
sheep products cotton mother daughter divorced cases victims juvenile
farms fish horticulture families lone domestic crimes offenders punishment

producers processing land parent disabled childhood justice criminals commissioner
pig exports horticultural family elderly parenting officers serious illegal
farm steel crop adults babies childcare prosecution convicted fines
beef industry breeding women wife generation enforcement prosecutions authorities
organic milk rural fathers grandparents generations dealing alleged corruption
food imported produce carers girls maternity court involving commissioners
fur stocks farmer older married pregnancy offence organised probation

agricultural salmon animal father son baby victims immigration trafficking
poultry upland fishing couples husband pregnant offenders relation murder
products imports cattle daughter caring vulnerable violence prevent prosecuted
fish manufacturers animals lone 000-year-old teenage law abuse policing
crops feed agriculture disabled younger care criminals investigations violent
meat abattoirs meat elderly born couples serious perpetrators fraud

agriculture fisheries crops babies separated father convicted terrorism prison
animals subsidies poultry wife woman fathers prison investigating law
cattle arable agricultural care relatives family fraud investigation violence

processing plant food teenage men parent violent cps court
fishing coal organic grandparents marriage families policing acts enforcement
animal industries beef girls teenagers mother prosecutions act prosecution
exports gas farm married children’s mothers alleged secondly justice
farmer tourism farms son adult child prosecuted sexual offences
steel plants production husband victims parents involving victim police

industry puppy farmers caring home children organised prosecute courts
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Defence Education Environment
Top Added Removed Top Added Removed Top Added Removed

military afghanistan bullets pupils teaching elementary environment marine polluter
forces iraq wartime education qualifications enrolment environmental energy greener
nuclear capability alliances schools students educate biodiversity water energy-efficient
armed operations homeland teaching training knowledge climate food decarbonisation
weapons troops veteran school colleges development marine impacts drought
personnel capabilities atomic qualifications maths tuition energy gas recycle
defence deployed bombs teachers teach schooling pollution reduce defra

afghanistan iraqi disarmament curriculum nursery examinations sustainable global hazardous
iraq threat treaty secondary courses assessment emissions reducing planet
army deployment alliance students taught numeracy conservation targets floods

capability air fleet academic qualification class waste impact warming
nato force conflicts training a-level grades development efficiency regulation

operations conventional manpower primary higher graduate water management habitat
troops chemical terror vocational apprenticeships degree carbon safety growth

capabilities british supplies colleges post-000 comprehensive wildlife agency coastal
security united trident university skills ofsted sustainability tackling habitats
missile naval submarine maths learning apprenticeship flood renewable resources
deployed equipment arms teach academies gcses food areas recycling
iraqi russian deterrent educational parents grammar impacts countryside flooding
threat soldiers overseas universities 000-year-olds college gas strategy greenhouse

deployment iran foreign nursery girls a-levels reduce rural protection
air international maritime courses subjects literacy natural developing natural
force combat proliferation taught attainment postgraduate global protect flood
navy uk veterans children places student protection thirdly sustainability

conventional peacekeeping intelligence qualification level pupil greenhouse infrastructure wildlife
chemical attack terrorism a-level mathematics classroom reducing stocks carbon
civilian syria terrorist gcse science gcse flooding measures development
war conflict civilians higher study children targets uk’s waste
british weapon war apprenticeships classes universities impact protecting conservation
united deploy civilian post-000 youngsters educational recycling resource emissions
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Finance and Economy Health Trade
Top Added Removed Top Added Removed Top Added Removed

investment secondly commodities patients care physicians eu uk cargo
tax costs bankruptcy treatment gps ageing trade market deregulate

financial moreover budgeting care professionals sickness uk uk’s commerce
secondly billion deregulation mental psychiatric vaccination union united negotiators
costs sector employee nhs acute physiotherapy european countries region
cost increase employer health services disorders europe britain freight

borrowing thirdly recession cancer specialist vulnerable markets industry shipping
moreover capital monetary gps specialists terminally market thirdly tariff

£ rate wages doctors stroke sick uk’s deals infrastructure
growth furthermore loan medical practitioners obesity united competition cross-border
billion rates recovery dental clinicians smoking export secondly exporters
sector increases banking patient illness dentist agreements british treaties
increase pay regulation professionals consultants counselling exports furthermore brexit
debt businesses employers psychiatric beds prescription countries companies borders
thirdly benefit treasury acute in-patient medication britain ec wto
income whereas consumer nurses trusts disease industry kingdom domestic
taxation lower fiscal hospital dentists drug international global services
economy cut price nurse staff diabetes thirdly states regulations
taxes overall loans treatments dementia medicine trading regulation products
capital year bank services diagnosis rehabilitation goods operate customs
rate higher jobs gp children’s nursing deals deal consumers

finance savings deficit hospitals surgery healthcare competition existing treaty
furthermore companies expenditure specialist condition clinical secondly negotiate import
economic meant interest doctor breast doctor british eu’s imports
budget mean inflation specialists elderly hospitals negotiations britain’s tariffs
rates current insurance stroke treating gp furthermore moreover negotiations

increases spending credit clinical dentistry treatments companies developing goods
business means business practitioners carers nurse ec agreement trading
pay terms budget clinicians service hospital kingdom means international
credit level economic healthcare midwives nurses tariffs including exports
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Transport Welfare
Top Added Removed Top Added Removed
rail freight commute benefit families workless
bus railway trucks benefits pensioners worklessness
buses network highway families help jobseekers
freight railways driving employment credit jobcentres
road operators highways income people out-of-work

transport journeys aviation pensioners households austerity
passengers airport maritime help credits fraud
passenger travelling airlines credit living homeless
traffic travel journey disabled child assistance
trains london transportation housing claiming disabilities
train motorway cycling people pay debt
roads vehicles walking social helping homelessness
railway cars lorries claimants incomes security
routes infrastructure stations households disability poorer
network high-speed drivers working increase low-paid
railways ferry station tax secondly wages
operators heathrow air poverty moreover low-income
commuter tube underground credits receive services
journeys ports airports living furthermore pensioner
airports route commuter child children pension

underground services routes work receiving poor
airport connectivity roads allowance addition unemployed
air fares train claiming costs unemployment

travelling users trains pensions reduced cuts
travel commuters traffic pay paid support
london car passenger helping cut wage
motorway congestion passengers incomes helps payments
station m000 transport disability older welfare
vehicles capacity road increase means pensions
drivers a000 buses welfare receipt allowance

Table B.2: Word-level validation
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Sentence-level validation

Next, in tables B.3–B.6 below, I show the 10 sentences with the highest scores for each of the issue

areas for which I apply the word-embedding based approach. For all issue areas, the sentences seem

to reflect the issues of interest. For instance, the sentences on agriculture refer to issues of farming

and various food industries. Similarly, the sentences for the education issue area refer to issues of

schooling, examination, further education, and qualifications. Transport is similarly represented by

appropriate topics such as public transport, cycling, or improving transport links. Overall, the top sen-

tences provide reassurance that the word-embedding based approach is picking up on the appropriate

topics for each of the issue areas.
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Table B.3: Top sentences for Agriculture, Children and Family, and Crime and
Policing

Agriculture Children and Family Crime and Policing
The same applies to arable farmers, beef producers,
the pig industry and poultry farmers.

Among pensioners, single women lose 12.5%
compared with single male pensioners losing 9.5%
and pensioner couples losing 8.6%.

They include antisocial behaviour orders, child
safety orders, local child curfews and statutory
crime prevention partnerships between local
authorities and the police.

Exceptions Food, agricultural and horticultural
produce, fish and fish products, seeds, animal
feeding stuffs, fertilisers and pesticides.

A baby boy born in Newham is likely to die nearly six
years earlier than a baby boy born in Westminster.

The Crime and Disorder Act 1998 introduced
measures to deal with antisocial behaviour,
including the crime and disorder partnerships and
antisocial behaviour orders.

Alongside tourism, and the production of planes,
cars and steel, my area produces sheep and beef
products that are exported.

They provide support to fathers, mothers,
grandparents, foster parents and adoptive parents,
and many different services.

In 2009, offenders subject to community orders
committed more than 18,000 serious violent and
sexual offences, including 172 sexual offences
against children.

Look at the poultry industry, the pig industry, the
horticulture industry or fruit and veg producers.

Now, someone in a low-paid job will receive child
benefit, child credit, child care tax credit and
working families tax credit.

We are also establishing a new drug prevention
advisory service to support drug action teams on
drug prevention, including prevention of
drug-related crime.

Regulations apply to the production of food, animal
feed and livestock, including bees and farmed fish,
marketed as organic.

Many cancer patients receive treatment for more
than a year, and face losing their employment and
support allowance while still receiving treatment.

The CPS is prosecuting and convicting more
defendants of domestic abuse, rape, sexual
offences and child sexual abuse than ever before.

The products of our steel industry supply the
booming automotive manufacturing industry and
the aerospace manufacturing industry, among
others.

Social services departments could furnish
information about residential and nursing homes,
people receiving home help and attendance
allowance, and vulnerable young adults.

What recent steps the Crown Prosecution Service
has taken to ensure that prosecutors are able more
effectively to prosecute cases of domestic abuse.

Like many farmers across the country, dairy farmers
do not trade directly with supermarkets but deal
with processors and food manufacturers.

The two biggest groups that are affected are lone
parents, particularly lone mothers, and single
women pensioners.

The Crown Prosecution Service continues to improve
its response to cases involving rape allegations and
other forms of serious sexual offending.

Denmark is probably more focused on organic
crops, but the UK has many producers in a niche
market of organic foods.

They include adoption rights for same-sex couples,
housing rights for same sex couples, pension rights
for same sex couples.

What steps the Crown Prosecution Service has taken
to enable its prosecutors effectively to prosecute
stalking and harassment cases.

For the milk sector, lower intervention prices are
likely to feed through to lower farm gate milk prices.

The prevalence of mental health issues among
children living outside married family relationships
is 75% higher than among children of married
parents.

The Crown Prosecution Service and the Serious
Fraud Office regularly engage with Scotland’s
prosecution service and the Public Prosecution
Service for Northern Ireland.

The marketing and promotion of British meat and
dairy produce is essential for our domestic and
export markets.

It is true that a baby boy born in Manchester today
will live seven years less than a baby boy born in
Dorset.

The Crime and Disorder Act 1998 introduced crime
and disorder partnerships, antisocial behaviour
orders and changes to the youth justice system.
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Table B.4: Top sentences for Defence, Education, and Environment

Defence Education Environment
This capability includes delivering maritime force
protection, providing maritime security to deployed
forces, global maritime reach and maritime support
to civil organisations.

Core schools would provide an alternative key stage
4 curriculum, with English, maths and science
alongside two further technical qualifications.

Energy from waste cannot contribute towards waste
reduction, but does contribute towards more
sustainable waste management and the UK’s
landfill directive targets.

Control of Weapons Control of nuclear, biological
and chemical weapons and other weapons of mass
destruction.

Why should new institutions like free schools,
academies and UTCs be able to provide free school
meals while FE and sixth-form colleges cannot?

Our key objectives include the sustainable use of
natural resources and protecting the rural, urban,
marine and global environments.

Future carriers will be capable of deploying air
power in the form of the joint Royal Navy-Royal Air
Force future carrier-borne aircraft.

Four out of five of our young children are getting
their early-years education experience in nursery
schools, nursery classes or reception classes.

It could create natural barriers that would enhance
soil retention and improve river water quality, while
increasing the area of wildlife habitats.

Iran already has missiles capable of carrying
nuclear warheads, and our Prime Minister warned in
2012 that Iran is developing intercontinental
ballistic missiles.

Free schools are providing parents with choice, not
just in mainstream education but in ensuring
high-quality provision for children with special
educational needs.

Sustainable development is not only a question of
biodiversity, environmental protection, traffic
reduction, renewable energy and securing clean air
and water.

More than 500 UK personnel are on UN-led
peacekeeping missions, in addition to the 7,000
personnel on UN-mandated missions in Bosnia and
Kosovo.

More students took A-levels in FE colleges than in
schools and more students went to university from
FE colleges than from schools.

It may help to mitigate the effects of climate change
by promoting the development of offshore
renewable energy and carbon capture and storage.

Emphasis is laid on regional wars, aid and
peacekeeping, nuclear proliferation, terrorism,
computer security and chemical and biological
weapons.

On a more basic level, last year colleges helped
about 0.3 million adults to improve their basic
literacy and numeracy skills.

The plans will set targets and identify actions to
develop public transport, improve air quality,
enhance road safety and reduce road traffic.

The maritime presence currently in theatre consists
of 30 Royal Navy and Royal Fleet Auxiliary ships and
two Tomahawk cruise missile-capable submarines.

In January 2001 there were 65,500 teaching
assistants - that includes classroom assistants -
employed in maintained nursery and primary
schools in England.

They can help to reduce greenhouse gas emissions,
improve local air quality and reduce noise pollution.

As of today, 900 Royal Navy personnel and 1,800
Royal Air Force personnel are also deployed in
support of operations in the Balkans.

It has a college of further education, a sixth-form
college, a specialist art and design college and a
Catholic school sixth-form college.

That covers sustainable farming-reducing pollution
and greenhouse gas emissions, adapting to climate
change and protecting against pests and
diseases-and tackling food waste.

Iran, with foreign assistance, is buying and
developing longer-range missiles, already has
chemical weapons and is seeking nuclear and
biological capabilities.

They are getting better results - 56.7 per cent. of
pupils in specialist schools get five good grades at
GCSE.

Current resources are not sufficient to meet fuel
poverty commitments or wider energy efficiency
targets set out in the clean growth strategy.

We demand the destruction of Iraq’s capacity to
deliver weapons of mass destruction of any kind -
nuclear, biological or chemical.

We have provided much better non-repayable
grants and support for students with disabilities in
post-16 and higher education, including part-time
and postgraduate students.

That could include improving habitats, water quality
and soil health, promoting biodiversity, advancing
animal welfare and allowing public access.
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Table B.5: Top sentences for Finance and Economy, Health, and Trade

Finance and Economy Health Trade
Public sector pay increases generate tax revenues,
reduce social security expenditure, inject extra
value into the economy and create jobs.

We have specialised children’s palliative care
commissioning, general children’s palliative care
commissioning and the commissioning of children’s
social services.

Import tariffs for agricultural goods entering the UK
from outside the EU are EU wide and subject to
World Trade Organisation rules.

It must mean lower business taxes, lower business
rates and better access to credit, and it must also
mean substantially less regulation.

That means that our cardiac unit, our stroke unit,
our intensive care unit and our accident and
emergency unit will close.

Failing that, even single market access via the
European economic area and customs union
membership would also allow current arrangements
to continue unhindered.

Tax increment financing schemes allow local
authorities to fund major regeneration projects by
borrowing against the future increase in local
business rate income.

They are the Colchester Hospital University NHS
Foundation Trust, the Dudley Group NHS
Foundation Trust and the Blackpool Teaching
Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust.

United Kingdom airlines operating out of United
Kingdom airports - Newcastle airport provides a
very good example - provide services for foreign
airlines.

Rising energy bills and fuel bills are coming on top
of higher taxes, cuts to tax credits and cuts to public
services.

There will be better emergency care, shorter waiting
times and improvements in cancer, heart, mental
health, children’s and elderly services.

The Government’s UK Trade and Investment
organisation helps UK companies to win export
business globally and overseas businesses seeking
to invest in the UK.

Helping people in work to earn higher wages means
lower benefit payments and, again, greater income
tax and national insurance receipts.

Patients may require referral to specialist mental
health services for diagnostic assessment or advice
about medication or other aspects of their care.

Prices are rising mainly as a result of increasing oil
prices, leading to higher wholesale gas prices, and
higher international coal prices.

Failing to act now would risk higher interest rates,
higher mortgage rates, higher rates of business
failure and higher unemployment.

It refers to primary care groups or primary care
trusts commissioning directly from a private or
voluntary health care provider.

It includes liberalisation in trade in services well
beyond World Trade Organisation commitments and
building on recent EU free trade agreements.

The small firms loan guarantee scheme and the
enterprise finance guarantee scheme have
produced less than half the target amount of
lending.

Evidence-based care and treatment are provided
across community-based settings through support
from primary care, with specialist or hospital
in-patient services provided as appropriate.

It will also improve the regulation of consumer
credit businesses and establish a fair and
competitive framework for consumer credit
agreements.

Stronger growth and sound public finances are the
only sustainable way to deliver better public
services, higher real wages and increased living
standards.

They are all running diabetic clinics, chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease clinics, asthma
clinics and minor surgery clinics.

Multilateral environmental treaties, like the climate
change convention, should no longer be open to
endless challenge under World Trade Organisation
rules.

What we do for business is maintain conditions of
economic stability, low interest rates and low
inflation while introducing measures to stimulate
investment.

NHS trusts and primary care trusts will have patient
advice and liaison services, providing on-the-spot
help and information about health services.

Scotland’s vibrant financial services sector is
important to the UK’s competitiveness, and more
particularly to Scotland’s competitiveness in the
global marketplace.

A fund manager’s ability to pay capital gains instead
of income tax allows them to avoid paying national
insurance on part of their income.

Older people have very different physical, social
and psychological issues, which require specialist
old-age psychiatrists working in specialist services
for older adults.

It means leaving the customs union and the single
market, and leaving the common agricultural policy
and the common fisheries policy.
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Table B.6: Top sentences for Transport and Welfare

Transportation Welfare
The sources extend right across the spectrum of
vehicles, including buses, taxis, heavy goods
vehicles, light goods vehicles and cars.

Crime doubled, national debt doubled, those on
long-term income support doubled, long-term
unemployment doubled, homelessness doubled
and child poverty doubled.

The crowded west coast main line currently
combines long-distance inter-city, inter-regional
and commuter passenger services, together with
freight.

It also increases spending on disabled households
and enables disabled people to earn nearly £8,000
a year without affecting their universal credit
entitlement.

It would mean significantly more commuter
services, better connectivity and more routes for rail
freight, taking lorries off our most congested roads.

Now, someone in a low-paid job will receive child
benefit, child credit, child care tax credit and
working families tax credit.

We need to link bus routes with the London
underground network to reduce car use in
south-east London.

The minimum income guarantee linked to wages
means that there is a growing gap between the basic
state pension and the guaranteed minimum income.

We should promote freight services on the channel
tunnel rail link via the north London connection to
the west coast main line.

Rising energy bills and fuel bills are coming on top
of higher taxes, cuts to tax credits and cuts to public
services.

One project being discussed as part of the surface
access plans is the southern rail access project to
improve rail links to Heathrow airport.

Among pensioners, single women lose 12.5%
compared with single male pensioners losing 9.5%
and pensioner couples losing 8.6%.

Substantial congestion exists on the M60, M62 and
M56 around Greater Manchester, but Highways
England’s investment plans start north-east of this
area.

Including housing benefit and council tax benefit,
the proportion of UK pensioners entitled to
means-tested benefits last year was around 50 per
cent.

Cyclists use cycle lanes, and motorists and other
road users use the roads alongside them.

Cuts to the severe disability premium mean that
disabled lone parents with young carers stand to
lose £58 a week.

The new line would connect the planned HS2 and
Crossrail interchange station at Old Oak Common
with the West Coast Main Line.”

We now spend nearly £11 billion extra each year on
pensioners, and almost half that additional
spending goes to the poorest third.

Reading is a major hub on the rail link connecting
the main east-west routes from London to the main
north-south routes from Birmingham.

Helping people in work to earn higher wages means
lower benefit payments and, again, greater income
tax and national insurance receipts.
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Position and committee validation

Next, if the measurement approach is identifying the relevant topics for each of the issue areas, then

we would expect that politicians who hold a relevant ministerial positional in either the government or

opposition or sit on a relevant committee would talk more about a given issue area. To assess whether

this is the case, I created a series of dummy variables that match each of the issue areas described

above for whether any given MP holds a relevant ministerial role for either the government, opposition,

or sits on a relevant committee at the point of speech delivery between 1997–2019.

To create these variables for government positions, I created a series of vectors collecting the

names of various ministerial positions over time that are relevant to each issue area. The vectors of

position names reflected changes in the names of roles and departments over the period of study.

For instance, over the period of study, relevant titles for the education issue area have ranged from

“Secretary of State for Education”, “Secretary of State for Children, Schools and Families” or “Secretary

of State for Education and Science”. For each MP at any given point of time, they were marked as either

holding a relevant government position for a policy area or not. To create these variables for opposition

positions, I followed the same steps but identified all the relevant opposition positions across the time

period. Finally, the same steps were taken for relevant committees. I identified all historic committee

names that were relevant to the issue areas, and created a series of dummy variables for whether any

MP was serving on a relevant committee at any point across the study period.

To assess whether MPs that hold relevant positions or sit on relevant committees talk more about

a given issue area, I estimate a series of models for the topic-based outcomes 𝑌 𝑡
𝑖𝑑 for an individual MP

𝑖 in a debate 𝑑 for topic 𝑡 of the following form:

𝑌 𝑡
𝑖𝑑 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝐺𝑜𝑣𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖 + 𝛽2𝑂𝑝𝑝𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖 + 𝛽3𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑀𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑖 + 𝜖𝑖 (B.1)

where 𝛽1 in each model describes the difference between MPs who are and are not government minis-

ters relevant to an issue area, 𝛽2 describes the same quantity for oppositionministers, and 𝛽3 describes

the same quantity for committee members. I cluster standard errors at the MP level 𝑖.
Figure B.1 shows the results from this analysis. Each panel of the figure represents a different

issue area, as indicated by the panel titles, and shows the coefficients and 95% confidence intervals

for opposition ministers, government ministers, and committee members. While the size of the effect

varies depending on the issue and position, 𝛽1–𝛽3 are always positive, indicating that compared to

those who do not hold these positions, MPs who hold relevant positions do talk more about the issue
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areas. Or, alternatively, an MP who holds a government ministerial position related to health, talks

significantly more about health than an MP who does not hold such a position. Overall, therefore,

the results from this validation analysis provide further support that the measurement approach is

successfully detecting the issues that politicians talk about.
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Trade Transport Welfare Women

Education Environment Finance & Economy Health

Agriculture Children & Family Crime & Policing Defence
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Figure B.1: Average topic use by government, opposition, and committee positions
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Debate-level validation

The word-embedding based approach provides me with a measure of the degree to which each indi-

vidual contribution by an MP in a given debate discusses each of the issue areas. A final source of

reassurance that the approach is working as intended is to establish that speeches that pay particu-

lar attention to certain issues are also nested in debates on the same issues. For example, whether

speeches that raise many words associated with welfare are delivered in debates that are also on wel-

fare issues more broadly. I assess the debate level validity of these measures both qualitatively and

quantitatively. Qualitatively, I aggregate the word-embedding scores from the individual in a debate

level to the debate level to identify the degree to which a debate overall is about a given issue area.

The structure of debate titles in Hansard means that at times answers to individual questions by MPs

are classified as debates. To account for this, I drop question time debates and then extract the titles

of the top 20 scoring debates for each of the issue areas. These are presented in tables B.7–B.10.

In some cases, the titles are quite non-specific, such as simply “Petition” or “Committees”, which

reflects the way that parliamentary debates are titled in Hansard. However, overall, these debate

titles seem reassuring. For instance, the highest scoring finance and economy debates include titles

referring to tax, incomes, benefits, and allowances. Similarly, the debates for children and family refer

to adoption, fostering, young fathers, and sex education in schools. Therefore, qualitatively at least,

debates that contain many speeches on a given issue area seem to be nested in well-matched debates

topically.
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Table B.7: Top debates for Agriculture, Children and Family, Crime and Policing

Agriculture Children and Family Crime and Policing

Petition: Factory Farming Identification and Support of Carers Domestic Violence

Petition: Clocaenog Wind Farm Adoption and Fostering Solicitor-General

Food Labelling Point of Order Restraining and Protection Orders

Animal Welfare Petition: Carers Petition: Sentencing

Farm Produce Northern Ireland Clause 22

Deferred Division Young Fathers Petition

Royal Assent Older People’s Rights Commissioner Sexual Offences

Petition Petition - Funding for Mental Health Provision in Cumbria Alcohol-Related Anti-Social Behaviour and Domestic Violence

Private Members’ Bills Clause 70 Royal Assent

Poultry Industry Sex Education in Schools Victims

Sustainable Energy Agency Draycott Manor School Schedule 6

Petition Petition: Education Maintenance Allowance Royal Assent

Transport of Farm Animals Care of Prisoners’ Children Bill Presented

Food Labelling Petition The Solicitor-General

Food Security Strategy Adoptive Parents Bill Presented

Petitions: Animal Welfare Riverside Mental Health Care Unit Petition: Minimum Sentence for Murder

Deferred Division Parental Contact Royal Assent

Movement of Farm Animals Petition Clause 22

Pet Crematoria Orders of the Day: Lone Parents Stalking

Live Animal Exports Petition - the Future of Maintained Nursery Schools Petition: Gaza
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Table B.8: Top debates for Defence, Education, and Environment

Defence Education Environment

Royal Assent Petition - the Future of Maintained Nursery Schools Petition: Middleton on Sea

Nato Petition: Funding for grammar schools in Southend Doorstep Recycling Schemes

Petition - Protection for British Service Personnel Draycott Manor School Sustainable Energy Agency

Royal Assent Schools and Colleges Orders of the Day: Aluminium Recycling

Petition: Missile Defence Petition - the Future of Nursery Schools Petition

Palestine Young Apprenticeships Domestic Energy Efficiency

Anti-missile Defence Petition: Closure of Downhills Primary School, Tottenham Biofuels

Nuclear Global Threat Free School Funding Domestic Energy Efficiency Plan

Iraq Orders of the Day: School Swimming Bill Presented

UN Peacekeeping Week 2016: Petition: Crowlands Junior School Orders of the Day: Renewable Energy

International Assistance Force Petitions: Further Education Funding Peak Oil

Missile Defence Catholic Sixth-form Colleges: Petition

Petition - Uk Arms Export to Saudi Arabia Colchester Sixth Form College Renewable Energy

Royal Assent Petition: Schools Climate Change

Afghanistan Petition - Funding for Mental Health Provision in Cumbria Renewable Energy

Royal Assent Telford Co-operative Multi Academy Trust Schools: Orders of the Day: Flood Plains

Royal Navy Base: Bahrain Petition: Education and School Equipment Petitions: Consumers for Health Choice

International Terrorism Schools Future of Biomass

Afghanistan Foreign Language Teaching Energy

Iraq Careers Guidance Municipal Waste Recycling Bill
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Table B.9: Top debates for Finance and Economy, Health, and Trade

Finance and Economy Health Trade

Community Finance Tax Credit Petition: NHS Health Services in Guisborough, Skelton, Brotton

and Park End

Orders of the Day: European Community Documents

Committees Primary Care Orders of the Day: European Community Documents

European Community Documents Identification and Support of Carers Orders of the Day: European Community Documents

Sustainable Energy Agency Petition - Urgent Treatment Centre, Westmorland General

Hospital

Industrial Development Bill

Orders of the Day: Ways and Means Petition: NHS health services in Guisborough, Skelton, Brotton

and Park End

Orders of the Day: European Community Documents

Pension Charges Petitions: Herceptin Orders of the Day: European Community Documents

Orders of the Day: Ways and Means After Clause 64 Orders of the Day: European Community Documents

Universal Funded Pensions Petition Orders of the Day: Delegated Legislation

Petition - Tobacco Levy Community Hospitals Sustainable Energy Agency

Orders of the Day: Ways and Means Asthma Bill Presented

Introduction Riverside Mental Health Care Unit Petition: Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership

Introduction Secondary Breast Cancer Petition: Factory Farming

Orders of the Day: Ways and Means: Budget Statement Cancer Care Nato

Petition: Train Services Petitions: Endometriosis SHE Trust Orders of the Day: Delegated Legislation

Orders of the Day: Ways and Means Petition: Dudley Borough Walk-in Centre Orders of the Day: Delegated Legislation

Employment Acute and Emergency Services Poultry Industry

Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises Palliative Care for the Terminally Ill Orders of the Day: Delegated Legislation

Introduction Point of Order Orders of the Day: Delegated Legislation

Pensions Bills Presented Orders of the Day: Delegated Legislation

Planning Petition - Funding for Mental Health Provision in Cumbria Delegated Legislation
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Table B.10: Top debates for Transportation and Welfare

Transportation Welfare

Petition - Ruabon Station Universal Funded Pensions

Train Services Committees

Cotswold Railway Petition - Funding for Mental Health Provision in Cumbria

Petition: Heaton Chapel Train Station Petition

Petition - Speed Limit in Spatham Lane, Streat Lane and

Underhill Lane, East Sussex

Domestic Energy Efficiency

Royal Assent Income Tax

Petition: Traffic Noise Asylum Seekers

Bromsgrove Station Orders of the Day: Housing Costs

Petition: High Speed Rail Pensions

Petition - Residential Development on Addington Road,

Irthlingborough

Travel Concessions

Petition - M42 Motorway Service Area Winter Fuel Payments

Eurorail Freight Route Orders of the Day: Lone Parents

Petition: Train Services Petition: Carers

A1 Orders of the Day: Ways and Means

Speed Limits Inner Cities

Improvement of Rail Passenger Services Orders of the Day: Ways and Means

Petition: Community Rail Clause 5

Petition - Preston Park Train Services Orders of the Day: Learning and Skills Bill

Sue Penney Disabilities, Poverty and Inequalities:

Petitions: Rail Services Housing
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Quantitatively, I also assess whether MPs deliver more speeches on issues in debates that are

titled with the same issue areas. To do so, I create a measure of each of the issues at the debate level

using the debate titles. To identify whether the subject of a debate is focused on a given issue, I apply

the seed words for each issue area to all debate titles and identify the number of words from each

dictionary that appear in any given title. For each issue, I then transform these measures into a series

of dummy variables where a debate is characterised as about a given issue if one or more of the seed

words appear in the title.

With these measures in hand, I can assess, for instance, whether MPs deliver more speeches on

issues of healthcare in debates that include healthcare specific titles. To assess whether this is the

case, I use the dictionary created dummy variables of whether a debate is or is not about a given issue

area, and estimate a series of models for the topic-based outcomes 𝑌 𝑡
𝑖𝑑 for an individual MP 𝑖 in a

debate 𝑑 for topic 𝑡 of the following form:

𝑌 𝑡
𝑖𝑑 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝐷𝑒𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑇 𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑑 + 𝜖𝑖 (B.2)

where 𝛼 in each model describes the average discussion of a given issue by MPs in a debate not char-

acterised as about the issue, and 𝛽1 describes the difference in the discussion of a given issue by MPs

in a debate that is about an issue compared to one that is not.

Figure B.2 presents the results from this analysis. Each panel again represents a different issue

area, as indicated by the panel titles, and shows the relevant debate topic coefficient and 95% confi-

dence intervals for. The panel for welfare, for instance, should be read as “how much more do MPs

talk about welfare in speeches in a debate on the topic of welfare, compared to debates on other

topics”. Reassuringly, across all issue areas, MPs talk significantly more about the issue if the debate

is on the same issue. Further, the size of the effects for this analysis are large. Recall, the measures

are standardised to have mean zero and standard deviation one. The size of the effects vary between

approximately 0.25 and 2.5 standard deviations.
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Figure B.2: Average topic use in debates on the same topics
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B.3 Measure correlation

In figure B.3, I show how each of the measures are correlated with one another at the speech-level.

Notably, in all cases, the topics are either positively correlated or uncorrelated with one another. This

is likely the result of the fact that the word-embedding based measure if picking up on substance

overall.
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Figure B.3: Correlation between issue areas
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B.4 Structural topic model-based seniority analysis

On which topics do politicians dedicate increased attention the longer they serve in office? As noted

in chapter 4, a major puzzle that emerges from the main analysis conducted is that, for almost all

issues, I report a downward trajectory for men and women politicians alike. The word-embedding

based approach that I use to measure the sets of topics that politicians raise captures only the set

of topics that have a priori been specified. While these topics capture many of the key issues that

dominate British political debate, they do not constitute a complete decomposition of the topical

agenda in the UK parliament. As such, in this section, I use an alternative quantitative text technique

– structural topic models – that, by design, capture the entire population of topics that MPs raise in

the speeches they deliver. In doing so, I can identify the topical areas that senior MPs dedicate their

political speeches to raising.

To estimate the full set of topics that MPs raise, I first estimate a correlated topic model (Blei and

Lafferty, 2006) (CTM) for all speeches in the data. The CTM is an unsupervised learning approach which

assumes that the frequency with which words co-occur within different speeches provides information

about the topics that feature in those speeches. The CTM requires the analyst to choose the number

of topics, 𝐾, and here I present results from a 𝐾 = 20 topic model. I implement the CTM as the null

form of the Structural Topic Model, which I implement in R (Roberts, Stewart and Tingley, 2014).

The key output of the topic model is 𝜃, a 𝑁 ∗ 𝐷 matrix of topic proportions that measures the

degree to which each speech (𝑖) in the data features each of the estimated topics (𝑑). 𝜃𝑖,𝑘 therefore

gives the proportion of speech 𝑖 devoted to topic 𝑑. Therefore, unlike the word-embedding based
approach, I capture the full set of topics that politicians raise. With these topical proportions in hand,

I estimate a series of models for the topic-proportions 𝜃𝑖,𝑘 of a speech of the following form:

𝜃𝑖,𝑘 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑌 𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝜖𝑖𝑑 (B.3)

where 𝛼 (i.e., the baseline) represents the average proportion of each topic for an MP with no years of
parliamentary experience, and 𝛽1 describes the average effect of each additional year in parliament on

the prevalence of each topic proportion. My key interest here is identifying the models for which 𝛽1 is

positive and significant, as this will enableme to identify the sets of topics for which politicians increase

their attention to the longer they are in parliament. Of course, the time someone is in parliament, and

the sets of topics they raise, are likely to be confounded by factors such as political party or ministerial
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positions. As such, I also estimate the following:

𝜃𝑖,𝑘 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑌 𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 +
𝐾

∑
𝑘=1

𝛾𝑘𝑋𝑖,𝑘 + 𝜖𝑖,𝑑 (B.4)

where𝑋𝑖,𝑘 is a vector of time-varying MP-level covariates (party, cabinet membership, shadow cabinet

membership, government or opposition status, minister, shadow minister, committee chair, gender,

and marginality). I present the results from both models in figure B.4, where the coefficients relating

to the bivariate specifications are represented by the black solid points and the coefficients relating

to the multivariate specifications are represented by the grey hollow points.

The figure presents several key insights. First, it shows that the word-embedding based model

clearly did not capture the full scope of topics on the parliamentary agenda, as there are several topics

for which politicians increase their attention to with increased parliamentary seniority. Second, and

intuitively, the topics which increase in prevalence with parliamentary experience are the topics which

are not captured by the word-embedding based approach. In particular, the topics with the largest

positive effects seem to relate to procedural topics, such as legislative language, parliamentary address

terms, and parliamentary processes. There do also seem to be a handful of substantive topics for which

politicians increase their attention the longer they are in parliament: such as one relating to local

government and authorities, which is not included in the original set of policy areas I identify. Finally,

the topicmodel has also detected a handful of topics which, despite having a negative relationship with

parliamentary experience, were not captured by the word-embedding based approach. For instance, a

topic relating to devolution and the devolved assemblies and Brexit. Overall, this analysis shows that,

as politicians spend more time in parliament, they seem to dedicate increasing attention to matters

of procedure and process relative to junior politicians.
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Figure B.4: Effect of parliamentary experience on issue prevalence: The figure shows the relationship between years in parliament and the CTM
topics, 𝐾.
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B.5 Robustness checks

In tables B.12–B.14, I assess the extent to which the results presented in chapter 4 are robust to alter-

native specifications. In each of the tables below, I estimate five models for the topic-based outcomes

𝑌 𝑡
𝑖𝑑 for an individual MP 𝑖 in a debate 𝑑 for topic 𝑡 of the following form:

𝑌 𝑡
𝑖𝑑 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑖 + 𝛽2𝑌 𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖 +

𝛽3(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑖 ⋅ 𝑌 𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖) + 𝜖𝑖

(B.5)

where 𝛽1 describes the difference between men and women with no years of parliamentary experience.

𝛽2 describes the effect of increased years in parliament on the extent to which men discuss topics. 𝛽3

is the key quantity of interest in this and all specifications, as it describes the difference in the effect of

increased time in parliament on the discussion of different topics for men and women. Next, to assess

whether the results are robust to MP-specific controls, I estimate the following:

𝑌 𝑡
𝑖𝑑 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑖 + 𝛽2𝑌 𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖 +

𝛽3(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑖 ⋅ 𝑌 𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖) +
𝐾

∑
𝑘=1

𝛾𝑘𝑋𝑖𝑘 + 𝜖𝑖

(B.6)

where 𝑋𝑖𝑘 is a vector of time-varying MP-level covariates (party, cabinet membership, shadow cabinet

measurement, government or opposition, minister, shadow minister, committee chairs, and marginal-

ity). Next, to assess whether the results are robust to strict topic-specific controls, I estimate the

following:

𝑌 𝑡
𝑖𝑑 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑖 + 𝛽2𝑌 𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖 +

𝛽3(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑖 ⋅ 𝑌 𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖) +
𝐾

∑
𝑘=1

𝛾𝑘𝑋𝑖𝑘 + 𝜖𝑖

(B.7)

where 𝑋𝑖𝑘 is a vector of generic time-varying MP-level covariates (party, government or opposition,

marginality) and a set of dummy variables for government or opposition ministerial positions that re-

late to each specific topic. These are the same sets of variables described above, which match each
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of the issue areas for whether any given MP holds a relevant ministerial role for either the govern-

ment or opposition in the period of 1997—2019. Fourth, to assess whether the results are robust when

controlling for within-MP change over the course of their careers, I estimate the following:

𝑌 𝑡
𝑖𝑑 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑖 + 𝛽2𝑌 𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖 +

𝛽3(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑖 ⋅ 𝑌 𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖) +
𝐾

∑
𝑘=1

𝛾𝑘𝑋𝑖𝑘 + 𝜆𝑖 + 𝜖𝑖

(B.8)

where 𝑋𝑖𝑘 represents a set of time-varying MP-level covariates (cabinet membership, shadow cabinet

measurement, government or opposition, minister, shadow minister, committee chairs, and marginal-

ity) and 𝜆𝑖 represents MP fixed effects. Finally, it seems likely that the prevalence of topics may change

over the time period under study. To assess whether the results are robust to factors which change

over time for all politicians, I estimate the following:

𝑌 𝑡
𝑖𝑑𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑖 + 𝛽2𝑌 𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖 +

𝛽3(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑖 ⋅ 𝑌 𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖) +
𝐾

∑
𝑘=1

𝛾𝑘𝑋𝑖𝑘 + 𝜆𝑖 + 𝛿𝑡 + 𝜖𝑖

(B.9)

where 𝑋𝑖𝑘 represents a set of time-varying MP-level covariates (cabinet membership, shadow cabinet

measurement, government or opposition, minister, shadow minister, committee chairs, and marginal-

ity), 𝜆𝑖 represents MP fixed effects, and 𝛿𝑡 represents fixed effects for parliamentary terms of which

there are 6 between 1997 and 2019. Throughout all five model specifications, my quantity of interest

is 𝛽3. In all five model specifications, I cluster standard errors at the MP level 𝑖. By increasing how
conservative the specifications are in each of the five sets of models, I can observe how robust my

central argument – that while junior women parliamentarians who lack experience in the eyes of the

public and their colleagues may feel pressured to talk only about a narrow set of issues stereotypical

associated with women, this pressure diminishes as seniority increases – is to alternative explanations.

I find that, for all policy areas, the results are robust to these alternative model specifications.
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Table B.11: Relationship between MP gender and years in parliament on agriculture topic
Dependent variable:

Agriculture
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Woman MP −0.022 −0.030 −0.028
(0.023) (0.023) (0.023)

Years in Parliament −0.009∗∗∗ −0.011∗∗∗ −0.011∗∗∗ −0.006∗∗∗ 0.003
(0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002)

Woman MP*Years in Parliament −0.002 −0.001 −0.002 0.001 0.0003
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

Controls? No Yes Yes Yes Yes
MP FEs? No No No Yes Yes
Parliamentary term FEs? No No No No Yes
Observations 437,503 437,500 437,500 437,503 437,503
R2 0.006 0.010 0.012 0.001 0.001
Adjusted R2 0.006 0.010 0.012 −0.003 −0.002
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table B.12: Relationship between MP gender and years in parliament on children and family topic
Dependent variable:
Children and Family

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Woman MP 0.454∗∗∗ 0.432∗∗∗ 0.456∗∗∗

(0.033) (0.030) (0.033)
Years in Parliament −0.011∗∗∗ −0.009∗∗∗ −0.011∗∗∗ −0.003∗∗ 0.009∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002)
Woman MP*Years in Parliament −0.015∗∗∗ −0.015∗∗∗ −0.015∗∗∗ −0.010∗∗∗ −0.010∗∗∗

(0.005) (0.004) (0.005) (0.004) (0.004)
Controls? No Yes Yes Yes Yes
MP FEs? No No No Yes Yes
Parliamentary term FEs? No No No No Yes
Observations 437,503 437,500 437,503 437,503 437,503
R2 0.040 0.052 0.040 0.001 0.001
Adjusted R2 0.039 0.052 0.040 −0.003 −0.002
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table B.13: Relationship between MP gender and years in parliament on crime and policing topic
Dependent variable:
Crime and Policing

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Woman MP 0.143∗∗∗ 0.138∗∗∗ 0.144∗∗∗

(0.024) (0.023) (0.023)
Years in Parliament −0.003∗∗ −0.002 −0.002 −0.003∗∗∗ −0.0004

(0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002)
Woman MP*Years in Parliament −0.003 −0.003 −0.003 −0.005∗ −0.005∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003)
Controls? No Yes Yes Yes Yes
MP FEs? No No No Yes Yes
Parliamentary term FEs? No No No No Yes
Observations 437,503 437,500 437,500 437,503 437,503
R2 0.004 0.009 0.009 0.0004 0.001
Adjusted R2 0.004 0.009 0.009 −0.003 −0.002
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table B.14: Relationship between MP gender and years in parliament on defence topic
Dependent variable:

Defence
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Woman MP −0.051∗ −0.054∗∗ −0.048∗

(0.028) (0.027) (0.028)
Years in Parliament −0.001 −0.001 −0.003 0.007∗∗∗ 0.002

(0.002) (0.003) (0.003) (0.002) (0.002)
Woman MP*Years in Parliament −0.004 −0.004 −0.005 −0.007∗∗ −0.007∗∗

(0.005) (0.004) (0.004) (0.003) (0.003)
Controls? No Yes Yes Yes Yes
MP FEs? No No No Yes Yes
Parliamentary term FEs? No No No No Yes
Observations 437,503 437,500 437,500 437,503 437,503
R2 0.002 0.007 0.012 0.001 0.002
Adjusted R2 0.002 0.007 0.012 −0.002 −0.001
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table B.15: Relationship between MP gender and years in parliament on education topic
Dependent variable:

Education
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Woman MP 0.294∗∗∗ 0.284∗∗∗ 0.286∗∗∗

(0.031) (0.027) (0.027)
Years in Parliament −0.013∗∗∗ −0.012∗∗∗ −0.012∗∗∗ −0.006∗∗∗ −0.0005

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Woman MP*Years in Parliament −0.012∗∗∗ −0.013∗∗∗ −0.013∗∗∗ −0.016∗∗∗ −0.015∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004)
Controls? No Yes Yes Yes Yes
MP FEs? No No No Yes Yes
Parliamentary term FEs? No No No No Yes
Observations 437,503 437,500 437,500 437,503 437,503
R2 0.028 0.049 0.050 0.002 0.003
Adjusted R2 0.028 0.049 0.050 −0.001 −0.0003
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table B.16: Relationship between MP gender and years in parliament on environment topic
Dependent variable:

Environment
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Woman MP 0.118∗∗∗ 0.108∗∗∗ 0.114∗∗∗

(0.031) (0.028) (0.029)
Years in Parliament −0.016∗∗∗ −0.016∗∗∗ −0.016∗∗∗ −0.005∗∗∗ −0.006∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Woman MP*Years in Parliament −0.006 −0.007 −0.007∗ −0.009∗∗ −0.008∗

(0.005) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)
Controls? No Yes Yes Yes Yes
MP FEs? No No No Yes Yes
Parliamentary term FEs? No No No No Yes
Observations 437,503 437,500 437,500 437,503 437,503
R2 0.024 0.043 0.041 0.001 0.002
Adjusted R2 0.024 0.043 0.041 −0.002 −0.002
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table B.17: Relationship between MP gender and years in parliament on economy topic
Dependent variable:
Finance and Economy

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Woman MP 0.074∗∗∗ 0.056∗∗ 0.065∗∗

(0.028) (0.026) (0.027)
Years in Parliament −0.014∗∗∗ −0.013∗∗∗ −0.013∗∗∗ −0.009∗∗∗ −0.011∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.002) (0.002)
Woman MP*Years in Parliament −0.006 −0.006∗∗ −0.006∗ −0.009∗∗ −0.007∗∗

(0.004) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004)
Controls? No Yes Yes Yes Yes
MP FEs? No No No Yes Yes
Parliamentary term FEs? No No No No Yes
Observations 437,503 437,500 437,500 437,503 437,503
R2 0.017 0.032 0.029 0.002 0.003
Adjusted R2 0.017 0.032 0.029 −0.001 −0.0001
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table B.18: Relationship between MP gender and years in parliament on health topic
Dependent variable:

Health
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Woman MP 0.381∗∗∗ 0.364∗∗∗ 0.373∗∗∗

(0.033) (0.031) (0.031)
Years in Parliament −0.012∗∗∗ −0.012∗∗∗ −0.013∗∗∗ −0.006∗∗∗ 0.003

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002)
Woman MP*Years in Parliament −0.013∗∗∗ −0.013∗∗∗ −0.014∗∗∗ −0.012∗∗∗ −0.012∗∗∗

(0.005) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)
Controls? No Yes Yes Yes Yes
MP FEs? No No No Yes Yes
Parliamentary term FEs? No No No No Yes
Observations 437,503 437,500 437,500 437,503 437,503
R2 0.034 0.050 0.054 0.002 0.002
Adjusted R2 0.034 0.050 0.054 −0.002 −0.001
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table B.19: Relationship between MP gender and years in parliament on trade topic
Dependent variable:

Trade
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Woman MP 0.010 0.005 0.012
(0.029) (0.028) (0.029)

Years in Parliament −0.011∗∗∗ −0.011∗∗∗ −0.010∗∗∗ 0.002 −0.006∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.003) (0.003) (0.002) (0.002)
Woman MP*Years in Parliament −0.004 −0.004 −0.005 −0.009∗∗ −0.010∗∗∗

(0.005) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)
Controls? No Yes Yes Yes Yes
MP FEs? No No No Yes Yes
Parliamentary term FEs? No No No No Yes
Observations 437,503 437,500 437,500 437,503 437,503
R2 0.010 0.020 0.017 0.0002 0.001
Adjusted R2 0.010 0.020 0.017 −0.003 −0.002
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table B.20: Relationship between MP gender and years in parliament on transport topic
Dependent variable:

Transport
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Woman MP 0.029 0.020 0.024
(0.025) (0.023) (0.023)

Years in Parliament −0.011∗∗∗ −0.011∗∗∗ −0.012∗∗∗ −0.004∗∗∗ −0.004∗∗

(0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002)
Woman MP*Years in Parliament −0.002 −0.002 −0.002 −0.005 −0.005

(0.004) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
Controls? No Yes Yes Yes Yes
MP FEs? No No No Yes Yes
Parliamentary term FEs? No No No No Yes
Observations 437,503 437,500 437,500 437,503 437,503
R2 0.010 0.022 0.026 0.001 0.001
Adjusted R2 0.010 0.021 0.026 −0.003 −0.002
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table B.21: Relationship between MP gender and years in parliament on welfare topic
Dependent variable:

Welfare
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Woman MP 0.292∗∗∗ 0.269∗∗∗ 0.277∗∗∗

(0.034) (0.030) (0.031)
Years in Parliament −0.019∗∗∗ −0.017∗∗∗ −0.017∗∗∗ −0.010∗∗∗ −0.004∗∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.002) (0.002)
Woman MP*Years in Parliament −0.012∗∗ −0.013∗∗∗ −0.013∗∗∗ −0.012∗∗∗ −0.011∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.004) (0.005) (0.004) (0.004)
Controls? No Yes Yes Yes Yes
MP FEs? No No No Yes Yes
Parliamentary term FEs? No No No No Yes
Observations 437,503 437,500 437,500 437,503 437,503
R2 0.045 0.067 0.065 0.004 0.005
Adjusted R2 0.045 0.067 0.065 0.0005 0.002
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table B.22: Relationship between MP gender and years in parliament on references to women
Dependent variable:

Women
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Woman MP 0.184∗∗∗ 0.193∗∗∗ 0.190∗∗∗

(0.016) (0.015) (0.015)
Years in Parliament 0.0004 0.002∗ 0.001 0.004∗∗∗ −0.007∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002)
Woman MP*Years in Parliament −0.002 −0.002 −0.002 0.005∗ 0.003

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003)
Controls? No Yes Yes Yes Yes
MP FEs? No No No Yes Yes
Parliamentary term FEs? No No No No Yes
Observations 437,503 437,500 437,500 437,503 437,503
R2 0.005 0.008 0.007 0.001 0.003
Adjusted R2 0.005 0.008 0.007 −0.003 −0.001
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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B.6 Controlling for individual-level covariates

In this section, I present the estimates for each of the individual-level covariates 𝛾𝑋𝑖𝑘 for each policy

area described in chapter 4, where 𝛾𝑋𝑖𝑘 includes:

• Party (categorical: Conservative; Labour; Liberal Democrat; Green; Other)

• Years in parliament (in years, continuous)

• Attends cabinet (binary)

• Attends shadow cabinet (binary)

• Government minister (binary)

• Opposition minister (binary)

• Committee chair (binary)

• Margin of victory in prior election (percentage points, continuous)

• Government MP (binary)

I present the estimates for each of the individual-level covariates in figure B.5, where the point

estimates and confidence are coloured in black if the difference is associated with a 𝑝-value of less than
0.05, and otherwise in grey. Although not my primary quantity of interest, there are several interesting

relationships to note. First, I see intuitive partisan differences. Labour MPs are significantly more likely

to talk about social policy issues than Conservative MPs. Reassuringly, I also see a large positive effect

for the Greens for the environment. This provides further face validity that my word-embedding based

measures are detecting the appropriate topics. Second, inmany cases the size of the coefficients for the

difference between men and women MPs are larger than many of the other individual-level covariates.

At the aggregate level, therefore, MP gender seems to be a strong predictor in determining the sets of

issues politicians raise. Overall, the patterns here show interesting differences in the characteristics

that determine the policy areas that MPs raise, and further reassurance that the measures are working

as intended.
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Figure B.5: Individual-level covariate effects
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B.7 Raising women’s perspectives across issue areas

In chapter 4, I present the results from an analysis where I identify whether women politicians raise

women’s perspectives more than men in debates on all policy areas. I show that this is the case for

all policy areas. In this section, I also assess whether these differences are consistent with increased

seniority. To do so, I subset to debates on each of the topics and estimate the following:

𝑌𝑖𝑑 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑖 + 𝛽2𝑌 𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖 +

𝛽3(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑖 ⋅ 𝑌 𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖) +
𝐾

∑
𝑘=1

𝛾𝑘𝑋𝑖𝑘 + 𝜖𝑖 (B.10)

where 𝛽1 describes the difference in the extent to which men and women raise women’s perspectives

with no years of parliamentary experience. 𝛽2 describes the effect of increased years in parliament

on the extent to which men talk about women. 𝛽3 describes the difference in the effect of increased

time in parliament on raising women’s perspectives between men and women. 𝑋𝑖𝑘 is a vector of time-

varying MP-level covariates (party, cabinet membership, shadow cabinet measurement, government

or opposition, minister, shadow minister, committee chairs, and marginality). I cluster standard errors

at the individual MP level 𝑖.
The results for each topic area are presented in tables B.23–B.24. As is clear from all models, the

coefficients for 𝛽1 are all positive and significant, suggesting that, among junior politicians, women

are significantly more likely to raise women’s perspectives than men. However, also clear from the

tables is that this difference does not seem to change because of increased parliamentary experience.

The coefficients for 𝛽3 are extremely small and insignificant in all models except for transport debates.

The implication of these findings is positive, as they suggest that across debates on a wide variety of

topics, women politicians raise women’s perspectives, and they continue to do this even with increased

parliamentary experience.
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Table B.23: Relationship between MP gender and years in parliament on amplifying women’s perspec-
tives across debate types

Dependent variable:
Talking about women

Family Health Education Welfare Crime Transport
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Woman MP 0.159∗∗∗ 0.080∗∗∗ 0.152∗∗∗ 0.166∗∗∗ 0.213∗∗∗ 0.121∗∗∗

(0.042) (0.023) (0.025) (0.020) (0.023) (0.024)
Years in Parliament −0.001 0.00004 −0.002∗ −0.003∗∗∗ 0.001 −0.0005

(0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Woman MP*Years in Parliament −0.001 0.002 −0.004 −0.0004 0.002 −0.005∗∗

(0.004) (0.002) (0.003) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Observations 8,570 19,332 22,473 32,127 19,614 12,469
R2 0.009 0.004 0.008 0.009 0.014 0.004
Adjusted R2 0.007 0.003 0.007 0.008 0.014 0.003
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table B.24: Relationship between MP gender and years in parliament on amplifying women’s perspec-
tives across debate types

Dependent variable:
Talking about women

Environment Economy Trade Agriculture Defence
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Woman MP 0.161∗∗∗ 0.131∗∗∗ 0.204∗∗∗ 0.083∗∗ 0.170∗∗∗

(0.029) (0.013) (0.024) (0.037) (0.018)
Years in Parliament −0.004∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗ −0.0004 −0.002 −0.001∗∗

(0.001) (0.0005) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Woman MP*Years in Parliament −0.005∗ 0.001 0.0001 −0.002 −0.002

(0.003) (0.001) (0.002) (0.004) (0.002)
Observations 19,252 69,621 32,286 10,271 30,564
R2 0.009 0.008 0.011 0.007 0.008
Adjusted R2 0.008 0.008 0.010 0.006 0.007
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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B.8 Gender differences in policy areas over time

While not the primary substantive quantity of interest in chapter 4, gender differences in the traditional

divisions in the sets of issues politicians may raise may also have changed over time. Several factors in

the UK over the past 25 years are likely to have decreased the degree to which UK MPs, and especially

women, need to conform to stereotype-expected behaviours. Changes to the social roles played by

women in public life, and in politics, may have reduced the validity and content of stereotypes in the

eyes of the public. As such, voters may now have less clear preferences in the sets of issues they expect

men and women to have expertise in, and, may now be less likely to sanction women politicians for

their behaviour. I here assess whether gender differences in the issues men and women raise may

have changed between 1997 and 2019 by estimating models for the topic-based outcomes 𝑌 𝑡
𝑖𝑑 for an

individual MP 𝑖 in a debate 𝑑 for topic 𝑡 of the following form:

𝑌 𝑡
𝑖𝑑 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑖 +

𝐿
∑
𝑙=2

𝜑1
𝑙 𝑌 𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑖,𝑙 +

𝐿
∑
𝑙=2

𝜑2
𝑙 (𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑖 ⋅ 𝑌 𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑖,𝑙) +

𝐾
∑
𝑘=1

𝛾𝑘𝑋𝑖,𝑘 + 𝜖𝑖𝑑𝑡 (B.11)

where 𝑌 𝑒𝑎𝑟 is a matrix of dummy variables with cells which take the value of 1 when MP 𝑖 is delivering
a speech in 𝑙 year in the data. 𝜑1

𝑙 therefore captures the effect of spending 𝑙 additional time in office
(relative to an MP being in parliament in 1997, the first year in the data) on the attention given to topic

𝑡 for men MPs, and 𝜑2
𝑙 describes the difference in this effect for women MPs. Accordingly, 𝜑1

𝑙 + 𝜑2
𝑙

describes the effect of each additional year 𝑙 (compared to 1997) on the outcome for women MPs. 𝑋𝑖𝑘

is a vector of time-varying MP-level covariates (party, age, cabinet membership, shadow cabinet mem-

bership, minister, shadow minister, years in parliament, marginality, and government or opposition

status). As there are multiple observations per MP, I cluster standard errors at the MP level 𝑖. I present
the results of this analysis in figure B.6.

The figure shows that while there are some year-by-year changes in the gender gaps for some

of the topic areas, the differences tend to follow no particularly clear patterns. For the traditionally

“feminine” policy areas, I see that women MPs talk consistently more about these issues than men,

and that the gender gap is statistically significant in all years in the data. The figure therefore shows

while the gender differences shift slightly over time, there is no clear trend that women talk less about
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Figure B.6: Gender differences in issues over time
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traditional “feminine”, nor more about traditional “masculine”, issue areas over time. In figure B.7, I

depict the change in topic prevalence over time separately for men and women. The figure shows that,

broadly speaking, men and women follow very similar trajectories in the topics they focus on over

time.
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Figure B.7: Average topic use for men and women over time
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Appendix C

Appendix C – A Double Standard?
Gender Bias in Voters’ Perceptions of
Political Arguments

C.1 Experiment pre-test survey

Prior to fielding the survey experiment, a pre-test survey was fielded by Prolific to 1,499 members of

their UK online panel in August 2021. Speeches were pre-tested without the MP’s gender stated, and

there were 3 x 2 x 2 (style x treatment status x policy area) = 18 speeches tested overall. Following an

introduction screen describing the task, respondents were randomly assigned to read one speech and

asked to answer several questions about the speech and the MP. First, depending on the style assigned,

respondents were asked whether they agreed or disagreed that the speech was “emotional”, “aggres-

sive” or “evidence-based”. The purpose of this was to ensure that the treatments were representative

of the styles, and that the controls were not representative of the styles. An example of the task and

question can be seen in figure C.1. Results from the style pre-testing exercise are presented in table

C.1. Responses are presented as the extent to which respondents (strongly) disagree, neither agree

nor disagree, or (strongly) agree that the speech was “emotional”, “aggressive” or “evidence-based”.

Figures C.2–C.4 show the responses collapsed by style, style treatment status, and policy area.

Table C.1: Pre-testing results

Style Treatment status (Strongly) disagree Neither (Strongly) agree

Emotion Control 60% 21.7% 18.3%
Emotion Treatment 10.1% 17.4% 72.5%
Aggression Control 65.2% 10.4% 24.4%
Aggression Treatment 19.9% 12.4% 67.7%
Evidence Statistics 6.4% 12.8% 80.8%
Evidence Anecdote 28.8% 14.4% 56.8%



C.1. EXPERIMENT PRE-TEST SURVEY

Figure C.1: Example of pre-testing task (Aggression, treatment, health)

Overall, the results from the style pre-testing exercise confirm that the treatments are perceived

as representative of the styles. For instance, 72.5% of respondents assigned to the emotion treatment

conditions either agreed or strongly agreed that they were emotional. Similarly, 67.7% of respondents

assigned the aggression treatment conditions agree or strongly agreed that they were aggressive. Fur-

ther, the pre-testing results provide good evidence that the control texts were not perceived to be

particularly representative of the styles. For instance, 60%of respondents assigned to the emotion con-

trol conditions either disagreed or strongly disagreed that they were emotional. Additionally, 65.2% of

the respondents assigned to the aggression control conditions either disagreed or strongly disagreed

that they were aggressive. While most respondents perceived that both the statistics and anecdote

speeches were evidence-based, a larger percentage of respondents perceived the statistical speeches

as evidence based than the anecdotal speeches (80.8% and 56.8% respectively). Further, the results

are consistent across the policy areas for each style. For example, for the emotion controls, between
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Figure C.2: Distribution of responses across treatment group status for emotion
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Figure C.3: Distribution of responses across treatment group status for aggression
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Figure C.4: Distribution of responses across treatment group status for evidence
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45%–50% of respondents “disagreed” that the arguments were emotional across the three policy areas,

and roughly 10% of respondents “strongly disagreed” that the arguments were emotional across the

three policy areas. Similarly, for the aggression treatments between roughly 45%–50% of respondents

“agreed” that the arguments were aggressive.

Second, to ensure that treatment texts were not too long for respondents to read and understand,

all respondents were asked the follow-up question “Did you find this text too long and/or too compli-

cated to understand?”. Overall, across all 18 treatments, 95.7% said that the speeches were not too long

and/or complicated to understand, and only 4.3% said they were. Overall, there is good evidence that

the style treatments work as planned, and that the treatment texts are not too long for respondents

to read and understand.
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C.2 Sample recruitment

The participants for the survey experiment were voluntarily recruited from YouGov’s UK online panel of

respondents. YouGov recruits panel members “from a host of different sources, including via standard

advertising, and strategic partnerships with a broad range of websites”.1 Panel members are awarded

points for completing YouGov surveys which they can later redeem for financial reward. As such, they

are compensated financially for their participation and this is handled by YouGov directly. For the sur-

vey YouGov draws a sub-sample of the panel that is representative of British adults in terms of age,

gender, social class and education, and invites this sub-sample to complete the survey. Demographic

information of panel members is collected by YouGov when members of the public sign up to be par-

ticipants for the panel. Therefore, this data is already held by YouGov and was not actively collected

for this project.

The survey experiment was fielded as a wider part of the YouGov UK Political Team’s Omnibus,

of which all respondents consent to participate in. Participants were made aware that their answers

remained anonymous and would be used for research purposes only. Further, as part of consenting

to participate, they are made aware that they can leave the survey at any time, however once they

complete the survey their answers could not be retracted. Participants were also aware that I would not

receive any information from YouGov that would enable me to identify them. In the design I describe in

chapter 5, respondents are presented with hypothetical politicians and arguments that were written by

the researcher. Therefore, so as not to deceive participants, this was made clear through the following

statements prior to and after completing the survey experiment:

Opening statement: A central part of a Member of Parliament’s job is to debate political

issues. MPs take many different approaches in how they argue in debate. We would like

to present you with an argument that mimics the typical kind of speech that MPs deliver.

Please read the argument carefully. Afterwards, we will ask you some questions about the

argument and the politician. We will ask you to complete this task three times in total.

Closing statement: The arguments you were presented were not representative of actual

arguments delivered by MPs, and to the best of our knowledge do not reflect any argument

delivered by an existing MP.

1See “Panel Methodology”, YouGov.
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C.3 Treatment texts

The full set of gendered names used in the experiment are displayed in table C.2.

Table C.2: Gendered names for experimental design

Man forename Woman forename Surname
Adam Beth Craddock
Jack Charlotte Jones
Peter Lucy Richards

In table C.3, I present the full text of each of the speeches. The “treatment” for each of the styles

are indicated in bold font and square brackets.
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Table C.3: Treatment texts

Treatment number Treatment text

Treatment 1: Emotion, Control, Housing Our housing market has not been as it should for years. It is the job of all of us to increase the supply of housing available.
But for many young people the gap between wages and house prices is too wide for homeownership to be viable any time
soon. Many people live in unstable rented housing who may be driven out by increasing rent costs. Work should be done
to help people move out of rented accommodation and become homeowners. We need different strategies to help to
increase supply and make homes more affordable. We should build new homes, and we should repurpose empty homes.
Builders, investors, and local councils will need to work together for change to occur. Our housing market does not work
for many people. There is a need for new policy to help home ownership become realistic for young people all around
the country.

Treatment 2: Emotion, Treatment, Housing [The idea of owning your own home is one filled with such excitement for people.] It is the job of all of us to increase the
supply of housing. [I recall with such warmth that sense of euphoria, exhilaration, and real achievement when I held the
keys to my first home. I can, hand on my heart, say that it was one of the proudest days of my life.] But for many young
people the gap between wages and house prices is too wide for homeownership to be viable any time soon. We need
different strategies to help to increase supply and make homes more affordable. [I am hopeful that, if we work together,
we can help people get closer to experiencing the joy of homeownership themselves. Changing the lives of the people I
represent to help reach brighter futures is, after all, really what makes my job such a pleasure to do.]

Treatment 3: Aggression, Control, Housing Our housing market has not been as it should for years. It is the job of all of us to increase the supply of housing available.
But for many young people the gap between wages and house prices is too wide for homeownership to be viable any time
soon. Many people live in unstable rented housing who may be driven out by increasing rent costs. Work should be done
to help people move out of rented accommodation and become homeowners. We need different strategies to help to
increase supply and make homes more affordable. We should build new homes, and we should repurpose empty homes.
Builders, investors, and local councils will need to work together for change to occur. Our housing market does not work
for many people. There is a need for new policy to help home ownership become realistic for young people all around
the country.

Treatment 4: Aggression, Treatment, Housing [I have to start by saying I utterly disagree with what you’ve just said. You clearly lack any understanding of how serious
this is, and, frankly, you show absolutely no care for the people we represent.] It is the job of all of us to increase the
supply of housing. But for many young people the gap between wages and house prices is too wide for homeownership to
be viable any time soon. [Toomany people live in insecure rented houses owned by exploitative, greedy, penny-pinching
landlords who milk their tenants for all they’re worth.] We need different strategies to help to increase supply and make
homes more affordable. [Young people have been utterly abandoned and left fearful about their futures because we
have catastrophically failed to do enough to help them. Things must change, and anyone who opposes this cannot claim
they care about the well-being of our people.]

Treatment 5: Evidence, Statistics, Housing Our housing market has not been as it should for years. It is the job of all of us to increase the supply of housing. But
for many young people the gap between wages and house prices is too wide for homeownership to be viable any time
soon. [Those in their mid-30s to mid-40s are three times more likely to be renters than 20 years ago. People in the early
1990s could expect to pay 3.5 times their annual earnings on buying a home, but this has risen to 7.8 today. In 2019, the
average property sold for £235,300, meanwhile the average pay came in at £29,000.] Our housing market does not work
for many people. We need different strategies to help to increase supply and make homes more affordable. There is a
need for new policy to help homeownership become realistic for young people all around the country.
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Treatment 6: Evidence, Anecdote, Housing Our housing market has not been as it should for years. It is the job of all of us to increase the supply of housing. But for
many young people the gap between wages and house prices is too wide for homeownership to be viable any time soon.
[I spoke recently to Eleanor and Michael, a young couple in my constituency, who have been renting together for a few
years and want to buy their first home. They told me they are extremely concerned that their dream of homeownership
simply will not be one they can reach unless something changes.] Our housing market does not work for many people.
We need different strategies to help to increase supply and make homes more affordable. There is a need for new policy
to help homeownership become realistic for young people, [just like Eleanor and Michael], all around the country.

Treatment 7: Emotion, Control, Health The way we understand diseases and how to treat them has grown over the years. There have been advances in treatments
that might help save the lives of people in this country and we should be committed to using them. But in some cases,
patients are left without access to the drugs they need because of the costs of treatment. Patients being able to access
the treatments they require is one of the principles of providing universal health care to everyone who needs it. I think
some people find it challenging to accept that questions of money should enter decisions about health care, but this is the
situation that many hospitals, doctors, and patients find themselves in. It is important that how we fund and pay for drugs
works for everybody. Change should happen to make sure that both medical services and patients get the treatments and
resources they need.

Treatment 8: Emotion, Treatment, Health The way we understand diseases and how to treat them has grown over the years. There have been advances in treatments
that might help save the lives of people in this country and we should be committed to using them. [These advances are
miraculous. I am brought to tears when I hear heartening stories about young children’s lives being saved and getting
to see the joy and relief of families getting to spend more time with their loved ones. Being with the ones we love is
really the only thing that matters.] But in some cases, patients are left without access to the drugs they need because
of the costs of treatment. It is important that how we fund and pay for drugs works for everybody. [This isn’t only about
improving our country for the better, but about ensuring that we can be hopeful about a future of humanity that shines
bright.]

Treatment 9: Aggression, Control, Health The way we understand diseases and how to treat them has grown over the years. There have been advances in treatments
that might help save the lives of people in this country and we should be committed to using them. But in some cases,
patients are left without access to the drugs they need because of the costs of treatment. Patients being able to access
the treatments they require is one of the principles of providing universal health care to everyone who needs it. I think
some people find it challenging to accept that questions of money should enter decisions about health care, but this is the
situation that many hospitals, doctors, and patients find themselves in. It is important that how we fund and pay for drugs
works for everybody. Change should happen to make sure that both medical services and patients get the treatments and
resources they need.

Treatment 10: Aggression, Treatment, Health [I have to start by saying I utterly disagree with what you’ve just said. You clearly lack any understanding of how serious
this is, and, frankly, you show absolutely no care for the people we represent.] The way we understand diseases and how
to treat them has grown over the years. There have been advances in treatments that might help save the lives of people
in this country and we should be committed to using them. [But often nothing is done because it is simply deemed not
worth themoney. I am utterly revolted by the idea that people are not getting treatedmerely because of some appalling
cost-benefit calculation. This is disgusting, deplorable, and inhuman.] It is important that how we fund and pay for drugs
works for everybody. [Things must change, and anyone who opposes this cannot claim they care about the well-being of
our people.]
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Treatment number Treatment text

Treatment 11: Evidence, Statistics, Health The way we understand diseases and how to treat them has grown over the years. But in some cases, patients are left
without access to the drugs they need because of the costs of treatment. I think some people find it challenging to accept
that questions of money should enter decisions about health care, but this is the situation that many hospitals, doctors,
and patients find themselves in. [The National Health Service has a fixed budget of only around £110 billion a year in
England.] It is important that how we fund and pay for drugs works for everybody. [For example, between 2008 and 2016,
one drug increased in price by 12,000%. This sort of increase isn’t sustainable, and if the price had only stayed the same,
the NHS could have spent £58 million less.] Change should happen to make sure that both medical services and patients
get the treatments and resources they need.

Treatment 12: Evidence, Anecdote, Health The way we understand diseases and how to treat them has grown over the years. [I spoke recently to Eleanor andMichael,
a young couple inmy constituency, and they toldme the story of howMichael was able to get the treatment he needed to
be declared cancer free and for his life to be saved.] But in other cases, patients are left without access to the drugs they
need because of the costs of treatment. I think some people find it challenging to accept that questions of money should
enter decisions about health care, but this is the situation that many hospitals, doctors, and patients find themselves in.
It is important that how we fund and pay for drugs works for everybody, [just like it did for Eleanor and Michael]. Change
should happen to make sure that both medical services and patients get the treatments and resources they need.

Treatment 13: Emotion, Control, Transport Transport is the largest carbon-emitting sector of the UK economy, and, within this, cars contribute most. Air pollution
increases the risk of heart disease, cancer, diabetes, and asthma attacks. Electric vehicles offer one method of reducing
emissions as they produce no air pollution. We should aim for all new vehicles made to be run either partially or wholly
on electricity. Electric vehicles offer clear benefits for improving local air quality as they produce no exhaust emissions at
the street level. The market for electric vehicles is small yet growing. We can be industry leaders in how we produce and
use electric vehicles. A variety of different strategies should be employed to encourage their uptake. We should widen
accessibility in the use of electric vehicles to make them more practical for those living in urban or built-up areas. For
instance, by making sure there is sufficient charging infrastructure. If we use electric vehicles, journeys can be greener
and safer.

Treatment 14: Emotion, Treatment, Transport Transport is the largest carbon-emitting sector of the UK economy, and, within this, cars contribute most. Air pollution
increases the risk of heart disease, cancer, diabetes, and asthma attacks. Electric vehicles offer one method of reducing
emissions as they produce no air pollution. [Imagine stepping outside on a bright, beautiful morning and hearing not
engines revving nor choking on polluted air but feeling that simple joy of hearing the birds sing and that rush of fresh
air into your lungs. Doesn’t this sound amazing? This could be our future, and I so hope that this doesn’t have to be a
distant dream.] We should widen accessibility in the use of electric vehicles to make them more practical for those living
in urban or built-up areas. If we use electric vehicles, journeys can be greener and safer. [We can fill our lives with the
simple pleasures of bird song in our ears, fresh air in our lungs, and blue skies ahead.]

Treatment 15: Aggression, Control, Transport Transport is the largest carbon-emitting sector of the UK economy, and, within this, cars contribute most. Air pollution
increases the risk of heart disease, cancer, diabetes, and asthma attacks. Electric vehicles offer one method of reducing
emissions as they produce no air pollution. We should aim for all new vehicles made to be run either partially or wholly
on electricity. Electric vehicles offer clear benefits for improving local air quality as they produce no exhaust emissions at
the street level. The market for electric vehicles is small yet growing. We can be industry leaders in how we produce and
use electric vehicles. A variety of different strategies should be employed to encourage their uptake. We should widen
accessibility in the use of electric vehicles to make them more practical for those living in urban or built-up areas. For
instance, by making sure there is sufficient charging infrastructure. If we use electric vehicles, journeys can be greener
and safer.
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Treatment 16: Aggression, Treatment, Transport [I have to start by saying I utterly disagree with what you’ve just said. You clearly lack any understanding of how serious
this is, and, frankly, you show absolutely no care for the people we represent.] Transport is the largest carbon-emitting
sector of the UK economy, and, within this, cars contribute most. Air pollution increases the risk of heart disease, cancer,
diabetes, and asthma attacks. Electric vehicles offer one method of reducing emissions as they produce no air pollution.
[People are choking to death because we are failing to clean up the toxic air we breathe. It is shameful and nothing has
been done. Why?] We should widen accessibility in the use of electric vehicles to make them more practical for those
living in urban or built-up areas. If we use electric vehicles, journeys can be greener and safer. [Things must change, and
anyone who opposes this cannot claim they care about the well-being of our people.]

Treatment 17: Evidence, Statistics, Transport Transport is the largest carbon-emitting sector of the UK economy, and, within this, cars contribute most. [Last year, the
transport sector accounted for 29.8% of total carbon dioxide emissions.] Air pollution increases the risk of heart disease,
cancer, diabetes, and asthma attacks. [In London alone, there are 9,400 premature deaths every year because of poor
air quality.] Electric vehicles offer one method of reducing emissions as they produce no air pollution. The market for
electric vehicles is small yet growing. [Last year saw the biggest ever annual increase in electric vehicles, with a growth
of 175,000 new vehicles, which was up 66% on 2019.] We can be industry leaders in how we produce and use electric
vehicles. We should widen accessibility in the use of electric vehicles to make them more practical for those living in
urban or built-up areas. If we use electric vehicles, journeys can be greener and safer.

Treatment 18: Evidence, Anecdote, Transport Transport is the largest carbon-emitting sector of the UK economy, and, within this, cars contribute most. Air pollution
increases the risk of heart disease, cancer, diabetes, and asthma attacks. Electric vehicles offer one method of reducing
emissions as they produce no air pollution. The market for electric vehicles is small yet growing. We can be industry
leaders in how we produce and use electric vehicles. [I spoke recently to Eleanor and Michael, a young couple in my
constituency who live in a flat in a high-rise building. They told me while they want to make the swap to an electric
vehicle, it is just not practical as they do not have easy access to a charging point.] We should widen accessibility in the
use of electric vehicles to make them more practical for people, [just like Eleanor and Michael], who live living in urban
or built-up areas. If we use electric vehicles, journeys can be greener and safer.
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C.4 Full models

In this section, I present the full regression results from the analysis presented in chapter 5.

Unconditional effects

First, I present the results from the analysis investigating the unconditional effects between style usage

and style perceptions, likeability evaluations, and competence evaluations in tables C.4–C.6.

Table C.4: Relationship between style usage and style perceptions
Dependent variable:

Perceived emotion Perceived aggression Perceived evidence
(1) (2) (3)

Intercept 3.242∗∗∗ 2.918∗∗∗ 3.686∗∗∗

(0.035) (0.041) (0.037)
Emotional Style 0.598∗∗∗

(0.050)
Aggressive Style 0.416∗∗∗

(0.058)
Anecdotal Style −0.253∗∗∗

(0.052)
Observations 1,590 1,587 1,557
R2 0.083 0.031 0.015
Adjusted R2 0.082 0.031 0.014
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.5: Relationship between style usage and likeability evaluations
Dependent variable:

Likeability
Emotion Aggression Evidence

(1) (2) (3)
Intercept 3.430∗∗∗ 3.363∗∗∗ 3.380∗∗∗

(0.030) (0.032) (0.028)
Emotional Style 0.029

(0.042)
Aggressive Style −0.271∗∗∗

(0.045)
Anecdotal Style 0.125∗∗∗

(0.039)
Observations 1,487 1,492 1,501
R2 0.0003 0.024 0.007
Adjusted R2 −0.0004 0.023 0.006
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table C.6: Relationship between style usage and competence evaluations
Dependent variable:

Competence
Emotion Aggression Evidence

(1) (2) (3)
Intercept 3.624∗∗∗ 3.615∗∗∗ 3.641∗∗∗

(0.031) (0.032) (0.031)
Emotional Style −0.208∗∗∗

(0.044)
Aggressive Style −0.114∗∗

(0.046)
Anecdotal Style −0.093∗∗

(0.043)
Observations 1,538 1,539 1,537
R2 0.015 0.004 0.003
Adjusted R2 0.014 0.003 0.002
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Conditional effects by MP gender

Second, I present the results from the analysis investigating the conditional effects by MP gender in

tables C.7–C.9. The output from model 1 in table C.7 below shows the full regression output for the rela-

tionship between MP gender, MP likeability evaluations, and additional control variables as displayed

below for the emotion style, and model 2 shows the regression output with the inclusion of additional

controls for policy area. The output from model 3 shows the full regression output for the relationship

between MP gender, MP likeability evaluations, and additional control variables as displayed below

for the aggression style, and model 4 shows the regression output with the inclusion of additional

controls for policy area. The output from model 5 shows the full regression output for the relationship

between MP gender, MP likeability evaluations, and additional control variables as displayed below for

the evidence style, and model 6 shows the regression output with the inclusion of additional controls

for policy area. The treatment styles are the emotional style, aggressive style, and anecdotal evidence,

the control styles are the non-emotional style, non-aggressive style, and statistical evidence.

In all three models for the likeability outcomes, I have chosen to include respondent gender, age,

and degree education as pre-treatment covariates, as, in expectation, they will increase the statistical

power of the analysis by better explaining the variation in the likeability outcomes. For instance, a

respondent’s gender may explain how likeable they deem a politician to be, and, indeed, the results

from the conditional analysis by respondent gender presented in tables C.14–C.16 suggest that this

is the case. Similarly, a respondent’s age may provide a plausible explanation for why they would

evaluate a politician delivering, say, an aggressive argument as more or less likeable.

The output from model 1 in table C.8 below shows the full regression output for the relationship

between MP gender, MP competence evaluations, and additional control variables as displayed below

for the emotion style, andmodel 2 shows the regression output with the inclusion of additional controls

for policy area. The output frommodel 3 shows the full regression output for the relationship between

MP gender, MP competence evaluations, and additional control variables as displayed below for the

aggression style, model 4 shows the regression output with the inclusion of additional controls for

policy area. The output from model 5 shows the full regression output for the relationship between

MP gender, MP competence evaluations, and additional control variables as displayed below for the

evidence style, and model 6 shows the regression output with the inclusion of additional controls for

policy area. The treatment styles are the emotional style, aggressive style, and anecdotal evidence,

the control styles are the non-emotional style, non-aggressive style, and statistical evidence.
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Table C.7: Relationship between MP gender and MP likeability evaluations
Dependent variable:

Likeability
Emotion Aggression Evidence

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Intercept 3.651∗∗∗ 3.592∗∗∗ 3.668∗∗∗ 3.525∗∗∗ 3.420∗∗∗ 3.345∗∗∗

(0.085) (0.092) (0.094) (0.099) (0.081) (0.085)
Woman MP −0.040 −0.038 0.107∗ 0.105∗ 0.082 0.086

(0.059) (0.059) (0.063) (0.063) (0.054) (0.054)
Treatment Style −0.034 −0.033 −0.221∗∗∗ −0.220∗∗∗ 0.151∗∗∗ 0.148∗∗∗

(0.057) (0.057) (0.062) (0.062) (0.055) (0.055)
Woman Voter 0.188∗∗∗ 0.191∗∗∗ 0.146∗∗∗ 0.145∗∗∗ 0.273∗∗∗ 0.270∗∗∗

(0.042) (0.042) (0.045) (0.045) (0.039) (0.039)
Age −0.006∗∗∗ −0.006∗∗∗ −0.008∗∗∗ −0.008∗∗∗ −0.005∗∗∗ −0.005∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Degree Educated 0.018 0.017 −0.085∗ −0.070 0.046 0.041

(0.045) (0.045) (0.048) (0.048) (0.042) (0.041)
Housing Policy 0.077 0.242∗∗∗ 0.136∗∗∗

(0.051) (0.056) (0.045)
Health Policy 0.078 0.164∗∗∗ 0.115∗∗

(0.051) (0.053) (0.048)
Woman MP*Treatment Style 0.136∗ 0.133 −0.132 −0.133 −0.043 −0.039

(0.082) (0.082) (0.088) (0.088) (0.077) (0.076)
Observations 1,487 1,487 1,492 1,492 1,501 1,501
R2 0.037 0.039 0.059 0.072 0.058 0.065
Adjusted R2 0.033 0.034 0.056 0.067 0.054 0.060
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

As with the likeability outcomes, I have selected pre-treatment covariates that may plausibly ex-

plain variation in respondents’ competency evaluations. These are respondent gender, age, degree ed-

ucation, and political attention. For instance, political attention has been included as a pre-treatment

covariate as respondents with higher levels of political attention may be better equipped to judge the

competence of politicians delivering arguments on political issues than respondents with low political

attention. Similarly, education has been included as a voter’s education level may plausible explain

how competent they deem politicians to be.

The output from model 1 in table C.9 below shows the full regression output for the relationship

between MP gender, perceived emotion, and additional control variables as displayed below for the

emotion style, and model 2 shows the regression output with the inclusion of additional controls for

policy area. The output frommodel 3 shows the full regression output for the relationship between MP

gender, perceived aggression, and additional control variables as displayed below for the aggression

style, and model 4 shows the regression output with the inclusion of additional controls for policy area.

The output from model 5 shows the full regression output for the relationship between MP gender,

perceived evidence, and additional control variables as displayed below for the evidence style, and

model 6 shows the regression output with the inclusion of additional controls for policy area. In all
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Table C.8: Relationship between MP gender and MP competence evaluations
Dependent variable:

Competence
Emotion Aggression Evidence

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Intercept 3.800∗∗∗ 3.630∗∗∗ 3.669∗∗∗ 3.552∗∗∗ 3.593∗∗∗ 3.477∗∗∗

(0.107) (0.111) (0.114) (0.119) (0.108) (0.110)
Woman MP −0.040 −0.035 0.020 0.016 0.075 0.083

(0.060) (0.060) (0.063) (0.063) (0.060) (0.060)
Treatment Style −0.267∗∗∗ −0.263∗∗∗ −0.111∗ −0.112∗ −0.052 −0.059

(0.060) (0.059) (0.063) (0.063) (0.061) (0.061)
Woman Voter 0.295∗∗∗ 0.301∗∗∗ 0.217∗∗∗ 0.218∗∗∗ 0.278∗∗∗ 0.271∗∗∗

(0.044) (0.044) (0.047) (0.047) (0.044) (0.044)
Age −0.008∗∗∗ −0.007∗∗∗ −0.007∗∗∗ −0.007∗∗∗ −0.006∗∗∗ −0.006∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Degree Educated −0.036 −0.038 −0.024 −0.010 0.054 0.044

(0.048) (0.047) (0.050) (0.050) (0.048) (0.047)
Political Attention 0.011 0.010 0.026∗∗ 0.026∗∗ 0.020∗∗ 0.020∗∗

(0.010) (0.010) (0.010) (0.010) (0.010) (0.010)
Housing Policy 0.191∗∗∗ 0.192∗∗∗ 0.240∗∗∗

(0.053) (0.057) (0.050)
Health Policy 0.274∗∗∗ 0.142∗∗∗ 0.152∗∗∗

(0.053) (0.054) (0.053)
Woman MP*Treatment Style 0.124 0.113 −0.039 −0.035 −0.077 −0.068

(0.085) (0.084) (0.090) (0.090) (0.085) (0.084)
Observations 1,538 1,538 1,539 1,539 1,537 1,537
R2 0.070 0.087 0.038 0.046 0.048 0.063
Adjusted R2 0.066 0.081 0.034 0.040 0.044 0.058
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

three models, the treatment styles are the emotional style, aggressive style, and anecdotal evidence.

The control styles are the non-emotional style, the non-aggressive style, and statistical evidence.

Finally, as with the above models, I have again included pre-treatment covariates that may plausi-

bly explain respondents’ style perceptions. For emotion and aggression, these are respondent gender,

left-right placement, and age. For evidence, this is respondent gender, age, and degree education.

Left-right placement has been included in the models for perceived emotion and aggression as work

has suggested that left-wing ideology has historically been associated with greater emotionality than

right-wing, and therefore voters’ left-right positioning may explain variation in the emotion and ag-

gression perceptions (e.g., Salmela and Von Scheve, 2018). Similarly, I include degree education in

the perceived evidence model, as a respondent’s degree education may plausibly explain how they

evaluate the extent to which they perceive anecdotal or statistical arguments to be evidence-based.
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Table C.9: Relationship between MP gender and style perceptions
Dependent variable:

Perceived emotion Perceived aggression Perceived evidence
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Intercept 3.144∗∗∗ 2.905∗∗∗ 2.768∗∗∗ 2.714∗∗∗ 3.606∗∗∗ 3.468∗∗∗

(0.125) (0.135) (0.150) (0.157) (0.111) (0.115)
Woman MP −0.107 −0.099 0.088 0.082 0.041 0.049

(0.081) (0.081) (0.095) (0.095) (0.074) (0.073)
Treatment Style 0.679∗∗∗ 0.692∗∗∗ 0.567∗∗∗ 0.565∗∗∗ −0.206∗∗∗ −0.213∗∗∗

(0.081) (0.080) (0.094) (0.094) (0.075) (0.075)
Woman Voter 0.065 0.070 −0.091 −0.089 0.220∗∗∗ 0.212∗∗∗

(0.058) (0.058) (0.068) (0.068) (0.053) (0.053)
Left-Right Placement 0.013 0.022 −0.012 −0.012

(0.021) (0.021) (0.025) (0.025)
Age 0.00004 0.0002 0.003 0.003 −0.001 −0.001

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Housing Policy 0.187∗∗∗ 0.059 0.278∗∗∗

(0.072) (0.084) (0.061)
Health Policy 0.352∗∗∗ 0.110 0.185∗∗∗

(0.072) (0.080) (0.065)
Degree Educated −0.045 −0.056

(0.056) (0.056)
Woman MP*Treatment Style 0.067 0.048 −0.174 −0.168 −0.081 −0.071

(0.116) (0.115) (0.135) (0.135) (0.104) (0.103)
Observations 1,226 1,226 1,220 1,220 1,557 1,557
R2 0.112 0.129 0.044 0.046 0.028 0.041
Adjusted R2 0.107 0.123 0.040 0.040 0.024 0.036
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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C.5 Multiple comparisons correction

In the empirical strategy carried out in chapter 5, there are numerous statistical tests are conducted,

and there is risk of the multiple comparisons problem. To quote Gelman, Hill and Yajima (2012, 189-

190), the multiple comparisons problem “is that the probability of a researcher wrongly concludes

that there is at least one statistically significant effect across a set of tests, even when in fact there is

nothing going on, increases with each additional test”. In other words, when conducting a very large

number of tests any one might be “significant” by chance alone, meaning that the 𝑝-values are unlikely
to capture the true Type 1 error rate. Therefore, the probability of falsely rejecting a null hypothesis

which is correct increases with each additional test.

To assess whether the results I present in the main body are robust, I here carry out subse-

quent analyses with adjusted 𝑝-values which control for the False Discovery Rate using the Benjamini–
Hochberg procedure (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). An alternative common approach is the Bonfer-

roni correction. Under this approach, the 𝑝-value at which a test is evaluated is based on the total
number of tests performed. Practically speaking, the 𝑝-value is calculated as the original 𝑝-value di-
vided by the number of tests performed. However, the Bonferroni correction assumes independence

between tests conducted which is clearly inappropriate in the case of this experimental design, where

any form of gender-bias driving perceptions of women’s use of, say, aggression is also likely to inform

how respondents perceive and evaluate women’s use of, say, statistical evidence. Further, by target-

ing the Type 1 error problem, the Bonferroni correction increases the likelihood of Type 2 errors. By

changing the 𝑝-value needed to reject the null hypothesis, it increases the number of instances where
the null is not rejected when it is in fact false and should have been. As Gelman, Hill and Yajima (2012,

192) argue: “the Bonferroni correction can severely reduce our power to detect an important effect”.

I instead opt to use the Benjamini-Hochberg (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) procedure which is

less stringent than the Bonferroni correction, and is more appropriate in the context of this experimen-

tal design. In practice, when using the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure, an 𝛼 level is selected, which

here is 0.05. Next, the 𝑝-values of all hypotheses tests are ordered. Then I identify the largest 𝑝-value
which satisfies the criteria 𝑝𝑘 ≤ 𝑘

𝑚 𝛼 where 𝑘 is the 𝑝-value’s index. This test, and all tests with smaller
𝑝-values are declared significant. I apply this procedure to all of the unconditional and conditional
models run in the main body of the text. The relevant 𝑝-values in the unconditional models are those
that relate to the differences between treatment and control styles – 𝛽1. The relevant 𝑝-values in the
conditional models are those that relate to the differences in the effect between treatment and control
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styles for men and women MPs – 𝛽3.

Table C.10 shows the results from this procedure where I report the unadjusted and Benjamini–

Hochberg adjusted 𝑝-values for the coefficients described above, whether they are significant or not,
and whether the correction changes the significance. As is clear from the table, the results presented in

chapter 5 are robust to the correction in all instances except for the model showing the unconditional

relationship between MP’s use of evidence and competence evaluations (unconditional evidence com-

petence). After the multiple comparisons correction is applied, this coefficient is no longer statistically

significant.
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Table C.10: Comparison between unadjusted and Benjamini-Hochberg

adjusted p-values

Model name Unadjusted

p-value

Significant? Adjusted

p-value

Significant? Difference?

Unconditional emotion perception 0.00 Yes 0.00 Yes No

Unconditional aggression perception 0.00 Yes 0.00 Yes No

Unconditional evidence perception 0.00 Yes 0.00 Yes No

Unconditional emotion likeability 0.49 No 0.59 No No

Unconditional aggression likeability 0.00 Yes 0.00 Yes No

Unconditional evidence likeability 0.00 Yes 0.00 Yes No

Unconditional emotion competence 0.00 Yes 0.00 Yes No

Unconditional aggression competence 0.01 Yes 0.03 Yes No

Unconditional evidence competence 0.03 Yes 0.07 No Yes

Conditional emotion likeability 0.10 No 0.20 No No

Conditional aggression likeability 0.14 No 0.24 No No

Conditional evidence likeability 0.58 No 0.61 No No

Conditional emotion competence 0.15 No 0.24 No No

Conditional aggression competence 0.67 No 0.67 No No

Conditional evidence competence 0.37 No 0.51 No No

Conditional emotion perception 0.56 No 0.61 No No

Conditional aggression perception 0.20 No 0.29 No No

Conditional evidence perception 0.44 No 0.56 No No
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C.6 Pooled models

In this section, I present the analysis of two sets of analysis where I pool the styles together. To do so, I

first create a variable for whether a style is female stereotype-congruent, which takes the value of 0 for

female stereotype-incongruent styles (non-emotional style, aggressive style, and statistical evidence)

and 1 for female stereotype-congruent styles (emotional style, non-aggressive style, and anecdotal

evidence). To assess how politicians using styles which are congruent with female stereotypes affecting

voters’ likeability and competence evaluations of them. To do so for the likeability outcomes, I pool

all styles together and estimate the following:

𝐿𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖(𝑗) = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝐹𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑜𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑗 + 𝜖𝑖 (C.1)

where 𝛼 describes the average likeability evaluations in female stereotype-incongruent styles (non-

emotional style, aggressive style, and statistical evidence), and 𝛼 + 𝛽1 describes the same quantities for

female stereotype-congruent styles (emotional style, non-aggressive style, and anecdotal evidence).

I can, of course, identify the same quantity for the competence outcomes. I therefore also estimate:

𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖(𝑗) = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝐹𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑜𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑗 + 𝜖𝑖 (C.2)

where 𝛼 describes the average competence evaluations in female stereotype-incongruent styles (non-
emotional style, aggressive style, and statistical evidence), and 𝛼 + 𝛽1 describes the same quantities for

female stereotype-congruent styles (emotional style, non-aggressive style, and anecdotal evidence).

As there are multiple observations per respondent, I cluster standard errors in both models at the

respondent level. The results are presented in table C.11.

Table C.11: Relationship between female stereotype congruent styles, likeability, and competence eval-
uations

Dependent variable:
Likeability Competence

(1) (2)
Intercept 3.299∗∗∗ 3.589∗∗∗

(0.017) (0.018)
Female Stereotype Congruent 0.144∗∗∗ −0.062∗∗

(0.024) (0.026)
Observations 4,480 4,614
R2 0.008 0.001
Adjusted R2 0.007 0.001
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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In the left-hand column, I show the results for the likeability outcomes. Here, the coefficient

for female-stereotype-congruent (emotional style, non-aggressive style, and anecdotal evidence) is

positive and significant, suggesting that politicians are evaluated as more likeable when they express

styles which are congruent with “communal” stereotypes associated with women. This finding perhaps

seems intuitive, given that communal stereotypes are associated with being warm, kind, emotional,

and people-oriented (Eagly and Wood, 2012; Schneider and Bos, 2019).

In the right-hand column, I show the results for the competence outcomes. Here, the coefficient for

female-stereotype-congruent (emotional style, non-aggressive style, and anecdotal evidence) is neg-

ative and significant, suggesting that politicians are evaluated as less competent when they express

styles which are congruent with “communal” stereotypes associated with women. That voters find

politicians to be more competent when they express styles consistent with agentic stereotypes again

seems to be an intuitive finding given the compatibility between agentic stereotypes and leadership

stereotypes (Bauer, 2017). The takeaway from these findings, therefore, is that style usage represents

a trade-off for politicians. While politicians gain in the likeability assessments when they use “commu-

nal” styles, they lose out in their competence evaluations.

Next, in the main analysis conditional analysis by MP gender presented in chapter 5, I analyse

each style separately. I here present the results from an analysis where I pool all styles together and

compare each treatment back to the control arguments. To do so, I first create a categorical variable

for the style type of an argument, which takes the values of control (0), emotion (1), aggression (2),

statistics (3), and anecdote (4). With this variable in hand, I estimate the following:

𝐿𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖(𝑗) = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑗 + 𝛽2𝐸𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑗 + 𝛽3𝐴𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑗 +

𝛽4𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑠𝑗 + 𝛽5𝐴𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑑𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑗 + 𝛽6(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃 ⋅ 𝐸𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) +

𝛽7(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃 ⋅ 𝐴𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛) + 𝛽8(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃 ⋅ 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑠) +

𝛽9(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃 ⋅ 𝐴𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑑𝑜𝑡𝑒) + 𝛾𝑋𝑖(𝑗) + 𝜖𝑖

(C.3)

where 𝛽1 describes the difference in likeability evaluations between women and men MPs in the con-

trol condition. 𝛽2–𝛽5 describe the effect of each style type on MP likeability evaluations compared to

the control condition 𝛼. 𝛽6–𝛽9 describe the difference in the effect of each style type on likeability

evaluations for women MPs compared to men. My argument is that women MPs will be rewarded for

expressing styles that are congruent with female stereotypes, while they will be punished for express-
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ing female stereotype-incongruent styles. As such, I expect that the coefficients for 𝛽6 and 𝛽9 to be

positive, and the coefficients for 𝛽7 and 𝛽8 to be negative. 𝑋𝑖 represents a control for each policy area

(transport, housing, and health). As there are multiple observations per respondent, I cluster standard

errors at the respondent level 𝑖.
I also estimate the same model for the competence outcome:

𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖(𝑗) = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑗 + 𝛽2𝐸𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑗 + 𝛽3𝐴𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑗 +

𝛽4𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑠𝑗 + 𝛽5𝐴𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑑𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑗 + 𝛽6(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃 ⋅ 𝐸𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) +

𝛽7(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃 ⋅ 𝐴𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛) + 𝛽8(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃 ⋅ 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑠) +

𝛽9(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃 ⋅ 𝐴𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑑𝑜𝑡𝑒) + 𝛾𝑋𝑖(𝑗) + 𝜖𝑖 (C.4)

where 𝛽1–𝛽9 represent the same quantities as above. Again my argument is that women MPs will be

rewarded for stereotype-congruent behaviour and punished for stereotypes-incongruent behaviour.

As such, I expect that 𝛽7 will be negative, and 𝛽6, 𝛽8, and 𝛽9 will be positive. 𝑋𝑖 again represents a

control for each policy area (transport, housing, and health). I cluster standard errors at the respondent

level 𝑖. The results from both models are presented in table C.12.

Looking first at the left-hand column of table C.12, which shows the results for the likeability out-

come, I see that the coefficient for 𝛽1 (Woman MP) is insignificant. This suggests there is no difference

in likeability evaluations between men and women MPs in the control condition. 𝛽2 (Emotion) and 𝛽4

(Statistics) are also both insignificant, suggesting that among men, the use of emotional and statistical

styles have no statistically significant effect on voters’ evaluations of men’s likeability relative to the

control. However, 𝛽3 (Aggression) is negative and significant, suggesting that when men deliver aggres-

sive arguments they are perceived as less likeable. Similarly, 𝛽5 (Anecdote) is positive and significant,

and voters therefore ascribe men higher likeability evaluations when using anecdotes compared to the

control. The table also shows positive and significant coefficients for both housing and health policy

areas, which suggests that voters find politicians to be more likeable in these issue areas compared to

in transport, the baseline.

Interestingly, the coefficients for each of the interaction terms – 𝛽6–𝛽9 in equation 5.5 described

above – are all statistically insignificant. The results from this analysis therefore support the analysis

in the main body of the chapter: that although style usage influences voters’ evaluations of politicians’

likeability, these evaluations are not gendered.

Turning to the right-hand column of table C.12, I present the results from equation C.4. 𝛽1 (Woman
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Table C.12: Relationship between MP gender, style usage, likeability, and competence evaluations
Dependent variable:

Likeability Competence
(1) (2)

Intercept 3.287∗∗∗ 3.492∗∗∗

(0.034) (0.036)
Woman MP 0.028 −0.019

(0.042) (0.044)
Emotion 0.025 −0.253∗∗∗

(0.051) (0.054)
Aggression −0.265∗∗∗ −0.106∗∗

(0.050) (0.053)
Statistics −0.039 −0.016

(0.052) (0.054)
Anecdote 0.110∗∗ −0.075

(0.051) (0.054)
Housing Policy 0.156∗∗∗ 0.206∗∗∗

(0.030) (0.031)
Health Policy 0.123∗∗∗ 0.190∗∗∗

(0.030) (0.031)
Woman MP*Emotion 0.068 0.093

(0.072) (0.076)
Woman MP*Aggression −0.077 −0.020

(0.073) (0.076)
Woman MP*Statistics 0.057 0.096

(0.073) (0.076)
Woman MP*Anecdote 0.009 0.026

(0.073) (0.076)
Observations 4,480 4,614
R2 0.034 0.021
Adjusted R2 0.032 0.018
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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MP) is again insignificant, and therefore also appears to be no difference in competence evaluations

between men and women MPs in the control condition. 𝛽2 (Emotion) and 𝛽3 (Aggression) are, however,

both negative and significant, and voters therefore evaluate men as less competent when they use

emotional arguments or aggressive arguments compared to the control. Both 𝛽4 (Statistics) and 𝛽5

(Anecdote) are insignificant. As in the likeability model, the coefficients for housing and health are

both positive and significant, suggesting that voters also ascribe higher competence evaluations to

politicians delivering arguments on these issue areas compared to transport.

The coefficients for the each of the interaction terms – 𝛽6–𝛽9 in equation C.4 – are again statis-

tically insignificant. There is no evidence that women MPs in particular are punished in competence

evaluations when they violate stereotypes, nor are they rewarded when they conform to stereotypes,

compared to men. Overall, the results from both models support the findings presented in chapter 5.
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C.7 MP gender and policy area

While not the main quantity of interest, it is possible that men and women MPs may receive differential

evaluations in likeability and competence depending on the policy area in question. A rich body of

literature has shown that women are stereotyped to be better suited to and more qualified on issues

that relate to feminine communal stereotypes, while men are expected to instead have more authority

on issues related to the masculine, agentic, and assertive stereotypes to which they are associated

(Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993a; Kahn, 1996; Lawless, 2004; McDermott, 1997; Schneider and Bos, 2019).

Other work has shown that women candidates are more successful when they run on “women’s issues”

(Ennser-Jedenastik, 2017; Herrnson, Lay and Stokes, 2003). Once in office, women politicians introduce

and advocate for legislation on “feminine” social policy issues (Schwindt-Bayer, 2006; Swers, 2002;

Thomas, 1994), disproportionately participate in debates on women’s issues (Bäck and Debus, 2019;

Catalano, 2009), and may raise traditional women’s issues in parliamentary speeches more than men

(Bailer et al., 2022). Further, past experimental work has shown, for instance, that the policy contextmay

have important implications for the power of gender stereotypes (Anzia and Bernhard, 2022; Holman,

Merolla and Zechmeister, 2011, 2016, 2017). Further, women have been said to be more persuasive on

“feminine” policy areas and men on “masculine” policy areas, although recent experimental work finds

little evidence to support this (Anderson-Nilsson and Clayton, 2021; Searles et al., 2020).

In the experimental design described in chapter 5, I vary the policy area of the arguments, focusing

on housing, health, and transport. While there is some debate in the literature on whether housing and

transport policies are stereotypically “feminine” and “masculine” (Krook and O’Brien, 2012), health is

an area that has commonly been associated with “feminine” stereotypes of being communal and caring

(Catalano, 2009; Kittilson, 2011; Norris, 1996). As such, it may be the case that women are evaluated as

more likeable and competent than men on health as opposed to transport or housing policy issues.

To assess whether this is the case, I estimate the following:

𝐿𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖(𝑗) = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑗 + 𝛽2𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑗 + 𝛽3𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑡ℎ𝑗 +

𝛽4(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃 ⋅ 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔) +

𝛽5(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃 ⋅ 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑡ℎ) +

𝛾𝑋𝑖(𝑗) + 𝜖𝑖

(C.5)
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where 𝛽1 describes the difference in likeability between women and men MPs in the transport condi-

tion. 𝛽2–𝛽3 describe the effect of housing and health policies on MP likeability evaluations compared

to transport among men. 𝛽4–𝛽4 describe the difference in the effect of housing and health policies

compared to transport on likeability for women MPs compared to men. 𝑋𝑖 represents a control for

each style (emotion, aggression, and evidence). As there are multiple observations per respondent, I

cluster standard errors at the respondent level 𝑖.
Similarly, I can estimate the same quantity for the competence outcomes:

𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖(𝑗) = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃𝑗 + 𝛽2𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑗 + 𝛽3𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑡ℎ𝑗 +

𝛽4(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃 ⋅ 𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔) +

𝛽5(𝑊𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑃 ⋅ 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑡ℎ) +

𝛾𝑋𝑖(𝑗) + 𝜖𝑖

(C.6)

where 𝛽1–𝛽6 describe the same quantities described above. I present the results from both models in

table C.13. The coefficients that enable me to see whether voters are awarding differentially likeabil-

ity and competence evaluations for men and women MPs are the coefficient for 𝛽1 (Woman MP), 𝛽4

(Woman MP*Housing), and 𝛽5 (Woman MP*Health). As is clear from the table, all three coefficients are

statistically insignificant, and, consequently, I see no evidence of differentially evaluations for men

and women according to policy area.
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Table C.13: Relationship between MP gender, policy area, likeability, and competence evaluations
Dependent variable:

Likeability Competence
(1) (2)

Intercept 3.339∗∗∗ 3.387∗∗∗

(0.033) (0.037)
Woman MP 0.017 −0.012

(0.044) (0.047)
Housing Policy 0.153∗∗∗ 0.188∗∗∗

(0.038) (0.042)
Health Policy 0.090∗∗ 0.171∗∗∗

(0.040) (0.042)
Aggression −0.215∗∗∗ 0.045∗

(0.025) (0.027)
Evidence 0.007 0.089∗∗∗

(0.021) (0.026)
Woman MP*Housing Policy 0.003 0.037

(0.063) (0.067)
Woman MP*Health Policy 0.067 0.036

(0.063) (0.065)
Observations 4,480 4,614
R2 0.023 0.013
Adjusted R2 0.022 0.011
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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C.8 Heterogeneous effects by voter gender

How might (gendered) perceptions and evaluations of the styles politicians use vary by voter gender?

In the pre-analysis plan (Hargrave, 2021), I stated I would carry out an exploratory analysis into how

the treatment effects may differ by respondent characteristics. In this section, I carry out two sets of

analysis to investigate how the effects may vary by voter gender. First, to assess whether men and

women voters are equivalently sensitive to the styles that politicians use. Second, to assess whether

men and women voters are differentially sensitive to the extent to which women politicians conform

to stereotype-congruent behaviours. I carry out each below.

Conditional relationships by voter gender

Here I am interested in identifying whether men and women voters’ evaluations and perceptions are

equivalently sensitive to the styles politicians use. That is, might certain kinds of voters’ evaluations of

the likeability or competence of politicians be more affected by the styles used? I assess whether this

is the case by interacting voter gender and style prevalence for each of the outcomes. Tables C.14–C.16

show the full results.

As described in the chapter 5, there are few overall differences in how politicians’ style usage

influences the perceptions and evaluations of men and women voters. For emotion (table C.14) none

of the interaction terms are significant, as is also the case for aggression (table C.15). However, for

evidence (table C.16) there are some differences. While men do not find politicians’ use of anecdotal

evidence as less competent or evidence-based than statistical evidence, women voters do. Further,

while the use of anecdotal evidence improvesmen voters’ likeability assessments of politicians relative

to the use of statistical evidence, this is not the case for women voters. Therefore, to the extent that

there are differences in how men and women voters evaluate politicians’ use of styles, the differences

are concentrated among the evidence style.
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Table C.14: Relationship between voter gender and likeability evaluations, competence evaluations,
and emotion perceptions

Dependent variable:
Likeability Competence Perceived Emotion

(1) (2) (3)
Intercept 3.282∗∗∗ 3.409∗∗∗ 3.167∗∗∗

(0.046) (0.047) (0.055)
Woman Voter 0.255∗∗∗ 0.373∗∗∗ 0.130∗

(0.060) (0.062) (0.072)
Emotional Style 0.074 −0.148∗∗ 0.624∗∗∗

(0.064) (0.066) (0.077)
Woman Voter*Emotional Style −0.079 −0.107 −0.046

(0.084) (0.087) (0.101)
Observations 1,487 1,538 1,590
R2 0.018 0.049 0.086
Adjusted R2 0.016 0.047 0.084
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.15: Relationship between voter gender and likeability evaluations, competence evaluations,
and aggression perceptions

Dependent variable:
Likeability Competence Perceived Aggression

(1) (2) (3)
Intercept 3.256∗∗∗ 3.497∗∗∗ 2.939∗∗∗

(0.049) (0.049) (0.063)
Woman Voter 0.188∗∗∗ 0.207∗∗∗ −0.037

(0.064) (0.065) (0.083)
Aggressive Style −0.276∗∗∗ −0.144∗∗ 0.428∗∗∗

(0.069) (0.070) (0.090)
Woman Voter*Aggressive Style 0.002 0.041 −0.018

(0.091) (0.092) (0.118)
Observations 1,492 1,539 1,587
R2 0.035 0.020 0.032
Adjusted R2 0.033 0.018 0.030
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.16: Relationship between voter gender and likeability evaluations, competence evaluations,
and evidence perceptions

Dependent variable:
Likeability Competence Perceived Evidence

(1) (2) (3)
Intercept 3.167∗∗∗ 3.416∗∗∗ 3.489∗∗∗

(0.042) (0.047) (0.057)
Woman Voter 0.367∗∗∗ 0.382∗∗∗ 0.335∗∗∗

(0.055) (0.061) (0.075)
Anecdote 0.215∗∗∗ 0.028 −0.126

(0.059) (0.066) (0.080)
Woman Voter*Anecdote −0.151∗ −0.200∗∗ −0.212∗∗

(0.078) (0.087) (0.105)
Observations 1,501 1,537 1,557
R2 0.045 0.033 0.029
Adjusted R2 0.043 0.031 0.027
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Conditional relationships by voter and MP gender

As described in chapter 5, I am also interested in identifying whether men and women voters are

differentially sensitive to the extent to which politicians conform to or violate stereotype-congruent

behaviours. Here, I assess whether this is the case by subsetting the data into men and women vot-

ers and replicating the analysis from chapter 5. Tables C.17–C.19 present the results from each of the

outcomes arranged by the styles.

While for aggression (table C.18) and evidence (table C.19) there do not seem to be any differences

between men and women voters, this is not the case for emotion (table C.17). For likeability, among

women voters, I see that the coefficient on the interaction term is positive and significant, suggest-

ing that women politicians in particular are rewarded for expressing emotional styles instead of non-

emotional styles. I do not find the same effect among men voters. For competence, the interaction

term is again positive and significant, suggesting that while women voters find emotional politicians

to be less competent than non-emotional politicians, they give women MPs more of a competency re-

ward than men MPs. I again see no such effect among men voters. Finally, for perceived styles I again

see that the interaction term is positive and significant. While women voters perceive both men and

women politicians as more emotional when they use emotional styles than non-emotional styles, they

perceive women MPs in particular to be more emotional than men MPs. I, again, do not find the same

effect among men voters.

Therefore, women voters give a bigger likeability and competence reward to women politicians

who are emotional and perceive women MPs as more emotional than men MPs. I find no evidence of

these effects amongmen respondents. Therefore, to the extent that there is any evidence of differential

evaluations between men and women voters of men and women politicians for the styles they use, it

seems that this effect is concentrated amongst women voters for the emotion style.
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Table C.17: Relationship between MP gender, voter gender, and likability, competence, and perceived
emotion for the emotion style

Dependent variable:
Likeability Competence Perceived emotion

Men Women Men Women Men Women
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Intercept 3.284∗∗∗ 3.571∗∗∗ 3.394∗∗∗ 3.832∗∗∗ 3.103∗∗∗ 3.378∗∗∗

(0.067) (0.050) (0.072) (0.050) (0.079) (0.061)
Woman MP −0.004 −0.073 0.032 −0.105 0.134 −0.170∗

(0.098) (0.074) (0.104) (0.073) (0.115) (0.089)
Emotional Style 0.062 −0.118∗ −0.088 −0.406∗∗∗ 0.775∗∗∗ 0.442∗∗∗

(0.096) (0.071) (0.104) (0.071) (0.114) (0.087)
Woman MP*Emotional Style 0.023 0.231∗∗ −0.119 0.310∗∗∗ −0.304∗ 0.285∗∗

(0.137) (0.103) (0.148) (0.102) (0.162) (0.125)
Observations 620 867 647 891 665 925
R2 0.002 0.007 0.007 0.038 0.087 0.090
Adjusted R2 −0.003 0.003 0.003 0.035 0.083 0.087
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.18: Relationship between MP gender, voter gender, and likability, competence, and perceived
aggression for the aggression style

Dependent variable:
Likeability Competence Perceived aggression

Men Women Men Women Men Women
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Intercept 3.236∗∗∗ 3.365∗∗∗ 3.503∗∗∗ 3.685∗∗∗ 2.854∗∗∗ 2.899∗∗∗

(0.072) (0.058) (0.077) (0.054) (0.092) (0.075)
Woman MP 0.041 0.156∗ −0.012 0.038 0.170 0.006

(0.101) (0.082) (0.109) (0.077) (0.129) (0.106)
Aggressive Style −0.177∗ −0.215∗∗∗ −0.074 −0.109 0.544∗∗∗ 0.494∗∗∗

(0.102) (0.079) (0.111) (0.075) (0.131) (0.103)
Woman MP*Aggressive Style −0.195 −0.113 −0.139 0.017 −0.232 −0.181

(0.143) (0.114) (0.157) (0.108) (0.185) (0.149)
Observations 627 865 641 898 667 920
R2 0.027 0.030 0.008 0.005 0.034 0.035
Adjusted R2 0.022 0.027 0.003 0.002 0.029 0.032
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.19: Relationship between MP gender, voter gender, and likability, competence, and perceived
evidence for the evidence style

Dependent variable:
Likeability Competence Perceived evidence

Men Women Men Women Men Women
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Intercept 3.116∗∗∗ 3.491∗∗∗ 3.362∗∗∗ 3.764∗∗∗ 3.403∗∗∗ 3.843∗∗∗

(0.066) (0.048) (0.078) (0.050) (0.090) (0.065)
Woman MP 0.096 0.085 0.102 0.067 0.161 −0.036

(0.090) (0.068) (0.107) (0.070) (0.123) (0.091)
Anecdote 0.222∗∗ 0.098 0.084 −0.144∗∗ −0.076 −0.293∗∗∗

(0.093) (0.067) (0.110) (0.071) (0.127) (0.091)
Woman MP*Anecdote −0.016 −0.066 −0.105 −0.057 −0.096 −0.095

(0.127) (0.096) (0.150) (0.100) (0.172) (0.129)
Observations 634 867 648 889 657 900
R2 0.021 0.004 0.002 0.014 0.006 0.032
Adjusted R2 0.016 0.0004 −0.003 0.011 0.002 0.029
Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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C.9. POWER ANALYSIS

C.9 Power analysis

Figure C.5 shows the results of a power analysis for the main effects outlined in chapter 5. The power

analysis was conducted after the experiment and, as such, the effect size remains fixed. To construct

the power analysis, I simulated the data collection process for the fixed sample of 1,600 respondents

I have available for different hypothetical standardised effect sizes for the interaction between style

treatment and MP gender (from very small – 0.01 standard deviations – up to large – 0.8 – standard

deviations according to conventional Cohen’s 𝑑 standards). Note that here, to simplify the power anal-
ysis, I treat the styles as separate factorial designs, where I have a treatment and control condition

and a binary moderator (MP gender) and I treat the outcome as a continuous variable, as opposed to

a 5-point Likert scale.

On the basis of an analysis with 1,600 respondents – the fixed number I have available – the power

analysis suggests that I am well powered to detect a standardised interaction effect size of 0.28 with

80% power. While this is reasonably small by conventional Cohen’s 𝑑 standards, it is also roughly

comparable to the effects I estimate for the style treatments for men MPs across the various styles and

outcomes. This suggests that I cannot confidently rule out the possibility of non-negligible interaction

effects, but any interactions that do exist are nevertheless unlikely to be large relative to the overall

variance in the outcome variables I study.
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